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Contemporary Issues in Politics
& International Relations
Nesrin Kenar (Sakarya University)
nkenar@sakarya.edu.tr

Introduction
During the Cold War, the rivalry and conflict between Eastern and
Western Blocs was the biggest threat to international security. The collapse
of communist systems, the dissolution of the Iron Curtain and the USSR,
and thus the end of the Cold War led to expectations that there would be
a decline in the conflicts in this period. But, with the end of the Cold War,
there has been an increase in the number of the conflicts.
Today, in addition to the the ongoing numerous major armed conflicts,
nuclear weapons, and the increase in international terrorizm and
environmental security threats such as food and water security issues pose
a significant threat to international peace and security.

1. Revisiting National & International Security: Contemporary
Issues after the Cold War
In the traditional security approach, security concern focused on threats
posed by one state to another. Traditional security approach is concerned
with the territorial integrity of states and presserving the identities of
societies. Concern for national security means hostile or potentially hostile
interstate relations and violence towards states through military means by
other states. Since the end of the cold war, the drastic reduction of the war
risk among the actors of international system, the rising of nationalism
have stimulated great interest in new threats. (Lowi, 1999: 376).
According to the traditional view, the pursuit of military power was the
primary way to ensure security (Renner, 2004: 314). After the Cold War,
efforts to redefine security gained momentum. At the same time, new
conflicts emerged in the form of intra-state conflicts (Renner, 2004: 314).
After the end of the Cold War, the international community and
international organisations have shifted from focusing on political and
7
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military conflicts arising from the rivalry between the two superpowers to
new problems such as emerging ethnic conflicts and separatist movements
and to problems that were overshadowed by inter-block rivalry during the
Cold War, but with regional and international consequences. During the
Cold War, the conflicts that took place mainly between states and took
place in the form of an attack by one state against another state. The intraborder conflicts in this period were in the form of ideological conflicts
arising from the rivalry between the two blocs.
The developments since the end of the Cold War have shown that new
security threats are emerging in the international arena and that the ignored
developments that existed during the Cold War pose many security threats.
The debates after the end of the Cold War argued that resource scarcity
and environmental degradation were essential factors contributing to
political instability. It has become necessary to revisit the "national security
issue" as several new environmental threats with political consequences
dominated the international era (Gaan, 2002: 130).
At the heart of this change is the questioning of the efficiency of military
power and broadening the security concept to include the containment of
non-military threats. The new security approach includes issues such as
poverty, environmental degradation, crisis, spread of diseases, wars, drug
trafficking and migration (Obi, 2000: 47). With a growing concern about
environmental degradation and scarcity of resources during this period,
many past, present, and future causes of conflict and war seem to have little
or no direct connection to the environment or resources(Gaan, 2002: 130).
The oil shocks of 1973 and 1978 vividly demonstrated that national
security was not just a military issue(Ney, 1999: 18).
Because with increasing population, environmental degradation and
scarcity of resources are likely to create large-scale violent conflicts within
or between states. There is a perception that environmental degradation
and scarcity of resources will create conditions that lead to more and more
conflict. The association of violent conflicts, both national and
international, with environmental degradation or scarcity of resources has
become an increasingly important issue in international era. Much
literature has emerged showing the link between environmental problems
and conflict. The oldest is the Brundtland Report states that
"Environmental stress is both the cause and the result of political tension
and military conflict. Nations claim control over raw materials, energy
resources, land, river basin, sea crossings, and other important
environmental resources. Alternatively, they have fought to resist them. As
8
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these resources become scarce and competition for them increases, such
conflicts are likely to increase" (Gaan, 2002: 130).
Environmental security is a departure from the usual security research
approaches that have traditionally been limited to the defence of a
country's territory and political integrity. The state is responsible for
maintaining its integrity and sovereignty, and from time to time, entrusts
this task to the armed forces. The state assumes this responsibility alone;
no other institution can share this responsibility. Today, environmental
security has become an essential dimension of comprehensive national
security (Narwaria, 2015: 101).
This focus on the environment as a source of conflict has been debated by
politicians as well as scholars and media. For example, the United Nations
Environment Program report stated that environmental issues were
underlying of the Darfur conflict (Cudworth & Hobden, 2011: 43). The
1994 Human Development Report determined seven aspects of human
security: Economic security; food security; health security; environmental
security; personal safety; community safety; and political security (Renner,
2004: 313).
Michael T Klare's "Resource Wars" is a definitive resource on
environmental conflict. It states that access to resources "has become an
increasingly prominent feature of American security policy", that future
wars will be "largely waged over the control and possession of resources
necessary for the operation of vital economic goods—especially modern
industrial resources" (Klare, 2002).
Traditional security studies used to consider security as armed conflicts
between states. Hovewer, threats to the national security sometimes come
from its nation and often come not from weapons but financial, economic
and environmental (Lee, 2002: 78).
After the Cold War, also scholarly work focused on the relationship
between environmental issues and national and international security. The
purpose of human security has been defined as to protect the individual
from internal and external threats and environmental scarcity and the
unequal distribution of resources seen threats to human security.(Morton,
2008: 53).
Actions were also taken at the level of international organisations to combat
the new threats that emerged after the Cold War. Climate change was first
mentioned as a security issue at the EU level in the 2003 European Security
Strategy(Heras, 2020: 2).
9
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Threats to peace and security related to environmental problems are
included in the the concept of "environmental security". The availability
of natural resources is also part of security. Environmental security
approaches provides a response to emerging environmental security threats
to minimise the effects of environmental disasters or terrorism(Dale,
Bartell, Brothers, & Sorensen, 2004: 119).
Environmental security means more than protecting borders od states.
Because environmental issues affects economies, affecting populations'
health, puts security of population at risk in terms of health and water and
the scarcity of natural resources. These issues can affect traditional security
issues and threaten territorial integrity and national sovereignty. This is
especially true if states lose their resources and land through
desertification(Watson & Pandey, 2014: 73).
Resource wealth is another potential source of conflict. Along with other
natural resources, oil has fueled armed conflict in several countries funding
governments, rebels, and warlords to purchase and continue weapons. The
unequal distribution of natural resources also leads to conflict (Renner,
2004: 319).

2. About The Book
This book entitled “Contemporary Issues in Politics & International
Relations” consists of a range of topics that dominate what is related to the
concept of "security" and intend to focus on contemporary issues in
politics and international relations.
This book, entitled "Contemporary Issues in Politics & International
Relations" is an interdisciplinary study and consists of six parts, namely
"Introduction" (Part I), "Emerging Powers in the New Global Order”
(Part II), “Media, Memory and Politics” (Part III), “Challenges Facing by
the States” (Part IV), “Politics amid Covid-19 Pandemic” (Part V) and
“Regional Security Issues” (Part VI). Also, each part of the book consists
of several chapters contributed by distinguished scholars and researchers
from a wide range of disciplines and regions.
This Book, “Contemporary Issues in Politics & International Relations",
consists of twenty-one chapters.
Chapter 1, entitled “Contemporary Issues in Politics & International
Relations", written by Nesrin Kenar, examines the security threats after the
Cold War. Nesrin Kenar states that the rivalry and conflict between
Eastern and Western Blocs during the Cold War was the biggest threat to
10
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international security. The collapse of communist systems, the
disintegration of the Eastern Bloc and the USSR, and the end of the Cold
War led to expectations that there would be a decline in the number of
wars in this period. However, with the end of the Cold War, there has been
an increase in armed conflicts and a transformation from inter-state
conflicts to intra-state conflicts. After the Cold War, new threats and new
types of conflicts emerged. Today, the ongoing numerous major armed
conflicts, nuclear weapons, and the increase in terrorist attacks and
environmental security, food and water security issues pose a significant
threat to international peace and security. But, on the other hand, after the
Cold War, there was an increase in the number of wars that ended through
negotiations instead of a unilateral military victory.
Chapter 2 on “China’s Attempt to Flatten the Un-flat World through
Regional and Global Connectivity: An Analysis”, written by Najimdeen
Bakare, examines the Chinese foreign policy through World-system
analysis. The author points out that Chinese infrastructural expansionism
is a new form of the world system. He also discusses the arguments whether
China as a revisionist state determined to disrupt the current world order
system. Najimdeen Bakare also argues that through its investments and
infrastructure development, Beijing has demonstrated the proclivity of a
responsible international player and an incrementalist actor within the
discourse of world order and system. On a theoretical level, this article also
contributes to the growing body of epistemic discourse surrounding the
emerging dominance of China and especially its global megaprojects.
Chapter 3, entitled “Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), Climate Change and
China’s Soft Power” written by Sıla Turaç Baykara, argues that whether
China uses the BRI as a soft power strategy in its foreign policymaking and
combines the BRI and the climate change to increase the effectiveness of
the soft power in the international arena. Sıla Turaç Baykara points out
that until recently, China has been reluctant to contribute any
commitments to the climate change issue in the world; however, in the last
decade, China has started to change its attitude and take a more active role
in initiatives relating to climate change issues. Sıla Turaç Baykara also states
that; for China, developing an institutional architecture for the Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI) has been so important for reaching its targets.
Because as a growing power, China realised that it must increase its 'charm
power' and decided to combine the BRI and climate change efforts under
its soft power strategy. In this study, the author finds out that China has
signs showing to improve its soft power skills, and China can promote its
soft power asset through those efforts.
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Chapter 4, entitled “The European Union: Its Triumphs and Trials since the
Cold War’s end”, written by Kristian L. Nielsen, examines the triumphs and
crisis of the European Union since the end of the Cold War. The author
points out that the EU was initially founded as a trading organisation of
six members during the Cold War and grew to a regional organisation of
27 member countries after the Cold War. Kristian L. Nielsen marks that
The EU is an example of peaceful regional integration and as one of the
leading economies of the world that it was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
in 2012 for its contribution to a more peaceful world. The author argues
that The EU has experienced significant political triumphs such as the
transformation of the EU to the political union, single currency and
enlargement, and been tested by several crises such as the rejection of the
Constitutional Treaty in 2005; the Eurozone crisis; the Migration crisis
particularly in 2015; the Brexit debacle from 2016 and the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic since 2020.
Asena Boztaş and Serbülent Kara examine the effects of current problems
caused by the dynamics of the international system on the EU with current
data analysis in Chapter 5 entitled “The Future of The European Union
(EU) in The Context of Current Problems”.Asena Boztaş and Serbülent Kara
explore the future of the European Union by examining the current
problems of the EU and focusing on the cosmopolitan structural problems
brought about by the historical process of the EU and current problems
affecting it the union as a result of the events developing in the
international system. Asena Boztaş and Serbülent Kara examine the
Immigration, Brexit, Rising of Far-Right Nationalism, The Global
Economic Crisis and Covid-19 Pandemic Process as case studies to
conclude the future of EU. The authors point out that all these problems
have a destructive effect on the union's structure. Asena Boztaş and
Serbülent Kara point out that despite all the successful steps that have been
taken in the historical process, the number of countries in the EU has
increased, and the structural and chronic problems of the countries have
become the problems of the union. Therefore, the future of the EU will
depend on the solution to these problems.
Nikkon Balial analyses the portrayal of narratives about the Russian
intervention in Syria by state leaders inside the country and internationally
in Chapter 6 entitled “The Gatekeeper of Sovereignty: Analysing Russian
Framing of the Syrian Intervention". This book chapter also opens up
further scope for future foreign policy debates on the significant role of
framing theory in analysing foreign intervention narratives. Nikkon Balial
points out that governments have used foreign interventions as a foreign
policy tool to meddle in international conflicts. Russia's involvement in the
Syrian civil conflict was a calculated foreign policy move and soon became
12
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concerned for the international community. Finally, Nikkon Balial
concludes that Russia has used the pro-sovereignty argument before and
thus can be used in the future to justify its power-play over weaker states.
Merve Özenç Kasımoğlu and Marcel Mečiar present the results of critical
discursive analysis of digital acts posted on Twitter and related to the
expression of solidarity towards the actors of the Boğaziçi protest
movement in Chapter 7 entitled “Trans/national Acts of Solidarity During
the 2021 Boğaziçi University Protests: On Twitter and Beyond”. Merve
Özenç Kasımoğlu and Marcel Mečiar point out that international and
national acts of social solidarity have undertaken the role of a catalyst for
transforming the neoliberal globalisation into a more constructive and just
force in society. Active use of social media networks provides a new space
for resistance and has a significant impact on having national and
transnational support that sheds light on the continuation of the powerresistance relations. Merve Özenç Kasımoğlu and Marcel Mečiar also focus
on discussing the complexity of this public issue and social process through
showing the links to other social movements and reactions of the political
establishment in Chapter 7. They argue that two competing discourses –
the pro-civil society discourse and the pro-governmental discourse –
represent the increasing polarisation in Turkish society between dominant
neoliberal Islamist values of a persuaded majority and various minorities
whose lives have been gradually brought under the control of the dominant
political sphere.
Chapter 8, entitled “Politics of Representation: A Look Through the Literary
Works of Refugees”, written by Haya Saboor, theorises how literature and
politics can be fused to explore the politics of representation of refugees
and forced migrants. Haya Saboor points out that it takes the lesser-known
theories of Jacque Derrida about how the memory of our lived experiences
inform the present political and social forms of literature—combining that
with Edward Said's essays on how we fictionalise our biographies. As part
of the theory, in this chapter, Haya Saboor has explored a non-fiction
retelling of a refugee’s journey in the book A Hope More Powerful than the
Sea and a fiction novel Exit West. The core of Chapter 8 is to understand
the interface between policy and literature and how literature, regardless of
its genre, biographical or fictional, can be used to portray stories and
mobilise activism and social and political awareness. This chapter also
categorises literary works of refugees and about refugees as a source of
understanding and knowledge of the refugee experience.
Tamari Taralashvili investigates the Youth's position in the local conflicts,
visibility, memory legacy and "hate speech" in the digital World in Chapter
9 entitled “Youth in Conflicts: The Case of South Caucasus – Memory, Politics
13
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and Social Legacy”. Tamari Taralashvili points out that the development of
Youth is the main issue for every country's future because democratisation
without the participation of Youth is not stable. The Post-Communist
countries in the South Caucasus region suffer some difficulties in future
generations' development and formation processes. Youth should be more
responsible for their behaviour and attitudes in contemporary conflicts and
wars. Tamari Taralashvili further argues that after the collapse of the
USSR, the South Caucasian nations, especially the Youth, expected true
freedom and democracy. However, their subsequent attempts to establish
western values in society have frustrated them. Nowadays, the region is in
the transition phase towards development and progress. The formation of
the state's new self-governing economic, local conflicts impacts the
improvement of the community, notably on Youth. Globalisation made
communication flexible without boundaries. During the NagornoKarabakh conflict in late 2020, social networks became a controversial area
used by the Youth from both sides; the same happens in Abkhazia and
South Ossetia. Aggressive, hate speeches move as a social legacy from
generation to generation, and it is a continuous process.
Chapter 10, entitled “Cyber-Terrorism and the Role of States in
Contemporary International Relations", written by Muhammad Tabish
Sarfaraz, aims to identify the nature of the role that states will play with
regards to cyber-terrorism beyond the standard actions that states perform
and the competition among states today will lead to state-sponsored cyberterrorism. Muhammad Tabish Sarfaraz also elaborated historical trends of
competition among states and rising concerns vis a vis the cyber world has
ensured that the virtual world will become a battleground between states,
and the aptest way forward would be via the use of proxies. Muhammad
Tabish Sarfaraz argues that further analysis of available scholarly work has
clarified that states have an extensive monopoly over elements of power
which enables them to utilise them for whatever purpose necessary as
defined by national interest. As a result of the literature review done by the
author, a correlation is established between three notions; state monopoly
over elements of power, the use of proxies in warfare and the emergence of
cyber-attacks and cyber-terrorism in Chapter 10. The author concludes
that the concept that states will utilise the cyber-world to attack competing
states through the use of proxies has come forth, and it is established that
it is no longer a fictitious possibility rather a severe security concern.
Nowrin Tabassum explores the bribery question using a case study of
Canada-based one of the world's largest engineering and construction
corporations, SNC-Lavalin, in Chapter 11 entitled “TNC Misconduct in
Host Countries: Corporate Culture or Local Circumstances?”. The main
argument of Chapter 11 is that the corporate bribery to the public officials
14
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of host countries was driven more by the corporate culture of SNC-Lavalin
than by the local circumstances of the host countries. This chapter also
includes definitions of corporate culture and local circumstances for how
this paper understands these two terms. Nowrin Tabassum points out that
one of the most controversial activities of Transnational Corporations
(TNCs) is bribery to the public officials of host countries to secure
contracts of big-budgeted projects through bid-rigging. The author states
in this chapter that the corporation is reported to be engaged in bribery in
four Asian (Bangladesh, India, the United Arab Emirates, and Cambodia)
and three African (Libya, Tunisia and Algeria) countries between 2009 and
2013. It is argued in this study whether such corporate activity is driven
primarily by local circumstances in the host countries that have corrupt
public officials, or rather by an internal corporate culture of the TNCs that
favours bribes. In Chapter 11, the corporate culture of SNC-Lavalin has
also been examined by explaining its activities related to accounting
anomalies, bid-rigging, and senior executives' behavioural attitudes.
Natalija Shikova, in Chapter 12 entitled “Secession and International Law",
explains the political phenomenon of secession, the position of the
international law towards it, and the discrepancies between the law and the
practice. This chapter also reveals the theories of secession, the types of the
secession movements and motives for secession, calculations for secession,
and chances for recognition of the secessionist entity. It explores the
possibility of accepting the right to secession within international law.
Natalija Shikova marks that secession emerges as a need since despite the
legal ban, the outcomes in international relations are pointing toward
different practices (Kosovo, the secession attempts in Catalonia), and it is
illusionary to oversee the realities. The author indicates that secession arises
when a significant number of the population in a particular territory, part
of a particular state, expresses a wish in words or deeds to become an
independent state. Natalija Shikova further discusses that although the
phenomenon of secession is as old as the Roman Empire, it is still without
legal regulation. Even though secession is not prohibited by international
law, it is not allowed either.
Chapter 13, entitled “An Interpretation of Nationalism: Political Pathologies
‘’Fantasy Aggression’’ written by Ezgi Gül Ceyhan, aims of eliminating the
ideological limitations in addition to the perspective of "economic
interpretation" "Marxist perspective", which is the most accepted analysis,
focused on the functionality of psychological pathologies that can be
interpreted in terms of democracy and human rights. the social legitimacy
process of violence, referring to the psycho-pathology limits of individuals
with the choice of violence, the results of the rehearsal of politics and
politics in political psychology, and ''supreme values'' in psychology are
15
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discussed. This study focuses on the period of Indonesia-1965-1966. Ezgi
Gül Ceyhan uses qualitative research methodology, literature research, text
analysis and visual material "documentary analysis" in this study in order
to base the perspectives of psychological and political pathology.
Chapter 14, entitled “Resource Nationalism and Political Legitimacy:
Contrasting Hydrocarbons and Lithium in Bolivia under MAS Rule”, written
by Moos Hulsebosch, focuses on resource nationalism plays in aiding the
political legitimacy of Evo Morales. As such, it looks at the role of the
Morales government's political discourse and economic policies
concerning lithium and hydrocarbons. This paper creates a resource
nationalism paradigm; explores Bolivia's extractivist history and its role in
contemporary politics. Thirdly, it discusses and compares political
discourse and economic policies in Bolivia’s hydrocarbon sectors. Fourthly,
it does the same for Bolivia’s lithium sector. Lastly, this paper explains how
Morales' economic policies are much more pragmatic than the political
discourse assumes, how both the rhetoric and policies are deliberately used
to build political legitimacy, and how hydrocarbons and lithium play a
different role in the nation-building process.
Chapter 15 entitled “Soft Power and European Technocracy at the Time of
Covid-19: Suggestions and Outlines for a Geopolitics of Expertise” by Valerio
Alfonso Bruno and Antonio Campati. This study firstly highlights how the
Covid-19 management could have represented the opportunity for the
European Union to find a counter-narrative based on scientific and
technical skills that can be considered supporting elements of a soft power
capable of shaping the geopolitical order of the future. Secondly, it defines
the problems for which this has not happened, especially regarding the
illiberal inclination that some European states have assumed in recent
years. Finally, the authors highlight how the narrative based on the
conceptual split between democracy and liberalism determines, more or
less consciously, an emphasis on the technocratic dimension of the
European Union. In this study, Valerio Alfonso Bruno and Antonio
Campati point out that the fight against SARS-CoV-2 represents an
opportunity for large-scale worldwide confrontation between political
leaders and policymakers with science and technical expertise. In terms of
possible geopolitics of expertise, it is undeniable that the soft power of
populist-led countries, such as Brazil, India, or the United States under
Trump's leadership, has received significant setbacks precisely because it
has taken incomprehensible decisions without regard to expert opinion.
Therefore, the main argument of this study is that those who can manage
more effectively the phase of Exit from the pandemic crisis and start a
genuinely significant recovery will acquire considerable credit in the eyes
of the international community.
16
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Chapter 16, entitled “Counter-Terrorism During The Covid-19 Period in
Turkey", written by Cemile Arıkoğlu Ündücü, examines the counterterrorism during the pandemic period in Turkey. The purpose of the study
is to explain that the counter-terrorism policy of Turkey precedes the antipandemic policy. Cemile Arıkoğlu Ündücü argues that COVID- 19
pandemic affected the world's leading actors, sowing fear of death,
straining global and national economic systems, provoking social responses
in democratic countries, and exacerbating tensions due to political debates.
The analysis of attacks and operations against terrorist organisations
revealed that the COVID-19 pandemic could not prevent or replace
Turkey's counter-terrorism policy. In the study, the concept of "counterterrorism" and concepts of terror and terrorism are defined; the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on terrorism in Turkey is examined, and the
issue of combating terrorism during the pandemic period is discussed in
the context of the place it occupies on the agenda, in the eyes of the society,
the priority of the government, the areas where it is more concentrated,
and the coordination relationship between the institutions. Cemile
Arıkoğlu Ündücü argues that the unsafe environment and its psychology
are the basis for the survival of terrorist organisations when socio-economic
problems and political turmoil are combined with factors of insecurity,
there will be opportunities for terrorism and the insecurity and
environment caused by COVID-19 are of great importance for terrorist
organisations.
Chapter 17, entitled “Bolsonaro: A Reactionary Leader in Times of the
Coronavirus Pandemic”, written by Marina Pereira Guimarães, analyses
Bolsonaro's reactionary approach to the COVID-19 pandemic. Marina
Pereira Guimarães use the COVID-19 pandemic as a case study to show
how Bolsonaro rejects democratic rules, disrespects minorities and has
authoritarian tendencies. The author argues that although World Health
Organization recognised COVID-19 as a global pandemic and some world
leaders reacted by promoting lockdowns, Jair The President of Brazil,
Messias Bolsonaro decided to deny the occurrence and to ignore the
pandemic, calling it a "small flu", resulting in Brazil was the third country
with the highest number of deaths related to COVID-19. Levitsky and
Ziblatt’s leading approaches to how democracies die based on their study
have been used in the study. Marina Pereira Guimarães point out that
Linz's work on authoritarianism discusses whether Brazil under Bolsonaro
can be considered a democracy under risk.
Chapter 18, entitled “The Identity Struggle of the Turks in Bulgaria and the
1989 Immigration Process According To Archive Records”, written by
Ibrahim Kamil, examines the policy of the Todor Zhivkov regime towards
the minorities in Bulgaria based on the secret documents of the Central
17
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Committee of the Bulgarian Communist Party (BCP) and analyses the
“Forced Name Change” operation initiated in order to create a “Socialist
and Purely Bulgarian Society”, and also investigates the success of the
operation, the response by the Turks and the effects of their immigration.
Ibrahim Kamil points that, according to information derived from the
secret documents of the BCP, necessary economic, social and political
measures were taken in order to ensure that the “Forced Name Change”
operation was completed and the assimilation was achieved between 1984
and 1989. Nevertheless, despite these policies, the intended result was not
achieved. Following the "Forced Name Change" operation, the Turks in
Bulgaria including, established resistance organisations such as the Turkish
National Liberation Movement of Bulgaria, Independent Human Rights
Association of Bulgaria, Long Winter Association, 1989 Vienna Support
Association and Democratic Union for Human Rights Advocacy which
would lead to reactions in Bulgaria and abroad. The Turks of Bulgaria
defended their identities by organising meetings, demonstrations, protests,
active and passive resistance, hunger strikes, and personal and collective
reactions.
Chapter 19, entitled “Middle East and Oil", written by Müzehher Yamaç,
examines the struggle of European Powers to control oil resources of The
Middle East. Since ancient times, the Middle East has been one of the most
important economic and political centres for humanity. The Middle East,
which hosted the birth and development of many civilisations, is on the
trade routes connecting the East and the West; it has never lost its
importance in the historical process as it contains essential waterways and
canals. What makes the Middle East important today is the oil discovered
towards the end of the 1800s. Oil and oil-based policies have been the firstorder factors affecting Middle East politics since the beginning of the 20th
century. According to the assessment by the author upon results derived
from this study, oil resources determine the economic interests both in the
relations between the countries of the Middle East and non-regional
countries. Also, when the crises in the Middle East and the causes of
conflict are examined, it is understood that the interests of non-regional
countries in oil as economic wealth and security are apparent, as well as the
policies of oil-producing countries to control oil and to use it as a political
pressure element.
Chapter 20, entitled "A brighter future for women in Saudi Arabia? “written
by Marina Pereira Guimarães, examines the role of “Gender” and its
implications on power relations and inequality in Saudi Arabia. In the
study, Connell's debate of the public and the private sphere has been used
and applied to Saudi Arabia to better understand the current situation of
Saudi society regarding gender relations. The author states that Islam plays
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an essential role in gender relations in Saudi Arabia. Gender inequality in
Saudi Arabia is based on and secured through governmental and social
structures. Marina Pereira Guimarães also introduces a definition of power,
explains its importance when dealing with gender politics, and presents
Gender theories such as Gender Apartheid and Hegemonic Masculinity.
The study analysed the Saudi case and some of its most essential features,
political system, and gender politics in public and private spheres, and
women’s movements and opposition have been discussed.
Chapter 21, entitled “The Cyprus Policy of Turkey and Related Issues”,
written by Cemile Arıkoğlu Ündücü, aims to examine the critical
determinants of Turkish foreign policy. The study also uses the statements
and attitudes of Turkish foreign policy to demonstrate that Turkey did not
have an issue of and a policy for Cyprus. The author argues that there is a
psychological situation behind the fact that Cyprus is considered an "issue"
and reflected as a burden on Turkey while indicating that Turkey became
and was forced to become a party to the Cyprus issue by 1955. Cemile
Arıkoğlu Ündücü also points out that despite the roots of the issue in
Cyprus dates back to very early times, religious and ethnic differences
between two communities in Cyprus and their recognition can be
considered to be the leading cause of the issue and an obstacle to sustainable
peace. Moreover, certain undesired conditions by the time deepened these
differences and tensions further. According to the author's assessment
derived from the study results, the Cyprus issue became a priority in
Turkish foreign policy with the Cold War era, and the EU membership of
Southern Cyprus intensified Turkey foreign policy towards Cyprus.
Cyprus preserved the significance of Turkish foreign policy since the end
of the Cold War.
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Introduction
Following the tradition of great powers, the rise of China has generated an
interesting, yet one of the most debatable, epistemic and policy discussion
amongst scholars of regional politics and global affairs, and within the
policymaking corridors. China's controversial emergence is culminated by
its One Belt One Road (OBOR) project which is otherwise known as Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI). The Asian dragon sees the world in its own
image. Therefore, it will not be incorrect to say that Chinese nationalism
is translating into a global agenda as Beijing projects its national interest
through a globalist agenda. There is no denying that the Chinese form of
globalisation is unique in its own way, but it is characteristically neither
exceptional from Modelski's long cycles of global politics nor distinct from
Wallerstein's characterisation of world-system (Taylor & Flint, 2000, 6467).
Since its liberalisation and opening to the rest of the world, China has not
only ventured into making exponential transition from being a semiperiphery to gaining a core status but has also developed an exceptional
foreign policy tailored to take the rest of the world, particularly the global
south, on the path of its own version of development. This developmental
leap is demonstrated when Beijing instituted a competitive, and yet
complementary at the same time, financial institution – Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) — that has been designed with the
primary objective of spearheading infrastructure development the world
over. Not only has Beijing become an integral part of the World Trade
Organisation (WTO), it has also worked strenuously to integrate and make
its currency a Eurocurrency. Its Yuan has joined the league of currency
basket; currencies that constitute the international legal tender for
international trade and commerce. Interestingly, China's version of
perestroika- restructuring and glasnost – openness, generates a binary
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analysis. The reforms are not mere domestic and national but transnational
and cosmopolitan, as demonstrated by the Chinese globalist actions and
policies. Womack (2013) argues that the reform explicates both the
successful domestic policies and successful diplomacy of China, which by
extension underscores China's current global prominence.
Since the declaration of the BRI, China has remained committed to
connecting the world through infrastructure development, premised on
the assumption of flattening the un-flat world through regional and global
connectivity. This Chinese developmental narrative is not entirely
insulated from controversy and criticism, particularly when developing
countries are the bulk recipients of China’s infrastructural assistance and
cooperation. The critics of the Chinese megaprojects and its relations with
the developing countries argue that the narrative of flattening global
inequality contradicts the reality in these countries. The countries with a
track record of corruption, political and economic indiscipline, lack of
pragmatic political will to protect their states from foreign intervention and
manipulation, and the tendency to submit to foreign dictates, are
vulnerable to be ensnared in yet another cobweb of economic imperialism
(Marysse & Geenen, 2009; Womack, 2013). Refuting these critics, China
claims that its globalist agenda is a win-win game that is predicated on the
idea that human beings share a common destiny and hence, this raises the
need for a common and undiscriminating developmental trajectory
(Abdollahpour, 2019; Ross, 2015).
This chapter analyses China’s global infrastructural connectivity and
engagements through the theoretical lens of World-system Analysis. This
theoretical underpinning keeps the debate in perspective and also serves as
a tool of understanding and measuring the extent of China’s infrastructural
development as a new form of world system or its ability to become a
complementary tool, to flatten the un-flat world. In furtherance, the
chapter critiques the fact and myth associated with the narrative of Chinese
infrastructural colonialism. In doing so, the chapter offers answers to the
following questions, does China offers painful loans; why some countries
see China as a devil rather than an angel (Gallagher & Porzecanski, 2008;
Jenkins, 2010), why few countries are renegotiating deals with China; why
some countries believe China has taken over their countries (undermining
their sovereignty) given the nexus between generational debt and China’s
sponsored projects, is the New Silk Road yet another economic colonialism
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1. Theoretical Consideration
1.1. World-system Analysis
World-system analysis is the contextualisation of social changes, which are
generally described in terms of societies; that is to say, the changes that
reconfigured a particular society, i.e country (internally) and then its
strategic positioning and status in global affairs. This chapter draws from
Wallerstein’s world-system analysis. The preference and utility of
Wallerstein’s world-system analysis hinges on the fact that it is relatively
the most useful way to understand the subject matter. Besides, it is sui
generis. According to Wallerstein, the root of world system lies in history
and societies; the systematic interconnected parts that constitute a single
whole. Every system has a transitional trajectory — from being created,
developing over a period of time, reaching zenith, and finally embracing
demise. For him, systems are subject to change and history is indelible of
the system of change. Wallerstein identifies three systems; namely, the
mini-system (rudimentary economy based on the reciprocal-lineage mode
of production), the world-empire (based on the redistributive-tributary
mode of production, characterised by surplus production, and hierarchal
and unequal distribution of wealth), and world-economy (predicated on
capitalist mode of production of which the criterion of production is
profitability, accumulation of surplus, and competitive market) (Taylor &
Flint, 2000, 6-8). According to Wallerstein, there are three basic elements
of world-economy; the first being a single world market, wherein a
powerful society – country controls global production based on
competitive advantage. This economy comes under the capitalist system.
The second is the multiple-state system, wherein competition is not
entirely phased out, but it is a competitive state system in which a variety
of ‘balance of power’ situations prevail. The third is referred to as the threetier structure, wherein the societies at the top create a three-tier power
structure which allows the ruling group to maintain stability and control
in plural societies. What comes closer to the three-tier structure is the
classification and peripheralisation of the world into – core, semi-periphery
and periphery. World-system analysis posits hegemonic decline as a
historical, yet systematic, phenomenon; underscored by the overstretched
adventurism and fatigue of a hegemon, and an eventual replacement of the
hegemon. It also serves as a corrective measure to the notion of
globalisation. Inasmuch as multiple world-systems can function
simultaneously, a more powerful world-system can incorporate the weak
or degenerating system. The powerful world-system institutes and
globalises its ethos and values, creates an economic and political order, and
establishes a powerful diplomatic and geostrategic clout through some
form of global connectivity.
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1.2. Evaluation of China in the light of World System
The history of global powers indelibly tells how every power has
demonstrated a unique character and identity. As an emerging global
power, China has been religiously devoted to the tradition of global power.
Since its emergence as both a regional and global contender of power,
scholars have raised questions on whether the actions of China should
either be construed as a threat to the exiting global order or an attempt to
replace the Western-centric system with Chinese version of world order,
and at best, complement it (Breslin, 2013; De Graaff, Ten Brink, &
Parmar, 2020; Flockhart & Xing, 2010; Johnston, 2003; Mitter, 2021;
Sabharwal & Singh, 2016). While there is no consensus that China will not
change its behaviour in future as its power grows (Hang, 2017; Ikenberry,
2008), yet, there is an understanding of a China whose growth is
intertwined with the existing order; therefore, China has not only risen but
has equally benefited hugely from this system and has no reason to disrupt
the system that has aided its growth. Given its benefits, openness, rules and
norms, and transparency, the American-led world order has offered more
to rising powers like China and, therefore, Beijing should have no
propensity for disruption of the current order (Ikenberry, 2008; Zhao,
2016). Emplacing its world order, will be subject to the extent to which
China can resolve issues, such as, the utility of Chinese language as a global
lingua franca. Additionally, factors such as generating universal consensus,
international discursive power, global tolerance, and acceptance of the
traditional Chinese hierarchical system amidst the Westphalian principles
makes a Chinese world order that will overtake the current order a distant
possibility (Zhao, 2016, p.17). Furthermore, China's human rights
character and its ‘genocidal policy’ perpetuated against the Uyghur
Muslims in China (Jeffries, 2019; Regencia, 2021; Ross, 2020) are
detrimental for the international integrity of an ambitious power. To dispel
the concerns and misgivings about its intentions (De Graaff, Ten Brink,
& Parmar, 2020; Foot, 2020; Hang, 2017; Zhao, 2016), the Chinese
leadership avows that “China has neither the intention nor ability to
overturn the existing order.” (Fu, Ying, 2015). As a non-revisionist power,
China's understanding of world order is rooted in value (embodied in the
Chinese classical idea of tianxia – translated as ‘All under Heaven’) (Chen,
1991; Wang, 2017) and a vision that does not reproduce the injustices of the
earlier order (Duara, 2017). Given the multi-centric nature of the current
world order and the increasing redistribution of power, China has
proposed "a new world order that will ensure a long-term stable and
peaceful international environment" (Embassy of the People of China in
the US, nd), for which Beijing would be one of the major players. For
Beijing, helping the world by helping itself, win-win strategic policy,
peaceful rise, and non-interference is the integral characterisation of
China's visualisation of global affairs and order. Arguing from the lens of
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world system analysis, China is driving its infrastructure development to
limiting the gap between the core and periphery and also trying to unsettle
the protracted dependency that has long characterised relations between
the two polar ends. By so doing, China will be flattening the unflat world;
and hence strengthening the argument that has detailed China as the most
potential replacement of America, in the event a new global hegemon must
emerge (Arriighi, 2007; Karatzogianni & Robinson, 2010, 73). China's
ascendance, its increasing global diplomatic clout, and its spectacular and
sustained economic growth undoubtedly position and underpin China as
a powerhouse which is now rivalling the United States as a major global
power (Sabharwal & Singh, 2016) or what Economy (2010) has termed as a
revolutionary power and as a power demanding to be respected on equal
footing. The recent diplomatic saga between the United States and China, at
the Alaska summit, vividly underscores how the trajectory of global politics is
changing dimensionally (Nelson, 2021). If we accept Wallerstein’s historical
system analysis, then the eventual emergence of a Chinese world order
must cease to be construed or considered as the decline of the Western-led
system but as a phenomenal change wherein the latter is subsumed into a
larger world-systems.
Furthermore, the behaviour of China fits into Wallerstein’s multiple-state
system, geared at ensuring some form of competitive state system, leading
to a variety of balance of power that transcends the Euro-American
complexion. Though scholars would prefer to label such international
configuration as multi-polarity rather than being categorised as a 'buffer
society' between the advance and less-advance societies. As it is today, the
behaviour and policy of China is strategically tailored at projecting itself as
an equal and competitive partner within the schematic hierarchical worldeconomy. In the hierarchical structure of world-system, China has
demonstrated an exponential development leap and through its
interconnected infrastructure development, wants to carry along many
other countries which are developmentally malnourished.
As a global power, China has crafted its own path and identity, by
globalising infrastructure development. In view of the preceding
discussion, China sees its infrastructure development as a complement of
the existing world order. Since the mid of the 20th century, development
has long been a defining yardstick between the rich and poor countries.
Being at the receiving end of the development ladder, bulk of the countries,
labelled as global south, suffer from the challenges of development,
explicable by host of domestic, external, and structural factors. Since the
declaration of its economic globalisation in the form of the New Silk Road
or BRI (Chan, 2018; UASR, nd), the Chinese government has shouldered
upon itself the responsibility to tackle the challenges of development using
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the ‘Chinese solution’, that is to say, regional and global economic and
infrastructural connectivity. Even when this bold and colossal Chinese
policy has generated mixed reactions around the world, it has also stressed
the difference between needs creation and services rendering – world
powers. China is ostensibly rendering international services in the shape of
infrastructure development. Its supporters consider China as development
messiah and its economic globalisation as a strategy tailored at uplifting the
marginalised periphery of the world from the challenges of development;
and by so doing, the un-flattened world is (being) flattened, in a more
unique way, different from how Friedman conceived of the flat world
(Friedman, 2005; Feiock, Jae Moon, & Park, 2008). For instance, China's
economic and infrastructural interventions in many parts of the world have
become the ‘Chinese solution’ and a global phenomenon geared at “lifting
the local populations out of the trap of isolation, poverty, and
marginalization” (Chan, 2018, 104).

2. Flatten the Un-flat World through Infrastructure
Development
In Friedman's estimation, technological innovation and its proliferation
across the globe – beyond the developed societies of the West, has nuanced
the new form of globalisation and the subsequent flattening of the world
(Friedman, 2005). While technology defines Friedman's flat world,
connecting the globe through huge investments and infrastructure
development delineates China's attempt to flattening the unflat world —
and by extension, creating a world-system.
It is interesting that China’s global infrastructural connectivity has not
escaped Wallerstein’s portrayal of the world system, in manner that China
is the hegemon, exercising a leading role in “diffusing its development
model and integrating the system as a whole,” (Karatzogianni & Robinson,
2010, p.73). BRI is projected to be the Chinese “distinct development path
to lead the world out of Western dominated capitalism” and as a
mechanism tailored at homogenisation of the world. This assertion
engenders some nuanced theorisation of core and periphery. The
fundamental difference between the two is the degree of advancement and
development, state power and influence, and overall human security. The
sharp and explicit difference between the core and periphery highlights the
historical and binary structure that has long shaped modern world-system
and order. Therefore, the idea of flattening the world through investment
and infrastructure development, can be construed as not just a strategic and
pragmatic foreign policy agenda of the Chinese government but also an
attempt to disturb the enduring historical and binary structure of worldsystem. Invariably, the Chinese-led investment and infrastructure projects
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will flatten the world, compress, and reduce the huge developmental gulf
between the core and periphery. Furthermore, Chinese-led BRI for
different parts of the world, particularly the upcoming countries, should
be treated with geo-strategic, geo-political, and geo-economic lenses.
According to the National Bureau of Statistics, in 2020, consumption and
investment contributed 57.8 and 31.2 per cent to China’s gross domestic
product (GDP) and they are also prevalently acknowledged as horse
carriages of growth in China. In addition to these two, exports is an
important contribution to the country’s growing economy. What
differentiates the Chinese investment plan and policy from the longestablished donors or investors in the world, is that China does not impose
the condition of democratic values, instead embraces the policy of ‘noninterference’ as a way of respecting the integrity of the other party.
Similarly, Chinese investment plans and policies result in Chinese
companies coming to host countries on lower rates, whereas the workers
are much more skilled and adapt easily in harsh working conditions of the
developing countries. They offer low-priced — but robust — capital to
complete projects in a very short time. The multi-layered projects of China
have resulted in remarkable progress in modern infrastructure development
in the developing countries, as evident in mainland China. Having said
this, let us examines the numerous examples, indicating China's attempts
to flattening the world through infrastructure investment and
development. However, for the sake of particularity and brevity, Chinese
infrastructural investments in Africa is taken as reference case. The citation
of Africa is by no means a reiteration of stereotype that has long defined
the continent, but the region is chosen to establish how well China has
done on the continent in a short time span.

2.1. In Africa
The history of Africa is replete with indelible accounts of foreign intruders
who have cloaked themselves as the messiah and bearer of civilisation and
development. They claimed that their mission was to liberate Africa from
its shallowness and uncivility, though their exploitative ethos, ideologies,
actions, and policies spoke heavier and louder than their proclamations
(Rodney, 2018{1972}). And in the present time, the proliferation of
Chinese influence across the continent is heavily reviving the haunted
memory of colonialism, to say the least. China, nonetheless, has been
avoiding such characterisation; it rather wants itself to be seen as a true
bearer of prosperity for the continent through its infrastructure investment
and development. Over the years, China has been able to persuade few
African nations to join its AIIB, the major financier of BRI. As a
competitor to the existing Western-led financial institutions (the World
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Bank and IMF), China desires to redefine the idea of loans and assistance
for infrastructure projects. Commenting on this line, the AU Economic
Adviser Costantinos Bt. Costantinos posits, “[a]s members of AIIB,
Ethiopia and other African member countries can access loans and other
capacity-building assistance to infrastructure projects” (China Daily,
2018). Upon that, the China-Africa cooperation has been locked up
through several memorandums of understanding (MoUs) on crosscontinental infrastructure development, such as highways, railways, and
aviation, as part of Africa’s Agenda 2063 (Amegnonna & Dossou, 2018).
In Africa, BRI focuses on the traditional and historical trade routes, mostly
situated around the Horn of Africa and East African region. Hence,
countries like Djibouti, Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, and Tanzania are already
full-fledged BRI partners and have seen major Chinese investments over
the last several years. In Kenya, China is determined to embark on several
infrastructural projects, such as the “improvement of Mombasa port,
construction of a modern port at Lamu and the standard gauge railway
construction” (Githaiga, Burimaso, Bing & Ahmed, 2019, 121). Given the
proximity of countries in the region, the projects in Kenya are designed to
connect it with the neighbouring countries such as Uganda and Sudan.
Besides, the incorporation of Kenya into China’s Maritime Silk Road
strengthens and emphasises the importance of this East African state. In
addition to the Maritime Silk Road, China is helping Kenya to construct
a transnational railway network that will connect Nairobi with “Uganda,
Burundi, Ethiopia, South Sudan, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and
Rwanda” (Githaiga, Burimaso, Bing, & Ahmed, 2019, 126). Amegnonna
and Dossou (2018) delineate how the BRI has impacted Africa, especially
Kenya which is considered as China’s gateway to Africa. In these African
nations, the economic salience of Chinse investments have considerable
impact in all sectors of their economies, with the aim of generating
meaningful developmental effect, as nicely noted by Amegnonna and
Dossou (2018) “Chinese development aid and Chinese private investors
are distinguished from other foreign players by providing more immediate
responses to population."
Other than Kenya, Djibouti-China relation is another waxing cooperation
around the Horn of Africa. Though relatively a small but strategic country,
Djibouti offers China a base on its land. The partnership with China comes
not only with Chinese finance, technology, and trade but also with the
perception that this small country will be lifted from a periphery status,
projected to become the “Singapore of Africa” and eventually
"transform itself into a commercial trade hub for the Horn of Africa
region" (Blanchard & Collins, 2019). Above and beyond, Djibouti's
economy is projected to accelerate, for instance, its "GDP rose from $1.3
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billion in 2012 to $3.1 billion in 2019" (Vertin, 2020,9). Interestingly,
Djibouti-China relations are not disconnected from Ethiopia, which is a
bigger neighbouring state and market (Vertin, 2020, 9). China is
constructing a railway line that connects Djibouti with Ethiopia.
Chakrabarty (2016, 229) demonstrates how the Ethiopia–China economic
relations delineate a classic win-win narrative of China. This second most
populated sub-Saharan Africa nation has gained much from China’s zerotariff policy. Its agricultural imports is steadily accumulating progress,
witnessed a dramatic growth in its sesame exports to China, and remained
on the pathway of economic development on account of China's economic
intervention. Furthermore, with China’s assistance, Ethiopia hopes to
construct a railway network that will connect Addis Ababa with South
Sudan, Kenya, Sudan, and Djibouti. The latter is expected to facilitate
‘made in Ethiopia’ products to become more global, extending economic
tentacles across the African continent, and a deeper penetration of
European markets.
As a passage that connects Africa with Asia and Europe, the strategic
importance of Egypt cannot be underestimated. In modern history, the
Suez Canal conflict vividly underlines Egypt’s strategic location and its
significance to western nations, and now China. In 2015, Egypt - a nation
of great import to China - became the first African nation to become a part
of the BRI. In addition to expanding the Port of Alexandria, China also
maintains a multifaceted investments in Egypt, including, but not limited
to, energy sector, urban railway line, and the creation of China-Egypt Suez
Economic Zone. As a BRI partner country, Egypt is one of those few
nations in the world that has benefited from the AIIB loan. The Egyptian
economy is growingly adapting itself to the Chinese global economic
influence and thus diversifying its reliance which was, in the past, solely on
the West, particularly the United States that has been a major benefactor
of Cairo.
The emphasis on these countries does not suggest that China has not
extended its BRI to other parts of the continent. In addition to these
countries, China also has multidimensional investments and infrastructural
projects in several other African countries (Risberg, 2019;
Venkateswaran, 2020). Calabrese (2019) argues that “as of September
2019, 40 of 55 African countries had signed some sort of memorandum of
understanding or other agreement on the BRI” While Githaiga, Burimaso,
Bing and Ahmed (2019) also say that “BRI projects may extend to Nigeria,
Cameroon, and Namibia.”
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2.2. Critique of China's Attempt to Flatten the Unflat World
The preceding discussion examined the Chinese effort to flatten the world
through infrastructure development in the context of Africa. However, the
subsequent discussion investigates the criticism of China’s global agenda
beyond the Africa boundaries. While it is natural for those who are direct
beneficiaries of Chinese largesse to see Beijing as an angel, it is also normal
for the Chinese competitors to treat China’s expansionism as a threat to
their long and established overbearing and monopolistic status. In the
words of Aidoo (2018), “Beijing has edged out Western economies to
become the most crucial economic partner to many African countries —
which have diverse needs and resources.” Interestingly, the consideration
of China as a threat transcends the Chinese competitors; agitation against
China has gained traction in countries, where China is having heavy
investments. For the latter, there is a growing fear of losing state sovereignty
to China, and getting entrapped in another economic colonialism and
more seriously generational debt vis-à-vis China’s sponsored projects. The
misgiving towards China brings afore Ania Loomba’s description of
colonialism, “in whichever direction human beings and materials travelled,
the profits always flowed back into the so-called mother country”
(Karatzogianni & Robinson, 2010, 71). Though China has repeatedly
affirmed how the BRI projects will be beneficial to all the participating
countries, a closer examination of the whole project rekindles Wallerstein’s
world empire system and its attendant redistributive-tributary mode of
production. At the heart of BRI or the New Silk Road system is China
which is the core while other participating countries are periphery tributaries of the Chinese economic empire.
Sceptics of China argue that there is a growing “number of countries
concerned with its lack of economic reciprocity, dominant technological
policies, coercive foreign policy practices, and regional military ambitions”
(Haenle & Tcheyan, 2020). For them, such representation of unequal
exchange refutes China's claim of win-win cooperation, the notion of a
common destiny, and common undiscriminating developmental
trajectory. The fact that these developmental cooperation are financed by
huge loans from the Chinese government and financial institutions
refreshes the debate of debt trap (Chatzky & McBride, 2020) and
dependency perplexity that have long truncated the journey of
development of many in the global south. Furthermore, the quasimonopoly status of China over most of the BRI projects equally
accentuates the world system analysis, vis-à-vis the behaviour of a
hegemon. Similarly, for critics, China represents an old wine in a new
bottle, and hence, China’s version of colonialism is differently not unique,
given the unequal nature of its cooperation and agreements with several
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countries, as exemplified by China-Congo cooperation (Marysse & Geenen,
2009).
Over the last few years, BRI related projects have been loudly criticised by
local officials for being inconsistent, invasive, and less beneficial than being
promoted. Though Chinese authorities have avoided detailed and public
enunciation of BRI projects in the backdrop of mounting criticism, they
have repeatedly claimed that the reading of BRI by its antagonist does not
capture the strategic intention and policies of Beijing. While allaying the
sentiment against his country’s mega project, Chinese President Xi Jinping
at BRICS Brazil Summit opined, “We will continue to follow a highstandard, people-centered and sustainable approach to promote highquality Belt and Road cooperation with partner countries” (BRICS Brazil
Summit, 2019).
In BRI participating countries such as Egypt and Kenya, there have been
indications of resentment against certain policies and disposition of the
Chinese projects (Venkateswaran, 2020). Even as the tiny Djibouti enjoys
Chinese largesse, it still suffers sovereign debts (Blanchard & Collins, 2019;
Carmody, Taylor, & Zajontz, 2021). Hale and Kynge (2021) posit that
“a number of important BRI countries such as Venezuela, Ecuador and
Pakistan, have also run into financial trouble, raising concern in Beijing
over the financial sustainability of its largesse to the developing world.”
Additionally, even in the non-BRI countries such as Nigeria, Uganda,
Zambia, and Sierra Leone (to mention a few), cases of resentment
against Chinese projects, political interference, and racial indisposition
have made several headlines (Asiedu & Kazeem, 2020). For instance, in
2018, “Zambian government revoked a Chinese company’s licence
to operate coal mines due to poor safety and environmental
compliance” (Venkateswaran, 2020). “Last year Zambia became the
first African country to default on its debts during the pandemic. It has
borrowed heavily from Chinese lenders and reached a deal in October to
defer repayments to China Development Bank” (Hale & Kynge, 2021). In
Nigeria, it is the “sovereignty clause - controversy in loan agreements
between Nigeria and China” (Onoja, 2020), and a profound trade
imbalance resulting in economic insecurity for Nigeria (Adewole &
Ogunrinu, 2018).
In South Asia, China has largely been criticised over some of its
investments. One of the examples is Hambantota port in Sri Lanka, widely
cited to highlight China’s “debt trap” phenomenon (Moramudali, 2020)
and other instances, where few projects fell short of the target. Some
observers believed the cases of failure were the attendant consequences of
internal and external factors (international propaganda). In addition to
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engendering local narrative against the overwhelming presence of China,
the propaganda also reconstructed history against China, labelling China
as yet another ‘East India Company’. Such historical reconstruction
situates China in relation to one of the darkest epochs of foreign
interventions and exploitations of the subcontinent. For instance, the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) - China’s flagship project and
one of the most important corridor of all six Silk Road Economic Belts,
namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

New Eurasian Land Bridge Economic Corridor (NELBEC)
China – Mongolia – Russia Economic Corridor (CMREC)
China – Central Asia – West Asia Economic Corridor
(CCWAEC)
China – Indochina Peninsula Economic Corridor (CICPEC)
Bangladesh – China – India – Myanmar Economic
Corridor (BCIMEC)
China – Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)

Even when the CPEC has covered many milestones and achieved
commendable progress, a particular segment within Pakistan does not cease
to situate China as the new ‘East India Company’” (Raza, 2021).
Beyond South Asia, China has been particularly instrumental in changing
the face of development around its neighbourhood. Since its economic
expansionism, China has not only invented and shared its own version of
Flying Geese Model with the ASEAN neighbours (Bakare, 2020), it has
equally flooded these countries with huge investments as part of ‘China –
Indochina Peninsula Economic Corridor (CICPEC)’ (Cox, 2018). The
Flying Geese Model was an industrial and technological development
model designed by Kaname Akamatsu, a Japanese economist, in the 1930s,
that only came to prominence in the 1980s. The model encompasses a
‘catching-up’ process of industrialization in latecomer economies.
Launched by Japan in the 1980s to propel and enhance industrial and
technological development amongst Southeast Asian countries, it envisions
Japan at the head, as the leader, while other ‘geese’ follow on the path of
industrial and technological development being shown to them (Bakare,
2020; Fang, 2015: 74–75; Kojima, 2000; Korhonen, 1994: 95; Poon and
Rigby, 2017: 105).
Even when Beijing is bent at championing the repetition of the Flying
Geese Model, Jie (2018) argues that “it may be unlikely that China will
alter the BRI’s trajectory based on criticism and feedback from its
neighbours. But Beijing must maintain a close understanding of how
countries across Southeast Asia are reacting to the BRI, and respond to
their concerns.” Chinese BRI projects in Southeast Asia have not been
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entirely insulated from criticism. In Malaysia, President Mahathir
Muhammad openly criticized the Chinese investment plan as high-priced
and riddled with corruption. Following some redress in the plan, he
pledged full support for the projects (Lam, 2020; Morning Post, 2019). In
furtherance, Hamzah (2018) identified the legal issues and attendant
implications of the BRI projects in ASEAN countries. For him, big
projects, such as BRI, obviously require big thinking and some degree of
devolution of financial power, “an alternative to China’s current debtfinancing model could be one based on foreign direct investment... the
success of the BRI will depend on all parties deploying, organising, and
collaborating amongst themselves, locally and globally, rather than
everything being centrally coordinated.”

Conclusion
The foregoing locates China’s global infrastructural connectivity within the
theoretical framework of World-system analysis as theorized by
Wallerstein. It explores both the theoretical and empirical possibility –
whereby Chinese foreign policy, character, actions, and relations will cause
a disruption of current – Western-centric world order. While there is no
consensus on China, becoming a source of disruption of world order,
Beijing however, possesses and has demonstrated the proclivity to either
act as a revisionist and incrementalist, with regards to world order and
system.
While the proliferation of technology and the attendant global connectivity
underlies Friedman's notion of the flat world, on the other hand, China
seeks to flatten the world through huge investments and infrastructure
development and thereby nuances our understanding of a flat world.
To pass the trouble of being read as a continuity of the previous form(s) of
colonialisms, China must generate some form of epistemological delinking
— a proclivity to delink China from the hierarchal and unequal relations
of world system. China has a great prospect of fulfilling the agenda of
flattening the world by working more closely on regional infrastructure
projects, such as the Trans-African Highway Network (TAH). The
fulfilment of such projects will demonstrate the nuanced redefinition of
infrastructure development, and it will certainly enhance the profile of
Beijing as a serious, committed, and amiable global partner.
BRI still has its perks. What is distressing for China watchers in the west is
the fact that despite all these critiques, deals by Chinese companies to build
ports, telecom networks, and other infrastructure in developing countries
picked up in 2019 (Bradsher, 2020). This has led to the argument from
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different parts of the world that given the nuanced perception of role of
infrastructure-led development (Jiang, 2016), It is imperative to have a
more cautious perspective on the inevitability of such investments; the
need of time demands filling up the infrastructure gap in both developed
and developing world. Although ecological and basic labour rights are
important to discuss, three other economic facets will determine the
benefits and sustainability of such projects. First is the equivalency of
infrastructure supply and local demand, second being the terms on which
debt and financial help is being issued, and last is the allocation of benefits
to different companies involved and the trickle-down effects of those
benefits to larger population. Exceptionally careful scrutiny of the course
of action is needed to achieve the maximum benefits and hence leading to
infrastructure-led development through infrastructure-led growth. Such
scrutiny includes efficient decision-making, bidding, and project
supervision mechanisms which involves not only Chinese representatives
but ample representations of the host country. The Chinese effort of
flattening the world through infrastructure development might have
encountered several forms of criticism, but Beijing has affirmed repeatedly
that emerging markets will benefit from BRI-led infrastructure investment
projects of international standards in the same way as China which has
been changed into an economic powerhouse not only in Asia but also
globally.
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Introduction
In the contemporary world, climate change concerns have started to
occupy too much place in foreign policy agendas of the major powers of
the world. China is one of those countries. Until recently, China has been
reluctant to contribute any commitments to the climate change issue in the
world; however, in the last decade, China has started to change its attitude
and take more active role in initiatives relating with climate change issues.
China’s main visibility in the global climate change issues has been seen in
the Paris Agreement and welcomed by international community. In recent
years, China have also started a massive campaign to improve its image and
strengthen its soft power (Stuenkel 2016). In this regard, developing an
institutional architecture for the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) has been
so important for reaching to its targets. Because as a growing power, China
realized that it must increase its ‘charm power’ and decided to combine the
BRI and climate change efforts under its soft power strategy. Therefore,
China has started to become more visible in global environmental
governance and taken more active role in coping with the climate change.
The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), also called as the One Belt One Road
(OBOR), was announced by the Chinese President Xi Jinping in 2013.
China announced the BRI as really important development step for
international trade and grand public diplomacy for 21st century. The main
objective of the BRI was envisaged as further regional and global
cooperation via international projects in the areas such as investment, trade
and infrastructure. The BRI helps China to invest in transport and energy
infrastructure projects like railways, roads, ports, airports and pipelines in
Europe, Asia and Africa (Coenen et.al., 2020). The BRI uses the ancient
Silk Road Economic Belt and today’s maritime Silk Road, then called it as
a new Silk Road. The Initiative aims to get together China, Western
Europe, Central Asia, Central Europe, Eastern Europe and Russia and
connect the Persian Gulf, the Mediterranean Sea and the Indian Ocean
(Du and Zhang 2017). In addition to infrastructure investments, the BRI
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also aims to contribute to the closer trade ties, further economic integration
and cultural and scientific exchange (Green-bri, 2021a). As of beginning
2021, 140 countries have participated to the BRI (Green-bri, 2021b). For
seven years, under the BRI, 138 countries have been invested by China
respectively in energy, transport, real estate and metal sectors mostly
(Green-bri, 2021c). In 2017, Chinese government announced that the BRI
would continue its way based on green development. The 2019 Belt and
Road Forum also referred to green development. Therefore, the Ministry
of Ecology and Environment announced the BRI International Green
Development Coalition (BRIGC) to support green development within
the BRI projects (Green-bri, 2021d). One of thematic partnerships the BRI
decided to work on it is climate change governance and green
transformation, which is directly related to the BRI’s soft power strategy.
Another initiative to make the BRI greener is the Green Investment
Principle (GIP), which defines the principles for making the investments
greener. GIP was announced in late 2018 in London (Green-Bri, 2021e).
By taking China’s aim to increase its attraction in the eyes of international
community as a starting point, this study aims to answer the question
whether China uses the BRI as a soft power strategy in its foreign
policymaking and combines the BRI and the climate change to increase
the effect of the soft power in the international arena. China’s recent efforts
in both making commitments in climate change issues and greening the
BRI serve for promoting the use of the soft power as a foreign policy
instrument are also elaborated in this study. This study finds out that and
China has a potential to promote its soft power asset through those efforts.
Main part of this study includes definition the soft power concept and how
China perceives this concept, the Influence of the BRI in international
politics, the commitment to the climate change, and the power of the BRI
and the Climate Change in enhancing China’s soft power.

1. China and Soft Power
The term of soft power was originated by Joseph S. Nye in 1990 (Nye,
1990: 188-197). According to Nye, the definition of power was
transformed, and soft power was also formed. The reason why the power
turned from being coercive into co-optive is that hard power started to lose
its importance and soft power gained importance since culture and
ideology had become more attractive. Besides, information, knowledge and
interdependence are the intangible power resources used by Nye in
definition of soft power. Thereof, soft power is co-optive power which is
‘‘getting others to want what you want” and shaping preferences of others
by using the attractiveness of intangible power resources (Nye, 1990: 3135). Nye also claims that universal values of a country could produce soft
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power via taking an attraction of other countries. McClory (2011: 15) adds
that soft power could be increased through not only government and
culture but also diplomacy, education, trade and innovation. Nye (2006)
then elaborated the soft power and underlined several points on the soft
power. First, culture is a kind of soft power in a basis, but economic
strength is not. Besides, in contrast to the common belief, soft power is not
necessarily more human than the hard power. Nye also rejects another
common belief on the measurement of soft power claims that like the hard
power, soft power could be measured. However, he admits that hard power
is the only way for reaching to certain aims and it is not easy to use the soft
power.
According to Nye and Jisi (2009:19), a state’s soft power is also related
with what extent other states accept its legitimacy and morality in
international politics. Since today’s international relations are governed by
networks, which become a kind of power source for the states; and foreign
and domestic policies of a country are also regarded as soft power resources
unless they are not including ulterior motives or haughtiness, Nye claims
that becoming more visible in common global problems of the world
increases level of soft power of the states. Therefore, Nye envisages that the
way states could strengthen their power is to act together if the concern is
about the global commons (Nye, 2004: 13-14; Nye, 2011: 17). After
defining the soft power as ‘the ability to alter the behavior of others to get
what you want by attraction’, Nye (2006) mentions three resources of soft
power for a country in his article Think Again: Soft Power: culture, political
values and foreign policy. Nye also asserts that economic power could be
regarded as both hard and soft power since it is possible to force countries
via sanctions or wealth. In other words, good economic condition receives
attraction. However, sometimes, it is not easy to understand whether the
economic relations between countries are based on soft power or hard
power. The foreign policy of a country is controlled by the government.
Therefore, governments could promote the public diplomacy,
broadcasting, and exchange programs. However, governments could not
control the popular culture. Since one of three resources of a country’s soft
power is culture and the culture is not under the government’s control,
Nye (2006) asserts that soft power is independent from the governments.
Although all countries aim to increase their soft power, it is not so easy to
do it for authoritarian countries such as China. 2009 is the year when
China started to mention hard and soft power as a term officially (NY
Times, 2014). In 2014, China’s President Xi Jinping announced that
China should increase its soft power (Foreign Affairs, 2015). Nye (2021)
defines the motive in China’s preference to increase its soft power as its will
to balance its hard power not to frighten its neighbors and rivals. Nye finds
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this strategy so smart but also warns China to realize that the soft power
comes from the civil society of a state not from the government.
Shambaugh (2013) also underlines that the origins of the soft power for a
state comes from the society. Therefore, although China founded the
Confucius Institutes all around the world for increasing its cultural soft
power and launched a project with a $6.58 billion budget called ‘waixuan
gongzuo’, which can be translated as ‘overseas propaganda’ in 2009, China
could not be so successful (Stuenkel 2016). This failure could be explained
by Nye’s claim, ‘cultural soft power can be undercut by policies that are
seen as illegitimate’ and Shambaugh’s assert, the Chinese government tries
to produce the soft power from top to down (Nye, 2008: 96; Shambaugh,
2013).
A few of Chinese scholars bring different perception to Nye’s soft power
concept which envisages that soft power comes from culture, ideology and
political values which produce attraction and persuasion. They claim that
hard power could also create attraction and persuasion. (Singh, 2016). This
perception matches with Zhen Bijian’s ‘peaceful rise’ concept. The term
‘peaceful rise’ could be asserted as a part of China’s soft power projection.
China steadily increased its economical parameters, trade volumes and
military power. However, in contrast to the previous great powers in the
history, the growth of China has become peacefully. Therefore, it is not
wrong to say claim that China is focusing on soft power (Li, 2018). Stated
in other words, hard power sources could also be used as soft power sources
in certain circumstances such as international peacekeeping operations or
humanitarian aids. Li (2009) defines this the ‘soft use of hard power’ which
could ameliorate China’s image in the eyes of international society.
Therefore, China offers the opposite of Nye’s soft power definition and the
West’s soft power projection since China offers to those countries a way to
be part of globalization by preserving their own culture, ideology, and
institutions. To summarize, the soft power projection of China is different
from the one the West has already had. On one hand, the West’s soft power
rests upon democracy, freedom, and human rights and is derived from
three sources: culture, ideology and institutions. On the other hand, China
established further cultural and economic relations with all countries
worldwide, became the biggest trader within the countries of the world,
empowered its one-political party system, and transited from planned
economy to the market economy which is controlled by the state.
Therefore, China produced a new kind of soft power (Li, 2018).
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2. The Influence of the BRI in International Politics: Really
Works in Promoting China’s Soft Power?
Today, the biggest threat China is encountering in the world scene is
claimed to be its international image problem. It is argued that China could
make contribution to its international image via soft power. Soft power is
basically related with the ability to change others’ preferences by
convincing them not compelling. Charming effect of the soft power is
mostly used by the West today (Stuenkel 2016). Soft power is necessary
for a country to empower its moral sides by using charming assets of those
countries such as attractive personality, culture, political values and
policies. Soft power could be used to convince other states for cooperating
in trade and investment. Today, social media and communication
technology make soft power much more important than before (Voon and
Xu, 2020).
To increase its soft power, China needs to change the misperception about
it by making the effective public diplomacy a part of national strategy
(Wang 2008). China also should demonstrate to the world that its rise is
not hard rise but the soft rise.
In the development of China’s soft power, China’s starting point has been
to increase its image and attraction in the eyes of the people living in other
countries although Nunn and Wantchekon (2011) claims that it is not so
easy to change attitudes of the people. From another point of view, foreign
aid could contribute to the trust of people in developing states towards the
country which gives the foreign aid (Andrabi and Das, 2017). Therefore,
for ameliorating its global image via financial support, China has made
efforts to increase exports and investment, support tourism, and export
ideas and policies abroad (Voon and Xu, 2020). To do so, China uses the
BRI as ‘a logistic network’ and invests in developing states’ infrastructure
systems (Voon and Xu, 2020: 124). Moreover, China aims to use the BRI
as a grand public diplomacy tool to increase its soft power by supporting
developing countries via infrastructural network, trade and investments.
Besides, since BRI is increasing economic and political interactions
between China and BRI countries, it could make contribution to
perception of both sides (Voon and Xu, 2020). This fits well with
Shambaugh (2013) claim that the soft power and public diplomacy are
equal to construction of high-speed rail and long-distance highways; and
investing more money for Chinese government.
When China moved the BRI to the Western Europe, this move has been a
sign of China’s soft use of its hard power. The recovery of the Western
Europe has not been easy after the 2008 global financial crisis. After
experiencing the 2008 global financial crisis, the Western Europe also faced
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with debt crisis and migrant crisis. This crisis increased the level of
unemployment and unrest in certain countries. Therefore, those countries
have become willing to welcome Chinese investments. Greece has been the
most significant example in this case. Greece’s Piraeus port, envisaged as
the main entrance area of China’s exports to the EU and the center of sea
transportation connecting China to the Mediterranean Sea, has been very
important part of the BRI. As a result, China’s soft power projection based
on the infrastructure investments could help the improvement of the EUChina relations. This rapprochement also could be an opportunity to boost
the economies of the Eastern European countries of the EU (Ghosal Singh,
2016).
If BRI is a part of China’s soft power, it means that China’s aim is not to
sell ‘Chinese way’ but to sell ‘cooperation with China’. To put it in
different way, China targets to be more visible economically in a country
to increase its attractiveness in the eyes of that country (Kivimäki, 2014).
Moreover, Chinese President Xi Jinping’s speech on a community of
shared destiny, also referred to the synergy between nations which includes
both following their own development paths and working more
interconnected. The embodiment of this concept is the Belt and Road
Initiative, which envisages to support economic growth of other countries
via China’s capital and infrastructure investments in those countries since
China knows that all those efforts will be in the benefit of China in the
end.
Since the BRI aims to contribute to the economic growth of the countries
via foreign aid, trade or infrastructure investments, it expected that the BRI
would have a positive image in the international realm. From China’s point
of view, the BRI is a win-win project since China makes investment in
exchange for sending its excess capacity to the host countries (Sidaway and
Woon 2017). However, today, China’s problem in supporting the BRI has
not only been the size of the projects which makes them hard to invest
financially, but also the slowdown in Chinese economy since 2015 since
the slowdown also affects the Chinese banks, which are main Money
Lenders of the BRI (Lai, Lin and Sidaway, 2020).

3. What is the Commitment to the Climate Change?
The UN Secretary General, Antonio Guterres, defined climate change as
the most important problem humanity has to tackle with (Sengupta 2018).
Since the climate change issue has become more visible in international
relations for last twenty years, states began to put it on their foreign policymaking agenda. In this regard, following international norms on climate
change could now be used for increasing attractiveness and strengthening
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the soft power by the states. This is also regarded as climate diplomacy.
Besides strengthening the soft power, following international norms on
climate change could allow states to have a word to speak in global climate
negotiations. Therefore, climate change issue could help rising powers to
become more visible in international relations and get more responsibility
in international affairs. That fits well with China. China is the world’s
largest carbon emitter and criticized by the world in climate change issues.
In order to change its position, China aims to take an active role in fighting
with climate change. In 2020, Xi Jinping announced at the United Nations
General Assembly that China will become carbon neutral country by 2060.
Therefore, China has taken important steps in fighting with climate change
by investing in renewable energy, taking actions against air pollution,
decreasing the level of carbon emissions. Since China is willing to follow
international climate regimes, China’s foreign policy on climate change is
coherent with China’s soft power strategy in the world (Aşkar Karakır,
2018).
Nowadays, climate change issue is leaded by western countries especially
by the EU. China by claiming that it will be neutral country demonstrated
that it could use the climate change to strengthen its soft power. Although
China has internal structural problems heavily criticized by the world such
as human rights violations, climate change issue as a global issue could
provide a great contribution to increase its soft power. Today’s
international relations are governed by networks, which become a kind of
power source for the states. Moreover, becoming more visible in common
global problems of the world increases level of soft power of the states.
Besides, the way states could strengthen their power is to act together if the
concern is about the global commons (Nye, 2011: 17).
During the Trump Presidency, the EU and the US had not a common
path in fight with the climate change. This fragmentation has been an
opportunity for China to fill the soft power gap in terms of climate change
and has announced its challenging climate change goals. The EU, one of
the most significant actors in tackling climate change, well-received
China’s efforts on the climate change issue. In this context, climate change
has played an important role in China’s soft power projection. Although
the Biden Presidency asserts that the US came back to the scene in tackling
the climate change, China is expected to go further to play a leading role
in the global arena in regard to the climate change (China Daily, 2017).
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4. BRI and the Climate Change Could Empower China’s Soft
Power: A Reality or Rhetorical Discourse?
China has become more visible in global environmental governance and
taken more active role in coping with the climate change. In this regard,
the BRI gained new vision in 2017 and envisaged as a pave for China’s
green development to make the world green, low-carbon and sustainable
(China Daily, 2018). Although the BRI is envisaged via political will,
giving an environmental aspect to the BRI is significant step to fight with
climate change. Developing an institutional architecture for the ‘green
BRI’ has been so important for China in reaching to its targets. To develop
the institutional architecture, China has tried to reinforce multi-actor
governance of the green BRI by comprising several private and
international players to the process. Besides, companies are willing to take
roles in reaching Chinese government’s ‘green BRI’ achievements. China
explicitly shows its intent to connect the ‘green BRI’ and its ‘ecological
civilization’ policy. In conclusion, China wants to use the BRI to be a
leader in global environmental governance (Cojenen et al., 2021).
The reason why the BRI became formally greener in 2017 although it had
been announced in 2013 is that there has been a change in Chinese speech
(Li, Guan, and Lin 2016; H. Xu et al. 2016; Zhu et al. 2017). Chinese
speech made the BRI greener since the BRI was criticized by the Western
media due to its possible environmental damages. According to Harlan
(2021), most of the host countries within the BRI are lower-income
countries. These countries fail in meeting the targets in decreasing the
carbon emissions. On the other hand, in higher-income host countries
could serve for the investments in low-carbon infrastructure. Therefore,
China saw that the BRI’s negative effects on the climate change in the host
countries would have made harder further cooperation with those
countries. Another reason was economic since low carbon industry was
growing so fast and investing low carbon industry in the host countries was
profitable for China. To sum up, greener BRI has served the soft power
projection of China since it was prestigious and economically
advantageous.
Therefore, the U.S. and many countries are also skeptical towards the BRI
of China in terms of environmental damages the BRI could bring. Main
concerns the world is criticizing the BRI on tackling with climate change
are the built of coal plants and increase in carbon dioxide emissions that
will come out during the construction of the transport infrastructure.
Therefore, China decided to point those concerns in order to change its
image in the world. In 2019, during the Belt and Road Forum, China
announced its green initiatives to make the BRI greener. However, China
is still criticized that the BRI projects still are not transparent. In other
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words, under the BRI, companies could still build coal plants if they prefer
(CNBC, 2021). Besides, although the BRI has documents like Guidelines
and Cooperation Plans mentioning the green path of the BRI, the Initiative
is still being criticized by the West since China take few actions to
demonstrate that the BRI is getting greener (Harlan, 2021).
To summarize, the BRI has a negative image in the world especially in the
West today. On one hand, the BRI is claimed to be the export of China’s
polluting model of development. On the other hand, China claims that
the BRI is an opportunity for itself to manage its green development via
low-carbon infrastructure investments (Harlan 2021). Furthermore,
supporting Chinese soft power, Chinese media also wrote articles stating
that the BRI’s advantages are not only economical but also ecological
(Zhang et al. 2017). It has also been a good timing for enhancing the soft
power since at the time China was explaining greener BRI, the US was
preparing to withdraw from the Paris Climate Agreement under the
Trump Administration. Therefore, China aimed to support its peaceful
rice via soft power under the BRI and its green industry. China aims to
decouple ideology from the soft power in contrast that the West connected
soft power and liberalism in the post- Cold War era. Today, China claims
that its soft power definition, ‘a peaceful rise’, is going to be successful
without hard power although the West is skeptical towards the BRI and
Chinese policy in the South China Sea (Li, 2018).

Conclusion
Although China still lacks an accountable soft power, this study finds out
China has the signs showing to improve its soft power skills. The
contribution of this work is to demonstrate that the green-BRI could
contribute to either China’s tackle with climate change or soft power in the
international arena if by leading climate change via greener BRI, soft power
could be used by China to be a credible model for other countries.
Although the world does not find realistic that the BRI will not be
dependent on carbons in the near future, China still would like to turn the
BRI into a model as its soft power application in climate change issue. This
study also figures out that current limitations of the BRI and climate
change relationship is the BRI’s strong’ dependence on coal and other
carbons, infrastructure projects lead to increase in carbon dioxide
emissions. Besides, the lack of the BRI is not to specify the terms of
conditions clearly. Furthermore, China should gather government,
international companies, NGOs and activist groups in order to provide
that the BRI could continue to support its soft power. Even, institutions
framing the green BRI are important to give the BRI an environmental
aspect and to arrange the legal framework.
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Regarding the climate change is one of the most important problem the
world has to tackle along with energy scarcity, migration, terrorism and
nuclear weapons for the common well-being of the humanity. In this
context, regarding those issues, global powers in the world try to show their
existence at the global level. China, one of those global powers with its
rapid economic development, also aims to put its weight on climate change
issue. Although climate change has started to play an important role in
inter-state relations, many countries still give little importance to tacking
the climate change. This is the fundamental problem in fighting with the
climate change. From a soft power point of view, China’s influence is still
not very significant. In this context, the West is still leading the climate
change initiatives in the world even if China demonstrates that it has
leadership skills in this area.
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Introduction
The European Union started life in the Cold War context, but gradually
developed into one of the most important blocs in the world economy.
After the Cold War, the EU seemed to go from strength to strength in the
1990s. The Maastricht Treaty launched political union, a common foreign
policy, and the single currency, which hit the streets in 2002. At the same
time, membership grew, culminating in the large Eastern Enlargement in
2004. As a self-styled ‘project of peace’, the EU was further pleased to
receive the Nobel Peace Prize in 2012.
And yet, in the 21st century, the EU seemed to stumble. French and Dutch
voters felled the Constitutional Treaty in 2005, ushering in a period of
reflection on the Union’s democratic legitimacy. The global financial crisis
rocked the economic foundations of the EU, creating dissatisfaction with
the EU’s performance, and raising questions about the degree of
integration and solidarity among the members. Similar problems were
highlighted once more through the migration crisis in 2015, which
continues casting a long shadow.
The lowest point of all came in June 2016, when a majority of UK voters
opted to leave the EU altogether, a process that turned out to be both
complicated and messy. Yet, barely was Brexit accomplished, before the
COVID-19 pandemic brought the Union’s economy to a standstill, and
exposed another series of fissures within.
Where does all this leave the EU in the 2020s? The EU fulfils too many
important functions for its members to be allowed to disappear. However,
it somehow remains unloved by its citizens, and continues facing challenges
that it seems ill equipped to tackle. This chapter will analyse the EU’s postCold War performance through a series of triumphs and crises.
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1. The Foundations
The Cold War formed the background to the EU’s founding. With
ideological tensions between the erstwhile allies rising, and amid US
concerns that European economic weakness would leave it open to Soviet
propaganda, several integrative initiatives were floated in the late 1940s.
Both the Marshall Plan, the Brussels Treaty and NATO were early
examples of integration aimed at shoring up Western Europe. The EU
itself saw its earliest beginning as a product of internal tension in the
Western bloc. As the Cold War was solidifying, and with the German
question still unresolved, the Western powers gradually merged their
occupation zones, a process that culminated with the declaration of the
German Federal Republic in May 1949. That, in turn, led to tension
between the French and German governments over allocation of coal and
steel resources originating in the French occupation zones, as well as the
long-term status of the Saar region. The Americans and British quietly
siding with the Germans in the dispute further complicated the French
situation (Dinan, 2004: 29-37). The Schuman Plan – presented on 9 May
1950, Europe Day thereafter – proposed the merging of the two countries’
coal and steel markets. Such a solution, in Schuman’s words, would make
war “…not merely unthinkable, but materially impossible”. Thus, a
bilateral problem found a supranational solution. This was to be the
leitmotif in subsequent European integration.
Italy, Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands joined the French and
the Germans at the outset. These same six countries soon enough sought
to apply the supranational formula to other policy areas, leading to the
1956 signing of the Treaty of Rome, which established a customs union
for industrial goods, a common market in agricultural products, and a
supranational governance structure, which has more or less survived to this
day. Economic integration proved astonishingly successful from the outset,
as growth rates were high through the 1960s, and intra-EU trade grew
apace. Various national sensitivities blocked deeper political integration,
but in the economic sphere the success was unquestionable, and soon
enough more countries sought to join.
After weathering the turbulent 1970s, and having gradually enlarged the
club to 12 members by 1986, the Europeans took another series of
integrative steps in the 1980s. Seeking to remove regulatory obstacles to
trade within the bloc, and mindful of increasing competition from other
parts of the world, the new aim was fully realising the ambitions from the
Treaty of Rome, and creating a single market. The Single European Act of
1986 outlined some 300 measures aimed at creating an area of the Four
Freedoms – the free movement of goods, services, capital and labour – all
to be accomplished by 1992 (Dinan, 2004: 216-222). Most decisions were
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accomplished by the original deadline, and the continued quest for a
genuinely level playing field for business within the EU has been a major
item on the Union’s agenda ever since. Most significant, though, has been
the economic impact of the single market. Intra-European trade received
another boost as a result; estimates in 2018 suggested that additional
growth resulting from the single market since its adoption was worth
between €185 billion and €350 billion (Bublitz, 2018).
The customs union and the single market remain the corner stones of the
EU to this day. Through these two, the EU became not only one of the
largest trading powers of the world; it had also created a system of internal
governance, in which product standards could be centrally regulated,
business could thrive freely, and cross-border issues like environmental
protection could be handled effectively. In effect, through the EU
companies from any member state has the whole of the Union as its home
market, with no need for border inspections, nor any place for quantitative
restrictions or other distorting practices. The sheer size of the single market,
coupled with the high and rigorously policed product standards, has also
given the EU significant ‘regulatory power’, as its standards have come to
set the benchmark for trade in goods far beyond the Union’s borders
(Bradford, 2016).
However, the dynamism of the 1980s did not end there. To accompany
the single market initiatives, a social dimension aimed at securing cohesion
and workers’ rights. At the same time, the logic of a single market was
extended in two more areas that would prove of profound importance. The
Single European Act was the first treaty to directly mention a single
currency as an objective, and in the following years the groundwork was
laid for the Euro. Secondly, the idea of a Europe without internal borders
also sprang from the single market – after all, when removing the border
controls for traded goods, why not take the same step for individuals? In
1985, five countries signed the Schengen Agreement; much later, in 1999,
it was incorporated in the treaty framework.

2. The First Triumph – Towards Political Union
The sudden collapse of the Berlin Wall and the socialist bloc changed the
context of European integration once more. It was at once clear, that a
greater burden for securing peace and stability on the continent would fall
to the Europeans themselves. Initially, the debate over how best to respond
to the changes stood between those seeking to respectively ‘deepen’ and
‘widen’ the Community, that is prioritise integration in depth or taking in
new members (Nugent, 1992; Dinan, 2004: 243-245). In the short term,
the deepening agenda won out, as momentum towards political union soon
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became unstoppable. The Maastricht Treaty, negotiated in December
1991, not only turned the European Community into the European
Union. It also marked a profound step towards deeper integration.
The treaty broadened cooperation into the fields of Justice and Home
Affairs, including common asylum and immigration rules. Not least the
wars in the former Yugoslavia underscored the need for better cooperation
mechanisms within the fields of security and defence. Although the
Common Foreign and Security Policy did not emerge as a sufficient tool
in time to handle the fallout of Yugoslavia’s collapse, the significance was
surely in the very introduction of structured, institutionalised cooperation
in fields that touch so profoundly on national sovereignty.
Arguably, the most prominent feature of the treaty, however, was the single
currency, the Euro. The treaty picked up the plans from the 1980s, and
laid down the detailed roadmap towards both establishing a central bank
and for the introduction of the single currency. The criteria for joining the
single currency were determined, as were the principles for subsequent
economic governance. In spite of some initial scepticism that all members
could meet the criteria, 12 of the 15 EU members managed to do so by the
time of the Euro’s virtual introduction at the beginning of 1999.1 After a
transitional period, the actual currency was launched without a hitch in
2002, marking yet another grand step forward for the European Union.
Not all went smoothly with the Maastricht Treaty. The negotiations had
exposed certain divisions over how far to extend the principle of
supranational governance, and concerns from some countries that ceding
sovereignty to such organizations could become politically fraught. These
concerns seemed prescient and vindicated, when ratification of the treaty
soon ran into trouble. In Denmark, a constitutionally mandated
referendum, in June 1992, resulted in a narrow rejection of the treaty. In
France, the president decided to hold a public vote to restore European
momentum to the process; this vote, however, only squeaked through as
narrowly as the Danish one had failed, a seeming warning that elite support
for European integration had raced a little too far ahead of the general
public’s. Denmark eventually secured a number of opt-outs from the treaty
– enough to secure popular support in a new referendum the following year
– but the treaty’s travails were not over. Parliamentary ratification battles

1 Three members – Denmark, Sweden, and United Kingdom – chose to stand
aside and retain their national currencies, but doing so without blocking those
wishing to go ahead.
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in the UK, and legal challenges in Germany delayed the treaty’s coming
into force all the way to December 1993.
This crisis was quickly shaken off, though. The achievements in integration
secured at Maastricht marks it as one of Europe’s high points, and it set the
agenda for much of the rest of the decade. Two more treaty changes
happened, in 1999 and 20032, both of which dealt with institutional issues
ahead of the EU’s other major preoccupation in the late 1990s, namely
enlargement to take in several new member states.

3. The Second Triumph - Enlargement from 12 to 28
The European Community had already undertaken a series of
enlargements during the Cold War. In 1973, Denmark, Ireland and the
United Kingdom had joined; Greece followed in 1981 and in 1986, it was
the turn of Portugal and Spain. Aside from the economic rationale for
joining the thriving economic community, in the case of the latter three, a
further argument was made that membership would entrench democracy
and the rule of law. As the Cold War ended, the EU became the natural
focal point for the newly free states, as they began their transition to
democracy and market economy. Three Western states – Austria, Finland
and Sweden – who had hitherto remained neutral, all opted to join, and
did so relatively smoothly in 1995. 3 Cyprus and Malta also submitted
applications in the early 1990s.
As noted above, the immediate debate within the Community was over
‘deepening’ and ‘widening’. Deepening won out at first, but the European
leaders also wished to signal openness to the Central and Eastern European
countries. The initial compromise was to focus on the treaty changes, while
laying out the conditions for becoming a membership candidate. These
were dubbed ‘The Copenhagen Criteria’ and required that potential
candidates be consolidated democracies, functioning market economies
and had the capacity to properly administer EU law. Already in 1997, the
EU was ready to begin formal accession talks with five countries – the
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Poland and Slovenia. Soon enough the
2 In May 2001 Ireland’s voters rejected the Nice Treaty in a referendum. This crisis
was handled the same way as it had been for Denmark, with a number of assurances
and specifications to assuage Irish concerns. On this basis, the treaty was approved
in a second referendum.
3 Norway, however, having negotiated the full accession treaty, rejected
membership in a referendum in 1994 – just as they had rejected membership in
1972. The issue has not been revisited since. However, Norway does maintain a
close trading relationship with the EU, through the European Economic Area
(EEA).
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group of candidates was expanded, as Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania,
Romania, Slovakia were also given the membership perspective.
Negotiations culminated at the Copenhagen Summit in December 2002,
when ten countries were invited to join by May 2004. Bulgaria and
Romania’s accession was delayed until 2006, in order for them to
undertake additional reforms (Avery, 2004).
Overall, the 2004-6 enlargement was a significant geopolitical triumph, as
well as a triumph for the EU's self-perception. 4 Enlargement had been
couched in a discourse of ‘bringing Europe back together’, and ‘healing the
divides’ of the Cold War (Sjursen, 2002). This was achieved, as the EU
helped steer the applicants through the transition process. The gains for
the applicants were clear: Greater market access, as well as external funding
for economic restructuring as well as infrastructure investment. However,
the older member states also benefitted from adding growing economies to
the single market (Moravcsik & Vachudova, 2003). The EU’s promise of
peace and stability was extended to several new members, and with it
flowed greater prosperity for all.
By 2009, the European Commission estimated that the Eastern
enlargement had brought additional GDP growth of 0,5% to the EU as a
whole, and had raised economic growth in the new members significantly
(EC, 2009). Looking at the economic convergence rates of the newer
members, they mostly approached the EU average at a healthy rate
(Rapacki & Prochniak, 2019; Nagy & Siljak, 2021). When the European
Union was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2012, the official citation
mentioned the Eastern enlargement as one of the Union’s major
achievements in peace:
“The fall of the Berlin Wall made EU membership possible for several
Central and Eastern European countries, thereby opening a new era in
European history. The division between East and West has to a large
extent been brought to an end; democracy has been strengthened; many
ethnically-based national conflicts have been settled”.
At the time, Croatia was on the verge of joining the EU, taking the
membership to 28 countries. Five more countries are official candidates –
Albania, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia, Turkey – while others –
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo – are considered ‘potential
candidates’(EC, 2021). The attraction of membership remains strong for
4 Critics, of course, will rightly note that no solution was found to the Cyprus
conflict, which continues to cast a dark shadow even after 17 years of EU
membership. However, that should not detract from the tremendous success in
Central and Eastern Europe.
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many, as countries like Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia have also expressed
their interest.
The EU itself, however, has since grown more ambivalent, as enlargement
is not popular per se, and debates have emerged about where the ‘borders’
of Europe will have to be drawn (Hobolt, 2014; O’Brennan, 2014). That
some of the 2004 intake subsequently backslided on their commitment to
democracy and the rule of law – Hungary since 2010 and Poland since
2015 – while others, particularly Bulgaria and Romania, struggled with
large-scale corruption, did not strengthen public enthusiasm for further
enlargement, proving that in triumph can lie the seeds of future trouble.

4. The First Crisis – Democratic Legitimacy, 2005-2009
However, the EU’s first serious stumble came on an entirely different issue,
namely institutional reform. For some time the feeling had been that the
EU needed to connect better with its citizens and the Laeken Declaration
of 2001 emphasised greater transparency in future treaty changes (EC,
2001). The decision was taken to organise a Convention for the Future of
Europe, which would deliberate publicly on how to reform the EU, and
make it better able to function with a membership approaching 30. The
Convention – composed of representatives of governments, national
parliaments as well the European Parliament – met for the first time in
early 2002 under the leadership of former French president Valery Giscard
d’Estaing.
The Convention decided to write a brand new treaty, which would replace
rather than add to the previous, the purpose being to write in clear language
how the EU operates and what its competences are. The treaty also made
for a series of ambitious institutional reforms, including a new voting
system for the Council, a foreign minister and a permanent president of
the European Council. It also formally established the flag of the EU, and
Beethoven’s Ode to Joy as the Union’s anthem. The final draft was
presented to the European Council in July 2003, and was, after some tense
negotiations, agreed on by the member states the following year. In
October 2004, an elaborate signing ceremony was held in Palazzo dei
Conservatori in Rome, the same place as the Treaty of Rome had been
signed, almost fifty years earlier.
Then the wheels came off! Several countries had already committed to
holding referendums on the new treaty, one of the first being France.
Although opinion polls had long been in favour of the treaty, the narrowed
sharply in the months leading up to the vote and on polling day the treaty
was rejected by a nine-point margin. A few days later, the Dutch voters
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thrashed the Constitutional Treaty even more resoundingly, a full 61%
voting against it. This was nothing like the Danish and Irish rejections of
previous years; this was coming from two core members. Although a few
more countries did complete their ratifications over the next few months,
the treaty was effectively dead.
The subsequent search for reasons pointed in a number of directions: A
lack of social protection in the treaty; neo-liberal economic policies;
immigration; dissatisfaction with past enlargement and concern over
potential future ones; and a perceived lack of democratic accountability
(The Economist, 2005). With no real clear way forward, the European
Council decided to declare a ‘pause for reflection’ during which they could
regroup.
What the debacle had shown, though, was something the academic debate
had been pointing to for some time, namely the presence of a ‘democratic
deficit’ in the EU (Føllesdal & Hix, 2006). What this rather arcane term
denotes is a sense that democracy, citizen input and direct accountability
is somehow insufficient in the EU. Positions in this debate certainly vary
(see also Moravcsik, 2002), yet the evidence from opinion polls do seem to
suggest that people are not entirely satisfied with the state of affairs. What’s
more, between 1979 and 2014, the European Parliament, the only directly
elected body in the EU, suffered the indignity of an ever-decreasing
turnout at successive elections. In its attempt to engage voters more directly
and, indirectly, raise its own profile, in 2014 the Parliament introduced the
system of Spitzenkandidaten, candidates for Commission President
representing the main party groups. In its first outing, this innovation did
not have any particularly great impact on public debate (Hobolt, 2014).
Concerns over a legitimacy crisis were not assuaged by what followed the
‘pause for reflection’. In 2007, the EU leaders essentially went back to the
discarded Constitutional Treaty, removed some ‘state-like’ features, such
as the flag, the anthem, the title of foreign minister, and presented it as an
addition to rather than replacement of the existing treaties. In terms of the
substantive changes to EU governance, the two treaties were virtually
identical; but the new form allowed most countries to proceed without
calling referendums. Even so, the voters in the one country to still hold a
referendum, Ireland, needed two attempts before ratification could be
completed in November 2009.5

5 After rejecting the Lisbon Treaty in June 2008, Ireland received assurances that
the EU would not be able to interfere with Ireland’s strict laws on abortion, an issue
that had popped up during the campaign. Thus assured, the Irish voters approved
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No major treaty changes have been put forward since, the experiences
between 2005 and 2009 being too traumatic for the EU’s leaders to revisit,
and there has been precious little public debate for such a process to start
again. Various more or less misguided attempts have been made to
strengthen people’s sense of belonging to the EU, notably through the
‘New Narrative for Europe’ project (EC, 2014).6 The difficulty of crafting
grand narratives for the public and imposing them from above have been
clear in the EU, even as many acknowledge that the EU is as much in need
of foundational myths as any other polity (Gilbert, 2008; Della Sala,
2010).
In some sense, the system has settled down in its current state. In the 2019
European Parliament elections, turnout even rose for the first time ever,
reaching 50,5% (similar to the 1999 elections). That same year, France and
Germany published a ‘non-paper’, laying out arguments for a new
‘conference’ on the future of Europe. As justification for this move, the two
countries argued that new challenges, ranging from climate change to
migration, from economic competitiveness to security and defence,
required a more ‘sovereign’ EU (Non-paper, 2020). The COVID-19
pandemic delayed serious discussion of the proposal within the EU, and
only in June 2020 did the Council formalise its position (Council, 2020).
At the time of writing, no concrete steps have yet been taken. Yet, much as
the ‘Conference on the Future of Europe’ officially aims to include the
citizens, the envisaged process looks very much like a re-run of the 20022003 Convention.

5. The Second Crisis – the Eurozone, 2010-2015
The introduction of the Euro had been one of the successes of the
noughties. Twelve member states had adopted the new currency by its
physical launch date, and by early 2009, another four countries had done
so. There had been academic debate from the start as to whether the
Eurozone constituted an optimum currency area (Snaith, 2014), whether
it had sufficient institutional robustness to withstand a crisis – sufficient
integration in fiscal policy, not least – or whether the criteria were too rigid,
or had been consistently applied (De Grauwe, 2015). In some sense, it was
classic EU – side-line potentially tricky institutional problems, or gloss
them over in ambiguous language, then fix them later when or if needed.
Yet, the Euro performed well during its first several years, apparently
the treaty in a new vote in October 2009. As for the ban on legal abortions, Ireland
removed it on its own in 2018.
6 This project involved a number of prominent cultural personalities meeting in
different European cities, discussing the core of European identity. Their
conclusion was, that “Europe is a state of mind”.
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putting the critics to shame. The Eurozone had an air of stability, and
several countries were able to secure much lower interest rates than they
had previously. This changed drastically in 2010, as the fallout of the
Financial Crisis rippled through from America to Europe.
Much has been written about the causes of the financial crisis. Suffice to
say, that what hit Europe in early 2010 was a crisis of confidence in some
Eurozone members’ ability to service their debt, leading to sharply rising
interest rates. Although the Maastricht Criteria had stipulated maximum
levels for both annual government deficits and overall public debt, the
reality was that several members exceeded these levels already prior to the
crisis.7 Weak growth and a limited will to carry out reform during the good
years placed many countries in a perilous position once the access to easy
external finance closed. Already in 2000, the EU members had committed
themselves to an ambitious reform programme dubbed the ‘Lisbon
Strategy’ – aiming to turn the EU into the “most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in the world” by 2010 – yet the benchmarks
agreed on were not met (Fritz-Vannahme, García Schmidt, Hierlemann &
Vehrkamp, 2010). Expert advice was plentiful, but as then-prime minister
of Luxembourg Jean-Claude Juncker put it: “we all know what to do, we
just don't know how to get re-elected after we've done it” (BBC, 2014).
As the crisis hit, several EU countries were unable to finance themselves on
the open markets. Between 2010 and 2012, Cyprus, Ireland, Portugal and
Spain all needed bailouts and submitted themselves to scrutiny from both
their partners and the IMF. None, however, was as badly affected as
Greece, which did not exit the bailout programme until 2018. In the
meantime, austerity measures accompanying the bailouts drastically
slashed public spending in an effort to balance the budget, leading to
massive social unrest. Arguably, Greece had been the author of its own
misfortune; overspending and economic inefficiency was never likely to
end well. Yet, the impact of austerity was brutal: The economy shrank by
25% between 2008 and 2014 (World Bank, 2021), while public debt rose
from 109% of GDP to 180% during the same period (Eurostat, 2021a),
all while the number of people living in poverty increased to 22%
(Eurostat, 2021b).
When elections in early 2015 brought a left-wing government to power on
an anti-austerity platform, a clash was soon on the cards. In 2015, the
7 In 2008, the last full year before the economic crisis hit, the following Eurozone
members had debt-to-GDP ratios above the permitted 60%: Austria (69%),
Belgium (93%), France (69%), Germany (65%), Greece (109%), Italy (106%),
Portugal (76%) (Eurostat, 2021a). Several countries had also periodically run
deficits larger than the permitted 3% of GDP.
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government rejected further demands from its EU partners and the IMF,
and called a referendum on the bailout terms. How democratic would it
be, so the reasoning went, if the creditors insisted on their demands in the
face of the Greek people expressing their view? Predictably, the government
won its referendum in a landslide, yet the creditors’ demands remained the
same, and the government was soon forced to accept the old reality that
beggars can’t be choosers.8 It all left a very sour taste, though.
The wider crisis only really eased once the European Central Bank
unequivocally stated that it would do “whatever it takes” to save the Euro,
including unlimited bond purchases (Wishart, 2012). Critics, however,
argued that the whole sordid saga had been full of treaty violations, citing
the ban on bailouts between member states, and on the ECB acting as a
lender of last resort, which its bond purchases had effectively amounted to.
Some prominent critics argued that the EU had pursued wrong economic
policies in response to the crisis (e.g. Stiglitz, 2017), while others (e.g.
Habermas, 2013) argued that the crisis had shown the flaws in the
constitutional construction of Europe as well as the lack of a genuine
European common space. Critics aside, the crisis did not deter countries
from adopting the Euro, and by 2015, the number of member states using
the common currency had grown to 19.9
In crisis, though, so an old saying goes, lies opportunity. The EU had been
severely tested by the crisis, but it led to several new initiatives. Various
temporary bailout funds led to the permanent European Stability
Mechanism in 2012, while a new system of mutual budgetary scrutiny was
established through the Fiscal Compact, also in 2012. Through these
measures, the EU members integrated economic governance significantly,
and probably insured itself against future similar problems getting so badly
out of hand again. However, in the absence of any thorough institutional
reform to improve accountability and increase popular input, the saving of
the Euro has probably come at a democratic price (Crum, 2013, Bang,
Jensen & Nedergaard, 2015).

8 Ironically, though, once the Greek government embraced the economic plan put
forward by the international creditors, and loyally followed it, the uncertainty over
Greece’s future abated, and the economy returned to growth. Greece could exit its
bailout programme in 2018, but not soon enough to benefit the Syriza government,
which lost power in the July 2019 general election.
9 In addition to the 12 member states that adopted the Euro at its launch, Slovenia
(2007), Cyprus and Malta (2008) and Slovakia (2009) had all joined prior to the
crisis. Estonia (2011), Latvia (2014) and Lithuania (2015) have joined since.
Although there is not enforcement mechanism, all new members who have joined
the EU since the Maastricht Treaty are eventually obliged to adopt the Euro too.
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6. The Third Crisis - Migration, 2015-16
Had the Euro crisis at least to some extent been brought on by outside
factors, there were no such easy excuses to be made for the migration crisis
that hit the EU full on in 2015? This was a clear case of incompetence
among decision makers, and a clear breach of contract between the people
and their rulers. The Schengen Agreement, which had removed the
internal borders between the member states, always envisaged that this loss
of control would be compensated by strengthened control at the EU’s outer
borders. As the migration crisis showed, the EU had only ever
accomplished the first part.
It had, of course, been well known for a long time that border security
standards differed vastly between the member states. Especially several
Southern states had a reputation for being soft entry points, from which
migrants could easily move elsewhere. The EU’s Dublin arrangement, by
which the housing and processing of an asylum seeker’s claim is the sole
responsibility of the first EU state they enter, incentivised such behaviour
by placing the greater burden on the border states. However, it was the
Arab Spring of 2011, which brought matters to a head. Prior to 2011, the
European states had been able to cooperate with the autocratic
governments of neighbouring states on stemming the flow of migrants:
investments in return for restrictions. With the fall of several of these
regimes, however, these arrangements came to an end, and in the ensuing
chaos and conflict in several countries, the pressure at the EU border
started mounting (Tassinari, 2016). Already by 2013 it was clear that the
number of people seeking to cross the Mediterranean towards Italy was
drastically increasing, as was the number of tragedies, as rickety boats
capsized at sea, resulting in hundreds of fatalities.
What set the crisis off in 2015 was to some extent a change in policy by
Turkey, which had until then borne the heaviest burden in handling the
refugees fleeing the Syrian civil war, as well as being a bottleneck for many
coming from further afield. The number of people in Turkey ranged in the
millions, yet rather little support had been forthcoming from the EU,
whether through direct engagement or through extra funding of the
relevant UN agencies. Once Turkey opened its borders, the impact at the
EU’s border was instantaneous. Bulgaria and especially Greece became the
main destination10, and soon migrants were on the road, literally, heading
further north. According to Frontex, numbers of arrivals by the Eastern

10 The close proximity of Greek islands to Turkey’s coastline makes this a favoured
option for those seeking to cross by boat, and makes it exceedingly difficult for
Greece/the EU to block passage without Turkish cooperation.
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routes hit 1.550.000 during 2015 (Frontex, 2021).11 Images were soon
spreading of overcrowded train stations and of people walking along
motorways. It was a complete breakdown of authority.
For many the focus immediately switched to protecting the human rights
of the migrants, rather than the EU’s outer borders. In this, the European
Commission under Jean-Claude Juncker spoke mainly of managing the
inflow rather than controlling, let alone stopping it. Juncker would later
say, that in his opinion “borders are the worst invention ever made by
politicians” (Huges & Ferguson, 2016). Similarly, the Commission
showed little understanding for those worried about the political cost of
this failure of EU policy. In the words of the Commissioner responsible
for migration and borders, Dimitris Avramopoulos:
“The Commission does not take the blame because it does not care about
the political cost…The Commission is here for five years to do its job and
we did it with vision, responsibility and commitment. Because what is
driving us is not to be reelected. That is why for us the political cost means
nothing…This is the message I would send all around Europe: stop
thinking about the so-called political cost” (Barigazzi, 2015).
One person who did follow this advice was Angele Merkel, who famously
said “Wir schaffen das” when confronted with the sudden influx. The
German government declared that it would not be returning migrants to
any of the border states for processing, but would handle their cases in
Germany. While this was not exactly an ‘open door’ policy, it clearly was
interpreted that way by many. Merkel was cheered when visiting refugee
camps, as migrants lined up to take selfies with her (Marcus, 2015).
Although initially popular with vocal segments in Germany, many soon
soured on the policy, while many of Germany’s European partners
disagreed openly and felt blindsided by her actions.
Led by Hungary and Austria in particular, several countries started
imposing unilateral controls at their borders, as well as beefing up presence
and security at the EU’s outer borders. Hungary drew much attention by
erecting barbed wire fences on the border with Serbia, and turning back all
without valid travel documents, as well as denying asylum processing
(based in Serbia being a safe country, where such processing could happen).
It was not pretty, but it was effective in blocking the Western Balkan route.
While few openly applauded Hungary’s actions, many quietly imitated
them or were pleased enough with the effects. At various points, no less
11 This was in addition to the more ‘usual’ numbers of 160.000 that continued
arriving that year by the Central and Western Mediterranean routes. (Frontex
2021).
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than nine Schengen countries had (at least temporarily) reintroduced
border controls. 12 Eventually a deal was struck between Turkey and
Germany (and subsequently approved in the EU), in which Turkey agreed
to halt the flow in exchange for greater financial support in managing the
millions of people within the country’s borders. Tellingly, though, it was
not the EU, which managed to do the deal.
The main initiative from the EU during the crisis was the proposal to
relocate migrants and asylum seekers within the Union. Certainly,
solidarity with those facing the brunt of the crisis had been in short supply
throughout. What the new proposals did was making it mandatory to
accept a certain quota from the states most affected. It was not a solution
to anything, though. The proposal was not popular, and was only forced
through in a controversial majority vote in the Council, over the strenuous
objections of four Central European countries. 13 As time went on, it
furthermore became clear that these countries did not intend to comply
with what they considered an illegitimate action.
Later followed attempts to strengthen Frontex, the EU’s border control
agency, by creating joint resources for future deployment. Public opinion
at the time, though, was not appreciative of the way the crisis had been
handled at the EU level. A Pew Survey showed wide majorities opining
that the EU had mishandled the crisis (Poushter, 2016). Although
Eurobarometer (2016: 31) could continue to show support for a common
approach to migration and asylum, it seemed the actual EU approach
through 2015 had been found wanting. Moreover, the crisis played a big
part in the appeal of various populist politicians, from Hungary’s Orban
to France’s Le Pen, who could reasonably argue, that in this most sensitive
case, ‘responsible’ politicians had failed in their duties.

7. The Fourth Crisis – Brexit, 2016-2020
Although opinion polls had predicted a close race to the finish, it was still
something of a bombshell, when, in the early hours of 24 June 2016, it
became clear that the United Kingdom had indeed voted to leave the
12 Of the countries that reintroduced border controls in response to the migration
crisis, Austria, Denmark, France, Germany and Sweden still maintained them to
some extent at the time of writing. Other countries – Belgium, Finland, Hungary,
Norway and Spain – reintroduced border controls in response to the COVID-19
pandemic, and still maintain them at the time of writing.
13 In fact, the decision to force through relocations, which the liberal Polish
government at the time accepted, probably contributed to that government’s defeat
in the general election of September 2015, and its replacement by the PiS-led
populist government, which has been in office since.
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European Union. The margin was narrow – 51,5% to 48,5% - but
decisive. It was tempting for many to sneer at the British decision; was it
not all just British domestic politics gone wrong? A weak prime minister’s
attempt to settle an intra-party dispute blowing up in his (and the
country’s) face? And what would leaving even mean? In the following
months, there was even speculation in some corners that other EU
members might also reconsider their membership.14
Britain had always been ‘an awkward partner’ (George, 1998), and its
membership had never been smooth sailing. There was always unease at
the ceding of sovereignty to supranational actors, at the perceived lack of
accountability of EU policymakers, and Europe was never properly
incorporated into the British political identity (Marcussen, Risse,
Engelmann-Martin, Knopf & Roscher, 1999). Still, to think they would
actually leave was beyond the comprehension of most. After all, the EU
had offered Britain a revised deal on its membership terms during talks
prior to the referendum, including provision to limit welfare payments to
people newly arrived in the UK. Somehow, it was not enough. Subsequent
analysis highlighted a range of factors that compounded the ingrown
scepticism, and influenced the decision towards leaving. There were
economic problems affecting the less well off, especially after years of fiscal
austerity, and there was unease at the open immigration policies pursued
by changing governments, especially considering that Britain had been by
far the preferred destination for intra-EU migration since 2000 (Clarke,
Goodwin & Whiteley, 2017). Perhaps more than anything, it was an
inarticulate, but deeply felt sense of dissatisfaction with the status quo that
many felt was not working for them – and the EU simply became the focal
point of it all, the embodiment of a system not delivering for ordinary
people.
Whatever the reason, the people had spoken, and it had been in favour of
leaving. It soon became clear, though, that Britain was woefully
unprepared for even negotiating its exit, let alone for the realities of life
outside the EU. Evidently, nobody had thought a ‘Leave’ scenario through,
and the next few years were marked by a chaotic series of negotiations.
Remarkably, the other 27 members were able to define their negotiating
positions efficiently, and presented a united front on all key issues. As
Britain stumbled towards the door, and as the costs of leaving became ever
clearer, fewer and fewer openly praised the British example. Critics both at
home and abroad argued that by leaving Britain was damaging its own

14 US president Donald Trump was particularly prone to asking his advisors which
country would be the next to leave the EU, which he on more than one occasion
labelled a ‘foe’ of the United States.
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economic prospects as well as imperilling the peace in Northern Ireland,
and that any future agreement would be inferior to the benefits of
membership (see Rogers, 2019). Much as the warnings and criticisms may
be true, though, and much as this may be in time come to be seen as a
historic mistake by Britain, the fact remains, that given the choice, the
people of an influential member state had chosen to leave the EU. In that
very real sense, Brexit was also a massive blow to the idea of European
unity.

8. A Fifth Crisis? COVID-19
Naturally, it is still rather early to speak definitively as to the effects the
COVID-19 pandemic will have on the EU. Moreover, the crisis itself was
not related to the EU as such, but was an extraneous event to which the
EU had to react. Even so, the pandemic did expose some limitations in the
EU’s capacity and competence to act, which in turn caused tension
within.15 On the longer-term recovery, on the other hand, the EU is set to
play a major role.
Not all countries were hit equally hard in the early months of the
pandemic. Especially Italy and Spain suffered horrific fatality rates during
the spring of 2020. Although health care provision is not among the
competences delegated by the member states to the EU institutions – in
fact, the member states have traditionally been adamant in holding on to
this competence – there was nonetheless a certain expectation of
coordination. Instead, what happened was more a case of each for
themselves, as all countries were scrambling to cope with the new situation.
The nowadays-ubiquitous surgical facemasks and other protective
equipment was in short supply, as were the respirators used in COVID
treatment. The general reluctance to share equipment at the most critical
moment was widely criticised as a lack of intra-EU solidarity
(Herszenhorn, Paun & Deutsch, 2020; Braw, 2020). These issues were
eventually overcome, but mostly be national efforts, and not without
leaving bad feelings.
By the end of 2020, greater attention had turned to the forthcoming
vaccine rollout. Already in the early summer, just a few months after the
pandemic’s onset, the EU members had agreed to purchase vaccines
jointly, and distribute them equitably among them, to utilise their joint
bargaining power, and to ensure that none would be left behind. Just as
health care provision is not an EU competence, nor do its institutions have
15 At the time of writing, the EU countries have experience just short of 25 million
COVID cases, and app. 580.000 deaths (ECDC, 2021).
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much experience in negotiating with pharmaceutical companies. By March
2021, it was clear that EU citizens were being vaccinated at significantly
slower rates than citizens in the US, Canada and, perhaps most waxing of
all for the EU machinery, the UK (Matthews, 2021). In response to the
slowness in the EU process, several countries started unilaterally approving
vaccines from Russia, bypassing the European Medicines Agency, while in
Brussels the usual games of passing blame around was soon underway (The
Economist, 2021).
On the more positive side, however, the members agreed that financial
solidarity would govern the eventual economic recovery from COVID. At
the European Council in July 2020, a new and significantly increased
Multiannual Financial Framework (the EU’s seven-year budgets) was
agreed for 2021-2027. In addition to this, the EU members also agreed on
a one-time recovery fund of €750 billion, which would be raised through
the first-ever EU long-term bond issue in the capital markets (European
Council, 2020). Thus, in spite of the criticism levelled at it, the European
Union seems to emerge from the crisis more closely integrated, and with
new projects to undertake.

9. Whither the European Union?
The EU stands as an unparalleled success in peaceful regional integration,
as attested by its Nobel Prize. Its achievements should not be blithely
dismissed. However, it has also stumbled in ways that were probably
avoidable, and which have sapped the Union’s strength and popularity.
The many crises have, if not exactly caused, then at least given fodder for
populist movements in several member states, several of whom have made
EU bashing a major part of their appeal. The crises examined in this
chapter have all been warnings that the EU cannot simply ignore if it is to
survive. Focusing on crises alone, it is perhaps tempting to write the
European Union off completely, based on its many problems.
Tempting, perhaps, but also overly simplistic. For one thing, one must
remember the EU is not a state, but an organization created by and for
sovereign states, and deliberately designed to be consensus seeking. In some
contexts that is a strength, in others it is a weakness. Secondly, one must
keep in mind that the EU’s failures are to some extent a reflection on the
ambition level in the EU. After all, nobody else, anywhere, has even tried
to integrate as deeply as the EU members; it would be far more astounding
if there were no reverses. What is perhaps equally notable is that in some
form or other, the EU has moved forward after each crisis.
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Moreover, if the Brexit saga showed anything, it was that European
integration is by now so wide-ranging and deep an undertaking, that the
participating countries are intertwined to an extent that leaving is
complicated, to say the least – as indeed Britain is finding to its cost. The
EU’s daily successes may not garner many headlines, but they are no less
important for that. The core strengths remain the customs union and the
single market, and these two continue delivering for the members. In terms
of the benefits derived from membership of these two, it is, in fact,
tempting to argue, that if the EU did not exist, somebody would have to
invent it.
At the same time, however, the EU is probably consigned to the thankless
role of someone who performs essential tasks, which go unnoticed when
times are good, and will be blamed when things – often beyond its control
– go wrong. Who inevitably underperforms when measured against the
loftiest ambitions, yet continues being the preferred institutional choice for
its members when joint problems need solutions. Whom few wish to leave,
but whom fewer still are truly enamoured. Ultimately, this ambivalence is
testament to the unique nature of the EU, and to both its triumphs and
trials.
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Introduction
The European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) was established in
1952 as the foundation of the European Union (EU) by Germany, France,
Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg (T.R. Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, 2020a). The purpose of establishment of the said Union;
It was to raise the welfare levels of the member states by creating an
economic market by solving the problems between the member states and
ensuring peace. In this context, the most produced coal and steel in Europe
was the first thing that came to mind in the formation of this market. Thus,
with the establishment of the European Coal and Steel Community,
cooperation was achieved in the iron-steel and mining sector. Afterwards,
the European Economic Community was established with the Treaty of
Rome signed in 1957 in order to consolidate the economic unity of the
Union (Soytürk, 2020: 313; Bilgin, 2020: 1034). Thanks to this
community, it was thought to establish a common market where goods,
services, capital and labour could move freely. Again, in this process, the
European Atomic Energy Community was established, which provided
cooperation in the field of nuclear energy, which is another pillar of the
member states to gain power in the international economy, and then the
Fusion Treaty was signed. With the Fusion Treaty (Merger Agreement)
signed in 1965, the ECSC, the European Economic Community (EEC)
and the European Atomic Energy Community (EAEC) began to be
referred to as the European Communities as a single Council/Commission.
With the Single European Act (1987), the Maastricht Treaty (three pillars
of the EU - ECSC, EEC and EURATOM - Common Foreign Security
Policy - Justice and Home Affairs) and the euro (common currency), which
came into circulation in 2002, the Union continued to gain strength. With
the ongoing process, the Lisbon Treaty entered into force in 2009 to make
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the Union more democratic and effective (T.R. Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
2020a).
While the number of members of the EU was six at the beginning, Great
Britain, Denmark and the Republic of Ireland joined the Union in 1973
(first enlargement) and the number of members became nine. Enlargement
continued in the historical process and in 1981 Greece (second
enlargement), Portugal and Spain (third enlargement) joined the Union in
1986. In 1995, Austria, Sweden and Finland (fourth enlargement) joined
the Union. Later in 2004, Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic (Czechsia),
Slovakia, Slovenia, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Malta, the South Cyprus
joined the Union, and in 2007 Romania and Bulgaria (fifth enlargement).
Croatia joined the Union in 2013 (sixth enlargement). Along with Turkey,
North Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Albania are candidate
countries for the EU. Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo are potential
candidate countries. (T.R. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2020b).
Despite all the successful steps in the historical process, the number of
countries in the EU has increased, and the structural and chronic problems
of the countries have become the problems of the Union. Therefore, the
future of the EU will depend on the solution of these problems. In this
context, the study focuses on the cosmopolitan structural problems
brought about by the historical process of the EU, as well as the current
problems affecting the Union as a result of the events developing in the
international system. In addition, the study aims to reveal the effects of
current problems caused by the dynamics of the international system on
the EU and how it can shape its future, together with current data analysis.

1. Current Problems of the EU
Although the EU had 28 members with Croatia's accession in 2013, the
number of members decreased to 27 after Great Britain left the Union on
31 January 2020 (Boztürk and Bal, 2020: 121). Although it is perceived as
a whole as European countries, each country in the Union has cultural,
geographical, economic, political, social, etc. differences. When evaluated
on this basis, it is quite normal for the EU to transition to a vertical
enlargement (institutional deepening) process after the horizontal
enlargement (admission of new member states) process and to deepen its
own institutions and legal structure.
Struggling with its historical cosmopolitan structure, the EU also struggles
with today's international problems. This process tires the EU a lot and
cannot show the desired development due to the intensity of the effects of
internal-external dynamics. As internal dynamics, it is possible to show the
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problems of the countries included in the horizontal expansion process in
the historical process. External dynamics can be expressed as 5 problems in
the international system. These are also problems that may affect the future
of the Union. We can list these problems as follows (Soytürk, 2020: 318):
1.

Immigration (Increasing Immigrant Problem)

2.

Brexit (Great Britain Leaving the EU)

3.

The Rise of Far-Right Parties (Rising Nationalism)

4.

The Global Economic Crisis and Its Effects

5.

Covid-19 Pandemic Process

As we have mentioned before, these problems have a destructive effect on
the structure of the Union and are also a crisis.

1.1. Immigration (Increasing Immigrant Problem)
Legal immigration, illegal immigration and asylum movements have
become a situation that affects many countries due to the changes in the
economic and political systems in the countries where there is international
immigration. The EU has also taken its share of the problem of migration,
which is the current problem of the international system, and one of the
most important problems faced by the Union has been migration (Güleç,
2015: 82).
When we look at the immigration policy of the EU historically, it is seen
that European countries immigrated until the Second World War and they
received immigration after the 1950s. When the immigration policies in
the EU since the Second World War are examined (in the first migration
phase); After the Second World War, Europe was rebuilt and unskilled
workers were needed. In this context, there has been a migration of workers
from the countries in the south of the EU to the industrialized countries
of the Union in the north. In this process, European countries also
encouraged immigration from third countries for employment purposes in
order to rebuild Europe, the need for labour as a result of the war,
restructuring from their countries and economic development. In these
years, which were the founding years of the EU, immigrants did not pose
a problem for the Union, incoming immigrants were seen as temporary
and it was thought that this process could be stopped at any time (Güleç,
2015: 83).
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The reunification of immigrants with their families can be seen as another
phase of migration to the EU. In this process, migrations continued in the
form of family reunification, political asylum requests were made from
time to time, and migrations continued. In this process, it has been
understood by the Union that migrations cannot be stopped at will.
Especially in the 1970s, during the oil crisis, it was seen that immigrants,
asylum seekers, worker immigrants; Instead of serving an economic
purpose, there may also be people who benefit from the social services
provided by the state and pose a problem in the social system and pose a
threat on the borders of the Union (Güleç, 2015: 84).
In the globalizing world, there is a great increase in migration to the EU
due to the widespread use of mass media and transportation vehicles. The
number of people who want to immigrate to EU countries with a high level
of welfare from states that do not have a bad economic situation and do
not offer a good life to their citizens has constantly increased. While African
immigrants used to push the borders of Europe by land and sea, today
Europe has been the target of Syrian Immigrants escaping from the 2011
Syrian War and immigrants escaping from the Taliban in Afghanistan.
Syrian and Afghan immigrants, who aim to reach the EU especially
through Turkey, Greece and Bulgaria, want to go to EU countries with
high welfare levels, especially Germany. At the same time, the perception
of the economic and social effects of the presence of immigrants in
European societies as a threat, the desire of immigrants to reach EU
countries; It causes an increase in the vote rate of extreme right, racist and
anti-Muslim parties in EU countries (Koçak and Gündüz, 2016: 87).
In this context, let's examine the official immigration applications made to
EU member countries in 2020. In the first figure (Figure 1.), the results of
the research conducted on the first applicants for asylum from non-EU
countries in 2020 and the nationality of the applicants (first 5 countries)
are shown. According to this figure, Germany, which is shown as the
engine power of the EU, takes the first place. The number of immigrants
who applied for asylum in Germany for the first time from non-EU
countries in 2020 is 102,525. Among these, Syrian immigrants take the
first place with 36,435. Afghans are in 2nd place with 9,900, Iraqis are in
3rd place, Turks are in 4th (possibly Syrians who have obtained Turkish
citizenship) and Nigerians are in 5th place.
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Figure 1
EU Member States for which Immigrants Apply for Asylum for the First Time in
2020 (Country/Number of Persons)

Source: Eurostat, 2020a

In Table 1, there is a detailed explanation of Figure 1. According to Table
1, it is possible to reach detailed information on the number of people
seeking asylum in the EU member countries in 2020, the countries where
the asylum seeker was requested, and the nationality of the asylum seekers.
According to this table, as a reflection of the migration problem in the
international system, the intensity of Syrian and Afghan migration to EU
countries in 2020 draws attention.
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Table 1
Asylum Application Made to EU Member States in 2020
Countries Receiving
Asylum Seekers
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
South Cyprus
Czechsia
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece

Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands

Number of People Seeking Asylum by Country
Syria
4910
Afghanistan
2310
Afghanistan
1715
Afghanistan
765
Syria
1795
Ukraine
240
Syria
340
Iraq
475
Afghanistan
10005
Syria
36435
Afghanistan

Afghanistan
2755
Syria
1320
Syria
1080
Iraq
380
India
1150
Georgia
85
Eritrea
165
Afghanistan
190
Guinea
4655
Afghanistan
9900
Syria

Morocco
675
Eritrea
805
Iraq
225
Turkey
75
Cameroon
695
Belarus
60
Morocco
100
Somalia
180
Ivory Coast
4645
Iraq
9845
Pakistan

11100
Nigeria
210
Pakistan
4930
Belarus
45
Belarus
80
Syria
360
Sudan
355
Suriye

7415
Somalia
165
Bangladesh
2275
Afghanistan
10
Russia
65
Eritrea
255
Bangladesh
260
Algeria

3515
Pakistan
85
El Salvador
1050
Azerbaijan
10
Tajikistan
40
Afghanistan
100
Eritrea
225
Turkey

Iraq
595
Somalia
600
Morocco
115
Iran
70
Bangladesh
640
Moldovia
45
Iran
80
Russia
95
Bangladesh
4610
Turkey
5780
Congo Democratic
Rep.
1850
South Africa
80
Tunisia
1000
Russia
10
Iraq
15
Iraq
65
Nigeria
215
Morocco

Somalia
565
Turkey
585
Pakistan
85
Syria
65
Pakistan
565
Vietnam
40
Stateless
75
Turkey
80
Pakistan
3555
Nigeria
3305
Bangladesh
1625
Zimbabwe
80
Nigeria
855
Syria
10
Turkey
15
Iran
55
Somalia
150
Nigeri
a

Poland
Portugal

Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden

4071
Russia
495
Gambia

995
Belarus
385
Angola

150
Afghanistan
2365
Afghanistan
50
Morocco
1215
Venezuela
28065
Syria
1710

115
Syria
1420
Morocco
40
Afghanistan
740
Colombia
27180
Eritrea
1130

990
Afghanistan
120
GuineaBissau
90
Iraq
395
Syria
35
Pakistan
490
Honduras
5465
Afghanistan
820

775
Ukraine
95
Morocco

635
Turkey
70
Guinea

85
Turkey
360
Turkey
20
Algeria
275
Peru
5145
Iraq
745

80
Morocco
230
Algeria
20
Bangladesh
150
Nicaragua
3680
Uzbekistan
710

Source: by authors (Eurostat, 2020a)

EU countries are the target of immigrants who leave their geographies in
order to improve their living conditions. The top 5 countries preferred by
immigrants are listed in Table 2. According to the table, Germany takes
the first place, Spain takes the second place, France takes the third place,
Greece takes the fourth place and Italy takes the fifth place. The fact that
Germany and France are the countries of the EU with a strong economic
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structure and the high level of social welfare are among the reasons for the
demand. However, the level of development is not the only factor that
affects this ranking. Countries close to their geographies and in the first
place on the migration route (such as Greece) are the EU member countries
that are most preferred by asylum seekers. Similarly, it is seen that the
citizens of South and Central America countries predominate in asylum
applications made to Spain.
Table 2
EU Member Countries Most Demanded by Asylum Seekers for 2020
Country Name
Germany

Number of Persons
102525

Spain

86380

France
Greece
İtaly

81790
37860
21200

Source: by authors (Eurostat, 2020a)

In Figure 2, the number of countries/persons who applied for asylum in
the EU countries for the first time in 2020 is given. Accordingly, the
country that applied for asylum to the EU countries for the first time most
intensively was Afghanistan, with 44,190 asylum applications. The first
five countries that Afghan immigrants apply to go to are, in order: Greece,
France, Germany, Austria and Romania.
The activity of the Taliban in Afghanistan, which is in conflict with the
Afghan government, has pushed Afghan government soldiers and
supporters to emigrate from the country. This situation is the main reason
for the increase in the number of Afghans in official applications to EU
countries in 2020 data.
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Figure 2
Immigrants Applying for Asylum to EU Countries for the First Time in 2020
(Country/Number of Persons)

Source: Eurostat, 2020b

Table 3 shows the countries that send the most asylum seekers to the
member states of the EU.
Table 3
Countries Seeking Asylum in EU Member States for 2020
Country Name
Syria
Afghanistan
Venezuela
Colombia
Iraq
Pakistan

Source: by authors (Eurostat, 2020b)
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Number of Persons
63455
44190
30325
29055
16220
15955
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In the table aforementioned (Table 3.); It is seen that there are asylum
requests to the EU from regions of war, terrorism and economic instability,
especially Syria, Afghanistan, Venezuela, Colombia, Iraq and Pakistan.
Therefore, we can say that the migration factor affects the EU countries as
well as the entire international system much more recently. It is obvious
that in the near future, the EU will be negatively affected, together with
the member states, from migration movements that may arise or may arise
due to terrorism, wars, economic and geographical etc. In this context, the
Union, which strives to produce various policies, will only be able to cope
with the migration problem when it can produce unselfish, peaceful,
realistic policies that prioritize the international community and moral
values.
1.2. Brexit (Great Britain leaving the EU)
Great Britain, which has a great importance in terms of world and
European history, and where the sun never sets; It has been a very
important actor in world politics from a military, political and economic
point of view (Soytürk, 2020: 318). The main building block of the EU,
Great Britain has been a highly influential country from 1973 to 2020.
However, after the referendum on 23 June 2016, the United Kingdom left
the Union on 31 January 2020 as a result of the official notification to the
European Council on 29 March 2017 that it intends to leave the EU;
shocked the international system and this process is now called the "Brexit
process" in international relations (Government of Netherlands, 2021).
The departure of Great Britain from the EU has caused a great shock
within the Union. On the other hand, it may set a precedent for other
members of the Union; It has brought to mind the idea that it can be an
example to leave, especially for countries that are not satisfied with the EU.
The most important reason for this development, which brings to mind
the question "Is the EU disintegrating?" (David, 2016), is the economic
presence of Great Britain within the Union. Because in addition to its
political and military influence, the United Kingdom is an important
commercial partner for the EU (European Commission, 2021).
This situation is clearly demonstrated by the trade figures of the EU with
the United Kingdom for 2020 in Figure 3. According to Figure 3, in terms
of imports of the EU; After China (22%) and America (12%), the UK's
third largest trading partner is in terms of exports; It is seen that the second
largest trading partner after America is the United Kingdom.
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Figure 3
The EU's 2020 Goods Trade Indicator

Source: Eurostat, 2020c

Great Britain is an important trading partner not only for the Union, but
also for third countries such as Turkey that trade with the Union.
Therefore, in December 2020, Turkey hastily signed a Free Trade
Agreement with the United Kingdom via teleconference (Çakır, 2020).
Figure 4
The EU's Top Import Countries Between 2019-2021

Source: Eurostat, 2020d

In Figure 4, it is possible to observe the effect of the United Kingdom,
which is the important trading partner of the EU, on the import rates
within the Union. According to the figure; According to the import figures,
between the first quarter of 2019 and the second quarter of 2021, there is
a decrease in imports with the United Kingdom due to Brexit.
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Figure 5
The EU's Top Exporting Countries Between 2019-2021

Source: Eurostat, 2020e

It is possible to observe the effects of the Brexit process, which is also
reflected in the export figures of the EU, in Figure 5. According to Figure
5; Between the first quarter of 2019 and the second quarter of 2021, the
share of the United Kingdom in exports decreased by 3.2 points.
Brexit, which can be expressed as the second factor that has negatively
affected the EU after the migration and immigrant factor, has brought the
situation of separation of France (Frexit) and even Greece (Grexit) to the
agenda (Gastinger, 2019). Although the dissolution of the union does not
seem possible yet, it can be stated that the process of great breakthroughs
in the past is left behind.

1.3. Rise of Far-Right Parties (Rising Nationalism)
Nationalism is one of the most important factors affecting the future of the
EU (Anderson and Keil, 2016: 40-57). In this context, the world economic
crisis of 2008 can be shown as the first process in which today's nationalism
was triggered. Because one of the most important consequences of the crisis
was the increase in the vote rate of the racist right parties (Soytürk, 2020:
325). Both the economic crises and uncertainties in the international
system and the immigration problem continue to trigger the increase in the
votes of the far-right parties in the Union and in the member countries, as
can be seen in figure 6.
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Figure 6
Election Success of Political Parties Using Xenophobic/Racist Ideas and Policies
(Percentage of Votes from the Last Two Elections)

Source:

ENAR, 2021

It is seen that radical right movements and policies in Europe have
continued to increase their influence in many European countries since
2010, triggered by immigrants and economic crises. In addition to this, it
is known that violent incidents (burning mosques, attacks on immigrants,
etc.) by right-wing extremists against immigration, especially in Germany,
Greece, France, Poland, Hungary and other countries have increased
(Çolakoğlu, 2019: 947). Therefore, it can be stated that with the recent
migration crisis and the increasing immigrant population, far-right parties
have been on the rise in the EU and in the member states of the Union.
This situation, which negatively affects the future of the Union, has
actually become one of the main problems of the international system.
Since ethnic and religious segregation can lead to social corruption, the EU
needs to produce wise solutions to this problem institutionally.

1.4. 2008 Global Economic Crisis and Its Effects
The 2008 Crisis not only affected the international system, but also
negatively affected the EU and its member countries. In this process, it can
be stated that the EU is experiencing dilemmas within itself. Because the
EU members were affected differently from the 2008 global economic
crisis (Köroğlu and Anarat, 2020: 29). While countries such as Germany
and France, which are seen as the locomotive with strong industries, were
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able to turn the crisis into an opportunity by recovering in a short time (as
seen in Table 4), member countries such as Italy and Greece, whose
incomes are mostly based on tourism and agriculture, survived the crisis
more severely. Especially the south of the EU has been more exposed to
the crisis (Köroğlu and Anarat, 2020: 34). Therefore, the fact that the
dominant countries in the Union made their power felt more intensely
caused discomfort in other small countries. On the other hand, powerful
countries that had to take more responsibility for the recovery of the EU
were not very satisfied with the current situation.

TIME
GEO
Codes

0
1
9
2
0
2
0

2
0
0
9
2
0
1
0
2
0
1
1
2
0
1
2
2
0
1
3
2
0
1
4
2
0
1
5
2
0
1
6
2
0
1
7
2
0
1
8
2

Table 4
Real GDP Growth EU Countries (2009-2020)
GEO (Labels)

BE
BG

EU
27 countries (from
2020)
EU
28 countries (20132020)
Belgium
Bulgaria

CZ

Czechia

DK
DE
EE

Denmark
Germany
Estonia

IE

Ireland

-6,0

1,3

0,7

-0,5

0,8

8,0

24,0

0,9

7,7

7,7

3,5

4,7

EL
ES

Greece
Spain

-4,6
-4,6

-5,6
-0,3

-10,0
-1,2

-6,6
-3,0

-2,0
-1,1

1,4
1,7

0,2
3,9

-0,1
2,9

1,5
2,8

1,8
2,0

2,0
1,1

-8,1
-11,3

FR
HR

France
Croatia

-3,4
-7,2

1,4
-1,1

1,7
0,1

-0,2
-2,1

0,1
-0,1

0,5
0,1

0,7
3,1

0,7
4,4

1,9
4,5

1,4
3,8

1,5
3,5

-8,1
-7,6

IT

Italy

-5,8

1,3

0,4

-3,2

-2,0

0,0

0,9

1,5

1,9

1,2

0,5

-8,4

CY
LV

Cyprus
Latvia

-4,6
-12,8

-0,6
-2,4

-2,1
8,5

-4,9
5,5

-6,3
3,4

-0,7
2,0

3,8
4,9

6,0
3,3

4,2
4,2

4,0
4,8

1,7
2,7

-6,0
-3,0

LT

Lithuania

-13,9

3,8

8,5

5,2

4,6

4,4

3,0

3,8

5,8

4,9

4,6

-0,9

LU
HU

Luxembourg
Hungary

-6,1
-6,6

2,9
1,4

0,2
2,2

-2,6
-0,9

1,0
2,1

1,9
4,5

2,3
4,1

1,9
2,4

-0,4
4,6

1,1
5,5

0,2
4,7

-2,8
-4,8

MT
NL

Malta
Netherlands

-1,9
-4,2

5,0
0,8

0,0
1,1

3,2
-1,4

4,0
-0,4

5,5
1,1

7,0
1,5

1,4
1,7

7,9
2,3

2,5
1,8

1,6
1,3

-10,3
-4,3

AT

Austria

-4,0

1,6

2,6

0,2

-0,6

-0,1

0,0

0,7

1,8

2,1

1,0

-6,7

PL
PT

Poland
Portugal

1,9
-3,2

3,6
1,7

4,7
-1,6

1,3
-3,7

1,2
-0,4

3,4
1,3

4,3
2,2

3,2
2,3

4,8
3,8

5,4
3,0

4,8
2,5

-2,6
-7,7

RO

Romania

-4,7

-3,3

2,4

2,5

4,1

4,0

3,4

5,3

7,9

5,1

4,7

-3,6

SI
SK

Slovenia
Slovakia

-8,4
-5,7

1,0
5,6

0,7
3,5

-2,8
1,7

-1,2
0,5

2,7
2,5

2,1
4,7

3,1
2,0

4,8
2,8

4,1
3,5

2,4
2,4

-4,9
-4,9

FI
SE

Finland
Sweden

-8,5
-5,2

2,7
5,1

2,1
2,4

-1,9
-1,3

-1,4
0,3

-0,8
1,6

0,2
3,4

2,5
0,8

3,0
1,2

1,0
0,8

1,2
1,0

-3,0
-3,5

IS

Iceland

-7,6

-2,5

1,5

0,5

3,6

0,6

3,4

4,8

1,8

2,1

0,2

-8,0

LI
NO

Liechtenstein
Norway

:
-3,0

:
-0,5

:
-0,3

:
1,4

:
-0,2

:
0,8

:
0,9

:
0,2

:
1,5

:
0,5

:
0,2

:
-1,3

CH

Switzerland

-3,2

2,5

1,0

0,1

0,7

1,2

0,5

0,9

0,6

2,2

0,5

-3,2

UK
ME

United Kingdom
Montenegro

-4,8
-6,0

1,3
2,5

0,4
3,1

0,8
-2,8

1,5
3,4

2,1
1,7

1,6
3,3

0,9
2,9

1,1
4,7

0,6
5,1

0,8
:

:
:

MK
AL

North Macedonia
Albania

-0,5
:

3,1
:

2,2
:

-0,6
:

2,8
:

3,5
:

3,7
:

2,7
:

1,0
:

2,8
:

:
:

:
:

RS

Serbia

-2,3

1,1

2,8

-0,2

3,4

-1,1

2,3

3,9

2,6

5,1

4,8

-0,4

TR
BA

Turkey
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Kosovo
(under
UN
Security
Council
Resolution 1244/99)

-6,1
:

6,8
:

9,6
:

3,5
:

7,1
:

3,5
:

4,7
:

1,9
:

6,1
:

1,6
:

-0,5
:

0,8
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

EU28

XK

-4,6

2,0

1,7

-0,9

-0,1

1,4

2,1

1,8

2,7

1,9

1,5

-4,6

1,9

1,5

-0,6

0,1

1,6

2,0

1,7

2,4

1,7

1,4

-6,0

:

-2,8
-2,9

1,9
1,2

0,4
4,9

0,1
0,9

0,0
0,9

1,1
2,5

1,5
4,7

0,8
4,6

1,2
4,3

1,3
3,8

1,2
4,4

-6,7
-3,6

-5,2

2,2

2,0

-0,9

-0,1

2,1

5,2

2,3

4,9

2,8

2,6

-6,1

-5,4
-5,4
-14,5

1,4
4,4
2,6

0,9
3,9
7,6

-0,1
0,2
3,6

0,5
0,2
1,8

1,1
1,8
3,4

1,6
0,6
2,0

2,4
1,4
3,0

2,2
2,3
5,8

1,5
0,8
3,9

1,7
0,8
3,6

-2,3
-4,6
-3,3

Source: Eurostat, 2021f

As seen in Table 4, EU countries were greatly affected by the 2008 global
financial crisis in 2009 and the growth rates of all countries declined. While
countries such as Greece, Spain, Croatia, Portugal and Italy recovered late
in the process, Germany, the motor power of the Union, was able to
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recover itself in a short time and continued its development from where it
left off.
While the 2008 global financial crisis was affecting the whole world, it was
unthinkable that the EU would not be affected by it. In this process, the
Union learned how to deal with similar situations and took the necessary
measures in its institutional structure and took the revisions and reforms
together with its relevant institutions (T.R. Premiership, 2011: 1-40).

1.5. Covid 19 Pandemic Process
One of the problems facing the EU is the Covid-19 pandemic. This
problem, which the EU is experiencing as well as the whole world, has not
yet come to an end. The most striking situation was that the member states
of the Union did not act together in this process that the EU had to cope
with.
Table 5
Number of Covid-19 Pandemic Cases and Deaths
Country Name
Germany
France
Spain
Italy
Netherlands
Austria

Number of Cases
3.937.106
6.553.326
4.831.809
4.530.246
1.936.572
68.1513

Death
92.140
112.556
84.000
129.093
17.996
10.572

Source: WHO, 2021

During the pandemic period, the EU member countries acted on their own
instead of acting together and took measures up to closing their borders.
The main reason for this is the lack of foresight in the institutional
structure of the Union, which did not take the necessary measures, and the
recent global financial crisis and the migrant crisis. In parallel with all these,
due to the lack of sufficient budget of the EU, sufficient support was not
given to the member states and the member states had to act alone. Many
of the EU member countries were caught unprepared for the Covid-19
pandemic (Soytürk, 2020: 326). Hospital, health personnel, medical
devices, masks and health equipment were insufficient. The countries of
the Union acted against the spirit of the Union and the necessary sharing
was not provided. In countries such as Italy and Spain in the south of the
EU, there have been great problems in reaching the necessary equipment.
Another reason for this situation can be expressed as the emergence of the
selfish cultural structure of the European identity in the chaos
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environment. It is possible to see the results of the Union member states'
inability to act together in Table 5.
According to Table 5, it is seen that the number of cases and the number
of deaths in the Union countries located in the south of the EU are higher
than in the member countries of the Union located in the north.
In today's world, where new variants of the Covid 19 Virus are emerging
every day, the EU must take the necessary measures both within its
member states and within the Union so that its institutional identity is not
damaged. Although the Union has made some studies and published
reports in this context (De Vet et al., 2021: 1-86), what the EU should do
should be more rooted and in a structure that includes the development of
European culture. Otherwise, the negative global developments emerging
every day will continue to endanger the integrity of the EU.

Conclusion
When the risks foreseen for the future of the EU are examined, it is seen
that the migration problem has not been fully resolved. However,
considering the political and economic crises, it can be thought that the
Union will face new immigration waves. On the other hand, it can be
stated that the trade volume of the EU, which lost blood after Brexit, has
decreased with the United Kingdom. It is also observed that the rise of farright parties continues due to economic concerns in parallel with the
negative social view towards immigration policies in the Union and in the
member states of the Union. Finally, in the EU, where the health and
economic wounds caused by Covid-19 are tried to be healed, necessary
measures should be taken before much deeper traces that may threaten the
unity of the Union are formed.
In this context, considering the current risks and problems, it is thought
that the EU needs integration with structural reforms in order to continue.
Income justice should be ensured within the Union and the welfare level
should be made more equal among the member states. Joint action should
be taken in external problems and the interests of the Union should be
prioritized more than the interests of individual countries. Thus, the EU
will be able to truly serve its founding purpose after World War II and truly
ensure European unity. It should not be forgotten that it is very important
for countries to compromise in order to be united.
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Introduction
The Russian understanding of sovereignty is unique, and completely based
on convenience. Morozov contends that the notion of state sovereignty
which is advanced by Russia has in itself remained a debate among analysts
as they are often inclined to view !the arguments as mere figures of speech
designed for purely rhetorical purposes and taken seriously neither by the
audience nor by those who produce them”(Morozov, 2008). Ivan Krastev
further highlights this point, by saying that the Russian response to counter
populist pressures during the orange revolution was based on their own
unique understanding of ‘state sovereignty’ (Krastev, 2006: 113-117).
Thus, it can be argued that Russian understanding of the term sovereignty
is often molded and used as per the country"s own convenience.
The Syrian civil war began in the year 2011 and the conflict remains active
even today. Russia has generally presented itself as an international
mediator, and has also been a staunch supporter of Bashar-Al-Assad and
his administration despite allegations of violence against his own people,
leveled against him. It's strong and adamant stance of continually
defending the Assad regime even amidst news of alleged attacks by the
Syrian government on civilians have been quite clearly demonstrated by
several scholars over the past few years (Rutland and Kazantsev, 2016).
During several interviews and United Nations (UN) speeches, Russia has
repeatedly confirmed its affirmed stance towards upholding Syrian
sovereignty and has almost never shied away from showing support for
Assad (Putin, 2017). Russian leaders have also publicly categorized the
news of Syrian human right violations to be a conspiracy against the leader
of the state. In his article, Melamedov mentions how during an interview
with the Russian television, Putin stated that "the [Russian] intervention"s
main goal [in Syria] was to stabilize the legitimate Syrian government and
to create conditions for a political compromise”(Melamedov, 2018).
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The main motive of this work is to analyze the narratives put forward by
Russian spokespersons to justify the Russian intervention in Syria. The
question that this chapter asks is; How has Russia formulated its foreign
policy stance of intervention in Syria since 2015? And what conclusions
does it aid us in drawing regarding Russian foreign policy behavior patterns
in general? The chief instrument this chapter uses to highlight a continuity
of the sovereignty argument from 2012 till 2020 is analyzing the
statements of Russian spokespersons throughout the Syrian conflict.
Although it stops short of suggesting an alternative motive for Russian
intervention in Syria, this paper definitely opens up a wider scope for
further research in how framing is used as a legitimate political tool by
leaders to justify foreign and domestic policy acts. This work primarily
makes use of speeches given by Permanent Representatives of Russia to the
United Nations Security Council (UNSC), statements made by Foreign
Minister Sergey Viktorovich Lavrov and interviews and speeches of
President Vladimir Putin to analyze how Russia has been framing its
involvement with Syria along a continuous timeline.
In terms of methodology, this work uses framing theory to lay the base for
analyzing how Russian spokespersons (especially UN Permanent
Representatives, the Foreign Minister and Russian President Vladimir
Putin), frame and justify Russian involvement in Syria. It also borrows
from Roland Paris #"method of studying metaphors in political debates
within the domestic sphere (Paris, 2002) and applies it to evaluate the
domestic as well as international speeches, interviews and statements given
by Russian leaders. It further makes use of the model of civil conflict
management rhetoric that Juraj Medzihorsky, Milos Popovic and Erin K.
Jenne use in their work titled !"Rhetoric of civil conflict management:
United Nations Security Council debates over the Syrian civil war" in order
to draw conclusions for my work, based on their contention that R2P
frame is used to justify interventions against the government, whereas
sovereignty frame is used to justify interventions for the government
(Medzihorsky, Popovic, Jenne, 2017).

1. The Art of Framing Narratives through Political Messages
The rigorousness of attention that needs to be given to study how political
leaders communicate with their target audiences is a hotly debated topic
amongst scholars of foreign policy and international relations. There is also
a newly emerging trend of studying how states want to be looked at and
what the image might say about them in general. Shanto Iyengar defines
the concept of framing to be !the effects of presentation on judgement and
choice” (Iyengar, 1996: 61). He highlights the fact that information can be
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represented and put forward in several ways for the target audience to
perceive in a particular manner (Iyengar, 1996).
Metaphors, historical references, rhetoric and phrases are often used by
leaders as political tools to convince the audience to look at a policy
outcome in a particularly specific way. Maria Koskina in her academic
analyzes how the Russian domestic media portrays the intervention in Syria
and argues that language is often used by leaders to manipulate readers
and control their perceptions about specific issues (Koskina, 2014). Thus,
framing can be understood as the act of molding information in a particular
way so that it can be used to represent only a certain perspective of the
message rather than the entire version of it. It is always true that when
political actors convey a message, they do so with a fixed motive in mind.
Schaffner and Sellers argue that the politicians of the 21st century pay a lot
of attention to framing their messages and they meticulously decide what
issues to put emphasis on and what issues to mindfully leave behind
(Schaffner and Sellers, 2009). The speeches that political leaders give
always vary from audience to audience. The emphasis, the tone and the
information highlighted are never the same and tends to vary depending
on who are the ones that are listening.
George Lakoff who is a prominent name in the field of cognitive linguistics
says that !a frame, provides a ready-made relationship between words,
concepts and consequences that enables even those who don"t understand
the idea to !explain” or convey that idea and its !implications” to other
people” (Lakoff, 2014). This is an intriguing manner of understanding
framing and how it can used in justifying political messages and
contributing to political discourses.
Other than international news outlets and local newspapers who play a
significant role in contributing to the framing of narratives, speeches given
by political leaders are important tools to put across a narrative that the
government wants the people to hear. Through skillful framing of
narratives, leaders can successfully make use of political rhetoric to
manufacture audience consent, Krebs and Jackson convincingly argue
(Krebs and Jackson, 2007). They further add that though scholars might
consider !rhetoric to be the power of the weak, the powerful often use it to
increase their own influence in front of their audience” (Krebs and Jackson,
2007). Thus, political actors, and what image they want to portray of
themselves, and the state can be important in studying how policies come
into play, within practical scenarios.
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2. Instances of Political Framing by Leaders
Political language is increasingly emerging as an important means to
determine political narratives and how leaders of countries use them to
manufacture consent among domestic and international audiences. Robert
Entman defines framing to be !a process of culling a few elements of
perceived reality and assembling a narrative that highlights connections
among them to promote a particular interpretation”(Entman, 2007: 164).
In another work titled !Projections of power: Framing news, public
opinion, and US foreign policy” Entman categorized Bush"s framing
strategy after the 9/11 attacks to be consisting of a $patriotic fervor#"
delivered with a $fiery rhetoric" (Entman, 2004). The analogies and
metaphors play important roles in arousing particular emotions among
audiences.
Roland Paris through his work contends that in 1999, the leaders and the
US Congressmen by relating the Kosovo situation to past events such as
the Holocaust, tried to create a scene of validation in the eyes of the US
public, so that America could legitimately intervene into the Kosovo
conflict (Roland, 447). Thus, in an effort to justify the intervention,
political leaders often make use of metaphors and history to convince the
audience of their own version of the narrative. Justifications are almost
always made by political leaders to the domestic audience as well as the
international media, in the aftermath of a crisis situation. Kuusisto writes
that the event of gulf war and Bosnian war is depicted as both a threat to
the security and freedom of people and a gross misappropriation of
international law and the general ordeal of society by the leaders of United
States, Britain and France (Kuusisto, 1998: 604). Language and words if
used a certain way can be used to create feelings of urgency and crisis
among the audience at large.

3. Methodology/ Research Design
This section elaborates on the methodology used in this research study to
analyze the speech acts, interviews and statements by Russian leaders inside
the country and abroad. Other than making in-depth analysis of words,
phrases, rhetoric and repeated reasonings that Russian leaders use to justify
the country"s involvement and eventual intervention in Syria, this study
piece also tests for whether the domestic discourse advanced in Russia is
different from the international discourse or not by drawing two different
sets of speech acts, interviews and analyzing their arguments. The study
eventually concludes that even though there exist differences in the tone
and emphasis on different subject matters, the domestic and international
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framing of the conflict is not necessarily different or contradicting in
nature.
Drawing on the methodology used for $placing speeches on a rhetorical
sphere #"by Medzihorsky, Popovic, and Jenne ((Medzihorsky, Popovic,
Jenne; 2017). They conclusively mandate that while Responsibility to
Protect principle creates provision for intervention against the existing
government in power, the $sovereignty#"argument is often used to create
the opposite, i.e collaborating on the side of the government which is
already in place ((Medzihorsky, Popovic, Jenne; 2017). Such a conclusion
helps this study to predict probable foreign policy stances by countries,
Russia in this specific case and what using the ‘sovereignty’ argument can
well be used by Russia to indicate. Thus, it is from the authors’ work that
I develop my argument that R2P is always aimed at justifying an
intervention against the government in power whereas the sovereignty
argument is used to justify the government already in power, as legitimate.
This work also makes use of Roland Paris#"model of analyzing metaphors
used by the US leaders domestically for the Kosovo conflict, (Paris, 2002)
to analyze international as well as domestic speeches given by Russian
President Putin, Foreign Minister Lavrov and UN Permanent
Representatives. By making use of his model, the commonly cited
arguments, themes, phrases and words that Russian leaders use to explain
and justify Russian involvement in Syria are analyzed. This research design
has been prepared by drawing a table of speeches, interviews and statements
based on date, event and by highlighting important quotes and phrases
from each and compiled in a table attached as appendix.
The speeches, interviews and statements have been basically chosen within
the timeline of 2015 to 2020. They are chosen on a categorical basis by
emphasizing on the basis of arguments. The speeches which had repetitive
or extremely similar arguments have not been represented. The
compilation of the sources has continued till a saturation point with the
arguments was reached. Speeches and interviews from Russian leaders
before that period, mostly from 2011- 2013 to analyze the uniformity in
the justification. For example, whether Russia still advances prosovereignty arguments to support Syrian government under Assad or not.
The analysis of the speeches reveals a sort of repetitive rhetorical set of
arguments.
All the materials have been sourced from President of Russia official
website, UN Permanent Representative of Russia website, Russia TV
YouTube Channels, UN News and Media website and Anna Grigorieva
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academic piece analyzing Russian television narratives on Syria (UN News
and Media, President of Russia, 2020).

4. Russian View on Sovereignty
The issue of sovereignty has remained a cause of disagreement between the
Western countries and Russia, in general. Bellamy contends that the
traditional definition of sovereignty enables !nations [to] enjoy a
fundamental right to self-determination” (Bellamy, 2009). On the other
hand, Ruth Deyermond identifies a core differentiation in the way Russia
looks at understanding sovereignty within its borders and outside of it
(Deyermond, 2016). He notes !that although ideas about the character of
state sovereignty have been set out frequently by members of the Russian
political elite in speeches, interviews, and other public forums and appear
to be central to the articulation of Russian foreign policy in official
documents, their primary purpose is to [only] advance particular elements
of Russian foreign policy rather than to develop a consistent position on
the very notion of sovereignty” (Deyermond, 2016). This attempt at not
trying to develop a consistent definition of state sovereignty also leads to a
generic confusion regarding how and where Russian policy might become
unpredictable. Interestingly, such a contention is also useful in pointing
towards a more blurred approach from the Russian end. This can further
serve the state in not only a strategic manner and but also can help in
forming a leeway for using the definition as per its own convenience.
There is a high likelihood of continuous confusion remaining regarding
how sovereignty will probably be used and defined in different situations.
This in turn will continue to create a barrier in predicting how Russia will
react in certain situations. On December 21, 2017, Foreign Minister of
Russia, Sergey Lavrov during his UN General Assembly Speech was quoted
saying !The Russian Federation had always abided by the principles of
sovereignty, mutual respect and the equality of people” (Lavrov, 2017).
This has been repeatedly put forward by UN Permanent Representatives
from Russia and also by President Putin during his interviews (Putin,
2017). Though it tells us little about why Russia was motivated to
intervene in the first place, it does reveal the kind of image and the sort of
reasoning Russia wants to convince the world of. The $protecting the
sovereignty#"argument has made a recurrent feature especially in the case of
Russian intervention in Syria.
Russia may not be justifying the loss of civilian lives by attempting to turn
in the sovereignty argument but instead it blames anti-government groups
for heinous atrocities on civilians by declaring the government in power to
be innocent. Murray and Hehir note how Wheeler contended after the
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Rwandan situation that, !...the principle of sovereignty was never
raised...no state tried to defend the UN"s stance of non-intervention on the
grounds
that
genocide
fell
within
Rwanda"s
domestic
jurisdiction”(Wheeler, 2006). Though the situation in Syria is different in
scope and in dimension, this statement probably still holds true.
The changing nature and scope of conflicts across the world today and with
newer challenges emerging in general, definitions like sovereignty, the
states and their responsibilities are now all assuming serious turns.

5. Analyzing Sovereignty Frames
The sovereignty framing understood through this study includes some
recurrent words and phrases such as !sovereignty of Syria,” “territorial
integrity,” “preserve Syrian statehood,” “illegal occupation by US,” “no
external interference,” and !Russia abiding by international law.” There is
the use of such terms in a repeated manner internationally as well as on
national state-sponsored TV Channels (World Summit Outcome, 2005).
Foreign minister Sergey Lavrov and other UN Permanent Representatives
from Russia mostly use these terms. There is also the mention of some
interesting statements such as !US being on the side of militants requires
Russia to do the $right thing."80 Russian TV broadcasted a program where
Russian official was quoted saying !It was important for Russia to take a
different path, [by] not bypassing [the] international law.” There was also
the mention of how !Russia is leading a peacekeeping mission in Syria,” in
two of the speeches on television nationally within Russia, one of them was
on March 15, in the year 201682 and the other on September 30, 2015
(NTV Channel, 2016).
The Russian speeches by leaders un general regarding the Syrian issue are
often accompanied by phrases such as !US supporting militias” and
!Americans guarding the terrorists” (NTV Channel, 2016). There also is
the mention of militia or terrorists through other phrases such as !The
Syrian map looks like a patchwork blanket” and !Russia is participating in
anti-terrorist operation” in Syria (RBC TV, 2016).
The narratives in 2012 and 2013, towards the onset of the Syrian civil war
were not very different but consisted of more references to chemical attacks
in general. Terms and phrases used in 2012 and 2013 were more along the
lines of !chemical attacks by opposition groups,” “Syrian government
submitted to investigations,” “no chemical weapons found” and US
negligence.” These were specifically more relevant in the UN speeches by
Vitaly Churkin, Permanent Representative of the Russian Federation to
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the United Nations during ongoing investigations initiated and conducted
by Russian $experts" (Churkin, 2013). These phrases and metaphors are the
general ones advanced by Russian spokespersons on topics related to
Russian involvement in Syria.

5.1. Speech Analysis
The aim of this analysis is to study and evaluate in detail the narratives
framed by Russian spokespersons such as Russian President Putin, Russian
Foreign Minister Lavrov, and UN Permanent Representatives of Russia
about their intervention in Syria. Firstly, it is important to note that the
analysis will be divided into four sub-sections, based on the four phases of
the Syrian conflict. Though the primary focus of this analysis rests between
2015-2020 after Russia officially intervened in Syria, other phases of the
conflict are analyzed to test for uniformity in the Russian argument. The
compilation of all the speeches, interviews and UN statements are provided
in Appendix Table attached below.
This research claims that a pro-sovereignty discourse is being used by
President Putin, UN Permanent Representatives and Foreign Minister
Lavrov to justify the Russian intervention in Syria. After testing for
uniformity, this piece also argues that the pro-sovereignty argument is
something that Russia has been making using of, before 2015, hence before
it officially $intervened #"into Syria. Finally, it also summates that the
domestic discourses do not vary much from international discourses
advanced by the Russian leaders. Through this analysis, I make the
argument that the R2P frame is not being redefined by Russia in this
particular case but is only being actively resisted by the country. The same
argument is also used to suggest that the principle of R2P did not really
have a revolutionary impact on intervention practices in general. President
Putin and the other Russian spokespersons make use of the sovereignty
frame in justifying why Russia is involved in the civil conflict in Syria. The
argument of sovereignty being advanced by Russia is being done by
basically two ways. Firstly, by highlighting that Russia is abiding by
international law in the Syrian case and only helping out Syria to protect
its state sovereignty. Secondly, by arguing that the administration of Assad
in Syria is innocent and is the only legitimate government who have the
right to defend their own selves.
The analysis portrays in detail some arguments that Russia has made
repeatedly to justify its involvement in Syria. Firstly, Russian spokespersons
through their speeches have attempted to clarify that Russia"s stake in the
Syrian civil conflict is only to provide an opportunity for Assad and his
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government to solve the crisis with the help of political and diplomatic
negotiation routes.
Secondly, they have highlighted that Russian official presence in Syria was
an act that complied to the laws of international order, and it was the US
who is illegal occupying parts of Syria. It was emphasized repeatedly that;
the USA was illegally present in the country without permission from the
legitimate government headed by Assad while Russia was present in the
country only after paying close attention to international legal provisions
intending to help Syria solve their crisis.
Thirdly, Russia is making a convincing argument regarding how the threat
of terrorism is a massive one not only for Syrian sovereignty but also for
the Russian borderlands and its people. In speeches given by President
Vladimir Putin, he has strongly argued that Russia is involved in Syria only
through a $limited capacity #"is actually making an attempt to save the
Russian state and ensure its security, through it.89
Lastly, Russian defense for Assad and its attempt at labelling him as an
innocent actor and the legitimate leader of Syria can also be looked at a
strong effort from the Russian end to advance the sovereignty protection
argument, even if it is brushed under the carpet. This was evident in the
statement that Vassily Nebenzia gave in the UN Security Council where
he argued that ![d]espite inconclusive and fake evidence where people ran
around sarin-bomb crater unprotected and no remains of the aerial bomb
were found and many other inconsistencies, the Syrian Government was
named guilty by the Joint Investigation Mechanism” (Nebenzia, 2020).
Some analysts in particular have also claimed that it is in Russian interest
to promote an alternative liberal order in the global scenario, one such way
to do so is through the Syrian intervention, which shall be characterized by
the principles of $state sovereignty, cultural pluralism and national interest#"
writes Cunliffe (Cunliffe, 2019). Finally, this analysis divided into section
makes sure to argue why the sovereignty argument is being concluded as
the most important and visible argument being put forward by Russia.
Through a series of speeches and statements and also a couple of interviews
by President Putin, this work makes a strong conclusion of how Russian
use of the sovereignty argument is more potent than R2P argument,
particularly in the case of Syria.

5.2. Framing of Russian Narrative after 2015 to Present Day
There has been an almost uniform trend of sovereignty arguments
advanced from the Russian end to justify the country"s intervention in
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Syria. From President Putin to Foreign Minister Lavrov and UN
Representatives from Russia, everyone has consistently advanced
arguments along lines of sovereignty to justify their involvement in the
Syrian crisis situation.
The speeches portrayed a repeated mention of how the notion of
sovereignty was very important for Russia in aiding Syria and helping it to
deal with terrorism and civil conflict turmoil. On January 7, 2020 on the
occasion of the official visit by President Putin to Damascus where Russian
armed forces have been deployed, he applauded the bravery of all the
Russian soldiers in defending Russian state interests (Putin, 2020). He
stated, !You are defending our country and continuing the fight against
terrorism, away from home”(Putin, 2020). He further validated his point
by saying !Here, in Syria, you are defending your home country by
preventing terrorists from reaching Russia and its neighboring countries”
(Putin, 2020). Through such statements, he made repeated use of words
such as $defending,$#"terrorism#"and $Russian interests#"which portrayed a
strong sense of how Russia views the situation in Syria to be a ready
instance of attack on sovereignty principles. Along with that, it also
highlighted how the narrative took a serious turn to linking Russian state
interests with Syrian state sovereignty.
Rather than emphasizing on just an image of a benevolent and powerful
Russia, the narrative also directed towards carving out a state interest driven
nation as well. President Putin further emphasized this towards the end of
2017, when he was addressing Russian service personnel serving in Syria
(Putin, 2017). Throughout the event, he repeatedly emphasized on how
Russia was defending a $right and just cause #"and further added phrases
such as ![c]elebrating you [soldiers and Russian personnel] as [the] true
defenders of Russia.” Based on similar lines, these arguments also
repeatedly created a pattern of linking of Syrian sovereignty to the Russian
one. Thus, $sovereignty #"being treated as a principle that connected the
Russian interests with the Syrian ones.
The narrative of Syrian sovereignty is a continuous pattern within Russian
arguments. On November 14, 2019, First Deputy Permanent
Represenative Dmitry Polyanskiy at UN Security Council briefing on Syria
was quoted saying !Reliable and long-term stabilization in Syria can only
be achieved if sovereignty and territorial integrity of Syria are
observed”(Polyanskiy, 2019). This narrative of $territorial integrity#"is also
taken forward by the Deputy by blaming the US and its actions. In doing
so, he makes use of words such as $plunder #"and $robbery #"to define US
actions as $illegal #"and intruding in Syrian oil fields. A month before in
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October, the Permanent Representative Nebenzia, was quoted saying
!Reliable and lasting stabilization and solution to humanitarian issues can
only be ensured if sovereignty and territorial integrity of the country are
upheld”(Nebenzia, 2019). The word $illegal #"to denote US actions are
mentioned in a repeated manner to emphasize of how its involvement in
Syria is not only not required but also not in accordance with the law. Such
arguments especially in the UN, have been a repeated sight from the
Russian end.
The argument put forward by Russia in terms of protecting Syrian
sovereignty is manifested repeatedly. September 16, 2019, at the event of
press meet after the trilateral meeting between the leaders Vladamir Putin
of Russia, President of Iran Rouhani and President of Turkey Erdogan after
the Astana process on the settlement in Syria (Ankara) made a series of
arguments based on “ fight against terrorism,” “ humanitarian aid,” and “
Syrian territorial integrity.” President Putin begins his address by
highlighting that !our three countries stand for the sovereignty,
independence and territorial integrity of Syria.” Some important phrases
used during the press meet were, !Syrians must be able to address by
themselves the serious problems their country has been facing over the past
years,” “Syria"s territorial integrity will be fully restored,” “[ensuring]
withdrawal of all foreign troops from the territory of the Syrian Arab
Republic” and that [terrorism can be addressed if] legitimate government
[of Syria] resumes control.” This portrays arguments of Syrian sovereignty
and how that is a key component of the Russian side.
There is a repeated emphasis on how it is important to ensure that Syrian
territorial integrity is maintained without any outside influence or
interferences. There is also reference and clarification on this point by
President Putin, where he mentions the members of Astana process only
will help Syria making decisions for their own selves. President Putin also
concludes before taking further questions from the press, by saying !US
Armed Forces, it is common knowledge that their presence on Syrian
territory is illegal.” The narratives of !US"s presence is illegal” and !Syria
should be able to retain its territorial integrity” are not only been
highlighted but also strongly harped on, in a continuous manner.
Some important phrases that were used during this UN meeting consisted
of ![upon examination] no confirmed cases of the Syrian government using
chemical weapons during this period [was found],” “The Russian
Federation made a substantial contribution to preparing the operation to
remove the precursors of chemical weapons from Syria” and !since 2011
the US has been making threats against Syria at various levels and without
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any serious reason.” This clearly points towards a narrative of how Russia
is attempting to frame its role in the Syria situation of conflict. Russia is
also seen to be mentioning American direct association with terrorists.
There is a constant effort from the Russian delegation"s end to mandate
that Assad"s administration is guilt free and innocent while the US has been
the one blaming it for unidentifiable reasons. Russian delegation also
clearly states that there has been no evidence found that it was the Syrian
government who used the chemical weapons and thus, they cannot be
blamed or considered responsible for it.
All these phrases, words and statements are important because they
repeatedly point towards the same direction. This is the direction of the
sovereignty argument from the Russian end. Thus, the speech acts between
2020 and 2015 can be conclusively used to draw some kind of a uniformity
in arguments of sovereignty since Russia officially intervened in Syria. On
September 21, 2017 (Lavrov, 2017) during United Nations General
Assembly, Mr. Sergey V. Lavrov, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Russia,
used phrases such as !The Russian Federation had always abided by the
principles of sovereignty, mutual respect and the equality of peoples,” in
order to introduce the sovereignty argument and narrative into the
conversation.
The notion of preserving Syrian statehood and ensuring non-interference
in their internal state affairs, Russia provided convincing arguments in a
repeated manner throughout most UN Security council sessions and other
international and domestic interviews. On June 2, 2017 at the 21st St.
Petersburg International Economic Forum conference, President Putin
explicitly mentioned that !Russia is trying to protect Syrian statehood”
(Putin, 2017). Phrases he used included !not repeating what happened in
Afghanistan, Libya, Somalia,” “Preserve statehood,” “Use political means
to settle,” and !Without interference from Outside.” These phrases portray
a clear narrative of Russia justifying its interference in the conflict within
Syria as an act of preserving and protecting Syrian state sovereignty. The
argument of Syrian sovereignty and protecting statehood is seen to be a
recurrent narrative from the Russian end.
This particular speech is important because it heavily refers to the argument
of Syrian sovereignty and why it is of utmost necessity to allow Syria to
make its own decisions without any foreign interference. Further
highlighting this sovereignty argument, on December 18, 2015, Foreign
minister Lavrov began his statement in the UN Security Council meeting
(Lavrov, 2015) after the adoption of the resolution in support of the
Vienna process, arguments and phrases such as !Syria must remain a single,
secular, multi-confessional and multi-ethnic state which is comfortable and
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safe for all the groups of the population” were put forward. In the same
address, he also mentioned phrases such as $Only Syrian people can
determine their future” and !Russia is present after request from legitimate
government of Syria.” This can be summarized as a clear attempt to portray
and highlight the sovereignty narrative and to confirm that Russian
presence in Syria is at the request of the Syrian government and not
illegally.
On September 30, 2015, Russia 1 devoted 30 minutes of its slot time
broadcasted messages such as "Syria and Iraq are bombed by the US-led
allies” (Putin, 2016). There were statements such as !it [is] important for
Russia to take a different path, not bypassing international law” and !when
the Americans are bombing from the air it is not clear where and it is not
clear why, no one knows the consequences there, and quite often it is an
empty occupation, “ made. Russia tried to emphasis that due to US"s
action, it was the Russian responsibility to protect Assad and the innocent
administration under him. This also manifests a clear message of siding
with the Assad regime and Russia trying to manifest their intention of
upholding the $international law #"unlike the US. These allegations are
rather strong ones and speaks heavily about the kind of positive image
Russia is trying to build.

5.3. Framing of Russian Narrative from 2013, Aftermath of
Chemical Attacks
Through the Russian statements and one interview in 2013, it can be
concluded that the Russian narrative during this year was more on the lines
of blaming the US and advocating for an innocent Assad government. On
December 16, 2013 in an informal comment session to the media after
submitting the final report on investigations of chemical weapon use in
Syria, (Churkin, 2013) UN Permanent Representative of Russia, Mr.
Vitaly Churkin stated that UN called for investigations in Syria due to
pressure from the US. At the onset of his speech, he mentioned both
possible probabilities where either the Syrian government had advanced
the chemical attacks, or it was the opposition forces doing the deed. Even
though there was mention of both probabilities, by the end of the speech,
Russian representative made sure to use the word !staged.” The use of such
a term not only shifted the blame from the Syrian government completely
but also portrayed as all other allegations and confusions leveled against the
government as false. Churkin"s use of phrases such as !US insisted
investigations,” “Syrian government put no prohibitive restrictions on
investigations” and !provocation was staged.” These emphasized how the
investigations yielded no results that could be used to hold the Assad
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government responsible. There were repeated mentions of how US had
staged the entire scenario, but the investigations proved the innocence of
the legitimate government of Syria.
Russian view on the events ensuing with the news of chemical attacks in
Syria hinted at a probable cooperation scenario, at the very onset. On
September 10, 2013, President Vladimir Putin issued comments on the
issue of chemical weapons in Syria from Moscow (Putin, 2013). Through
questions asked by journalist, in this short interview, he mentioned certain
statements about Syria such as !it is a well-known fact that Syria holds
chemical arsenal,” “Russia is against proliferation of weapons,” “Russia will
work with the US,” and !Efforts are being made to make Syria join the
OPWC.” Unlike most statements in the UN, this interview expressed very
less in comparison to Russian staunch view at the UN. It is interesting to
note that the Russian interests for conducting investigation of the presence
of chemical weapons and in finding out the perpetrators were instantly
heightened. Citing reasons of UN activeness to defend their own activeness
on the matter, the Russian representative held that according to reports
from Russian experts, government Assad"s innocence was duly confirmed.
On July 9, 2013, a few months before, UN Permanent Representative H.E.
Vitaly Churkin began his statement by mentioning that despite Syrian
government"s request to investigate the chemical attacks, UN was unable
to do so, as a result of which Russia stepped up to the occasion and
conducted the investigation (Churkin, 2013). The result of the
investigation as found out by the Russian experts was that !Therefore, the
Russian delegate argued that there was thus, every reason to believe that
the chemical attacks were conducted by the armed opposition fighters who
used chemical weapons in Khan al-Assal.”105 This was the first time after
the investigation of chemical attacks that Russia said all the findings proved
to be directing towards anti-anti-government forces rather than
government ones. Thus, negating all allegations against the Syrian
government of Assad in power. By asking an array of questions and trying
to mandate that the Syrian government had nothing to do with the
chemical attacks, Russia was not only attempting to steer the Syrian
government clear from being blamed for chemical attacks but also harping
on their apparent innocence in regard to the entire matter. The narrative
also at the same time, demonstrated a strong argument favoring Russian
legitimacy in conducting the investigations in Syria.

5.4. Russian Narrative of Syrian Civil War in 2012
The Russian narrative of how blaming the Assad government is
$unrealistic #"and cannot be justifying by violating the principle of non110
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interference in state affairs of Syria is clearly put forward through the
speech given by Russia at the un in 2012. On September 26, 2012, the
UN Security Council convened a meeting regarding the deteriorating
peace and security situation in the Middle East (Lavrov, 2012). In this
meeting, Sergey Lavrov, the Russian Foreign Minister emphasized on three
major points. He highlighted that protests and political rights being
demanded by the people and how they were very much in line with Russian
sentiments and foreign policy. Secondly, that !the sovereignty and
territorial integrity of States, non- interference in their domestic affairs and
the non-use or threat of force” were important considerations that needed
to be maintained by UN member states. Thirdly, he emphasized the
$primacy of International Law#"by referring to President Putin"s speech in
Kremlin.
But it is also significant to note that within the address, Minister Lavrov is
quoted saying !we condemn the act of violence, whoever the perpetrator
may be - the Government of Syria or the armed opposition”(Churkin,
2013). But, soon after, the Minister follows with it another statement
where he notes that !blaming the Assad government only is $unrealistic.#"
Thus Russia makes use of words such as $unrealistic#"when it comes to UN
members blaming the Assad regime. The Russian approach towards the
narrative of sovereignty and importance of maintaining and respecting
sovereignty and non-interference principles was also rather unmoved.
The act of Russia promoting dialogue in Syria is also overt communication
of Russian involvement but only as an ally, through peaceful means and to
initiate solution. Foreign Minister Lavrov also puts emphasis on terms such
as $Russian presence,$#"promoting communication in Syria#"and $dialogue#"
to put forward its alternative solution to the conflict without violating the
condition of sovereignty.” Even though it would have called for a Syrian
led political process to deal with the concerns and aspirations of opposition
forces in Syria, Russia rejected the draft resolution for it proving a sort of
uniformity in the sovereignty argument. On February 4, 2012 the UN
Security Council failed to adopt the draft resolution for the second time in
a row (Churkin, 2012). The explanation of the negative vote by Russian
Permanent Representative consisted of reasonings such as !need for
peaceful solution,” “Russia is already taking direct action,” and !peaceful
settlement.” The Russian Representatives using of such statements were
not the first of a kind and had been used repeatedly before, almost every
time the UN meetings convened in regard to the situation of Middle East
or Syria. Blaming the US for trying to exert outside influence was only one
of the allegations brought forward by the Russian federation. The other
one which was in turn not a new argument was the $need for peaceful
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settlement by Syrians #"without any kind of interference from outside.
Thus, the highlighting of the sovereignty principle was advanced yet again.

5.5. Russia Narrative of the Syrian Civil War in 2011
At the beginning of the civil conflict in Syria, and amidst the news of
government crackdown on anti-government oppositions and protestors
(Marsh, 2011). The Russian narrative regarding the situation was relatively
less stringent and vehement. Even though a general support for Assad was
not overt from the Russian side, Russia still made repeated statements
regarding the need to maintain the sovereign status of Syria. On October
4, 2011, the UN Security Council failed to adopt a draft resolution
condemning Syria"s crackdown on anti-governmental protestors (Churkin,
2011). One of the countries, issuing a strong negative vote was the Russian
Federation and while explaining the negative vote casted, the UN
Permanent Representative stated reasons pertaining to $destabilization#"and
$non-interference.#"These were not just strong terms which refused to take
into account the amount of human right violations and violence taking
place in the country but also portrayal of a uniform narrative from Russia,
from the very beginning of the war in Syria. UN Representative, Churkin
used statements and phrases such as !Collapse of the Assad government can
lead to destabilization of the region,” “Russian Federation would continue
to work with patriotic opposition groups who opposed foreign
interference” and !Russia is against the accusatory tone used against
Damascus.” These justifications were used to explain the negative vote
casted by Russia on the occasion.
The use of recurrent wordings by the Russian Federation were once again
!sovereignty,” “territorial integrity,” and !non-intervention into state
affairs.” This analysis demonstrates a uniformity in the Russian argument
from the very start of the conflict. The sort of arguments advanced way
before in the year 2011 was also strongly based on Russia harping on
principles of non-interference and sovereignty. Their rejection of the UN
draft resolution argued how confrontation had to be refused but not at the
cost of interference into internal affairs.

Conclusion
This chapter makes use of models of speech analysis and civil conflict
management rhetoric to analyze and draw conclusions about the narrative
portrayed by Russia to justify its ‘intervention in Syria.’ The analysis of the
speech acts, interviews and statements places a clear emphasis on the ‘state
sovereignty’ and ‘non-interference in state affairs’ arguments to justify
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Russian involvement in Syria. One important conclusion that can be
drawn from the use of the sovereignty argument by Russia has turned into
a matter of convenience for the country. ‘Sovereignty’ is now being used as
a shield by Russia to justify its own unwarranted actions of interference.
The true intentions behind this interference still remain debatable, but this
research highlights a probable foreign policy trend that authoritative states
like Russia might often use to justify their actions of power-play.
Speeches by Russian leaders within the country and on international
forums such as the UN portray an emphasis on Russian intervention being
based on international law. This impression can be rather misleading
specially in the face of grave human right violation news from Syria. Thus,
while raising eyebrows, it is especially important to track and trace the
‘convincing narrative’ that Russia is trying its best to project.
This tripartite struggle between the international community, an adamant
Russia and a desperate Assad is now the reality for not just the conflict torn
Syria but the of the world. With regard to the Russian framing of the crisis
in Syria, two recurring arguments remain potent even a decade onward.
One is the argument of sovereignty, territorial integrity and noninterference in internal affairs of a state and how the international
community needs to abide by that principle of non-interference. Second is
the illegal entry and occupation of the US in Syria. Blaming the US for
bypassing international law and constantly lodging allegations regarding
the innocent Assad regime are two of the arguments advanced by Russia
repeatedly. This academic piece also concludes that the Responsibility to
Protect principle introduced in 2005, necessarily did not have an
overwhelming impact on intervention practices per say.
The Levada Center, in a study they conducted on the reaction of Russian
public to the Syrian intervention, revealed that when the domestic public
in Russia were asked about the Russian involvement in Syria, some
responses were, $Russia not officially being present in Syria #"and $Russia
primarily carrying out the intervention only in a limited capacity (Volkov,
2015). Though the latter is controversial in nature, the former argument is
repeatedly put forward by Russia to justify its position in regard to the
Syrian case. Hehir rightly observes that, !the response to the situation in
Libya [can be] better understood as an aberration rather than the product
of a new disposition and the harbinger of a new era” (Hehir, 2013). This
research work also makes similar claims by arguing, that even though R2P
was an achievement in terms of global responsibility and re-defining moral
standing of states, it may not have been as instrumental in altering the
existing norms or narratives at play. The case of Russia is one such
prominent example where the country still primarily harps on the
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sovereignty argument for justifying its foreign policy stance in Syria. This
narrative that has served Russia well for years, has once again been
projected in the Syrian case.
Finally, the significance of this academic work does not remain limited to
only furthering the research scope for understanding the effect of framing
language and rhetoric on foreign interventions. It also helps in highlighting
a broader pattern of behavior from the Russian end. It is not the first time
that Russia has attempted to make a pro-sovereignty argument in regard to
interventions. Even though the limited time and resources prevented me
from conducting an in-depth research on Russian behavior and arguments
on interventions in general, the Syrian case can be termed as the most
glaring example of power-play justification in recent times. Thus, framing
can be an effective tool for not just political leaders to convince the public
but also for academics and analysts to further future research scope of
dissecting foreign interventions narratives.
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Introduction
In this qualitative study, we deal with the expressions of transnational acts
of solidarity as reflected on social media, with an emphasis put on Twitter
shared communication and statements via tweets, and we show how they
contribute to the construction of discursive formation surrounding the
Boğaziçi protest movement. The scope of the study is relationally focused
on Turkey and the temporal focus is aimed at the events that have been
happening between January and May 2021. Although the text is centred
on the present, we show the links to previous historical events as
represented by well-known and widespread hashtags (#Occupy, #Gezi,
#Resistance). Concerning the analogy between the Gezi and the Boğaziçi
resistance, what The Standing Man [Duran Adam] represents in Gezi, the
standing faculty members with turning their backs to the rectorate building
represent the same in the Boğaziçi protests.
Further, we aim to address whether, and if, how the particular resistance of
the Gezi protest in 2013 Turkey lives on in the current events, with focus
on the Boğaziçi Solidarity and student protests, that seem to be related to
the crisis of the neoliberal capitalism within the framework of the impact
of populism in the regime of increasingly illiberal democracy. The general
apathy of citizenry is being contrasted with solidarity of socially aware
citizens and existing transnational ties that are enabled by rapidly shared
information via social media, in particular via Twitter application
(considered as a socio-political platform).
After having introduced the theoretical framework by defining solidarity,
by presenting the ways how transnationalism may be embedded in civic
action and disseminated via social media, and conceptualizing the term of
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transnational acts of solidarity, we present the methods used in the research
and the interpretation of data gathered from Twitter tweets in relation to
actual current events that are on the agenda in Turkey in direct relation to
Boğaziçi University. Therefore, as a constructive act, this present study can
be seen as an embodiment of having a standpoint on the contribution to
the recreation of the dynamics of the power-resistance relations since
art/aesthetics as a significant element of enlightenment, can construct a
dialectical consciousness. In relation to this, we should recall Friedrich
Schiller’s words: “Man shall only play with Beauty, and he shall play only
with Beauty”.

1. Solidarity in Resistance Against Domination
When defining the term solidarity, Bayertz (1999) shows us that it has its
roots in the legal term obligatio in solidum that used to address, in the
Roman law of obligations, “the unlimited liability of each individual
member within a family or other community to pay common debts”
(Bayertz 1999: 3). In a similar use, Liedman (2020) reveals the origin of
the very term solidarité which was used by the French lawyers as early as in
the sixteenth century to describe the legal situation in which, if a debtor
cannot pay the debt, one of multiple guarantors pays the entire amount
and then “is subsequently reimbursed by the others” (Liedman, 2020: 11).
The meaning of solidarity was extended by the eighteenth century to the
wider area of society, politics and morality where it expresses the mutual
“principle of mutual responsibility between the individual and society”
(Bayertz, 1999: 3).

1.1. On Wildt’s Concept of Solidarity
Andreas Wildt (1999) in his search for a more precise definition of
solidarity points out that during approximately the Age of Revolution (late
18th century and the first half of the 19th century) the term solidarity started
to be referred to in a prevalently normative meaning within the political
discourse. Wildt finds that rather problematic as the moral and affective
meanings that carry important descriptive premises are being overlooked
this way. For this reason, he presents his own account of the concept of
solidarity, socially constructed around the relationship between an agent
and a recipient of an act or an expression of solidarity. We should keep in
mind that our plan is to define the possibility of solidarity on both national
and transnational level via the means of social media.
The author (Wildt, 1999: 217) elaborated nine propositions which are
aimed at listing the intentions and attitudes towards an action that would
all include the attributes of what is considered an expression of solidarity.
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The first part of Wildt’s propositional model describes “the immediate
intentions of the agent” that are led by the existence of mutual “feelings of
belonging” (1), at least by “partly altruistic motivation” (2), by conceiving
the action as helping the recipient in “distress” (3) and by perceiving the
distress as a moral problem, the source of obligation, and as instance of
injustice (4). Although the agent feels the moral obligation to act (5), she
or he does not think of the recipient(s) as a possessor of “legal or moral
right” for the help (6). We do not look upon the criteria (4) and (6) as
contradictory, unlike Gould (2007) who considers the latter to be
supererogatory, and therefore “a reading that separates solidarity from
justice would seem to make it difficult to see feelings of human solidarity
as a ground for the universal respect for human rights” (Gould, 2007: 153).
It seems correct to argue that Wildt’s theoretical assumption (6) indirectly
or unknowingly refers to the voluntary principle which is not also explicitly
elaborated upon in Gould’s previous studies (Gould, 2007; 2014), but
appears in her last work where the author points out that “individuals’
participation in particular transnational solidarity networks can be
regarded as voluntary in the sense that it is up to them to choose which
network or project to participate in” (Gould, 2020: 33). Now, the question
to be answered remains whether an agent in a transnational solidarity
network providing help on the one hand, and a person or an organization
expressing or declaring their solidarity with another individual or a social
group (e.g. via Twitter) on the other hand are doing the same thing or not.
From the point of a voluntary decision they seem to be conducting the
same activity. The recipient may be appealing for help, but the decision to
(re)act stays fully on the voluntas (a will) of the potential agents. If solidarity
“only” were a tiny layer of justice and if it were possible to require it on
moral or legal grounds, then the problem of global poverty or the
environmental crisis would have to be closer to solving, or at the least more
action would have been done by now. But it is not the case. Social
inequality and ecological degradation have not been solved yet, even if
based on legal demands of justice and on the intra-state level. This shows
that a certain “legal idealism” does not reflect the actual social reality – we
can have very justly legislated laws, but if executive and judicial powers do
not apply them in practice, very little is done in terms of justice. Therefore,
we conclude that Andreas Wildt (1999) is “between the lines” of the
propositions (4) and (6) implicitly stating that “an engaged action, or
disposition to act” (Wildt’s terms; Wildt, 1999: 217) to be recognised as an
expression of solidarity must be and is voluntary.
The second part of Wildt’s criteria of solidarity are focused on three
assumptions of an agent “about the intentions of the recipient”, first being
the recipient having the similar view of a distress situation (7), then the
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same motivation and an active stance towards solving the distress situation
(8), and finally the assumed obligation of reciprocity (“acting in analogous
ways”) or the same proactive attitude if someone else (“third parties”)
would happen to be facing a similar injustice (Wildt, 1999: 217-218).

1.2. Negation of Solidarity – Passivity
With the dawn of modernization and the birth of the modern capitalist
system, the bonds of Durkheimian mechanic solidarity (Durkheim [1893]
1960) began to transform into organic solidarity of mutual
interdependence of the members of society based on division of labour.
But, at the same time, first deeper tears in the fabric of solidarity have
appeared. Thus a half century after Durkheim, when Herbert Marcuse
reflected upon the capitalist system as negative totality which goes back to
Marx’s negation of negation as a result of the capitalist production, he
presumed “the breakdown of the entire system” (Marcuse 1955: 159) and
saw an average member of society as a one-dimensional man who is
“enslaved softly” into a passive individual through comfortable temptation
of consumerism and technological advances. In this context, the modern
capitalist system contributes to a creation of commodified individual who
lacks a basic notion of critical thinking on a mass scale. It may appear to
these people that they have no control over their social conditions
whatsoever and that “[h]uman dignity subsists in the mode of being
denied, that is, it exists against itself in the form of value” (Tischler, 2005:
136).
The view of the negative totality of alienated individuals can be juxtaposed
with various instances of solidarity (acts of solidarity) or at the least the
contribution to the public discourse (e.g. via social media posting). As
Noam Chomsky (2012: 23, 105) helps us to recall Howard Zinn’s words
calling for giving more recognition to “‘the countless small actions of
unknown people’ that lie in the roots of ‘those great moments’ that enter
the historical record”, he points out to solidarity of action (the people at
the protest) and solidarity of recognition (of the particular protest or civic
action). If denial, violation or an attempt at diminishing of rights and
human dignity cause a reaction in the form of expression of solidarity, how
can we approach and understand the relationship between those who have
ability to enforce other person’s change in behaviour (power as coercion)
and those who cannot? Does this fact or a situation open a space for
resistance in a given society?
While culture determines the rules of engagement, society serves as an
arena of dominating powers and dominated groups. Domination,
representing legitimate power, can be related to the power relations since
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it is very embedded in human relations. These power relations have always
existed and will always exist and will always remain significant as long as
human society exists. From an active citizen’s point of view, living among
these power relations, the significant point is to change and transform the
dynamics of power.
Michel Foucault (1997: 167) identifies ‘power’ with ‘resistance’, and
according to his interpretation, the phrase “being trapped” better expresses
the essence of power relations, than the usual term “struggle”. When one
is trapped in a situation, there seems no way for changing the current
condition but when one is in a struggle with something, this condition
indicates a reciprocity and dynamism, that is, a possibility for making a
change. While being ‘trapped’ may come to mean ‘obedience’, being in
‘struggle’ refers to ‘resistance’. Through resistance, the continuation of the
power relations become possible. Therefore, in a dynamic process where
power and resistance relations are the case, individuals and human groups
are not trapped within power relations but are in a state of struggle (with
power) because as Foucault (1997: 167) puts forward, “where there is
power, there is resistance”. Regarding this, Foucault’s remark on power
relations brings into mind Herbert Marcuse’s standpoint on ‘negative
thinking’ which promotes critical thinking. According to Marcuse (1955:
124), ‘negative thinking’ is the essence for dialectical thinking: “By virtue
of the negativity that belongs to its nature each thing is linked with its
opposite. To be what it really is it must become what it is not. To say, then,
that everything contradicts itself is to say that its essence contradicts its
given state of existence.” Being in contradiction to the structures that are
created and imposed by the established social system, can pave the way for
constructing a revolutionary consciousness. By negating the existing
structures, we delve into the antagonistic world/reality.
According to Marcuse (1955: 129) true discourse should distinguish
appearance from reality, truth from untruth, and existence from essence.
Through this two-dimensional discourse which is exactly the opposite of
one-dimensional thought, it is possible to make those distinctions which
lead the way to critical thinking. Analogically, the two phenomena on
which Foucault puts importance, namely power and resistance, are
intertwined with each other. This kind of relationship creates a space of
conflict which also brings out a dynamism. Thereby, to be in struggle with
something leads up to changing and transforming the conditions. This can
be seen as a twofold act; the condition of one’s existence depends on the
other. The difference between being ‘trapped’ and being in a ‘struggle’
emerges at the point of being able to influence and change the situation.
Foucault (1997: 168), by mentioning: “Resistance really always relies upon
the situation against which it struggles”, puts importance on the strategic
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relationship between resistance and power relations. The significance in a
constructive power relation lies in the case of being transformed while
transforming the condition which we are in a struggle with. What Foucault
sees in resistance is the freedom of creation and recreation of the situation,
which is a constructive act. In relation to this constructive act, it is
significant to underline the importance of freedom which is a prominent
category for reasoning.
Freedom, is the most important element for reasoning, since both are
prerequisite for each other as Marcuse (1955: 9) mentions reason
presupposes freedom because it is the power to shape reality in accordance
with its potentialities, and in turn freedom presupposes reason because
what enables the subject to gain his/her power is the comprehending
knowledge. This is what distinguishes human beings from plants or stones
because they lack this comprehending knowledge which is the prerequisite
for subjectivity. On the other hand, there can be cases in which this
freedom to change and recreate the order can be restricted in some ways.
In relation to this restriction, the matter of obedience should also be
considered.
The architecture of authoritarian structures is generally based on the
dogma of obedience, therefore to keep their system running, they set an
aim which consists of “obeying” the ruling social group. This obedience
shows the unilateral or constrained relationship between dominant and
dominated strata of a society. Relatedly, the concept of power reflects the
power relations between individuals, groups or institutions in any social
field. From the perspective of social control, the concepts such as constraint
and censorship can be helpful in understanding the dynamics of the
authoritarian system. Censorship in general, or in a traditional notion,
refers to the authoritarian interventions of repressive state-like institutions,
or the state itself, to have control over the actions of the people/civil society.
This type of censorship can be defined as an external one. The repressive
effects of extrinsic powers on the public communication represent the
intervention of the authority either for restricting or regulating free speech.
In relation to this, the need to restrict or regulate public communication
can be understood as something that threatens, endangers or disturbs the
authority. That is the very reason to put restrictions on free speech which
have the potential to harbour ‘free’ thinking. For controlling or regulating
there can be other methods besides the common view of censorship as an
external mechanism. In Language and Symbolic Power Bourdieu (1991)
presents his view on self-censorship that sheds more light on this internal
form of censorship:
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“Censorship is never quite as perfect or as invisible as when each agent has
nothing to say apart from what he is objectively authorized to say: in this
case he does not even have to be his own censor because he is, in a way,
censored once and for all, through the forms of perception and expression
that he has internalized and which impose their form on all his expressions”
(Bourdieu, 1991: 138).
Therefore, when censorship takes the form of an invisible agent, it can be
more effective since it gradually becomes embedded in an individual’s
habitus and its penetration into habitus has also an effect on people’s
discourses. Our actions are not only the result of some extrinsic censorship,
but they are also the product of our habitus which is gradually being shaped
by this “invisible” form of censorship.
In general, the idea of freedom is based on the acceptance of the Other,
because when the Other is recognised, it also means that we recognise
ourselves. This reciprocal process can be considered a rational condition
under which a common agreement to live together is reachable. What if
However, Foucault (1997: 283) mentions a state of domination in relation
to the practices of freedom as: “In such a state, it is certain that practices of
freedom do not exist or exist only unilaterally or are extremely constrained
and limited.” In this case, the state of domination can be related to
hierarchical structures. In these kinds of vertical structures, one leader
represents the whole, as can be seen in some artificial groups such as the
army or religious institutions. These types of hierarchical systems endanger
human ideals which are represented by liberty, equality and fraternity. As
Marcuse (1955: 7) mentions: “The philosophies of the French
Enlightenment and their revolutionary successors all posited reason as an
objective historical force which, once freed from the fetters of despotism,
would make the world a place of progress and happiness.” In an
authoritarian society which lacks these categories of human rights,
solidarity is needed to revolt, resist and reform. As Foucault (1997: 167)
also remarks that resistance comes from within the dynamic of the
condition in which there is a ‘struggle’ which makes it possible to change
and recreate the situation. In relation to this, it is important to consider
that change comes from within the situation itself. If the needed change
comes from within the social conditions itself, as a constitutional element
of the society, this process firstly should begin from its constructive
element; that is, the human being. All people as ‘societal beings’ constitute
humanity. Thereby, as human beings, our physical state of instinctual
nature has possibilities of some evil features such as violence and
destruction. In this way, as Friedrich Schiller (2004, 46) elaborates upon
the ennoblement of the primitive character: “[…] the strife of elements in
the ethical Man, the conflict of blind impulses, must first be allayed, and
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the crude antagonism within him must have ceased, before we may dare to
promote his diversity.” For this reason, to overcome evil as a constitutional
element of human beings, abilities of becoming a moral character should
be developed because we, as human beings, have the ability to combine
instinct and intellect but animals do not. So the aim should be to overcome
this animality and to ennoble the character. Ennobling here is related to
the matter of overcoming the destructive character. In this way,
art/aesthetics as the significant element of enlightenment, can be seen as a
possibility of revolution of the senses by expanding the subject’s
perception. Related to this, Schiller (2004: 80) says: “Man shall only play
with Beauty, and he shall play only with Beauty”, the ideal of art and its
contribution of changing the crude character to a moral character should
be the aim for reforming and revolution of the senses. Therefore, by
upbringing a moral and autonomous character who is immune to
manipulations and other types of forces used by the authority, can pave the
way for bringing a new humanistic concept which is the basis for real
revolution (a radical social change). Through the construction of the inner
world of an individual by revolution of the senses, a strong and
independent personality comes out. In this way, within the term of
solidarity, it is significant to procure these kinds of features which belong
to the character of the moral and autonomous individual and to equip a
group with the attributes of the individual.
According to Pierre Bourdieu and Loïc Wacquant (1992, 17), the field of
power which is conceptualized as a “meta-field” (that is, a general
institutional field) “[…] is simultaneously a space of conflict and
competition, the analogy here being with a battlefield, in which
participants vie to establish monopoly over the species of capital effective
in it.” In relation to this, it is relevant to mention the symbolic struggle
between power and resistance as we can observe an entangled relationship
between power and resistance. Throughout history, some notable public
places have become symbols of resistance (e.g. Taksim Square in Istanbul)
and in this manner powerful political authority works on suppressing the
resistance groups in terms of retaining control over the space and sustaining
its power. Therefore, when a space becomes a symbol for resistance, the
political authority strives to wrestle out such a space from the hands of the
resisting group. Such a process of “expropriation” in several fields can be
observed in the societal development of contemporary Turkey during the
period following the 2013 Gezi Park protests and gradually up to the
present. Our particular aim is to address how solidarity is being reflected
and expressed regarding the field of social media.
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1.3. The Gezi Park Protests as the Spark of Solidarity
Nathalie Karagiannis (2020) addresses the problem of primal violence
which is in her philosophical-psychoanalytical approach a fundamental
condition for solidarity (italics in orig. Krunke & Petersen, 2020: 5). In this
light, we can see the water cannon attack and burning the tents of peaceful
protesters in Gezi Park who came there on May 2013 to prevent cutting
the local trees as the first act or instance of violence which in a few days
brought millions to the streets of Istanbul (and esp. to the Taksim area,
İstiklal Avenue and Sıraselviler Avenue).
Gezi Park Protests, as an anti-government protest, began on 27 May in
2013 with a small group of activists from a civil group called Taksim
Solidarity, and afterwards spread all around the country. This movement
occurred as a new way of social solidarity in opposition to an attempt to
destroy the public park in Taksim in the centre of Istanbul. The
government’s renovation plan, known as ‘Taksim pedestrianization
project’, was including the destruction of Gezi Park and redevelopment of
the area by building a replica of 19th century Ottoman Artillery Barracks,
Topçu Kışlası, and also was said to include a shopping mall and a mosque.
Gezi Park, which is actually much more than a park, symbolizes an antigovernment/oppositional collective action both nationally and
transnationally with the motto ‘everywhere is Taksim, everywhere is
resistance’.

2. Transnational Social Movements, Protest and Social Media
2.1. Transnational solidarity
Researchers focusing on transnationalism (Vertovec, 2009), the concept
that has its roots in migration studies and which has been used and
discussed for nearly three decades, firstly conceptualized it “as the processes
by which immigrants build social fields that link together their country of
origin and their country of settlement” (Glick Schiller, Basch, BlancSzanton, 1992: 1). The innovated and widened concept of
transnationalism have become to refer “to cross-border relationships and
(social) networks” (Herz & Olivier, 2012: 115) with the focus on
transnational social networks represented by and build not only by “the
transmigrants” but also by the transnational mobility, among others, of
social movements, corporations, high-skilled labour, students, religious
groups and ideas, and identities (Christensen, 2012).
Transnational solidarity has also found its place on the research agenda as a
theorized concept (Gould, 2007; Gould, 2020) and in connection with
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various social institutions (e.g. civil society organizations). From a
historiographical perspective, Patrick William Kelly (2018) analyses the
development following the 1973 Chilean coup d’état and introduces it as
one of the significant instances of transnational solidarity during the period
of the Cold War. The author argues that the global outrage over the violent
and torturous character of the Pinochet regime brought up together various
groups (as the Chilean dissent, mostly anti-capitalist oriented solidarity
activists, and human rights groups) and inspired a wide international
support for Chileans on the level of nation states (by accepting refugees
and granting them asylum). Gwilym David Blunt (2019) in his original
study presents the transnational social movements “that cross state
boundaries and are able to generate coordinated and sustained social
mobilisation in more than one state,” and their solidarity networks, on the
example of labour movement and indigenous movement (Zapatistas). He
voices a skepticism about the possibility of a true solidarity between the
Global South and the Global North because he considers the majority of
people in the affluent countries to be intransigently failing in their support
to the global poor, and thinks that to talk about “the solidarity of the
oppressed” is what reflects the reality of transnational solidarity (Blunt,
2019: 123, 155). On the other hand, a more than decade ago, there was a
palpable hope present within the research field of labour movements about
“the possibilities of a revival of working-class internationalism based on
transnational solidarity” (Bieler, Lindberg & Pillay, 2008: 285) to oppose
the injustices caused by neoliberal globalization, although, for example,
Ayres (2011: 82) described the level of cooperation against the institution
of NAFTA among Northern American civil society organizations during
the 2000s “increasingly more ephemeral and episodic”.
As solidarity seems to have entered the period of crisis in the second half of
the 2010s (e.g. related to the 2015 refugee crisis and the process of Brexit
since 2016) Lahusen and Theiss (2019) conducted a survey among the
citizens of the European Union countries from the perspective of their
(reported) interpersonal solidarity activities. In the same context, Manners
(2020) analysed the symbols and myths of the EU solidarity within and
across its borders with explicitly discussing “the acts of solidarity” while
presenting a practical typology of empirical examples and noticing the
significance of online activist networks, and to a minor but steadily
growing extent regarding importance of social media in mediating and
facilitating the organizing of digital (online) solidarity acts as a bridge to
the civil activism in physical locations (e.g. meetings, sit-ins and protests).
The interplay between transnationalism and solidarity and their nuances
have been addressed in great detail in Carol C. Gould’s conception of
transnational solidarities (Gould 2007; Gould 2014; Gould 2020;
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Manners, 2020: 79-80). In her latest work, Gould (2020) discusses two
notions of solidarity between which a certain frictions or even conflicts can
occur – “a group-binding notion of solidarity” that is apparent on the level
of national (or local) ties, and “a notion of overlapping solidarity networks”
that can be mostly observable in transnational dimension (Gould, 2020:
26) of people reflecting social issues. Transnational solidarities are
described via the analogy of “overlapping networks of relations between
individuals or groups and distantly situated others (again, individuals or
groups), in which the former aim to support the latter through actions to
eliminate oppression or reduce suffering” (Gould, 2020: 23). Here, we
should think about what kind of support we can speak of, and whether a
“mere” expression or declaration of solidarity, as a form different from
direct material support (e.g. work of experts, help of volunteers to a given
social community in the territory where its members live, or financial
support via donations or regular payments etc.) can be considered “a
support” and an act of solidarity.

2.2. Transnationalism as an Online Practice on Social Media
During the last three decades, we have experienced and observed the
process through which we have been getting closer every day to the image
of famously proposed Marshall McLuhan’s global village. Jan van Dijk
(2013), in the context of globalization, differentiates between the concepts
of the information society in which the emphasis is put on “on the changing
substance of activities and processes in contemporary developed societies”,
and the network society that is focused on “the changing organisational
forms and (infra)structures of these societies” (van Dijk 2013: 105).
Manuel Castells originally approached the question of what network
society is by arguing that it is “a society whose social structure is made up
of networks powered by micro-electronics-based information and
communication technologies” (Castells 2004: 3). While observing the
processes of social change in the first half of the 2010’s, Castells shed a
clarifying light on the interconnection between virtual space and physical
space and its significance for contemporary society by explaining the nature
of new, so-called rhizomatic, social movements:
“What we are witnessing is the appearance of a new sort of social
movements which are still embryonic and therefore they have not been
able to alter fundamentally the policies that have been conducted, but
this, just as many moments in history, this could be a beginning of a
mobilization process. So, what is characteristic about these movements,
is that on the one hand they are born in the Internet using the autonomy
in cyberspace to construct themselves, debate, and interact, but often they
also go immediately into the urban space and they build social networks,
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physical social networks of interaction, so it is this combination of cyber
space and urban space, with some inroads into the institutional system
which characterizes this movement. They appear and they disappear but
they are always in the Internet and they appear regularly. I call them
rhizomatic because that’s their dynamic” (Sociología Contemporánea,
2017).
By the use of this adjective Castells refers to the concept of rhizomatic
assemblage (Guattari & Deleuze, 1987). This analogy comes by part from
biology, that is from the observation of Nature. A rhizome, unlike tree-like
(arborescent) hierarchical structures (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: 15-18),
can be understood as a decentred multiplicity possessing six specific
attributes (Bonta and Protevi, 2004: 136-137), all of which are relatable to
the characteristics of social network in a human society. The formation and
development of a rhizome is vertical (“flatness”) and may move in
unexpected trajectories. Such a rhizome in one instance can be diminished
but never fully eradicated (e.g. resistance against domination, social
activism). So far, the Internet itself may be to a greater extent
conceptualized as a rhizome, because it allows conducting of nonhierarchical worldwide actions through the possibility of instantaneous
communication that represents flat connectivity with a decentralized
community of users (Ferguson, 2019). In addition, Castells (2015)
outlined and empirically exemplified the same model, contained in the
previous quotation from his speech, in his work Networks of outrage and
hope: Social movements in the Internet age according to which the cyber
space and the urban space are intertwined through the social agency of
people participating in rhizomatic social movements.
Michele Zappavigna (2012) has studied the sociolinguistic dimension of
online social networking that was enabled by the new generation of
websites or Web 2.0 built (coded) for creating user-generated content.
Social media services that support online networking amongst their users
of which the social networking sites (e.g. Twitter, Facebook, Instagram)
constitute one of the main forms, besides enabling instantaneous
communication, “allow relationship to be established between user
accounts” (Zappavigna 2019: 715) by selecting to befriend or to follow
someone on such a website, which is in practice realizable via several
hardware platforms with their own operation systems and versions of
applications, whether on a desktop computer, laptop, tablet or
smartphone. Why point these technical details out? This means that users
from all walks of life are not dependent on sitting in front of their PCs and
using the web browser. During the last 15 years more and more everyday
social media users have become mobile, which brought the cyberspace (or
the virtual) and the urban space (the physical reality) closer. Whether an
apathetic non-interested citizen or an adamant social activist, they both can
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communicate, receive information and create or share messages “on the
go.”
Transnationalism studies have noticed the significance of social media in
keeping the transnational ties among ethnic communities or groups living
in diaspora. Amongst the studies that focus on transnational solidarity in
the realm of social media belong a linguistic research based on the corpus
analysis of the #jesuis… hashtags expressing solidarity with the victims of
the attack on the headquarters of the French satirical magazine Charlie
Hebdo (De Cock & Pizarro Pedraza 2018), an ethnographic research
undertaken by Juris (2012) about the #Occupy movements where the
researcher pointed out the mobilization power and the role that social
media played in the development of this rhizomatic social movement.
Gould (2020: 23) in her theoretical study mentions the feminist and
human rights movement gathered under the hashtag “#MeToo” as a good
example of networked movement with partial transnational impact and
connections.
At this point we should ask the question whether the meta-field of social
media can play a significant role in expressing solidarity or not. Yannis
Theocharis (2015: 1) argues that in some instances the power of social
media users via their reactions on said media can have a political impact
and that “digitally networked participation and its manifestations” is a
(valid) “form of political participation”. Craig Calhoun (2002: 158)
previously raised an important question of whether a public discourse is a
form of social solidarity or not. In order to answer this question, he
theorized in his tetra-model about the four main forms of social solidarities:
functional interdependence (a concept close to Durkheim’s organic
solidarity), categorical identities (e.g. nation, race, but also occupational
identities etc.), direct social relations, and publics (see Calhoun, 2002), and
gave a positive answer by claiming that publics are “self-organizing fields of
discourse in which participation is not based primarily on personal
connections and is always in principle open to strangers” (Calhoun, 2002:
162). And social media services have made the widening and “speeding up”
of the public discourse possible.

3. Data Collection and Methodology
The epistemological basis in this qualitative research is rooted in the
perspective of social and discursive construction of solidarity in the
intersection of virtual and physical social reality. Social construction of a
political act (i.e. manifestation of solidarity) can be plausibly
conceptualized as a participation representing itself in “observable actions
that people take part in voluntarily as ordinary citizens deliberately
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attempting to influence others” (Theocharis, 2015: 3). In this context,
“digitally networked participation”, or such a participatory act,
(Theocharis, 2015: 4) must be, under certain conditions, considered a
legitimate form of political participation (comparable to participating in a
legal demonstration). The conditions under which it is possible to
acknowledge the manifestation of digitally networked participatory act is
when a politically aware and active citizen is attempting to mobilize others
via digital media for social or political purposes by using her or his own
personal networks (Theocharis, 2015: 7). Therefore, methodologically, we
followed the proposition by Theocharis in identifying the instance of
solidarity in the texts, images, and memes retrieved from Twitter as data in
this research model. The author of the concept also emphasizes the
connection between the virtual act and possible occurrence of tensions or
threats in everyday social reality in a physical world that can be exemplified
by the case that fits the conceptualization of the online political act, in
which a restaurant owner posted an inviting and supportive tweet under
the hashtag “We Accept Refugees” and consequently his restaurant was
visited and threatened by a local hooligan Nazi group.
A thematic qualitative text analysis (Kuckart, 2014: 69), saturated by the
textually oriented discourse analysis (Fairclough, 2003) and critical
discourse analysis (Van Dijk, 2015) was employed in this research. We
agree with Marras Tate, Russel, Larsen and Busch (2020: 28) “a discourse
of resistance” is being constructed by micro-blogging and creating hashtags
by the Twitter users on their account by using associations with a real
object, fact or a place (in this context we can related this to the genius loci
of Gezi Park or Boğaziçi Campus, and factually to the enforced
appointment of Melih Bulu as the new rector/president of the Boğaziçi
University), and that symbols (both, visual – images and lingual –
rhetorical statements in tweets) may be used “as a strategy to enact
resistance” and, we may add, to manifest solidarity.
The sampling technique used in the research was purposive, and
determined by a time scope (the span: from January 2020 till the end of
January 2021) and a thematic orientation. The thematic selection criteria
were based on the thesis of the continuity (or “the spirit”) of the impact of
the original Gezi Park civic protest as the opposition against the neoliberal,
allegedly moderate Islamist government. Therefore, the sampling unit
(Kuckart, 2014) contains all the selected tweets containing instances of the
expression of solidarity (in various languages, but mostly in Turkish on a
national level and in English in a transnational dimension) which are
showing a clear stance of political participatory act according to van Deth’s
(2014) and Theocharis’ (2015) defined characteristics.
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Tweets, except for the ones posted by public figures, were anonymized after
the textual analysis before publishing selected examples in the text. The
sampling unit was constructed through the advanced search engine on
Twitter, in which we plotted the chosen dates (similarly as in Marras Tate,
Russel, Larsen and Busch, 2020) and the initial search terms (queries), e.g.
“Boğaziçi solidarity” and its Turkish equivalent to find the first threads
with relevant tweets. In a more inductive manner, the second strand of
building a qualitative sample (and not so large corpus of textual data) was
directed through a preliminary search based on a stock of knowledge about
the Turkish culture and society and the accounts of well-known and
prolific Twitter users (both, individuals and organizations). The collected
data consist of tweets (published and shared messages) and threads on the
Twitter social networking site, but also official statements, online video
presentations and linked web pages have been critically read, because they
also constitute an important part of the discourse(s) related to the Boğaziçi
protest movement. The reason why we decided to search for data this way,
that is by gathering and retrieving the data by a coder (both authors) and
not by a “machine” (automatized retrieval, API), was given by the nature
of the data itself because it required the coder to see, read and understand
a particular tweet or a thread in its entirety.

4. An Analysis of the Manifestations of Solidarity on the
National and Transnational Level
Our qualitative text analysis looks at the tweets bearing the expressions of
solidarity (manifestations of solidarity) at three analytical sublevels, the first
being the hashtags (#) used in communication on the Twitter (especially
those containing #Gezi, #direniş/resistance, #occupy and following
variable slots e.g. #Geziyisavunuyoruz/We are advocating for Gezi,
#Boğazicidireniş/Boğazici University Resistance), the second being
represented by solidarity-oriented text of particular tweets, among which
we distinguish the national and transnational ties (solidarity acts), and the
third, leaving the aforementioned realm of “virtual reflexivity” and aiming
at the “down-to-earth” physical social reality where we refer to civic action
and aim to elaborate on events in the real life. By the virtual reflexivity level
(Castell’s cyber space), we mean the shared (as if articulated by speech)
comments on social media that create dialog or multilog among the users,
and can be understood as a speech (act) of some sort.
From the perspective of the thematic analysis of the tweets containing
manifestations of solidarity, we discern between several public issues which
received solidary reactions from the Twitter users, both on the national
level (in Turkish language and geo-location) and the transnational level (in
other languages and from other countries), although it is not always
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possible to identify a sharp boundary between the two. For example, there
are Turkish students living abroad or graduates working abroad who are
“tweeting” in Turkish (yet, this still can be considered a transnational
manifestation).
In the following subsections we address the selected significant public
issues related to crucial social institutions of society (e.g. justice, education,
labour market) which can be conceived as having/possessing direct ties of
continuity with the Gezi Park protests and the civic activism which might
have reached its zenith in 2013, but which has never disappeared, even not
under the pressure of the current regime. After mapping out the hashtags
and tweets representing the manifestations of solidarity in relation to
various social institutions and processes (social public issues and events),
we decided to focus our research effort in this paper on the case of the 2021
Boğaziçi University resistance and protests of its students and faculty. On
the other hand, although of the utmost importance and receiving a fair
amount of solidary reactions, the environmental issues are not the part of
gathered data and consecutive analysis - given the absence of references to
the Gezi Park protests. This may come up as rather paradoxical, since this
protest movement started as a sit-in organized to prevent cutting down the
trees in this now world-famous park.

4.1. Main Events at the Boğaziçi University in early 2021
The 2021 Boğaziçi University protests, namely Boğaziçi Solidarity, started
on Jan 1, 2021 right after the appointment of Melih Bulu as the new rector
of the university (PEN Norway & CSSA, 2021). Bulu has ties with the
ruling party which can be illustrated by the fact he became an AKP
candidate for nomination in the 2015 Parliamentary Elections. The reason
behind the protests lies in Bulu’s being the first rector who had been chosen
(appointed) from outside of the university staff since the 1980 military
coup without any consultation with the faculty. There have also been
objections voiced about the new rector’s academic credentials which do not
reach the level expected for this position. This governmental intervention
is said to limit the autonomy and seems to decrease the appointee quality
standards, and therefore goes against the grain of Boğaziçi’s core principles.
However, the ongoing protests can also be seen as a symbol of resistance
against the oppression of the authoritarian system which is attempting to
circumvent the essential constituents of human rights. In this context, at
first the students began protesting in front of the South Campus of the
university on Jan 4, and then faculty members began protesting by turning
their backs to the rectorate building. Gradually, students and academics
from other universities and also citizens who wanted to give support, all
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came together in solidarity. This is how the resistance has spread out widely
to all layers of the society, as happened during the Gezi Park protests.
In the meantime, besides the new appointed rector issue, President
Erdoğan also made a decree to establish two new faculties, law and
communication, at Boğaziçi University without consulting the faculty
members. This act was taken as a supportive move on behalf of Bulu,
because all those protesting students and faculty members called him to
resign. Furthermore, on January 30, four students were accused of insulting
religious beliefs and arrested over an artwork that was depicting rainbow
symbols of LGBTIQA+ alongside the Kaaba which is known as the most
sacred Islamic building (site). Also LGBTI+ Studies Club in the university,
which was in no way connected to the artwork exhibition, was closed on
February 1.
Concerning the artwork, the head of Turkey's Religious Affairs
Directorate, Ali Erbaş shared a tweet condemning “the attack” on Kaaba
and “our Islamic values” and continued as “we'll be following this case and
file complaints against those who were disrespectful” (Turkish gov't,
2021). It is also known that last year on April 24, 2020, he shared a tweet
about LGBTIQA+ community: “Homosexuality causes diseases and
decays lineage. Hundreds of thousands of people are exposed to the HIV
virus caused by living out of wedlock, which is called adultery in Islamic
literature, each year. Let's struggle together to protect people from these
types of evils” (Turkish gov't, 2021). Regarding the discourse of Erbaş
about homosexuality, it can be seen that the speech is predominantly
negative and representing the underlying prejudices. It is presented as
something causing diseases, so the implicit topic is that of avoidance.
Living out of wedlock is also implying a kind of deviation from the norms
of Islamic tradition so that it is seen something as evil and to fight against.
This discourse also emphasizes a general approach of Islamic tradition
towards couples living out of wedlock which is deemed adultery.
In the same speech, the phrase “these types of evils” signals deviance from
the norms of the dominant group. Additionally, there is a rise of Islamism
in Turkey, so the individuals who somehow place themselves out of this
(religious) context, are in general perceived as members of a minority.
Therefore the minority group remains in the subordinate position because
they are seen as the problem to be solved. In relation to this, it would be
convenient to mention the concept negative extension, as van Dijk (1984,
31) states: “a negative evaluation of a person or group will extend to the
evaluation of their actions.” In general, the negative categorization process
is seen strongly in salient stereotypes (such as cultural differences, religious
practices, communication etc.). Therefore negative interpretation and
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action can be observed in these kinds of situations. Related to this issue,
The Interior Minister Süleyman Soylu wrote on Twitter: “4 LGBT
deviants who committed disrespect to the Kaaba-i Muazzama were
detained at Bogazici University”. Soylu’s comment on the students was
taken as hate speech and caused some reactions on social media,
demanding LGBTIQA+ rights to be basic human rights. Related to this,
the EU Commission stated that: “Hate speech displayed by high-level
officials against LGBTI students during these events and the closing of a
LGBTI association is unacceptable” (Stano & Muletier, 2021).
Additionally, because of the hate speech, Twitter company withheld the
tweet in France based on the local laws.
Teun van Dijk’s (1984) categorization of the prejudices about the
minorities can be employed usefully in the analysis of hate speech because
people who are involved in Boğaziçi Resistance are seen as minorities from
the perspective of the dominant group. Van Dijk mentions 7 D’s of
Discrimination (Dominance, Differentiation, Distance, Diffusion,
Diversion, Depersonalization or Destruction, and Daily Discrimination)
that is being used by dominating groups to legitimize the discrimination
against the minority groups. In relation to this concept van Dijk argues the
following:
“These general plan categories will organize, in principle, all actions
against, about, or with minority members, viz. maintaining power and
control, treating them differently (a social act function related to the
cognitive function of seeing them differently), keeping them at a distance
(out of our country, town, neighbourhood, street, house, family, etc.),
diffusing beliefs and prejudices about them (mainly in prejudiced talk),
attributing social or economic problems of the ingroup to them, treating
them as inferior, hurting or destroying them, and, finally, enacting all
these more general actions also in small everyday activities (minor
inequities)” (van Dijk: 1984, 40).
Differentiation and depersonalization in Soylu’s explicit and direct speech
is exemplified by the derogatory expression “4 LGBT deviants”. This kind
of speech act symbolizes intolerance since the word “deviant” has a
negative meaning. By labelling those students as “LGBT deviants”, we can
speak of discursive construction of a marginalizing/othering act. In
addition to this, closing down LGBT+ Studies Club in the university can
be seen as a dominance over the minority group and also by closing down
the club, they are trying to be kept at a distance. Concerning the phrase
“deviants” which was repeated in Soylu’s second tweet “Should we tolerate
the LGBT deviants who insult the great Kaaba? Of course not […]”
(Küçükgöçmen, 2021), Twitter has limited access to Soylu’s tweets
containing hate-speech because of violating the rules about users’ ethical
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conduct. Soylu’s brief and direct answer to his own question can be seen as
an expression of straightforward intolerance. As an Interior Minister, he
represents the dominant group/authority since he uses the pronoun “we”,
and his discourse functions as a display of the group’s identity. In this
manner, it can be seen that there is a kind of feeling superior to those who
are labelled as “deviants” since he expresses they will not tolerate who
insulted the great Kaaba. There is a direct negative answer to the question
starting with the modal auxiliary “should” which expresses necessity. This
form of discourse can be seen as a kind of placement of the dominant group
to the superior status and the minority group to the subordinate status. In
other words, the discourse involving an explicit opinion about the students
seems to be mostly related to dominance and distance.
Accordingly, concerning Boğaziçi protests, on February 4, Twitter
removed MHP leader Devlet Bahçeli’s tweet on February 3 as “Those who
rely on spies, oppressors and dark circles are not children but venomous
snakes whose heads need to be crushed. Those who join the queue to
extend the illegal protests to other universities should pay for it tragically”
(EKN/VK, 2021b). This direct speech act can be seen as a signal of
differentiation, depersonalization and discrimination. The phrase
“venomous snakes” has a negative connotation that introduces the explicit
message as “their heads need to be crushed”. With this direct speech act,
the students have been placed in a negative light. Additionally, from this
explicit discourse which implies anyone who supports LGBTIQA+, is seen
as a stranger and “not a child” of this country, it is possible to infer an
othering/avoiding and dehumanising act. After Twitter limited both
Bahçeli’s and Soylu’s tweets, Soylu reacted against Twitter via sharing such
a tweet as “Twitter, which forms a protective shield for terrorist
organizations and the deviant LGBT, as we witness, is trying to disrupt the
chemistry of countries, democracy and peace with the communications
monopoly it has” (EKN/VK, 2021a). In this discursive utterance, the
LGBTIQA+ students are yet again labelled as “deviants” in the process of
bringing about their social differentiation, depersonalization and
discrimination. This strategy seems to be twofold; on one hand the
minority group whose members are seen as deviating from the norms of
the dominant group, is placed in a negative position, and on the other hand
there is a kind of positive self-presentation of the dominant group by
accusing Twitter of protecting the “deviants” and of disrupting the
chemistry of Turkey (although the word “country” might connote the
governing interest groups acting in the name of the social construct called
“nation”).
In relation to these discourses, Presidency's Communications Director
Fahrettin Altun also called the protesters a “mad minority” on the Twitter
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platform: “The main goal of the perverted way of thinking and life that the
“mad minority” (quotation marks added by the authors) is trying to
normalize under the pretext of freedom, equality, and human rights is to
subvert our generations. Their only motivation is to desecrate our sacred
ones. Images in Boğaziçi University are proof of this” (Tar, 2021; Altun,
2021). It is seen that the involvement of the students in Boğaziçi protests
creates prejudice among the dominant group. Therefore this kind of
prejudiced cognition and its extensions in social contexts can be seen in
discriminatory speech acts of the dominant group. In relation to this, van
Dijk expresses prejudice that it is not only an individual attitude but also a
phenomenon of social cognition (van Dijk: 1984, 34-35). Labelling them
as “deviants”, “mad minority” and “venomous snakes” shows the
increasing power of prejudiced negative opinions. In general, minorities
are seen under the category of having different culture, subculture,
mentality, appearance, acts etc. In this way, as the minority group, the
students involved in Boğaziçi protests are depicted as deviants and
venomous snakes because they have different mentality and represent the
deviation from norms of the dominant group.
In total, so far, 560 students have been detained, 24 people have been
placed under house arrest, and 9 people have been arrested during the
protests. Higher numbers of detainees were also observed during the Gezi
Resistance where similarly the aim was protecting a social space and human
rights. In Gezi Park Protests, over 2,5 million people throughout Turkey
were labelled as ‘looters/marauders [çapulcu]’, police used 150,000 gas
bombs, 7 people died and more than 7,500 people were injured.
Concerning the word “looters”, it would be convenient to remember what
the US president Donald Trump called those people protesting in
Minneapolis against the death of an unarmed black man in police custody,
as “thugs” on May 29, 2020. Since the two discourses bear similarity, it
can be seen that using these kinds of key words concerning the protesters,
are used as a label of the dominant group’s stereotypical opinions. In
relation to this, on Feb 3, 2021 President Erdoğan declared that: “This
country will not again live a Gezi event in Taksim, we will not allow it”
(Küçükgöçmen, Erkoyun & Gümrükçü, 2021). With his discourse, it can
be arguably said that he draws a parallel between Gezi and Boğaziçi
resistances. Gezi Park Protests, namely Gezi Resistance, was a movement
aiming to create awareness/consciousness and solidarity against the
dominant interest group. It also represents the cultural and social conflict
within the society. Regarding the discourse above, it is seen that there is a
presupposition of Gezi and Boğaziçi being compared and this comparison
can only be relevant if the presupposition is understood. An inference can
be drawn from “this country” phrase that it may refer to the dominant
group who sees Gezi as something negative so that the authority who is on
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the side of the dominant group, will not let them to live the same
experience again. Therefore, this kind of comparison may have been made
to show the negative consequences of the former incident.
As Manuel Castells (2015, 229) remarks, Gezi Park Protests were more
than an environmental issue: “It was a fight over urban space that
represented the contradiction between the citizens’ right to their city as a
public space and the conservative policy aimed at restricting cultural life
and submitting it to the pattern of traditional family life, with women
being asked to have at least three children, abortion sharply limited, the
wearing of the veil coming back into daily life, and the uses of public space
regulated and curfewed.” The Islamist political ideology manifests itself in
the politics and discourse articulated by political elites. In relation to this,
van Dijk (1984: 43) mentions that as members of various social groups are
part of social context, their discourse expresses what is going on “in” these
participants’ minds.
This being the case, when the discourse is considered in the context of Gezi
incidents, it can be said that the protesters involved in the resistance have
been perceived as the cause of the problem. As members of the minority
group, protesters are categorized by their different acts and mentality,
therefore the minority group mostly remains to be presented in a negative
light from the perspective of the dominant group. With the increasing
restrictions on freedom of speech and also in many other fields, critical
media groups undertook the role of keeping people informed about the
movement and its details. During the protests, social media activism was
bearing significance for news sharing because the mainstream media
decided to broadcast unrelated things (such as documentaries on penguins)
which can be understood as a lack of coverage. People actively used social
media, especially Twitter, to create a form of collective action mostly under
the hashtags: #direngezi, #occupygezi, #resistgezi, #resistanbul.

4.2. The Use of Hashtags Related to Gezi within the Boğaziçi
protests Twitter-scape and Creation/Emergence of New
Hashtags Reflecting the Boğaziçi University Events
A form of collaborative action under certain hashtags had and has been
created during both Gezi Resistance and Boğaziçi Resistance. In this
manner, it is significant to examine the discourses closely, regarding both
incidents. The interconnectivity of Gezi and Boğaziçi discourses is based
on the structures behind them which shape and transform them into new
ones. Therefore, this interconnectivity of those discourses, brings to mind
the intertextual factors existing between them. As Mikhail Bakhtin says:
“Our speech, that is, all our utterances (including creative works), is filled
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with others' words, varying degrees of otherness or varying degrees of "ourown-ness," varying degrees of awareness and detachment. These words of
others carry with them their own expression, their own evaluative tone,
which we assimilate, rework, and re-accentuate” (Bakhtin: 1986, 89). As
social actors who are both constituents of society and living in the society,
we are not producing utterances in isolation so our language cannot be also
seen in isolation but is a kind of blend of past and the present. What we
utter cannot be seen as a detached phenomenon from the structures which
shape our discourse.
In relation to the active use of social media throughout the Gezi protests,
similarly during the Boğaziçi protests, Boğaziçi protesters were gathering
on social media mostly under these hashtags: #kayyumrektöristemiyoruz,
#TürkiyedeKayyumRezaleti, #BoğaziçiDireniyor, #BoğaziçiResistance,
#BoğaziçiSusmayacak,
#WeDoNotAcceptWeDoNotGiveUp,
#LGBTIHaklarıİnsanHaklarıdır,
#AşağıBakmayacağız,
#AkademiBiatEtmez,
#HerYerBoğaziçiHerYerDireniş,
#BoğaziçiAblukada, #BundanSonrasıBizde, #FakülteyiSarayaKur. The
consciousness of Boğaziçi Resistance, regarding the refusal to accept the
newly appointed rector issue, gave rise to the active use of social media for
solidarity. In this manner, hashtags bear importance in collective actions,
since nowadays there is an active use of Twitter among people who want
to increase awareness on political and social issues. Michelle Zappavigna
(2019: 717) refers to interpersonal and textual functions of hashtags by
stating that: “Hashtags as a form of conversational tagging enable
individuals to search social media discourse to find out what people are
saying about particular domains, or to share feelings and opinions with
like-minded users (or argue with those who do not share your worldview).”
Therefore, created hashtags related to Boğaziçi Resistance can be seen as a
good example of interpersonal function.
After Bulu’s appointment as a new rector, the students started a campaign
on social media with the hashtag #kayyumrektöristemiyoruz [we don’t
want a trustee rector]. Students used the word "kayyum" which means
trustee, to indicate Bulu not being elected but appointed by President
Erdoğan. This can be understood as the students want the new rector to be
elected by the faculty in a democratic way. Therefore, this hashtag raised a
significant awareness that many people began to tweet or comment on
other people’s tweets by using this hashtag. As Zappavigna (2019: 717)
mentions, hashtags are popular forms of social metadata. This means that
when people comment under a hashtag, that they link themselves with likeminded users and carry the topic further by adding their comments.
Regarding the use of the hashtag #kayyumrektöristemiyoruz, we observe
the solidarity between people who link themselves with each other under
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the related topic. In addition to this, when the incidents take on a new
dimension as the particular event is developing, unfolding and sometimes
even escalating, active social media users create new hashtags related to the
occurring issues. The first created hashtag or tweet that indicates a specific
topic, gradually through users’ comments, branches out. Later on, by
continuously using, tagging, this hashtag, users start to comment and post
new contents regarding the given social issue, the case being the peaceful
Boğaziçi resistance by the students, the faculty and their supporters.
During the protests, the main entrance of the university has been under a
police blockade to prevent any resistance and protests. In the following
days, the police dispersed the crowd by using disproportionate violence and
detained fifty students on campus. Protests being held in other places have
also been dispersed by the police. Throughout these protests, many people
have been detained and some were put under house arrest. In addition,
within the pro-governmental discourse, some voices have been labelling
anyone who opposes official policies and stands with the resistance as either
a terrorist or a traitor. In relation to this fact, some hashtags - such as
#resistboğaziçi, #BoğaziçiDireniyor (literally: “Boğaziçi is resisting.”),
#BoğaziçiResistance - were created by the Twitter users who stand with the
Boğaziçi resistance. Since the Gezi Park Protests, #diren [#resist] hashtag
has become associated with resisting authoritarian neoliberalism (Bilgiç,
2018). Therefore, these kinds of hashtags have taken shape according to
the flow of incidents and protests.
The incident during which a police officer urged peaceful
students/protesters to “look down” when walking towards the university,
led
Twitter
users
to
create
the
hashtag
#wewontlookdown/#wewontbowdown [#AşağıBakmayacağız]. After the
video of this issue was released on social media and went viral, several
people began tweeting and commenting under this hashtag, and soon it
became a motto and trend. Thus, #wewontlookdown hashtag is being used
to bring together the oppositional groups to express their discontent with
the stance of the police and government. Later on, Turkish Medical
Association tweeted “Let’s look at the sky” [“Göğe Bakalım”] with putting
the
hashtags
#wewontlookdown
[#AşağıBakmayacağız]
and
#BoğaziçiUnderBlockade [#BoğaziçiAblukada]. The famous musician
Derya Köroğlu tweeted “Don’t bow your head down” [“Başın öne
eğilmesin!”] under the hashtags #wewontlookdown [#AşağıBakmayacağız]
and #BoğaziçiUnderBlockade [#BoğaziçiAblukada].
In addition, the hate speech and smearing campaign led by some members
of the dominant group and its supporters against ethnic, sexual and
religious minorities illustrates the deep disagreement about basic human
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rights in Turkey. Therefore, this trending hashtag #AşağıBakmayacağız
[#wewontlookdown] is expressing the very feeling of those who do not
want to bow down to what they perceive as the ongoing oppression.

4.3. Higher Education and the Appointments to Rector Positions
We may ask why the appointment of the new rector has met with so much
resistance and that the news about it has consequently resonated in
international media and the transnational academic community. The first
reason is quite clear and well-known (an attack on the university
autonomy), that is, an independent, autonomous (state) university
(Boğaziçi being one of the most outstanding examples) uses the
meritocratic principle in the selection of the faculty and the students as
such is highly competitive and productive in comparison with other
universities, which is fundamentally supported by the freedom of speech
(as presenting all the variety of critical standpoints, even those that might
not be appreciated by the majority of population), thought (research), free
and voluntary organizing and gathering. The product of these intertwined
processes then may be called by its critics “elitism” and similar, but a mere
look into the publications, their way of presentation, and international
experience of the faculty, motivation of students, the success rate of its
alumni, shows that an independent university is a place of high-quality
education and research.
More specific is the second reason, around which the faculty members at
the Boğaziçi University (BoUn) stand united and that is exemplified by
meticulous, democratic and collegial ways of organizing (“of running”) the
university. This, to a great extent unique nature of the university’s
governance model (OTSA, 2021), if not in the wider world then definitely
in Turkey, is rooted in a principle that its structure is rather horizontal,
where the decision-making process between departments, faculties and
rectorate is being mediated via various and numerous commission and the
rector never held the absolute power. As the professor in political science
Mine Eder explains about the (self)governance at the Boğaziçi University:
“our rectors have never been powerful which [the faculty has] managed
through eighty some commissions […] the Senate and the University
Executive Board, […] and every single due process is done, taken
through, different commissions and gone through the Senate process […]
obviously this is a very unique experience in that sense that [the faculty
members] have managed to, over the years, establish this kind of a
horizontal governance model, where the rector is simply a co-ordinator
frankly, a facilitator, […] sort of in sharp contrast to the kind of, sort of,
excessive centralized power of the rector that our rectors have always
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relished the idea of ‘Yes, we are going to try to guide our university, but
we are also going to be listening, deliberating with our university faculty
members’ and that’s why the socialization to the university in our
campuses, the socialization of the faculty really comes through working
in these commissions” (OTSA, 2021).
This elaborate description represents the academic discourse articulated at
Boğaziçi University which is well-understood abroad and also by top
universities in Turkey, and sheds light on the fact that the faculty has been
almost unanimously united in its resistance against the decree that
appointed the last rector who was not a member of the faculty at this state
university.

4.4. Transnational Solidarity and the Communication of
Boğaziçi University Towards the World (in English)
From the perspective of digital acts on the transnational solidarity level in
the case of Boğaziçi University resistance to the new rector, we have
observed that the support comes from three distinguishable levels: 1) the
personal level represented by individual students, alumni, and faculty
members at other universities abroad with links to or concern for the
Boğaziçi University situation and its rights and resistance (by posting
tweets sometimes with references to their open letters), 2) the associational
level that is typified by professional associations and unions, and civil
society organizations expressing their solidarity via the official statements
or petitions to the Turkish government, and 3) the latest, political (or a
high-politics) level has emerged one and half month after the resistance in
both, the real physical and virtual space, after the former Labour Party
leader Jeremy Corbyn in the UK expressed his support for the university
students and staff at Boğaziçi University (Hundreds come, n.d.), and Joe
Biden, the new U.S. president, showed concern about the state of
democracy in Turkey (U.S. Department of State, 2021).
The students abroad and their associations and Twitter accounts of the
association have created a variety of hashtags and in the context of physical
social reality also in vivo protests or meetings (e.g. of the Boğaziçi
University alumni in 20 cities over the world). These acts of expressing
solidarity are being directly broadcast or later shared on social media. The
hashtags are mostly created by the Turkish Twitter users that is the
“tweeters” who know Turkish language and socio-political context, and are
either emigres, Boğaziçi University alumni, sojourner students studying
abroad, or the youth of Turkish origin born abroad. Further, universities
in countries in Europe and Northern America and student associations
have manifested their solidarity as well.
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1) Transnational expressions of solidarity via social media (Twitter) by
individuals are mostly articulated by the people with direct connection to
the academic world, sometimes also sent on behalf of the particular
academic’s or student’s institution. The main point is that these instances
of digital political acts are being conducted in accordance with the
definition coined by Theocharis (2015). Although their social and “medial
impact” can be questioned in terms of a little influence, their psychological
impact seems to have been one of important motivational sources for the
Boğaziçi University protesters. In addition, the digital acts of expressing
solidarity play an important role in a discursive formation of the pro-civil
society discourse. We cannot claim that every tweet containing terms of
solidarity or sharing information about the events and their development
at Boğaziçi University is a digital political act and that each of them follows
or can be proven to have been following solidarity as it has been
conceptualized by Wildt (1999). However, the digital acts of solidarity
with the protesters from Boğaziçi University have been identified
containing all the elements proposed independently by Theocharis from
the perspective of political science and by Wildt from the position of
philosophy. The tweeters engaged in protection the university autonomy
and expressing their solidarity with the protesting students and faculty
members, used positive phrases contributing to forming and sustaining the
pro-civil discourse such as “I stand in solidarity with…”, “I declare/express
my solidarity with…”, and in most cases they used their own names (or
the names that seem to be their citizen names).
(1) Name Surname @X I stand in solidarity with the Bogazici
students against the fascists.
Under the #WeDoNotAcceptWeDoNotGiveUp a Turkish academic living
abroad (University of Amsterdam) explained the importance of real human
relations by stating that “Our ties are [therefore] not just a matter of
theoretical academic solidarity, but tangible, acute and personal” (Özdemir
Kaya, 2021). Wider and more intense representation of transnational
solidarity started by the mid-February after a one and half month of the
resistance of the students and their supporters in Turkey.
Since our study deals with expressions of solidarity during our research we
found the “opposite voice” that appeared written in English, although the
pro-governmental discourse was articulated in other than Turkish language
rarely. For this reason, we deem important to show and briefly discuss this
antagonistic opinion from the intertextual discursive perspective.
(2) XY @XY · Feb 8 There are 15,000 students in Bogazici and only
500 to demonstrate. I am in solidarity with the 14,500 other students
who want to study in peace and who are disturbed by the 500 others
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that
you
support
because
#ErdoğanınYanındayız #Turkiye

you

are

Turkophobic.

The active and quite prolific Turkish tweeter who is also fluent in French,
starts his (the gender estimation is based on the person’s nickname and
discursive positioning) tweet with pointing out that the group of protesting
students is only a small minority, while forgetting or hiding two simple
facts. There is no data on how many students support the Boğaziçi
Resistance, and if we apply the concept of silent majority (NoelleNeumann, 1974), it is highly probable that the majority of students tacitly
disagrees with the appointment of the new rector. Another indicator of
such an attitude is demonstrated by almost all the academic staff following
and supporting the cause of university autonomy. In the tweet, solidarity
with the allegedly non-protesting majority of students is being
ostentatiously expressed. The protesting group is in fact, in the eyes of the
tweeter, disturbing the peace of others to study comfortably and accusation
of being non-patriotic or even racist against “own” nation (or ethnicity) is
being insinuated. Beyond this claim of Turkophobia we can see a
connection to allegations that this protest is supported by the local Greek
community. Ethnic minorities are sadly always seen in the nationalistic
discourse as the suspicious ones of being the enemies or traitors of the
country. The conclusion is made by adding the hashtag confirming the
writer’s discursive position which in English goes as “We are on the Side
of Erdoğan”.
Among the most notable individual supporters belongs the American
political philosopher Judith Butler who presented her (in a gender-neutral
language “their”) solidary views during her online speech on transnational
solidarity for the students of Boğaziçi University (Phil-Free, 2021). The
stance of the famous scholar and activist does not seem to be expressed
directly on the Twitter as no tweet of such a content was found under any
of the several accounts under the name of Judith Butler, as some are openly
parody accounts while the others contain a statement that they are accounts
set up by the “fans” of the said renowned scholar (and one account
@judithbutler contained before being closed a note that seems to be written
by the real Judith Butler saying “Just parking this account so the alt-right
doesn't ruin another thing.”). This indicates that a choice was made to
address the participants of the event (an “open class”) within the virtual
communicative act and not via any Twitter memes. The announcements
and following reflections about this events were brought to Twitter by
other users:
(3) @X Feb 26: Judith Butler on “Transnational Solidarity” in
solidarity
with
#BoğaziçiResistance,
https://t.co/bx6KtUfBWK?amp=1
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(4) Judith Butler on "Transnational Solidarity" with Boğaziçi
https://youtu.be/2IKTb4HHGKI transborder citizens in solidarity
sınır aşan dayanışma, sınırlar ötesi yurttaşlık
Judith Butler’s contribution can be interpreted as expressing solidarity via
direct, although virtual, contact with the students who wished her/them in
a nicely orchestrated surprise for the birthday that fell on the same day as
the online event, and at the same time by explaining her/their views and
knowledge. At the very beginning of her/their presentation she/they
positioned herself/themselves on the side of the Boğaziçi University
students, faculty, and that way, in addition to the very participation at this
online event, she/they expressed her solidarity with people engaged in
protecting academic freedom.
(5) “Thank you, I am honoured to be here and also honoured to be
part of your struggle which, as you know, is enormously important
one […]” (Phil-Free, 2021).
(6) “Whatever you decide to ask of the rest of us, or decide to do
next, we will walk with you, be with you, stand by you. I will follow
your lead” (Phil-Free, 2021).
Butler emphasized the importance of the autonomy of universities from
the state, being fully aware of the fragility of a relation between the two
social institutions, given the fact that the former is being financially
sustained (as a public university) by the latter (the state). Further, the
famous scholar expanded on the public issue of targeting of the
LGBTIQA+ groups within the pro-governmental discourse and also
accompanied by administrative decisions limiting the activities of
systematically discriminated minority groups, an example of which is
closing down of the Boğaziçi LGBTI+ Studies Club on February 2, 2021
that had been kept in a so-called candidate status (a club waiting to be
approved by the university) since 2014. This means that it was not closed
merely as a result of the politicised and medialized scandal after an
exhibition held on the Boğaziçi campus between January 28 and January
29, 2021. In this context, Judith Butler pointed out that “the treatment of
LGBTQIA people is a litmus test for rising authoritarianism” and that no
disadvantaged community should be forsaken when facing institutional
discrimination because in unity and solidarity remains the power against
the wave of contemporary steadily growing authoritarianism (Phil-Free,
2021).
(7) ♀ @X Feb 25 Judith Butler commenting on the newly appointed
rector shutting down Boğaziçi LGBTI+ Studies Club: “What they
do to LGBTQIA people, they can do to anyone else. They start there
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+ then they move. You do not abandon the most vulnerable groups,
you make your solidarity with them.”
Butler’s words help to construct a unifying pro-civil society discourse of
solidarity that has been weakened after the aforementioned event at the
exhibition where one poster with an art-work depicting the flags
representing the LGBTIQA+ in four corners of the Islam’s holy site Kaaba.
The essence of late-modern art, or of any work of art, is that it is usually
opened for more than one interpretation. In an unfortunate turn of events,
the picture presented by the students was not understood in the way it was
intended by its creators. The students who made the collage wanted to
express that they felt as an unappreciated minority in the Turkish society
and also a written explanation was attached in a note under the discussed
picture that caused a negative reaction and has been interpreted by religious
and political Islamist circles as an insult to Islam itself. According to the
authors of the picture, the composition of the artwork was not meant to be
a provocation or an insult.
2) After the “microsocial” individual level, solidarity with the Boğaziçi
University protesters is being expressed also on a meso-level of formal
organizations (most of them are occupational associations). Since
organizations are created and filled with people, in social reality, the two
solidary levels are naturally intertwined. The first association from abroad
that expressed solidarity with the Boğaziçi University cause was the
University and College Union branch at the University of Oxford (on
January 6, 2021).
(8) Solidarity to our colleagues at Boğaziçi University struggling to
uphold academic freedom & democracy in the University. We
condemn the police violence and arrests towards students and call
Turkish authorities to respect the institutions’ academic freedom and
autonomy.
9:04 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · 712 Retweets · 95 Quote Tweets · 3,045
Likes
The Oxford UCU’s official statement was tweeted and also published on
the association’s webpage. The text was written in a direct speech mode
with the use of the “we” voice (pronouns and verbs are conjugated in 1st
person plural) that represents a direct stance and a collective (social)
identity which is also emphasized by the noun phrase “our colleagues”.
Discursive meaning puts this text into the pro-civil society discourse by
employing the terms of “academic freedom and democracy” and explicit
refusal of the intervention conducted by the law enforcement. The last
clause is directly addressed to the conservative character of the government
with appeal to stop and change the course of action. A covert, more
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implicit, meaning in the second sentence can be tentatively interpreted as
an illocutionary speech act because the speaker (UCU) “calls Turkish
authorities” with an intent to influence and change the receiver’s
behaviour.
This first open expression of transnational solidarity was accompanied by
the amnesty petition (Amnesty International UK, n.d.) for the support of
which, as of February 25, 2021, 23,847 people had sent their email to the
Turkish authorities, demanding justice for ill-treated university students
after at least 45 students were detained during a peaceful protest at Boğaziçi
University on January 4 (UCU, 2021). Although the news had a minimum
impact on Twitter at the time (posting by a Turkish young academic living
in the U.K. and 5 retweets, one of the users employing
#BoğaziçiSusmayacak hashtag), it was soon enough followed by the SULF
(The Swedish Association for University Teachers and Researchers on
January 12).
Further, on January 13, PEN Norway followed in a joint statement with
Civic Space Studies Association (an independent human rights institution)
with a clear message “We stand with ‘Boğaziçi Solidarity’” (PEN Norway
& CSSA, 2021). The Magna Charta Observatory which is overseeing the
Magna Charta Universitatum (a document about the mission and
independency of universities signed by more than 900 universities) released
its own public statement on February 11, 2021 regarding the autonomy of
universities in Turkey and particularly expanding on the appointment of a
new rector of Boğaziçi University. Various departments from the world’s
renowned universities (e.g. Department of Cultural Anthropology at Duke
University on February 17, 2021), and university rectorates (Bremen
University, on the same date) continued in expressing their transnational
solidarity with the cause of the students and academics of Boğaziçi
University. The associational level gained impetus after the former rector
(the first rector elected after the 1980 coup) and respected professor Üstün
Ergüder was publicly targeted on February 21, 2021 - via tweets, a
telephone call, and a television appearance - as a person intervening from
the inside of the university by the Minister of Internal Affairs Süleyman
Soylu (Int’l support, 2021).
Humanitarian groups, online media outlets, and especially Boğaziçi alumni
groups have been weaving the web of the pro-civil society discourse
through posting online and public meetings, many times outside in many
cities of the world regardless of the actual weather. The intensity of
expressions of solidarity, together with confirming the legitimacy of the
resistance, was at its summit during February and continued until April 18.
Some groups of the alumni living abroad or the students who spent a study
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visit at Boğaziçi University connected their support with the detainees who
were protesting with the rainbow flag representing the LGBTIQA+
movement.
(9) The demands of the Boğaziçi University students are just and
legitimate, we stand by their resistance which they're continuing with
determination. Solidarity with Boğaziçi! Feb 03, 2021
(10) Carrying rainbow flag is not a crime! Today, Bogazici alumni in
Paris gathered to show solidarity with #BogaziciUniversity students
detained for carrying a rainbow flag. [Rainbow flag]
#GokkusagimaDokunma
The second quoted tweet is enclosed with a hashtag in Turkish which
translates in English as “Do not touch my Rainbow” fostering the
supportive position towards sexual minorities of the Boğaziçi alumni group
in Paris. In summary, English-written tweets containing the expressions of
solidarity with the students and academics used mostly the Turkish
versions of hashtags that are discussed in previous sections of this text. In
the most cases they have been accompanied by its various English
equivalents: #BogaziciDireniyor ~ #ResistBogazici, #asağıbakmıyoruz ~
#WeWontLookDown. The hashtag used by Turkish alumni abroad (e.g.
from Washington D.C.) #AskBOUNEgmez show the deep affinity of the
graduates toward their alma mater (“The love for Boğaziçi will never make
you bow down”). This can be possibly hard to understand to the people
who did not have a chance to study at an institution with a strong and
positive social identity which sometimes from the outside can appear as an
empty stuck-up elitism. But it rarely is that way and the particular person’s
behaviour and academic performance shall be assessed. In the end, Melih
Bulu is also a graduate of Boğaziçi University which can indicate that the
power status of the academic quality “gatekeepers” has been weakened
during the last two decades.
Some hashtags seem to be of purely English provenience like
#iStand4Bogazici (“I stand for Boğaziçi”) demonstrating the direct support
for the people involved in the struggle for university autonomy. One strand
of hashtags, contained in the transnational tweets posted in English, works
with an allusion to Gezi Park protests and leading slogans of that period
(the summer months of 2013), e.g. #BoğaziçiHerYerde (“Boğaziçi is
everywhere”) or #HerYerBoğaziçiHerYerDireniş (Boğaziçi [is]
Everywhere, Resistance [is] Everywhere).
3) As the last level, we distinguish the act of solidarity from the world of
high politics. In this context, we have observed two characteristics in
approaching the Boğaziçi student protests that might be determined by the
nature of top politics itself – disconnectedness and sporadicity – and
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therefore be pointing at the interest-based character of this social
institution. By disconnectedness we mean a mutual avoiding of the “tweeting
spaces” (tweets and threads), as the people and organizations on the first
two levels do not seem to retweet the tweets of the politicians, and on the
other hand, politicians or political bodies resort to official statements in
which solidarity is expressed rather implicitly (“we are concerned”, “we
observe”, that is, there are no “we stand with…” statements appearing) or
in more general context (“Turkey” or “democracy”). This does not mean
that this part of the pro-civil discourse should be discharged as a mere
unimportant rhetoric exercise. The students involved in the resistance
against the way of appointment and the rector appointee at Boğaziçi
University may be avoiding the “Twitter contact” with the top-politics
whether national or international. The students seem to opt for being
apolitical because this disagreement is, according to their view, political
only in terms of the university autonomy and not aimed against the state
and government as has been constantly argued by the official progovernmental discourse. Only a minor part of tweets posted by politically
radical individuals and groups have the anti-government or directly antiErdoğan rhetoric. With a close and careful reading, we can see that the
most tweets by the student tweeters are openly critical and yet respectful,
and purely focused on the issue of the appointment of the “trustee rector”.
The second observed aspect of the political level, sporadicity, refers to the
fact that the interest of political elites does not seem to be continuous and
on the contrary, is rather episodical, appearing like a mere “visiting” the
social milieu of a certain public issue, which also puts into doubt
genuineness of an interest in a particular cause. It is hard not to see the
Boğaziçi University protests only as one of playing balls on the playground
of “big politics”, whereas for the people in the academic community it is a
crucial issue of losing its own sense of existence because as many agree,
there cannot be critical thinking without autonomy of thought, research,
and without freedom of speech, associating, and gathering.
The media event that stirred the waters of the “Twitterscape” happens to
be a discursive mêlée between the USA and Turkey. The administration of
the new American president Joe Biden criticized the undemocratic
practices of the Turkish government with the aim of undermining the
stability in the Republic of Turkey, to which the response by the Turkish
representative of the Ministry of Internal Affairs came stating that the USA
should not intervene in the internal issues of the Republic of Turkey
(ABD’nin, 2021). In the debate on social media, many Turkish Twitter
users have been critically pointing out that the USA has enough of its own
problems with the human rights violations. Our aim here is not to delve
into this macro-political discourse. We stick to our research objective and
inquire one more act of transnational solidarity, above the instance of
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which a disagreeing reader can put a question mark. On February 4, 2021,
the spokesperson of the Department of State of the USA Ned Price (U.S.
Department of State, 2021) stated at a press conference and consecutively
disseminated via a tweet from his official Twitter account the following
words:
(11) Ned Price @StateDeptSpox · Feb 4 United States government
official. We are closely monitoring peaceful demonstrations against
the appointment of a new rector at Boğaziçi University in Turkey.
We are concerned by detentions of students and other demonstrators
and strongly condemn the anti-LGBTQI+ rhetoric surrounding
demonstrations.
The question we might ask is whether we can identify behind careful
diplomatic choice of words (“closely monitoring”, “we are concerned by”),
as it is prescribed to and expected from the role of a spokesperson, an
expression of solidarity, or not. But Ned Price added a more direct and
humanistic aspect to the closely watched and later widely discussed part of
his presentation, that is, in the Turkish online and social media at the least.
Besides “strongly” condemning “the LGBTQI+ rhetoric surrounding
demonstrations”, he also said that “[f]reedom of expression, even speech
that some may find uncomfortable, is a critical component of a vibrant,
functioning democracy that must be protected” (U.S. Department of State,
2021). Besides Biden’s administration, the EU and the UN articulated
their serious concerns about the situation in Turkey, but an open
expression of solidarity came only from former high-officials and still
public figures – Jeremy Corbyn from the U.K. and Yannis Varoufakis from
Greece.

Conclusion
The case of the student and academic protests at Boğaziçi University and
resistance against the appointment of a trustee rector demonstrates the
process of social change through which Turkey has been passing during the
period after 2013 Gezi Protests and more intensely after the 2016 failed
coup d’état attempt. Our study has focused on the discursive aspects of the
expression of solidarity via social media in general and Twitter in
particular.
Since Turkey is inevitably a part of the current events related to the crisis
of the neoliberal capitalism within the framework of the impact of
populism, social movements cannot be thought of as phenomena isolated
from current issues. Therefore, it can be seen from the both similar protest
movements (Gezi in 2013 and Boğaziçi in 2021), that one of the major
problems in Turkey is the disproportionate power relations between the
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dominant group and oppositional groups resisting its hegemonic discourse.
The Gezi movement was different from other social movements regarding
its transnational character which was embedded in civic action, and in
disseminating its message via social media. Also in the Boğaziçi movement,
the solidarity among reflexive citizens and other activists around the world
has led to the discursive formation of the pro-civil society discourse. As
members of the minority, the protesters can only represent themselves and
convey their message on social media, especially through Twitter, since
mainstream media usually do not cover all the issues about protests, are not
independent and impartial, and join in constructing the conservative progovernment discourse. Expressions of solidarity and live actions conducted
in the support of these two rhizomatic movements have been also reported
about only on social media. In other words, both discursive formations are
represented on social media, particularly on Twitter, whereas the discourse
of moderate political Islamism holds its cultural hegemony over the
Turkish mass media.
Human interaction as an arena of dominating powers and dominated
groups, is intertwined with power relations. Regarding the power and
resistance relationship, in this current case, it is the pro-civil society
discourse which would transform the dynamics of the dominating power
into a constructive act since only through resistance, the continuation of
the power relations become possible. Within the discourse, a discursive
formation constructed by an oppositional group and its supporters
contains expressions of solidarity, while the antagonistic voice sources from
the pro-government discourse representing the stance of neoliberal political
Islamist elite. We can observe the influence of this discourse in a passive
acceptance by the majority of citizens in Turkey of the country’s
withdrawal from the Istanbul Convention which was declared by the
Presidential Decree on March 20, 2021. This decision is based on a
discursive formation containing the claims such as that the traditional
conservative order in the society protects women best and forms a strong
woman and mother. The Istanbul Convention on the other hand is being
stigmatized as “dangerous” to the traditional family.
Further, both Gezi and Boğaziçi protest movements bear resemblance in
terms of the occupation of a public space. Throughout history, some
notable civic spaces have become symbols of resistance and when a space
becomes a symbol for resistance, the dominating power strives to wrestle
out the space from the hands of the resisting group. Gezi and Boğaziçi, as
the symbols of resistance, also embody both national and transnational
solidarity against mainstream politics. In this context, similar strategies that
were used in Gezi Park Resistance to create both social and political
awareness, have been employed by Boğaziçi Resistance in terms of
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spreading social mobilization. Just as “Gezi” in 2013, “Boğaziçi” today in
2021 refers to the anti-government collective movement under the
hashtags “Everywhere is Taksim, everywhere is resistance” and
“Everywhere is Boğaziçi, everywhere is resistance”.
The instances of the neoliberal encroachment to public or institutional
semi-public space do not end with the aforementioned events. The
encroachment takes on several forms characterized by presenting the
changes undertaken by the circles around the new elites either as a popular
democratization or as undoing of previously made unjust decisions. In
2019, the transformation of the Yıldız Technical University campus into
the so-called “garden of nation” facility (or people’s garden) started and the
new Davutpaşa Nation’s Garden was opened on June 5, 2021. The campus
is located in an overcrowded district with almost no green public areas
remaining, therefore this by part politically motivated urban-policy act is
easily being presented as improving people’s living standards, although
implicitly at the cost of academic life of students, e.g. missing laboratories
and dormitories. Another example is directly related to the property of Gezi
Park and represents an alleged alleviation of former injustice caused by legal
expropriation. A greater part of future Gezi Park was legally expropriated
in the 1930s and a large cemetery owned and used by the Armenian (ethnoreligious) community, located on the property for centuries, was
demolished in 1939 (Parla & Özgül, 2016). The property deed came into
the ownership of the Istanbul Municipality. In March 2021 the property
deed of Gezi Park was passed to the General Directorate of Foundations of
the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, nearly eight years after the Gezi
uprising, with a claim that it belongs to “a Ottoman foundation” with
origins in the 16th century. Given the fact that the director and trustee of
the foundation is not alive, the property deed stays in the hands of the
Directorate and in other words, of the incumbent government. After two
allegedly legal expropriations the property once again belongs to the
interest group in power and the process of the neoliberal encroachment
continues.
Finally, the intensive use of power by the police on one hand and the
occupation of public/civic spaces on the other hand show that the prodemocratic resistance in both empirical cases – the Gezi uprising and the
Boğaziçi student protests – is meant to protect and improve the true
democratic institutions against the gradually growing oppression of human
rights and the encroachment of public spaces brought by neoliberal
authoritarianism. The media images of police interventions, besides the
encroachment of university autonomy through appointing the trustee
rector, have stimulated several waves of the increase in digital acts of the
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solidarity expression, as we demonstrated, on all three – individual,
associational, and political (and partisan) – levels.
The Boğaziçi movement and Gezi in the past enabled us to see the active
use of social media by the civic protesters and have received both national
and transnational support. The use of social networks provides a new space
for the protesters since this kind of progressive and sustainable act has the
potential to change and transform the power-resistance relations, and
hopefully to create a less polarized society where the dignity of all people is
recognized. How to reach this point might be a feasible action research
topic for some future interdisciplinary studies.
The most recent change happened during the editorial preparation of this
volume book. Based on the presidential decree from July 14, 2021, Melih
Bulu was discharged from the position of rector of Boğaziçi University
(Resmî Gazete, 2021). This decision marks an important moment in the
course of this student and academic protest movement, although according
to the social actors it is only one chapter in a longer book of forthcoming
events because the academics at Boğaziçi proclaimed that they are decided
to continue until the policy of appointment will be changed. This study
attempted to map the development of the events and their discursive
formation on Twitter in the first half of 2021.
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Introduction
Literature has continued to comment and document on past politics and
social fabrics of civilizations and empires; fiction written by and about the
refugees, asylum seekers and forced migrants1 can be used to understand
the refugee plight in an empathic way and help inform refugee policy which
uphold human rights. This chapter categorises literary works of refugees
and about refugees, as a source of understanding and knowledge the
refugee experience.
A fictional or biographical piece of literary work is also a documentation of
series of events, and it is the retrospective fashion of writing about those
experiences. It is a tool for representation for the self and of others. Writers
have used creative writing as a tool to often comment or criticise the society
and its ideologies of the time. Fiction produced in certain eras of history
can help identify the norms and customs of a society long with critically
commenting on the politics as well. Just as Pride and Prejudice by Austen
gives an insight into what it was like to be a woman and a family without
a son in Victorian England (Condor, 2000: 175-205). Oliver Twist is an
essential critique on the dark side of industrial revolution and what London
life was really like for orphans, and other poor members of a high Victorian
England (Ruth, 2004: 121-123). Following similar same suit is poetry.
Poetry has also played a role in identifying socio-political atmosphere of its
time, Shelley’s Ozymandias is a beautiful example of poetry deliberating on
the shift in politics and its impact on history, as the poem woefully narrates
the story of an Egyptian King’s reign and remaining ruins (Duffy, 1984:
321-377). Moving into the modern era Waiting for Godot sums up the
existentialist crisis of the modern world, while also critiquing the dilemmas
1 While academically and politically refugees, asylum seekers and migrants hold
different definitions and legal obligations etc. however, since the chapter is not
looking at the legalities, the operative term this chapter will continue to use, to refer
to any person who has left their home country to seek protection in another will be
referred to as a refugee.
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of the modern man regarding time, fear and loss of religion and faith
(Weber, 2000: 243-245).
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory has been a children’s favourite since its
publication in 1964, and it continues to play an important role in the
celebration of English Literature (Gregory: 2013). The novella follows the
story of a young boy who becomes one of five lucky winners to take a tour
of Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory. Originally hailed as a moralistic tale
about excessive eating of candies, excessively watching television, gluttony,
and lack of discipline from parents. However, further studies have found
inherent dark narratives underlying within the main text of the story
(Schultz, 1998: 463-481). The much beloved characters, the Oompa
Loompas and their songs, after further studies have been found to be objects
of colonial narratives, their otherness is as visible as it is invisible (Bradford,
2001: 196-218). Literature has played an extensive role in documenting
how the colonisers perceived the colonised world. With its capacity to
document, literature from the time of British Empire, written by British
writers has often encapsulated what the colonies, their customs and
traditions, and features physical or otherwise were to the Empire (Sullivan,
1983: 599-617). A description of the native princess in Heart of Darkness
is, "She was savage and superb, wild-eyed and magnificent; there was
something ominous and stately in her deliberate progress.” (Conrad,
1996:14). The main character described the native men as, "It was
unearthly, and the men were—No, they were not inhuman. Well, you
know, that was the worst of it—this suspicion of their not being inhuman.
It would come slowly to one. They howled, and leaped, and spun, and
made horrid faces; but what thrilled you was just the thought of their
humanity…”, these show a subtle and inherent sense of arrogance on part
of the writer and an inherent understanding of the inferiority of race of the
native Africans he was writing about (Conrad, 1996, 20). There are many
other writers who wrote about people from the colonies in derogatory ways,
for example, the character of Bertha Antoinetta Mason is a mulatto 2
woman from Jamaica, who is married to Jane Eyre’s love interest Mr.
Rochester, but she is conveniently insane and locked away in an attic of the
house (Spivak, 1985: 243-261). This paper takes one of those authors,
Roald Dahl and one of his many books, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
as an example to elucidate these colonial prejudices with.
Similarly, war literature documents the times of war, the experiences of
that war and the structural changes war brings to the characters and towns

2 Mulatto is a non-offensive term used for people who were born with one slave
(native) parent, and one white (coloniser) parent. They were often considered the
half-caste and outsiders in either communities because of their skin colour.
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under siege. The Kite Runner, A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaled
Hossieni are two well-known novels which reveal the life and times of
people in Afghanistan after the Soviet-USA war and the eventual takeover
of the Taliban in the region. Similarly, refugee and forced migration
stories, and novels have been coming out for a very long time, When Hitler
Stole Pink Rabbit is one such example of a children’s storybook
documenting the life of a Jewish family under the Third Reich (Hope,
2008: 295-304). Literature and the creative arts thus play an enormous role
in not only documenting but also critiquing on social norms, cultural and
political structures, and their accompanying rhetoric.

1. Theoretical Framework
In The Instant of my Death Blanchot writes to Derrida about an incident
that happened to him in France during World War II. The recollection, as
Blanchot (2000). claims it to be is a testimony to what he witnessed and
experienced, and as a victim of that war and particular instance where he
was almost killed. Derrida’s response to the story, is first understanding the
limits of death and its relationship to the limitations of literature
(Polatinsky and Scherzinger, 2013: 124-134). Literature then becomes a
medium that the victims can use to bear witness to their experiences and
write about them as testimony to what happened to them, thus creating a
voice beyond death and a consequent we. The collective we that is formed
through these testimonies is a general understanding of a group of people,
with similarities in narratives, motifs and other literary elements. The
literature produced under such understandings and circumstances is
looked through two lenses: mirror and light (Nexon and Neumann, 2006:
157-176). Literature as mirror is reimagining against presupposed ideas,
and vested interests in current discourses to provide a different perspective
(Sterling-Folker and Folker, 2006:103-126). While literature as light
investigates and elucidates political theory and/or historical events through
literary lenses. This paper uses the lens of literature as light, as it explores
an historical event; the refugee migration stories3.
We can explore three different styles of documenting through literature;
Exit West by Mohsin Hamid, a non-refugee writer and A Hope More
Powerful Than the Sea by UNHCR spokesperson Melissa Fleming about a
resilient young Syrian girl Doaa al-Zamel, and The Refugees a collection of

3 In the interest of this paper’s nature, the politics behind the refugee migration
stories have been excluded.
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short stories by Viet Thanh Nguyen; 4 all selected texts provide a window
into the refugee trauma experience, the truth claims in them and an
opportunity to vicariously live the emotional and physical losses and pains.
Exit West documents the story of two young lovers in a nameless city which
is under attack by a militant group, it takes the reader through magic doors
leading to other countries and cities of refuge where the main characters
find refuge and rejections. The readers are made to fall in love with the
characters and feel their anxiety and fear as they tread their way into
rebuilding their new lives in new places through new doors. They are also
made to travel with them through love, poverty and changing personalities.
A Hope More Powerful Than the Sea answers the question that many
practioners in the refugee field try to answer through their work, seeing the
refugees as individuals and not as influxes of burdensome people. Natasha
Walter (2017) in her book review for The Guardian calls Doaa- al-Zamel
as a character of the book as “both ordinary enough to compel sympathy,
and extraordinary enough to be unforgettable.” The narrative lacks Doaa’s
own voice, it takes the reader on a journey that manages to create an
individual identity of each of the 500 refugees who were lost at sea the
night Doaa’s boat capsized. The readers vicariously live the horror and
trauma Doaa survived those four fateful days floating at sea.
The collection of short stories The Refugees is touchingly dedicated to “For
all refugees, everywhere.” (Nguyen, 2017: i). Each story while different in
its characters, experiences and events, share the trauma, the fear and
persisting pain of the physical transcending into the emotional.

1.1. Rationale for these Novels
These books have been chosen for their common shared experiences
through a diverse range of lenses. Our lives are a series of events which
when compiled together make a significant whole of shared experiences.
While those same life events that may occur in different time frames,
different geographical locations and to different genders, are treated
differently, it is essential to also consider that the experiences and
expressions are the very much the same by virtue of the fact that they are
experienced by humankind.

4 While there are, many novels documenting refugee journeys and experiences,
however, in the interest of the paper’s word count I will be exploring only the
mentioned texts.
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A fictional or biographical piece is also a series of events, and it is the
retrospective fashion of writing about the experiences (Said, 1966: 42). The
framework around trauma writing or histography through fiction is that it
has the element of “attempted intrusion”, which is described as when the
past intersects into the present and the present into the past, thereby
creating an extended story of one episode (Said, 1996: 93). The intrusion
of the past into the present is an essential part of storytelling because it
relies entirely on memory, which plays a role in the cognitive writing
function of the storyteller (Flower and Hayes, 1981: 365-387). This allows
other writers to write stories based on experiences they have read or heard
from other people, and weave tales about their encounters into new stories,
while maintaining the truth in them (Conway, Singer and Tagini, 2004:
491-529).

1.2. Truth Claims or Fictional World?
Truth claims are significant for any story, biographical or otherwise,
however it is not the only necessity for a literary piece that reflects on the
life and times of some selected people (LaCapra, 2014: 14). Truth claims
have value because they are based on memory and shared experiences.
Memory, shared experiences, and the consequent creation of a collective
whole are strong elements of literature about memory and trauma,
particularly in this case, refugee trauma and experiences. A recollection of
a traumatic experience breaks the calmness of the present and digs deeper
into an existentialist understanding of the experiences, thus creating a
vortex of shared experiences between the author, the characters, and readers
(Said, 1966: 96). The readers vicariously live through the experiences
written and described by the authors; the writers too live the trauma while
writing, even if they have never been to the areas of conflict. “Deprived of
the portals to each other and to the world provided by their mobile phones,
and confined to their apartments by the night time curfew, Nadia and
Saeed, and countless others, felt marooned and alone and much more
afraid.” (Hamid, 2017: 55). Even if the readers have not lived in areas of
conflict where mobile signals and internet access are blocked by the
government, the taste of the loneliness and fear Saeed and Nadia feel leaves
an impression on them. It is a testimony of a truth claim; communications
are blocked when a city is under siege. As Derrida points out, “[i]n essence
a testimony is always autobiographical: it tells, in the first person, the
shareable and unshareable secret of what happened to me, to me, to me
alone.” (Blanchot and Derrida, 2000: 43).
Truth claims when considered through a stronger lens are moments of
testimony given by the writers, storytellers, characters, and the descriptions
of action (Blanchot and Derrida, 2000: 43). While none of the main
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characters of the (chosen) stories die, there are others from their relations
who are killed and while in refugee writing death is a common event, it
remains an enigma to the characters in pain from the loss. The stories
written by or for refugee experiences, however, contain within them smaller
universes of truth and testimony, as Paul De Man explains that the stories
are “voice(s) from beyond the grave.” (Callus, 2004: 337-358). Death is
the most common of truths explored in the stories; how they deal with it
differs from each narrative.

2. Themes of Death and their Treatment in Text
“… a stray heavy-calibre round passing through the windscreen of her
family’s car and taking with it a quarter of Saeed’s mother’s head, not while
she was driving, for she had not driven in months, but while she was
checking inside for an earring, she thought she had misplaced…” (Hamid,
2017: 72). Mohsin Hamid’s treatment of death is simple yet descriptive, it
casually mentions the cause of death and instantly moves on to mundane
things, reducing the brutality of the murder caused by a random rogue war
machine. In another passage where Nadia and Saeed are trying to convince
his father to leave their city with them, but he is adamant on staying back
because he could not leave where his wife was buried. He then asks Nadia
to promise to not leave Saeed’s side until he was out of danger, whether
they married or not was up to them; hinting at the change in thought of
the old conservative father, that war brings unlikely circumstances and
unlikely acceptances. As Nadia makes her promise to him she feels she is
agreeing to his death warrant, “… by making the promise he demanded
she make she was in a sense killing him, but that is the way of things, for
when we migrate, we murder from our lives those we leave behind.”
(Hamid, 2017: 94). The events leading up to these closing lines of chapter
five are incredibly moving and significant; Hamid’s use of the words like
“kill” and “murder” instead of death suggest that these deaths are forced by
the war, and for those living it, they accept it like a death by disease. While
Nadia is not related to Saeed’s father and her own family is lost to her, the
thought of leaving the old man behind is still a burden on her and the
eminent death that looms for him. Words like “kill” and “murder” sound
more ruthless in nature than death as well, indicating the brutality of the
times they were living in and the need for them to escape.
Fleming’s descriptions of death are more like mere facts of life, carefully
woven into the story’s narration as it continues; “Every time he received
news from Syria, it seemed as if it were always about the death of another
one of his friends.” (Fleming, 2017: 135). There are no explanations, no
words of comfort offered to the reader, they are there to state a fact, people
died in the war. At another place when Doaa’s refugee boat capsizes, and
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she sees the people after a couple of hours, “Corpses were floating all
around her, facedown, blue and bloated.” (Fleming, 2017: 201). The text
again gives no further explanation, no reaction of the main character and
no sign of remorse or sadness; it merely bears witness to death; it states the
facts that hundreds of people seeking safety drowned at sea, children’s
heads were cut off in boat propellers, mothers saw their children die and
turn blue. This lack of sympathy and empathy in tone of the narrative
indicates the numbness that overcame Doaa, as her fiancé dies and another
survivor tells her in an apathic manner, “… he is dead.” (Fleming, 2017:
206). The book here, provides an explanation, why every death is not a
cause for pain anymore; because every one of those 500 drowned, is only
one of many, and sheer number over powers a singular life.
The scene where Doaa’s fiancé dies at sea, the graphic images are
confronting, and careful in sharing the Doaa’s horror and pain of losing
him, “Bassem floated face down in the sea, then slowly began to sink
beneath it… Then he was gone. She screamed just once as she witnessed
this, allowing herself a moment of anguish.” (Fleming, 2017: 207). Perhaps
because the story of Doaa is true, the reader attaches a sense of familiarity
to her, and can feel her pain despite the fact, the text of the book does not
go too much into detail, nor offers any words of hope or comfort. As the
other characters in books begin to die at sea or at war, the main characters
start to go into states of numbness, where the knowledge of someone’s
death is conveyed in an impassive manner. It also relays the fact that death
becomes a matter of fact for the people living the narrative, regardless of
whether it is fictitious or real; the horror and trauma is the same.
The witnesses of the incident are usually the main characters, their personal
stories become examples for the rest of faceless, nameless characters lurking
in the peripheries of the stories, still significant to their narratives because
they offer a further human understanding (Yusin, 2005: 134-149).
Therefore, much like in The Instant of My Death, the stories provide not
only a narrative but also a testimony that witnesses of that death. Thus,
making death the shared experience and a truth claim; belonging to a
historical truth, an experience almost experienced by all, even the survivors
felt that they were slipping in and out of consciousness by the time they
were rescued, experiencing almost death. Exactly as Blanchot (2000)
describes it as the “happiness” of nearly tasting death, Doaa mentions that
after Bassem died, her only reason to survive were the two baby girls
clinging to her, otherwise she too would have preferred to die at sea and
become part of it like Bassem had (Fleming, 2017: 249). This preference
of death over life was for many of the survivors and as Doaa recalls, one by
one each of them let go of their life rafts or jackets to fall into the sea,
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joining their families in death. Such was the misery the boat survivors were
in, and as the reader, one begins to understand their grief, and why no one
would deliberately choose such a dangerous journey if staying back in their
war-torn cities was not an option.
In his collection of short stories, Nguyen explores post-trauma
hallucinations, and describes them as ghosts in the short story, Black-Eyed
Woman. The narrator of the story describes his ghosts as “quiet and shy
ones like my brother” and were also the “mournful revenants in my
mother’s stories.” (Nguyen, 2017: 19). But he also blurs the line between
who can and cannot be a ghost, his treatment of death and trauma is
simple; it haunts the survivors, no matter how much time goes by.

2.1. Literary and Cultural Clichés
Another recurring element in refugee stories and narratives is an overuse of
literary and cultural clichés and a repetition of imagery, with banal
employment of sensory descriptions. Speaking in literary terms, the
presence of the aforementioned elements together can create a literary
disaster much like the case of Dubliners by James Joyce (Mosher Jr, 1991:
378-392). However, in the case of refugee stories, they work together in
spinning a wholesome truth. Within those literary clichés are moments of
truth; the narrators’ truths, they exist as a form of evidence (Michaud,
2002: 69-90). Literary and/or cultural clichés are defined as an expression
which digresses enough from mundane usage to be noticed, but in itself it
also lacks originality and uniqueness of a phrase, thus making it sound
hackneyed (Abrams and Harpham, 2011). The motif of escape and the
series of actions that precede and proceed it are all lined with literary clichés
and repetitions.
An entire chapter is dedicated to windows and the changed way people
looked at a windows function during the war in Exit West, “A window was
the border through which death was possibly most likely to come.”
(Hamid, 2017:68). The pages continue to explain why a window can be a
threat to one’s life, because of the glass, the wooden panes, in short
anything that was breakable and had the potential to becoming a shrapnel
could become the death weapon. Windows are everyday objects of every
household, but when explained in such detail about their danger, and the
shift of relationship of the characters from the windows, do the clichés
begin to make sense. When windows become places of betrayal. After the
death of Saeed’s mother, his father found the empty bed and room
strangely unfamiliar. Another cliché that does not describe the emotions of
his father, rather show the relation of his pain. The story as it follows Nadia
and Saeed’s love for each other through the war, and their escape, also
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follows Saeed’s religious conservatism and Nadia’s blatant disregard for it.
In many passages throughout the book Saeed is displeased with Nadia’s
lack of “respect” for the religious teachings. As their problems increase and
they begin to “slip away from each other” (Hamid, 2017: 211). the cultural
clichés are hard to miss, with Saeed asking her to cover, or refusing to have
sex with her out of wedlock, all the while constantly protecting her from
any and all harm. The repetition of these cultural clichés informs the
development of both characters and is a constant reminder for the reader
that while the novel started as a romance, it is not a love story. The reality
that their story, while fictitious in nature, can be applied in real life to
millions of refugees fleeing from the Middle East into Europe, dawns on
the reader through these repetitive cultural clichés in Saeed and Nadia.
Unlike in Exit West where the couple survives the travel to refugee camps,
Doaa loses her fiancé to the sea in A Hope More Powerful Than the Sea.
However, the narrative focuses a lot on Bassem and Doaa’s love for each
other and that repetitive affirmation of love foreshadows the eventual
heartache Doaa will go through. The literary cliché of lost love, while
acknowledging that this is a true story, grounds the story even further by
relaying the story of millions of other young couples and families, and how
their loved ones were lost at sea. Doaa’s story gives names and faces to the
faceless numbers who drowned at sea trying to cross the Aegean and
Mediterranean Sea. Nearly all news reports about refugee boats trying to
escape to Europe, and their ultimate capsizing in the middle of the sea had
one thing in common through 2015-2016, they all mentioned numbers,
“Nearly 250 refugees drown in Aegean Sea…” (Gayle, 2016). Doaa’s
incredible journey of survival repeats her strong hold on hope and the will
to survive for the sake of others. The conflicted love-hate relationship she
harbours with the sea is constantly repeated until the end where she finds
herself at peace with the sea, part of her loving it because Bassem was “part
of the sea now” (Fleming, 2017:249). Concluding the book with a single
phrase, a literary cliché reaffirming her resilience, “I am not afraid of you
anymore.” (Fleming, 2017:251). Subtle though, the literary clichés in A
Hope More Powerful Than the Sea connect the readers to the refugee stories
in general as part of a larger population and not just limited to Doaa.
The book also draws on some important cultural clichés which develop
Doaa’s character. While Nadia covered her head in Exit West as a form of
protection and blending into the Muslim refugee community. Doaa covers
her hair as part of her faith and as per the traditional Syrian (Muslim)
culture, but when she loses her hijab after she is rescued, she is constantly
unsettled, unhappy, it those uncomfortable and unfamiliar thoughts and
questions about her hijab that lead her back to her family, the connection
and bond she shared and what uncovering her hair in front of her family
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meant as a symbol to her. This importance on her hijab is given from the
beginning of the story, while it is subtle throughout the narrative, towards
the end the reader realises they had forgotten Doaa was in fact wearing her
hijab when she was thrown overboard along with the others, creating the
link that the hijab was part of her all along, and not a separate piece
attached to her from without. It is a force that protects her and defines her
faith, and in the Quran that she carries underneath her clothes throughout
the journey, while also giving her a religious and cultural identity (AbuLughod, 2013:783-790). Her connection to the Quran is a significant
recurring motif for it symbolises her faith and reason to hope, that help
will eventually come for her. Her recitations of a few passages from
memory, also sooth and calm the two baby girls clinging to her, and for
whom Doaa struggles most to survive.
Nguyen’s The Refugees is a collection of short stories and because of that
one cannot go through every story extracting examples from each.
Therefore, I will generally summarise the common clichés and repetitive
themes. The most common motif, as is the case with all (selected) refugee
stories is that of immigration and the death of loved ones on the road to
their migration. Due to the nature of short stories, the motifs cannot be
explored in detail in a single chapter, however there is repetition as each
story unfolds into the next. Just like Exit West and Doaa’s story, the short
story collection circulates around identities of love and family, instances
where family affairs are revealed and discussed, old memories secretly
hidden in a closet, yelling at the family for having changed since migration,
lost loves and new-found relations are common underlying themes found
in the unhappy narratives.
Laws regarding the status of refugees in countries of asylum and their
subsequent policies provide temporary shelter for the refugees seeking
safety. But what happens after they have arrived in the camps or urban
refugee settlements? International aid agencies, local NGOs and
government-based plans and programs are in action, many studies are
under taken to help the refugees resettle, rebuild their lives and integrate
into their new environments. Use of creative arts as a tool for treating
trauma and refugee integration is a common practice in Europe, mostly
because such traumas are non-verbal, use of arts is an appropriate medium
(Koch and Weidinger-von der Recke, 2009: 289-296). The arts have also
proven to be an asset when used in trauma therapies and exercises for
healing. Creativity and use of imagination, the refugees, particularly
children, draw out their subconscious fears and memories, allowing the
therapists to engage with them according to their needs, as each child’s
experience would be different (Stuckey and Nobel, 2010: 254-263).
Treating trauma through the arts for adults is just as effective and has been
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a success in post war survivors for their healing processes, reducing stress
and tension levels, coming to peace with what happened to the survivors,
a reminder of what they witnessed, heard, smelt and tasted no longer
triggers episodes of extreme anxiety or severe depression (Baker, 2006: 183198).
Through looking at the common themes, styles and motifs that are present
in Exit West, A Hope More Powerful Than the Sea, and The Refugees;
refugee storytelling can be another medium of understanding the refugee
experience. Storytelling is a technique used in psychotherapy and is still a
relatively new form of therapy for refugees, it provides an outlet like Doaa
was given by Melissa Fleming to not only tell their story but also get their
story out there for people far removed from conflict, war and refugee crisis,
so they may understand their dilemmas and offer some help in one way or
another (Ferror, 2006: 7).
Now, is there is a need to move beyond storytelling? If the agency is lost
and the change is stagnant, then yes. However, storytelling should not stop
altogether either. It should be a category of learning and understanding the
refugee experience just as the creative arts are used as a medium. We can
combine the creative arts and literature in a common category because both
are forms of expression; one with words and the other with dance, music
or paints. Expression by the refugees about their trauma journeys can be a
significant addition to our understanding of their experiences because they
get to decide how they are represented, make an argument for themselves
to open borders to allow them to come in instead of taking dangerous
journeys across treacherous seas and unfaithful smugglers. As a category
that understands the humanity behind the large numbers of death tolls,
refugee literature can perhaps influence NGOs, aid agencies to campaign
for a change in policies, for less harsh and more humane policies.

Conclusion
The importance of understanding the refugee trauma and experience is
vital, now more than ever. By looking at refugee literature, through the lens
of recording historical events, personal truth claims and documented
experiences; another category is created with the creative arts that provides
a window of understanding what the refugees experience, and why they
choose to leave in the first place, and why they harbour so much hope
within them. These narratives provide a detailed insight into the war, the
fatiguing life these refugees live in and the social and political ingredients
that drive people to risk their lives to cross the sea with the promise of a
better life. This also means that the use of literary devices and cliches are
useful in recognising the power of stories and storytelling in the grander
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scale of global politics. Finally, if used as a medium of understanding, it
can enhance the campaigns for refugee awareness, refugee integration and
refugee policies.
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“Who in the world am I? Ah, that's the great puzzle.”
Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

Introduction
The 21st century is an epoch of technological progress, latest improvements
and hurdles. The century began with the development of social networks.
Online space has generated possibilities, simplified the means of obtaining
or broadcasting information. At the same time, open boundaries of human
confrontation, connection, or communication, in general, is
uncontrollable. Society has become vulnerable to the spread of
disinformation, which has assisted in moving the debates to the online
space through conflicts. The demise of the Soviet Union has formed brandnew political confrontation in the developing countries, including different
prospects to enhance the existing actuality inside the former Soviet
Republics. South Caucasian neighborhood nation’s complexity
transformation phase to democracy has begun within the up-to-date virtual
disorder.
After the breakdown of the USSR, the South Caucasian republics, mainly
the young generation expected true freedom and democracy to occur in the
coming future. However, their subsequent attempts to establish western
values in society have led them to frustration. Nowadays, the region
remains in the transition phase towards expansion and progression.
Conflicts and the Formation of States’ new self-governing economics
influence the improvement of the community. Democratization without
the participation of youth is not stable. Furthermore, youth should stay
more responsible for their behavior and attitudes in present conflicts and
wars.
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Inter-Generational separation promoted alienation among young people
and their ancestors. The uncontrolled digital environment shifted a shelter
for youth to express themselves emotions and distribute individual beliefs
regarding all possible subjects. Similarly, the digital area converted
dangerous for their mental condition because of the waves of aggression,
bullying and negative emotions, misinformation or fake news they suffer
for a single day. Besides, online networks matured a portal of confrontation
while conflicts or wars and a convenient mechanism prepare
demonstrations and protests. This article investigates the Youth’s position
in the territorial conflicts, representations, memory legacy and hates speech
in online life.
The South Caucasus region is characterized by ethnic, religious and
linguistic diversity. Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan were part of an
empire during the existence period of the Soviet Union. All of them were
called Soviet citizens, and the Russian language remained the dominant
language of communication. The collapse of the Soviet Union generated
three conflict locations in the region. They are referred to as frozen conflicts
and escalate once in a while. In Georgia, the escalation of the conflict in
Abkhazia and South Ossetia has intensified since the 1990s. The last
escalation happened in August 2008 and as a result, Georgia lost part of its
territory moving occupation continues to happen up to now. In total, 22%
of the country's territory has become occupied by Russian forces. The
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict is still unresolved between Armenia and
Azerbaijan. Moreover, intensification took the lives of several people by the
end of 2020. James Cote argues that in the modern era, where is the
“market-oriented” policies and “consumption-based” lifestyles are
replacing community-oriented policies and production-based lifestyles.
(Côté, 2002: 117–131) Therefore, according to Beck these issues which
were addressed with collective solutions are left to individuals to resolve on
their own and the adolescents came alone to solve those challenges they
have until adulthood (As cited in Côté, 2002:117–131).
Simultaneously, together with the independence of all three nations, the
world is experiencing a wave of globalization with lightning speed. On the
one hand, in the 1990s, people were spreading information about conflicts
mostly verbally and, the information was automatically changing it was
transpiring exaggerated and disseminated to the population toward
democracy, civic or political participation, opportunities or self-realization
etc.
Additionally, with social problems and civil or ethnic confrontation,
numerous ethnonational beliefs were formed in the community and
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reached to future generations. People living in different regions did not
have the opportunity for arguing.
Furthermore, nationalism began to emerge, recalling the myths of the past.
Also, the issue of religion plays an important role. For instance,
Christianity in Georgia and Armenia has more in common with Russia
and, Azerbaijan with Turkey because of Islam. However, discussion about
the causes of conflicts and politics will take us far.
Youth participation in the conflicts through social media in the region
requires in-depth researches and analysis for an elaboration of future
actions, how to avoid the confrontation in virtual space. While social media
became a part of daily life, various solid evidence discussions among young
people regarding conflicts necessitate investigations.
This article sets out the discussion of - How social networks are used by
young people in the South Caucasus region during the conflict? How does
memory policies affect them?

1. Defining the “Youth”
To underlined which age groups we are talking about, we need to define
the term youth. In the last few decades, it has been controversial which age
group is indicated by the term Youth. International organizations as well
as individual countries have their definitions.
Young people are a community group with different gender, class, race,
ethnicity, political position and age. They also have multi-faceted roles.
Youth can be heroes, victims, saviors and courage in the midst of crisis, as
well as criminals in the shantytowns and military entrepreneurs in the war
zones. (A. Özerdem, S. Podder: 2015, 2-12)
The United Nations (UN), defines ”youth” as those persons between the
ages of 15 and 24 years, without prejudice to other definitions by the
Member States. The meaning of the term “youth” varies in different
societies around the world. The definition of youth perhaps changes with
circumstances, especially with the changes in demographics, financial,
economic and socio-cultural settings. For example, the lowest age range for
youth is 12 in Jordan and the upper range is 35 in a number of African
countries including Sierra Leone, Liberia and Rwanda. World Health
Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Children’s Emergency
Fund (UNICEF) use the term ‘adolescent’ for those aged 10–19, youth for
those 15–24 and young people for those 10–24. (A. Özerdem, S. Podder.
2015: 5-12).
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Definition of youth based on the ageing approach is not enough to factor
to truly define the understanding of youth development. For this reason,
the World Youth Report (2005) defines ‘youth’ as ‘an important period of
physical, mental and social maturation, where young people are actively
forming identities and determining acceptable roles for themselves within
their community and society as a whole (As citied. Özerdem, S. Podder.
2015:6-12).
In general, United Nation World Youth Report explains that the concept
of youth is transient and at best debatable. It is carefully balanced on the
edge between childhood and adulthood and is defined by the social,
cultural and physical characteristics that define each phase. In fact,
“adolescence” is a period of gradual maturation for taking responsibility for
economic, personal, institutional, political, and social processes and for
managing personal relationships by carefully managing social dynamics.
(As cited. Özerdem, S. Podder. 2015: 6-12).
International Youth researchers, Matthias Schwartz and Heike Winkel
explain the term “youth” as a period from graduating the school until
employment. Even though, this term is suitable just for Post-war Europe
and Northern America. They note, that in the globalization era this process
is changing from teenage hood to adulthood and it also depends on
territorial locations. For example, Eastern European youth are surrounded
by Soviet traditions and have a radically different situation than their
western peers. (Schwartz & Winkel. 2016: 5-18).
To sum up, diverse issues have an impact on the views and attitudes of
young people.

2. Collective Memory and Youth
In the summer of 2018, I visited the small town of Borjomi, Georgia, to
conduct field research which is the base of my dissertation. I was looking
for families where three generations lived together. Internally displaced
people were living in old, abandoned hotel buildings. I will probably never
forget the elderly grandmother with whom the interview made me lose my
composure.
On the night of the fall of Sokhumi in 1992, local refugees, elderly and
infants, left Abkhazia and walked to the mountains of Samegrelo ZemoSvaneti. One of the women carried an infant in the cold, who died on the
way. His mother put him in a handbag to bury him where she would settle.
The group who arrived in Zugdidi found out that this handbag had been
stolen. With the corpse of an infant whose traces have never been seen.
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Even after a few decades, the emotions that came from my interviewer were
still memorable and shocking to me. It should be noted that the
transmission of memories to generations is a phenomenon that changes the
beliefs, aspirations and behaviors of future generations. (Personal
communication, May 9:2018)
South Caucasus countries have been distinguished by traditional values.
Along with the traditions, the Soviet Union influenced them to strengthen
family ties between the populations. For the connections, one of the
important conditions was necessarily trust. This clan attitude still exists
today, which significantly delay the democratic development of countries.
According to David Stark „actors in the post-socialist context are
rebuilding organizations and institutions not on the ruins but with the
ruins of communism “. (Stark, 1996: 993–1027)
Karl Mannheim describes generations not as a “biological need but as a
social creature”. He explains that no different generation emerges in
traditional societies. Furthermore, where generation is circumscribing with
the historical-social consciousness, it is possible to speak of generational
change. (As cited in Shuman & Scot, 1989:369-381)
Additionally, Mannheim provides the explanation for that when young
people are socialized in the wider community, there is a powerful opinion
that previous experiences produce an ideological impact on youth attitudes
and behavior. (As cited in Shuman & Scot, 1989: 372-381) Frozen
conflicts are the collective memory of society. Schumann explains collective
memory as a natural phenomenon when a nation remembers a concrete
event as a shared occurrence. (Shuman & Scot, 1989: 377-381). For
example, the Abkhaz war in Georgia or the Karabakh war. Both cases are
related to trauma and have affected certain groups of people. The beforementioned experiences, where the population had been collectively
involved, require mutual action in the future as well. (Shuman & Scot,
1989: 377-381).

3. Trust or Distrust? Social Legacy of Youth
For conflict resolution dialogue is the tool between the opposite members
and requires at least trust for the negotiation. To deeply investigate the
social behavior and engagement in the conflicts of young people, first of
all, it is essential to study the society they are socialized.
It would be interesting to discuss this issue in the context of the social
capital approach. There are several different definitions of social capital.
According to Robert Putnam, social capital is trust between people and ties
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that promote society's development and relationship. (Putnam. 1994:163181)
Francis Fukuyama discuss the social capital briefly as the existence of
common rules and norms among certain groups, which make their
cooperation possible, but Fukuyama believes that "norms that create social
capital should mean the obligation to fulfil the environment and
commitment of trust between individuals. (Fukuyama. 1999:3-18)
Putnam has developed two types of social capital: Bonding social capital
and bridging social capital:
•

Bonding social capital occurs when people are socializing with
people who are like them: same age, same race, same religion and
so on.

•

Bridging social capital is when people made friends with people
who are not like them. (Putnam. 1994:165-181)

In order to create peaceful societies in a diverse multi-ethnic country, one
needs to have the bridging social capital. Fukuyama highlights that „social
capital is frequently a by-product of religion, tradition, shared historical
experience and other factors that lie outside the control of the
government”. (Fukuyama. 1999:3-18)
In Post-Soviet space trust issues is particularly unexciting in the
communities for various purposes. Mark Howard, a well-known researcher
of post-communist space, goes into the reasons that lead to a lower level of
social capital:
•

First, due to the experience of the Communist past, citizens are
distrusted by different types of organizations, and therefore do
not want to join them.

•

Second, strong friendly ties formed in the atmosphere of distrust
in the Communist era, which have been further strengthened in
the post-Communist era.

•

Third, “Post-communist frustration”. Howard's arguments are
shared by almost every researcher in this field. (Howard.
2003:165-176)

Fukuyama points up that „if a group social capital produces positive
externalities, the radius of trust can be larger than the group itself. It is also
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possible for the radius of trust to be smaller than the membership of the
group“. (Fukuyama. 1999: 3-18)
Nowadays, there is an acute political confrontation in the region that acts
on society in its way. The population is distrusted by the government and
civil society as well.

4. Social Networks as a Hub of Disinformation
For the past few years, social media around the world, especially Facebook,
has been an informal space to coordinate demonstrations and protests. The
Egyptian revolution in 2011 is one excellent illustration of how easy is for
social networks to organize and implement joint activities. According to
official statistics of Facebook, 80% of the Georgia population uses the
network. 61.4% of the population in Armenia, and 41.3% of the residents
in Azerbaijan. In all three countries, young people aged 25-34 are the main
consumers. (Facebook, 2021.)
In the countries of the South Caucasus, there is a high rate of dissemination
of disinformation, which of course, has its purposes. From a political point
of view, Russia is regularly trying to defend its interests in the region,
sometimes, at first glance, even lobbying for dialogue between the opposing
bodies. However, it has its positions with the disinformation and
propaganda Russia boosts mistrusts and foci of disagreement in
community.
UNESCO defines disinformation as “Information that is false and
deliberately created to harm a person, social group, organization or
country” disinformation is used to refer to intend attempts to confuse or
manipulate people through delivering dishonest information to them.
(UNESCO, 2018:8).
In the contemporary world, media or social networks are used to obtain
information. If the media spreads unverified information about conflicts
or other related issues, young people are a vulnerable group who share and
disseminate information. Public opinion is formed by the facts and events
covered by the media. Therefore, what the journalist pays attention to
when preparing material on conflict topics, whether he/she checks the
accuracy of the information has a significant impact on people's perception
and attitudes of the conflict. Ultimately, it is the footage and information
disseminated by the media that is stored in the memory, which helps to
form narratives of conflict or peace. (Murusidze, 2020: 6-14)
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Journalists involved in the "information war" contribute to the conflict by
ignoring the principles of credibility and impartiality; they accidentally
become vulnerable to actors who spread propaganda and misinformation.
The media involved in the "information war" covers the news of the
conflict primarily from the position of "victim" or "defense". While the
conflict hurts residents on both sides, in this case, only human stories of
the tragedy of one side are transmitted. (Murusidze, 2020: 7-14)
In this regard, sensationalism-based journalism, where less time is given to
the contextual understanding of events in context, is particularly vulnerable
to a well-handled "information war" by disinformation services. In the
current practice, Kvakhadze argues that the authors of the disinformation
try to strengthen radical groups by appealing to national (nationalist)
feelings and differences. (As cited Murusidze, 2020: 8-14)
The 2008 war in Samachablo and the Karabakh war in late 2020 showed
the influence of social media. Local and international media like BBC,
CNN etc. representing the news through the wartime, below on the posts
commented inhabitants of the countered communities, argued with hate
speech and abused each other personally, their identities and countries.
Unverified inaccurate information had perceived in the comments.
Discussions devoid of any arguments have no boundaries that will prevent
people from openly expressing their opinion in a social space and at the
same time insulting others.
Additionally, through the latest several years, especially, global pandemic
make up TikTok one of the internationally accepted social networks.
Youth from the conflict regions connected the portal. There happened in
certain cases when young people decided to record videos and stated
opinions publicly. International Partnership for Human Rights published
news about Aliona Tania, an Abkhaz girl who told “Abkhazia is Georgia”.
After the discussion and confrontation, the girl and her family were
interrogated by the local police, oppressed and bulled. “The de facto
Interior Ministry of Abkhazia has stated that they have received ‘numerous
messages of angry people’ because of the video and decided to ‘look into
the case”. Later the police published a video where the girl apologized.
(IPHR, 2020). The above-mentioned case proves that their rights are not
protected, moreover, their lives are in danger.

Conclusion
To conclude, South Caucasus youth has been influenced by a complex
social or cultural legacy. Contemporary challenges like disinformation and
misinformation make them vulnerable toward the news frequently
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spreading in social media. Socializing in a closed traditional society based
on the banality of nationalism and an existing distrust between the
generations or society made them victims of a political, economic or social
environments.
Globalization together with technological achievements gives Youth the
possibility to have various opportunities for development and success for a
better future. To eliminate the use of hate speech in confrontation, they
need access to education and proper awareness in Human Rights, Conflicts
and other related issues. Personal freedom ends where the other's begin.
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Introduction
The twenty-first century has seen a massive increase and growth in the
technology sector. Standard societal norm dictates at least one gadget per
person per household and mobile phones and laptops have long been
considered necessities of everyday life instead of luxuries or requirements
of work (Siddiqui et al., 2014). As technology, in general, makes increasing
inroads in the lives of individuals, its impact on the international arena is
also growing. Either a micro to macro or vice versa analysis, the prominent
role that technology plays in the contemporary arena of International
Relations cannot be ignored. This theme carries on from history, as the
establishment of the nation-state system and the resulting competition
among states to increase their relative powers, led to every endeavour being
considered in relation to state power. The Industrial Revolution can be
considered a precursor to the modern era’s race. The advent of
technological advancements having military usage has been a standard
policy after the Second World War, owing largely to the competition that
emerged between the United States and the Soviet Union, commonly
called the Cold War (Krige & Barth, 2006). Prior to this, technology
largely served as an instrument of societal growth and while this fact is still
true, there can also be no denying the fact that any innovation is, at the
very least, considered for military application.
In the scholarship of International Relations, Science and Technology
have, undoubtedly, played a vital role. Not only as an individual states’
source of power, prestige, and development but as a tool for increased
international cooperation via multilateral platforms and treaties. At the
same time, it has also provided another spectrum of competition amongst
historic as well as emerging rivals; a recent example is the confrontation
relating to 5G between the United States and the People’s Republic of
China (Kapadia, 2020). International Relations academia is finding
increasing opportunities to discuss and amalgamate traditional approaches
with the developments in the field of science and technology. The latter
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serves as an important determinant in domestic as well as foreign policy,
with increasing applications in military hardware and weapons. As more
aspects of statecraft get affected by science and technology, the relations
between states are heavily influenced by it. States are now more joined
together than at any other point in human history.
Despite the efforts to develop a global community, states continue to
occupy a central position in International Relations and are certainly the
most important variable in the study of the subject. Thus, it makes it easy
for them to monopolize technology; as it has monopolized power and
violence. States also continue to foster adherence to doctrines of security
and national interest; in other words, Realist principles still form the core
of state policy. The monopolization and competition, at the global level,
of technology has led to rapid enhancement of civil and military equipment
in various domains; ranging from communication to automation, artificial
intelligence, and robotics. While civilian applications of such innovations
provide societal advancements, military applications continue to provide a
sense of both security and insecurity. The nexus between civilian
developments and military applications of technological growth such as
artificial intelligence, data analytics, facial recognition, advanced
biometrics, and various others have seen increasing deployment in military
operations (Gibson, 2021). The term remote warfare has become
commonplace. Increasing application of these technologies is underway in
numerous civil and military endeavors.
The twenty-first century has not only brought forth scientific and
technological marvels; it has also introduced to the world mainstream
terrorism. 9/11 is etched into the minds of everyone around the world, as
an image synonymous with terrorism. The event has also awakened
dormant insecurities, at the individual, state, and system level, about the
extent that terrorists would go to to achieve their objectives. With the
exponential growth in communication technology, the fear of terrorism
elevated to include the use of the internet and its related services to cause
intentional harm to the public. Concerns relating to cyber-attacks are not
new but 9/11 intensified them to a large extent. In a sense, it represents the
culmination of two fears; fear of terrorism and fear of technology (Conway,
2011).
However, it is an implicit understanding that states hold a monopoly over
technology and its utility, therefore, it is pertinent to question and
understand how cyber-terrorism will take place? Before that, it is equally
important to understand what is cyber terrorism? Additionally, the
following pages will also explore the possibilities and nature of cyberterrorist attacks. Most importantly though, what role does the central
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variable, that is, the state play concerning science and technology and its
malicious applications, including but not limited to cyber terrorism?

1. Making Sense of Cyber World
The cyber-world that we are accustomed to today started as a research
project under the United States Department of Defense. Pentagon’s
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), created in 1958 was tasked
following the Soviet launch of the Sputnik satellite (Naughton, 2016). A
decade later, ARPA began work on a computer network that could send
and receive files and messages and gain remote access to computers.
Therein began the predecessor to the modern internet, known as
ARPANET (Leiner et al., 2009). None of the early developers could
ascertain the incredible utility that would emerge from it nor was it
humanly possible to predict the connotations this network would have for
state interactions, societal growth, and communications and security
decades down the line. As a project with purely academic intentions, its
military applications and later usages eluded the minds who worked on the
project.
Fast forward to the twenty-first century and the internet is as common part
of life as water, food, or breathing. In the 1980s and 1990s, the Internet
broadened its reach to include the IT capacities of universities and research
centers and, eventually, public bodies, organizations, and private businesses
from across the world. The Internet has evolved tremendously; it was no
longer a state-controlled initiative, but the world's largest data network,
containing more than 50,000 sub-networks, 4 million systems, and 70
million users (Dentzel, 2014). The boom in internet services to the public
led to the rise of social connectivity and the eventual rise of social media.
It evolved beyond the simple concept of information sharing and is now
larger and more ambitious than anything the creators of ARPANET had
envisioned. The rapid rise of the Internet has encouraged investments from
the private sector and private enterprise now holds the bulk of the market
share behind the internet and its related services.
Behind the public domain of internet and through the façade of social
connectivity and information sharing, lies the very heart of connected
computer networks that oversees national defense grids, monitor borders,
controls air, maritime and road traffics, overlooks the economies, and more
seriously is attached to military communication as well as command and
control structure that administers missile silos, nuclear submarines, naval
fleets, drones as well as being connected with civil and military servers
storing millions of gigabytes of sensitive and classified information, all of
which is necessary for the continued and smooth functioning of the state
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apparatus. All this is made possible by the incredibly fast medium of
communication that the internet has provided. Increasingly, states are
adopting such networks to provide internal and external security. The
intricate web of connected computers conveniently provides a large
number of public services that are often overlooked because of the common
misunderstanding associated with the internet. The internet, thus, overlaps
and at times, overrides, and uses civilian utilities for state security and
continuously uses many public use platforms for surveillance and
monitoring, particularly following the events which unfolded on
September 11, 2001.
Essentially, the internet (public and otherwise) is all linked together with
access to certain remote computers barred to everyone except a few. Beyond
the layer of conventional and everyday use of the internet, lies a labyrinth
of security-centered narratives that enables states to maximize their relative
security. Before the War on Terror, communication technology was
primarily used to ensure that the command structure remained intact and
every aspect of a state’s defense was able to send and receive orders and
situation reports, to have real-time knowledge and response that would be
used to devise and adjust strategies on the go. The shift to further expand
the network to include espionage and surveillance expanded after 9/11.
For the state and its security apparatus, no computer is beyond reach. Since
this connectivity is not bound by any territorial boundaries and the
network is well and truly global, thereby each state is, theoretically,
connected virtually. This notion, rather than comforting, is a source of
increasing insecurity because hypothetically, at any given stage, any
belligerent (or even allied nation) can connect to one’s security network
and do as they please. Classical Realism dictates that nothing good can ever
be expected from human nature especially when it concerns power over
others. As Hobbes identified this ‘security dilemma’ (Donnelly, 2005), it
manifests itself quite elegantly in the realm of cyber security and the era of
the internet. For these reasons, there exists firewalls and encryptions, which
regardless of their complexity can be broken down and invaded.
This, in part, leads to cyber security becoming an essential part of a larger
national security narrative and infrastructure and compels states to spend
considerable amounts to bolster their end of the virtual world. Hackers,
analysts, data miners, and various other technical jargon-related professions
are just the tip of the cyber security world and the deeper one goes is akin
to going down the rabbit hole like Alice in Wonderland. Interestingly
enough, it is not just conventional security that is under threat from cyberattacks. The growing virtual infrastructure now controls electricity, dams,
gas, airlines and monitors trade, economics, traffic among many other
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aspects of everyday societal life. A skillful disruption of these services might
render a state catatonic and the belligerent state would win without ever
firing a single bullet. After all, a state is only as powerful as the society
within it. Once it collapses, any form of conventional or non-conventional
defense seems incapable of happening.

2. Conceptualizing Cyber Terrorism and Potential Threats
Any foray into the domain of terrorism and political violence must, at the
very onset, deal with the issue of definition. Pertinent though this aspect is
but its appropriate nature has not made the job any easier. The problem
arises from the open-ended nature to which terrorism was treated following
9/11, which kept the gate open for individual states to interpret and mold
it as per their wish. Even the United States, the global leader in War on
Terror, has to suffer through it, whereby three of its agencies and
departments came with three different definitions of terrorism;
“International terrorism: Violent, criminal acts committed by
individuals and/or groups who are inspired by, or associated with,
designated foreign terrorist organizations or nations (state-sponsored).
Domestic terrorism: Violent, criminal acts committed by individuals
and/or groups to further ideological goals stemming from domestic
influences, such as those of a political, religious, social, racial, or
environmental nature..” (FBI, 2018)
“The unlawful use of violence or threat of violence, often motivated by
religious, political, or other ideological beliefs, to instill fear and coerce
individuals, governments or societies in pursuit of terrorist goals.”
(Department of Defense, 2019)
“Premeditated, politically motivated violence perpetrated against
noncombatant targets by subnational groups or clandestine agents.”
(Department of State, 2018)
Even with the definitions above, there are variances among scholars.
According to Simon (1994), there are at least 212 different definitions of
terrorism with 90 of them being used by governments and other
institutions. The common themes that emerge from the efforts of scholars,
governments, and various agencies are violence and political and/or
ideological objectives. Scholars have, on the other hand, given many
definitions but to some extent agree upon certain elements. The consensus
revolves that terrorism is the deliberate use of violence for political means
against the civilian population in order to generate fear (Ahmed, 2012).
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This consensus, to a large extent, provides the foundation through which
acts of terrorism can be sorted and labeled. However, the definition has a
rooted problem within it; defining terrorism by acts of violence. This
particular snag is cumbersome when it comes to the comprehension of
cyber terrorism.
Cyber terrorism is vastly different from conventional terrorism in many
aspects. To begin with, the act of violence which denotes it as terrorism is
missing. The action leading to violence is indirect – hacking, a virus,
malware – thereby rendering the act not applicable to the definition of
terrorism. As the scholars and agencies have defined it in terms of deliberate
or premeditated acts of violence and the virtual world is devoid of this
parameter, thereby nature of a cyber-terror attack is not terrorist. It can be
classified as criminal and that matter too remains in the grey; subject to
municipal laws of individual states. Secondly, the second part of terrorism
identifies the targets of terrorist acts – civilians or non-combatants. Cyberattacks forego this criterion as well. Either by deliberate action or by
chance, a cyber-terrorist may only hack a military site or server and render
it useless, leading to no loss of life, civilian or military. And in the case that
it does lead to the loss of life, it is again not a direct act against the civilian
or non-combatants because the direct action was taken against a server or
computer. As the conventional definition of terrorism does not conform to
the acts perpetrated on cyberspace, it requires, thus, a whole new definition
that fits its particular domain.
To define cyber terrorism, the act in itself should meet the standards
through which terrorism is judged, although the variables in play in the
virtual world are largely different. Scholars generally divide these principles
into three categories; structure, harm principle, and elements of terrorism
(Lux, 2018). Summarily, structure refers to the organization of the terrorist
activity, either in form of non-state actors or proscribed groups and even
in the case of a ‘lone wolf’ terrorist, there is an ideological structure that
compels the individual to carry out the act. The harm principle in effect
relates to the aforementioned point regarding loss of life or injury to
civilians or non-combatants in a collective sense and not in an individual
capacity. This simply means that a cyber-attack against a single person does
not amount to terrorism until and unless the said act hurts the interests of
the public at large and causes unrest and/or fear. In this regard, the harm
principle mirrors conventional terrorism and its notions. The elements
refer to the purpose of the attack and the means of the attack, which can
be understood to be to cause terror and fear in the society and through the
use of the internet or related services respectively.
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With these principles in place, it becomes easier now to reach some notion
of a definition of cyber terrorism, particularly one that is different from
cyber-crime. So far, one of the most comprehensive definitions of cyberterrorism comes from Dr. Dorothy E. Denning, who is a Professor of
Computer Science at Georgetown University, when she stated at the U.S
House of Representatives Special Oversight Panel on Terrorism. According
to Dr. Denning,
“Cyberterrorism is the convergence of terrorism and cyberspace. It is
generally understood to mean unlawful attacks and threats of attack
against computers, networks, and the information stored therein when
done to intimidate or coerce a government or its people in furtherance of
political or social objectives. Further, to qualify as cyberterrorism, an
attack should result in violence against persons or property, or at least
cause enough harm to generate fear. Attacks that lead to death or bodily
injury, explosions, plane crashes, water contamination, or severe
economic loss would be examples. Serious attacks against critical
infrastructures could be acts of cyberterrorism, depending on their
impact. Attacks that disrupt nonessential services or that are mainly a
costly nuisance would not.” (Denning, 2000)
With the act now defined, it can be used, thus, to form policies that negate
such events, and a number of hypothetical scenarios that fulfill the
definition be charted which can serve as models of what cyber-terrorism
looks like.
Cyber-terrorism represents a new domain into which terrorists can spread
and cause terror. As more critical infrastructure becomes connected and
dependent upon the cyber world, it opens up increasing fears that terrorists
would mount attacks against them. This aspect has greatly captured the
imagination of various stakeholders and has persuaded security personnel
to various forms of threat assessment with regards to cyber-terrorism. The
increase in automation and automated services has led to a large number
of state machinery becoming computerized and requiring decreasing
human involvement. For example, observation posts are now replaced by
cameras and drones of increasing sophistication such as thermal, night
vision, motion-detecting, and armed with advanced biometrics, all
attached to a computer network to provide real-time analysis and results.
Particularly in areas requiring constant monitoring and surveillance,
technology is becoming the preferred mode. States now employ computer
systems to monitor everything from traffic to nuclear power plants. Nearly
every aspect of civilian and military use is becoming computerized. As a
result of this process, the threat of cyber-terrorism is extremely concerning
(Weimann, 2005).
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Considering the reliance on computers and networks, a well-planned
cyber-attack can render a state catatonic by shutting down nearly all social,
economic, and military functions. Hypothetically, it makes for a very dire
circumstance because such an attack would result in the loss of life of
millions and at the same time, render the state unable to respond effectively
to the attack. Such a scenario is one of the many models that has concerned
scholars, journalists, generals, statesmen, and the general public. But it begs
to question the legitimacy of the threat and its possibility as well. As such,
the concerns regarding cyber-terrorism are well-founded. However, there
is a difference between a potential threat and an actual threat. The potential
of cyber-terrorism is there but often it is exaggerated beyond the
possibilities and the damage assessment is overstated (Weimann, 2005). As
previously mentioned, states retain a monopoly over power and elements
of power including science and technology. The cyber-world, information
technology, and the internet are all essential elements of not only state
power but state security as well. The sophisticated technology and the
human resource available to state apparatus are vastly superior to any nonstate actor, proscribed group, or terror outfit.
The technical knowledge, human and material resources required that are
to carry out effective cyber-terrorist attacks are difficult to acquire and
maintain by non-state actors. In the same sense, it seems unlikely that any
non-state actor, terrorist group, or proscribed organization will find the
sophisticated technology that is needed to undertake a technical endeavor
such as that of a cyber-terrorist attack. It is understood that such
organizations do not lack in terms of technical personnel but procuring the
means to carry out such attacks requires cyber-infrastructure that
necessitates extensive logistics and lodgings not to mention manpower and
resources to continue to function. Once again, the monopoly that the state
holds over power and violence does not allow outlawed organizations to
function with such impunity. Terrorist organizations have been involved
in the cyber world but that is largely for the purpose of recruitments,
propaganda, target identification, public relations, and fundraising. Minor
hacking and cyber defacement of law enforcement and government
websites do not amass to cyber-terrorism as they do not meet the criteria
identified in the definition. Some groups support terrorist organizations
such as ISIS and Al-Qaida but those support groups are not involved in
terrorism using the cyber world. According to Denning (2006), it can be
referred to as “hacktivism” but not cyber-terrorism. So far, terrorists’ use
of cyberspace is to facilitate their goals and objectives which they carry out
conventionally.
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3. Role of States in Cyber-Terrorism
States, either by design or by nature, are amoral entities, whose moral
compasses are attuned to the most relevant and dominant situation it is
faced with. This fundamental principle of Realism is commonly known as
‘situational morality’ (Morgenthau, 1973). Subject to conditions, states
choose to condemn, remain silent, or support instances that they may have
earlier held in a different light. Supranational organizations have struggled
to exert themselves over state sovereignty as well as state morality. The
U.N, its many organs, and affiliated agencies, and a plethora of
supranational organizations exist to bind the global community to
common standards of conduct. However, states themselves are reluctant to
hand control to any external actor. One of the reasons that non-state actors
are predominantly labeled as terrorists and frequently banned is because
they become shareholders in the states’ monopoly of power and violence.
The situation following 9/11 and the War on Terror extended this notion.
Even legitimate freedom fighters or movements for self-determination were
brutally crushed under the guise of terrorism. This triumph of security first
narrative consolidated the monopolization of power into the hands of the
state, which was by no means under threat from non-state actors in relative
power terms. However, it must be noted that one of the products of
terrorism is that it reduces faith in the power of the state which in turn
weakens the state's structure, legitimacy, and functionality. In comparative
terms, there exists no non-state actor, terrorist group, or proscribed
organization that has acquired or has the means to acquire the same level
of sophisticated military technology that states possess and have at their
disposal. By far, the nearest that any organization came to that level, was
the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), who at their peak, not only
controlled vast territory but also operated a navy and an air force. In recent
times, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (also known as IS, ISIS, or ISIL)
has shown the ability to control vast areas with administrative capabilities.
However, those too, by comparison, were vastly inferior to what
technology the states possessed or could procure.
In the context of cyber-terrorism, the role of states can be broken into four
broad categories;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Utilizing cyber-attack capabilities against enemies and
competitors
Defending against cyber-terrorism
Supporting or perpetrating cyber-terrorism
Utilizing cyber power structures against its population

The first aspect is straightforward and can be referred to as cyber warfare.
It falls out the scope of this paper but it is pertinent to know that the term
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cyberwar is no longer fictional and futuristic. Cyber-attacks against states
have taken place, such as the one against the Iranian nuclear facility, also
known as the Stuxnet attack (Lindsay, 2013). To the second category,
much like the defense against conventional terrorism, states have the
capability and the means to mitigate cyber-terror attacks. Nearly every state
in the world has special wings to combat cyber threats. Increasing resources
in the form of man and material are being utilized by states to counter
cyber-attacks. It remains the most obvious and conventional category
concerning cyber-terrorism. As the biggest threat from cyber-attacks and
cyber-terrorism is to states, there can be no doubt that the state apparatus
would be alert to counter it. As such, there now exists dedicated efforts to
monitor, analyze, control, and process the virtual world to be prepared for
any response against possible or sudden attacks. The fight against
terrorism, whether conventional or cyber, depends upon building
consensus and narratives, ensuring security, and analyzing potential
threats.
Before discussing the third category, it is necessary to understand the limits
that states are ready to go to avoid cyber-terrorism. As mentioned earlier,
states enjoy a monopoly over power, violence, and using elements of power
as it sees fit. The perceived threat from cyber-terrorism has heightened the
sense of insecurity and vulnerability in the security apparatus of the states.
Just as conventional terrorism needs constant surveillance, it is felt that the
cyber world requires an equal oversight; to ensure that the threat of cyberterrorism from within the state’s territory is not missed. This has led to
increased surveillance of a state’s population and can be equated to
‘structural violence’ (Galtung, 1969). According to Electronic Frontier
Foundation,
“The US government, with assistance from major telecommunications
carriers including AT&T, has engaged in massive, illegal dragnet
surveillance of the domestic communications and communications
records of millions of ordinary Americans since at least 2001…”
The 2008 class-action lawsuit in the United States, Jewel vs NSA, has been
under hearing for more than a decade with every aspect of revealing the
network stonewalled by the NSA as being “state secret” (PoKempner,
2019). More was revealed by Edward Snowden, who exposed the global
nature of surveillance carried out, not just by the U.S government but by
the Five Eyes Intelligence Alliance. China is increasing its public
surveillance network at an impressive and alarming rate. Chongqing boasts
2.58 million surveillance cameras, one per every 5.9 citizens, and eight out
of the world’s top ten most surveilled cities are in China (Campbell, 2019).
It is also building a social scoring system that will help monitor its
population; everything from shopping habits to political dissent and
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criminal records (Mitchell & Diamond, 2018). China is taking
Panopticism to Orwellian levels and with it, expanding and strengthening
its cyber security. The rampant Panopticism is gathering pace as
technological developments continue leaps and bounds. Cyber security
concerns have once again brought forth to light the debate concerning
human rights. Regardless, the cyber world has extended the domain of
power of states in International Relations and like previous elements of
power, its consolidation and utilization remain in the hands of the state.
Coming back to the third category which suggests the concept of statesponsored terrorism, which has long been associated with quasi-states but
rarely with established democracies. The problem, however, is larger than
the type of state it is associated with. Terrorism, as understood today, is a
result of a combination of suffering from and tweaking with terrorism. In
the early years of the U.N, there were attempts made to bring about a
unified definition of terrorism that would be acceptable to all nations and
states. The problem at that time was the heightened Cold War atmosphere
where several proxies were utilized by states, including the U.S and the
Soviet Union, to meet their ends (Maogoto, 2018). States were reluctant
to come to a consensus that would limit their capabilities in terms of action
against rivals. Time continued to pass until genuine terrorism, stemming
from the vestiges of Cold War, reared its head and struck with impunity.
Owing largely to the narrative of ‘us versus them’ used after 9/11 (Voice of
America, 2009), state-sponsorship of terrorism has substantially reduced.
Historically, the many terror outfits of the 1970s and 1980s functioned
under strong state sponsorships (Collins, 2014). The rise of Islamist outfits
in the ’90s saw a similar trend. The idea that states no longer sponsor
terrorism is a false one. It is caused by the sharp decline in such
sponsorships, to the point that it creates a mirage that there are no
sponsorships. The lack of non-state actors as a cyber-security threat does
not dispel the question of what states are capable of doing in terms of cyber
terrorism. As cyber-war becomes a reality, the extent of warfare will expand
into the cyber world too. Just as conventional warfare utilized every aspect
of the state’s power, the cyber domain will see a similar course of action.
During the time of conventional military tactics, the use of proxies and
sponsorship of terror outfits were seen as a ‘means to an end.’ This
argument became increasingly difficult to justify because of the sheer
horrors that terror outfits have perpetrated. States can no longer afford to
support groups and organizations which generate a cry of anger, contempt,
and shock among the populace. Yet, the same narrative can be extended
now to the cyber world, where ideologies and enemies of a state can
coincide with those of terror outfits (Byman, 2007). The organizations,
whose conventional methods of conducting violence are no longer feasible,
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can easily be provided the means, methods, and personnel to carry out a
cyber-attack. The target will be, undoubtedly, the enemy of the sponsoring
state or can also be the common enemy of both. Under such a
circumstance, states would have ‘plausible deniability (Combs, 2002) as
well as have an expendable asset, which it can use and then dispose of easily.
This step is, essentially, taking the cyber war to a covert level. The proxies
of yesteryear’s conventional terrorism can be transformed into proxies of
cyber-terrorism. Without declaring open warfare, states can achieve their
designs against their enemies and sustain considerable low risk and cost
(Hoffman, 2006). Utilizing non-state actors in the cyber domain
essentially creates a buffer that protects and insulates the state from blame
and fallout. States lose nothing more than a few resources, which in relative
terms, are justified by the objectives that are achieved. In terms of the role
of states in cyber-terrorism, sponsorship is the second most obvious choice,
behind defending against such attacks.

Conclusion
Science and technology are elements of national power in the twenty-first
century. Not only do they provide means to societal growth, but they also
provide a platform through which states interact. The world as we see today
and the extent of globalization exists largely due to the developments in the
field of communications technology, of which the Internet and the cyber
world are a huge part. This expansion has trickled down to include science
and technology as means of increasing states’ relative power, which is a
continuation of a historic process, accelerated during the Cold War rivalry.
At the same time as communication technology was exponentially
growing, the twenty-first century was getting accustomed to global
terrorism. Terrorism is not a field of study. It has existed throughout
history, operating side by side of state and society but the context in which
terrorism is viewed contemporarily is vastly different than the past.
Terrorists now have access to sophisticated weapons and tools for mass
murder as well as mass propagation. The acquisition of these means came
as a result of implicit and explicit sponsorship from states. Communication
technology extended its reach to the globe and while their conventional
methodologies and operations are largely mitigated as a result of combined
efforts and unified denunciation, non-state actors remain key actors in
International Arena. In so far as it concerns cyber terrorism, the monopoly
of power that states enjoy renders the possibility of such attacks occurring
to a minimum. It seems unlikely that a cyber-terror attack would take place
and cause large-scale destruction.
One of the possible scenarios could be the use of cyber-attacks by non-state
actors at the behest of states; a case of sponsored terrorism. To this end,
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states would remain without blame and also achieve their goals. Given
cyber-terrorism, the majority of the states’ role is defensive. They actively
prepare to insulate themselves from cyber-terrorism just as they did against
conventional terrorism. The insulation, however, is proving costly for the
populace. While states certainly retain the monopoly over security and
power, it does so on a social contract vis a vis its population; the state has
to provide security and rights, not one or the other. In order to secure
themselves from the threat or possibility of terrorism of any kind, states
have taken security to the maximum, utilizing public services to spy on
their population, often, denying them their rights and privacy. Mass
surveillance has continued despite being exposed at various times and
places.
As states continue to compete among themselves in the international arena,
the differences of the virtual and the physical worlds are only
considerations given to the argument that which of these two increases the
scope, range, weight, and domain of power of the state. Particularly, when
it comes to regional and global hegemonies, the games for supremacy
involve all and every element of power that the state possesses. If it lacks in
one relatively, it acquires the deficiency at whatever cost necessary to
continue deterrence or achieve superiority. This hypothesis is not as overt
as it sounds because history has shown it to be true. The recent showdown
between the U.S and the People’s Republic of China over 5G is another
testament to the fact. It may seem trivial to some or sensationalist to others
but the scholars of International Relations understand the fact the often
minute trends and small events trigger a domino effect that has the biggest
repercussions. As such, it may seem uncommon or far-fetched today to
discuss or conceptualize that cyber-terrorism will take place. It may seem
even more improbable that it would be as a result of state sponsorship or
even a step towards cyber-war. However, considering the fact that states
have already begun utilizing elements of the cyber world, it seems that it is
only a matter of time before the virtual world becomes modus operandi for
the state to achieve its goals. The history of interstate interactions shows
that sometimes it is the smallest drop that makes the largest splash. After
all, it was one Serb Nationalist’s bullet that triggered the First World War.
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Introduction
The importance of Transnational Corporations (TNCs) in international
trade is unparalleled, particularly as regards their investments in public
infrastructure development projects — power plants, dams, bridges,
hospitals, and schools — where budgets range from million to billions of
dollars. Although such projects are sometimes implemented by domestic
companies, it is common for them to be undertaken by TNCs
headquartered in a different country. The domestic government which
seeks to undertake infrastructure development circulates a request for bids,
in response to which TNCs and/or local companies put in applications. In
general, the company that proposes the lowest price is awarded the
contract, this being a common stipulation of the international institutions
or financers from which countries generally borrow the funds for
infrastructure projects. Article 2.47 of the World Bank’s International
Competitive Bidding Procedure, for example, states:
The Borrower shall award the contract, within the period of the validity
of bids, to the bidder who meets the appropriate standards of capability
and resources and whose bid has been determined (i) to be substantially
responsive to the bidding documents and (ii) to offer the lowest evaluated
cost.
It seems, however, that some TNCs seek to avoid the World Bank’s
requirement that contracts be awarded to the candidate that offers the
lowest price, and try instead to secure the contract without competition.
To this end, TNCs have bribed public officials with the aim of
manipulating the bidding procedure in their favour: the public officials
who manage the bidding procedure accept the bribe, and in return award
the contract to the bribe-giving corporation while ignoring any other lower
bidders. As a result, the bribe-giving corporation gets the contract without
the constraints of market competition, while the corrupt public officials
take the bribe and so serve their own private interests.
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By securing contracts while eliminating competition, the bribe benefits the
bribe-giving corporations in multiple ways. Corporations can thus increase
their market share through securing large numbers of contracts around the
world and by buying up competitors’ clients, which results in their
obtaining monopoly rent (excess profit) (Cohen, 2007: 313).
Some researchers have argued that TNCs are constrained to offer bribes by
the circumstances of the host country, and that the global monopoly
benefits that accrue to TNCs are simply the result of successful
competition: after all, it may be argued, if all bidders for infrastructure
contracts are required to pay bribes, then the playing field is once again
level and competition is reinstated. The question posed and investigated in
the present research paper is thus as follows: Is corporate bribery driven more
by the local circumstances of host countries or by corporate culture? The “local
circumstances” of host countries are considered to be the condition that
public officials of the countries are accustomed to taking bribes from
TNCs. This paper uses the Corruption Perception Index (CPI) published
by Transparency International as a guide to measure the local conditions in
such bribe-friendly environments. The CPI computes public sector
corruption of countries by employing records of abuses of power, secret
dealings, and bribery (Transparency International, n.d.: 1). “Corporate
culture,” on the other hand, is considered in terms of the business practices
of TNCs related to accounting practices, their commitment to treat bidrigging procedures as standard, and senior executives’ behavioural attitudes
in gaining public contracts in host countries. The main argument of the
paper is that corporate bribery is indeed driven more by corporate culture
than by the local circumstances of the host countries.
This paper presents a case study of one of the world’s largest
engineering and construction firms, SNC-Lavalin Group Inc., based in
Canada. SNC-Lavalin has attracted significant media attention between
2009 and 2013 due to a bribery scandal, the allegations against the
corporation being that it used a secret accounting code named PCC
(“project consultancy cost” or “project commercial cost”) to pay bribes to
public officials in host countries (The Huffington Post, 2013 May: 3, 4, 7
& 8). The allegations against the corporation were uncovered by the World
Bank while investigating SNC-Lavalin’s contracts related to the Rural
Electrification and Transmission Project in Cambodia and the Padma
Multipurpose Bridge in Bangladesh (Trace International, 2013: 4).
The national governments of Cambodia and Bangladesh dismissed the
claim that their public officials had taken bribes from SNC-Lavalin
(Bergman, 2017: 7-11). However, SNC-Lavalin Inc. and its 100 affiliates
have since been barred from bidding for the World Bank Group–financed
projects for a period of ten years due to allegations of bribery dating to
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2013 (The World Bank, 2013: 1). Meanwhile, the federal government of
Canada has charged Lavalin in cases of fraud and corruption, although the
Canadian court did not find evidence of such bribery in Bangladesh. And
Lavalin is still not free from the bribery scandal, being under prosecution
in a Canadian court since 2018 due to allegations it paid bribes to public
officials in Libya. Aside from these allegations, Lavalin has also been
criticized over its actions in India, Cambodia, Ghana, Nigeria, Malawi,
Mozambique, Kazakhstan, Uganda, and Zambia, where it secured bigbudgeted public contracts through bribery (Trace International, 2013: 4).
In the meantime, Lavalin has replaced its top-level executives — the ones
accused of bribery — with new ones. Lavalin’s bribery allegations in
multiple countries, the reaction of the Canadian government and the
World Bank to the allegations, and the changes to its top executives, make
the corporation a suitable case for exploration.
This paper adopts a qualitative research method, based on primary and
secondary data sources. The secondary sources of information are taken
from books on political economy and peer-reviewed academic journal
articles. The primary sources of data are newspaper articles, especially local
newspapers in the countries discussed in this paper, and the websites of the
World Bank, Transparency International, the OECD (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development), and Trace International, Inc.
The discussion in this paper is based on SNC-Lavalin’s bribery in four
Asian countries (Bangladesh, India, the United Arab Emirates, and
Cambodia), three Maghreb countries (Libya, Tunisia and Algeria), and its
home country Canada. These countries are selected on the basis of
availability of information, given the widespread media coverage about
SNC-Lavalin’s bribery in those countries.
The discussion of this paper is divided into five parts. The first part
provides the literature review and sets out the theoretical approaches in
studying corporate behaviour and corruption. The second part describes
SNC-Lavalin’s business activities in the host countries in question. The
third part discusses the local circumstances of corruption in those host
countries. The fourth part analyses the research findings and sets out
arguments in support of thesis of this paper. The last part concludes by
pointing out some of the limitations of this research and suggesting topics
for the future.

1. Corporations’ Behaviour and Corruption: Debates in the
Literature and Knowledge Gaps
Different disciplines analyse the relationship between corporate culture
and corruption in different ways. The literature emerging from business
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schools, for example, praises northern TNCs because, it is claimed, the
home countries of TNCs (generally in the Global North) are less corrupt
and tend to be run according to rules and regulations; consequently, such
northern TNCs can help to reduce corruption in the host developing
countries by exporting such good business practices into them (Kwok &
Solomon, 2006: 767–785).
The critical literature on TNCs, by contrast, argues that corporations bribe
the public officials of host countries to manipulate international bidding
procedures and to secure contracts, thus establishing links with public
officials (who may be relatively very poor) so as to boost their business. For
example, Cohen remarks:
Shell Oil Company in 2005 was still dealing with a public relations
disaster created by the widespread perception that it has been a coconspirator, along with the government of Nigeria, in the persecution of
people living in the oil-rich regions of that country. Indigenous peoples
have been brutally suppressed by the Nigerian army when complaining
about the water and land pollution caused by oil drilling and about their
not receiving an equitable share of the royalties paid by the oil companies.
(Cohen, 2007: 325)
The literature on behavioural economics explains that firms and their top
executives sometimes act in unethical ways purely on the basis of rational
and cognitive considerations, seeking to maximise profits. Aklerof and
Schiller (2009: 33-35), and Arbogast (2013: 155-191), refer to the case of
Enron in order to show how firms, for the sole purpose of maximizing
profits, can practice disruptive and corrupt behaviour through accounting
manipulation. Among its many financial manipulations, Enron displayed
its booked contracts as current profit and the cost of cancelled projects as assets.
The company concealed debts (in the balance sheet and income statement)
to display a high profit that resulted in rapid stock price increase. But its
superlative financial status made investors suspicious, and when a
consequent audit was failed, the company became bankrupt.
In addition to the above-mentioned literature, international and
transnational organizations publish regular reports on corruption in many
countries and corporations. Transparency International, a leading global
organization that fights against corruption, publishes its annual Public
Sector Corruption Index that looks at bribery by public officials in 177
countries and territories, while the World Bank lists corrupt firms and
individuals (in terms of bribery) and publishes this each year as well.
The literature therefore covers a wide array of views, yet so far there has
been little effort to adjudicate whether corporate bribery is indeed driven
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by local circumstances or by corporate culture. This paper mainly focuses
on this.

2. Major Theories
Many scholars of economics and political economy analyse TNC-bribery
through the lens of agent–client theory. In agent–client theory, as RoseAckerman (2006: 190) describes it, corruption is seen as arising when a
third party or client, who can benefit from the agent’s action, seeks to
influence the agent’s decision by offering a monetary payment. In the case
that concerns in this paper, the third person or client would be the bribegiving corporation, the agent is the concerned public official of the host
country, and proper practice refers to the standard of international
procurement procedure.
Sometimes, the blames of corporate bribery go to top executive officials of
the corporation. Fleming and Stelios (2009: 17-33) describe what they call
bad apple approaches to organizational corruption, where the “bad apple”
refers to the top-level executive officers of a company who lead to involve
in manipulating accounting methods in order to make more money from
the company. Andy Fastow, the former Chief Financial Officer of Enron
who manipulated the accounting spreadsheet of the company to serve his
own interests, is considered the “bad apple” of Enron. In such cases, the
top executives are seen as acting on their own, motivated by sentiments
that Aklerof and Schiller (2009: 3-7) name animal spirits (Keynes’s term
for noneconomic motives which influence economic outcomes; in this
case, greed). The key point being here that corporate malfeasance is being
blamed on specific human failings by top executives, not structural or
endemic features of the corporate culture itself. On the other hand, some
scholars place the blame for corruption on the culture of host countries.
According to Mushtaq H. Khan;
The most commonly used models of corruption, derived from neoclassical
economics, assume that corruption is driven by the legal powers of the
state that give public officials the ability to disrupt otherwise efficient
markets. This allows them to create rents or obstacles for private investors
and citizens, in most cases, acting inside the law. These powers give public
officials the ability to bargain for kickbacks or bribes in exchange for
allocating rents to those who can pay for them or removing obstacles in
the path of those who would rather pay than suffer delay or obstruction.
The kickbacks and bribes are, of course, illegal, and constitute
corruption. (Khan, 2006: 219)
This kind of activity by public officials is called rent-seeking behaviour,
where the TNCs are constrained to give bribes since the contract could not
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be achieved otherwise (Mbaku, 1998: 197). Therefore, this viewpoint
considers corporations as victims of a corrupt system run by the host
countries.

3. SNC-Lavalin in Asia
The allegations against SNC-Lavalin in Asia are mainly in connection with
its activities in Bangladesh, India, Cambodia, and the United Arab
Emirates. Media reports describe how the company bribed through its
“PCC” accounting code (The Huffington Post, 2013: 3, 4, 7 & 8). The
cases of bribery are discussed below.

3.1. Bangladesh
SNC-Lavalin was accused of bribing public officials in Bangladesh in order
to win a USD $50 million contract for consultation work in constructing
the Padma Multi-Purpose Bridge, the estimated cost of the total project
being USD $2.915 billion (Sabet, 2012: 1). This big-budget project was
supposed to be co-financed by the World Bank, Asian Development Bank,
Islamic Development Bank, Japan Cooperation Agency, and the
government of Bangladesh. Yet the World Bank was suspicious about the
procurement and bidding process of the bridge; having detected evidence
of corruption in the procurement process, the Bank reported its suspicions
to the governments of Bangladesh and Canada (Sabet, 2012: 2).
In response to the World Bank’s reports, the Canadian police investigated
the case under Paragraph 3(1)(b) of the Corruption of Foreign Public
Officials Act (RCMP, 2013: 1). The police found that three former
employees of the company had been involved in attempted bribery, namely
former vice-president of the company Ramesh Shah, former engineer
Mohammad Ismail, and senior executive Kevin Wallace (RCMP, 2013: 5).
Mohammad Ismail admitted that the accounting code “PCC” was used by
the company as a shorthand for “project consultancy cost” or “project
commercial cost” and its real intention was to be a vehicle for bribery (The
Huffington Post, 2013: 4). One diary (or desk calendar) by Ramesh Shah
was found which contained the names and shares of bribe recipients for the
Padma Multi-purpose Bridge (Anik, 2013 May: 8-10). This disclosed that
approximately 10 percent of the total cost of the contract for the
consultancy work was to be allocated as bribes, recording the distribution
of bribes as “Padma PCC, 4% Min, 2% Kaiser, 2% Nixon, 1% Secretary
and Moshi Rahman” (Anik, 2013 May: 8-10; New Age, 2013: 10).
According to the allegations, “Min” refers to the former communications
minister of Bangladesh, “Kaiser” to the former foreign affairs minister,
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“Nixon” to Prime Minister’s nephew, while “secretary” is the former
bridge division secretary, and “Moshi Rahman” means the Prime
Minister’s economic affairs advisor Mashiur Rahman (Anik, 2013 May: 810; New Age, 2013: 11). Including the former three employees of the
company, the Canadian police also charged the former communications
minister of Bangladesh under the same heading (RCMP, 2013: 2).
The World Bank sought support from the government of Bangladesh to
investigate the corruption with the help of the state-owned AntiCorruption Commission and a panel of the World Bank. The government
of Bangladesh did not permit the panel from the World Bank to continue
the investigation, and did not suspend the suspected government officials
as the Bank demanded (Sabet, 2012: 2-4).
Bangladesh’s 2013 Anti-Corruption Commission Bill contains a provision
requiring that government permission be sought before pursuing criminal
charges such as bribery against officials, and the government of Bangladesh
did not give the permission—indicating that the bill had been adopted to
enable public officials to evade allegations of bribery (The Daily Star, 2013
November 13: 1-4; The Daily Star, 2013 November 12: 1-23). In an
interview with CBC News in May 2013, the Prime Minister of Bangladesh
Sheikh Hasina denied any allegation concerning the fraudulent bidding
process. In her defence, she argued that the World Bank had provided no
concrete evidence of corruption.
The Bangladeshi government’s refusal to cooperate with the World Bank
to investigate the corruption was a definite sign that the local conditions of
Bangladesh permit corrupt behaviour by government officials. On the
other hand, Ramesh Shah’s document concerning the use of the PCC Code
signifies that he was acting as a “bad apple” in bribing the public officials
of Bangladesh.

3.2. India
In 2009, the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) of India filed a charge
sheet for a scam related to a contract between SNC-Lavalin and the Kerala
State Electricity Board Limited (KSEB) (Yauch, 2013: 5). A CAD $67
million contract was signed to construct three hydroelectric power plants:
Pallivsaal, Senkulam and Panniyar (The Hindu, 2012: 12). The charge
sheet alleged that SNC-Lavalin had engaged in bribery of Kerala’s then
secretary of state Pinaru Vijayan and other officials to secure the contract
(Yauch, 2013: 1, 2, 5 & 7). The charge sheet named nine people, including
the secretary of state and other government officials of Kerala, and SNCLavalin’s former vice-president Klaus Triendel.
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According to the contract, KSEB was responsible for paying SNC-Lavalin
for construction of the power plants, and borrowed CAD $53.8 million
from Export Development Canada (EDC) for this purpose (Yauch, 2013:
7). The CBI completed an audit and estimated that all the costs including
material, consulting, and engineering services for building the power
plants, had been exaggerated, and were higher than other comparable
projects (Yauch, 2013: 7). The audit reported that KSEB had not taken
any action to validate the price quoted by SNC-Lavalin before signing the
loan contract. The exaggerated price was what had prompted suspicions
about the bidding procedure.
CBI was clear that a competitive bidding process had not been followed
and alleged that SNC-Lavalin had paid bribes to secure the contract
(Yauch, 2013: 7). For this reason, it filed a charge sheet against the nine,
accusing them of causing a huge loss to the exchequer, they were charged
with criminal conspiracy, fraud, and violating the 1988 Prevention of
Corruption Act (The Hindu, 2012: 2).
Klaus Triendel, former vice-president at SNC-Lavalin, had acted as the
“bad apple” to get the contract in India, yet he could not be brought for
prosecution in India as he was a Canadian citizen. The Ministry of External
Affairs of India sent a request to the International Assistance Group (IAG)
of the Ministry of Justice of Canada to extradite Triendel in India in
December 2011, but there were no further developments regarding this
case (The Hindu, 2012: 2).

3.3. Cambodia
SNC-Lavalin’s misconduct in Cambodia was discovered by the World
Bank while investigating the bribery schemes of the company in
Bangladesh mentioned earlier (Lewis & Bopha, 2013: 4). The World Bank
found that SNC-Lavalin had engaged in bribery and bid-rigging in
Cambodia in order to win a CAD $5 million contract to design and build
an energy management system and control centre in a rural area (Marowits,
2013: 1, 2 & 6). The whole project was state-owned, conducted under the
supervision of Electricité du Cambodge and funded by the World Bank
(Marowits, 2013: 3). The Bank handed over evidence of bribery to the
Canadian police (Lewis & Bopha, 2013: 3, &7).

3.4. The United Arab Emirates
French authorities initiated an investigation into SNC-Lavalin based on a
suspicious payment to obtain a project in Abu Dhabi, the United Arab
Emirates, in 2011 (Trace International, Inc., 2013: 4). A prosecution was
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launched after an external auditor found that CAD $13.5 million was
supposed to have been spent on a project in France, but was instead paid
to someone in Abu Dhabi as a bribe (Praet, 2013: 7). Police suspected that
this was related to money laundering involving two former high officials
of the corporation, former vice-president Riadh Ben Aissa and his
predecessor Sami Bebawi (Praet, 2013: 10).
In an internal review, SNC-Lavalin also found that CAD $56 million
worth of payments had been given as bribes to consultants in Abu Dhabi,
all of this allegedly orchestrated by Ben Aissa and approved by former chief
executive officer Pierre Duhaime (Praet, 2013: 12).
In this case, three “bad apples” were found: Riadh Ben Aissa, Sami Bebawi,
and Pierre Duhaime. All are now facing trial in Canada for bribing foreign
officials and money laundering under the Corruption of Foreign Public
Officials Act (Marotte, 2016). However, no information could be found
on any actions by the United Arab Emirates in prosecuting its corrupt
government officials.

4. SNC-Lavalin in Maghreb Countries
SNC-Lavalin faces serious allegations of bribery in Libya, Tunisia, and
Algeria. These allegations are discussed below.

4.1. Libya
SNC-Lavalin’s bribery in Libya has two opposite explanations, one
explanation put forth by the accusers in the bribery case (the Canadian
police), and other offered by the convicted executives who are — former
executive vice-president Riadh Ben Aissa, former vice-president of
construction Sami Bebawi, former vice-president controller Stephen Roy,
and former chief executive officer Peirre Duhaime. It is worth noting that
Cythia Vanier, the President of Vanier Consulting Ltd., was also involved
in aiding the illegal acts.
The Canadian police maintains that these former employees of SNCLavalin had paid CAD $160 million as a bribe to government officials of
Libya between 2010 and 2012 in order to secure contracts for building an
airport, a prison, and a water pipeline (Trace International Inc., 2013: 3).
Riadh Ben Aissa and Sami Bebawi were also accused of making a payment
of CAD $120 million as a bribe to Saadi Gaddafi, the son of the former
Libyan dictator Muammar al-Gaddafi, for securing the above-mentioned
contracts (Nicol & Segnils, 2013: 20). It was an internal audit by SNCLavalin which found these payment anomalies and reported them to the
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Canadian police for investigation (McLean & Bell, 2013: 9). In addition,
the Canadian police also found that Stephen Roy of SNC-Lavalin paid
CAD $5,000 to someone in Libya between 2008 and 2012.
SNC-Lavalin sacked Ben Aissa, Pierre Duhaime, and Stephen Roy
(McLean & Bell, 2013: 9). The company released a statement in July 2013
stating that email exchanges among Ben Aissa, Stephen Roy, and Vanier
contained evidence of conspiracy to commit illegal acts and misuse
company funds without permission of the corporation. So, these initiatives
by SNC-Lavalin indicate that the company is tracking the bribery cases
and willing to fight against corruption.
Ben Aissa tried to escape the prosecution by fleeing to Switzerland, but the
Swiss authorities arrested him in 2012 for fraud and conspiracy. Canada’s
Department of Justice made an extradition request to its Swiss counterpart
on January 24, 2013, and the Swiss judges concluded in May 2013 that
Ben Aissa should be extradited to face charges in Canada. Ben Aissa was
extradited to Canada in September 2013 to face fraud, bribery, and money
laundering charges. Stephen Roy was also arrested in Mexico in November
2011 and sent back to Canada (Trace International, 2013: 3).
On the other hand, Ben Aissa’s family members filed a claim against SNCLavalin in November 2012 on the grounds that he was unlawfully sacked
(Trace International, Inc., 2013: 3). Ben Aissa also claimed in his court
filing that he had been made a scapegoat by the company and his
predecessors (Banerjee, 2014: 2). He added that high-level executives of
SNC-Lavalin had long-standing relationships with Gaddafi’s family which
led the company to engage in all these illegal activities (Banerjee, 2014: 2).
In addition, Roy filed a lawsuit against SNC-Lavalin claiming he had
found himself a victim of the company’s corporate culture. According to
Roy, SNC-Lavalin had created a corporate culture where it is common
practice to do whatever is necessary to win a contract (Marowitz, 2013: 810). Ben Aissa and Roy both claimed that the payments were permitted
and granted by the company (Marowitz, 2013: 23). Their statement was
supported by Anthony Scilipoti, analyst and vice-president of Veritas
Investment Research, who stated, “This is something that’s part of the way
the company does business” (Nicole & Seglin, 2013: 20).

4.2. Tunisia
The Tunisian Commission of Inquiry into Corruption and Embezzlement
has been investigating SNC-Lavalin since 2012 for bribery of public
officials to win a CAD $340 million contract for designing and
constructing a 420 megawatt power plant at Sousse. The approximate
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amount of the bribe was USD $31 million, paid between 2009 and 2011
(Trace International, Inc., 2013: 3).
On the other hand, the Canadian police found that the company paid
CAD $6 million to the son-in-law of the former Tunisian President Zine
el-Abidine Ben Ali to win a variety of contracts during the period 2001–
2010. But, after the popular uprising in Tunisia, the son-in-law, Mr.
Chiboub, fled to the United Arab Emirates and no other information was
found regarding this case (Hamilton, 2013: 1-3).
According to the Swiss authorities, Riadh Ben Aissa, of Tunisian origin,
whose bribery in Libya and the United Arab Emirates has been discussed
above, was involved in bribing Mr. Chiboub and his company Empson
Properties SA (Hamilton, 2013: 4, 6 & 7). Ben Aissa’s involvement in
bribery in multiple countries proves that he, in practice, acted as the “bad
apple,” manipulating accounting methods.

4.3. Algeria
SNC-Lavalin has a long business history in Algeria and all its contracts were
headed by Ben Aissa’s predecessor Sami Bebawi between 2000 and 2009.
According to an estimate, the company has earned at least USD $6 billion
from its Algerian contracts since it launched operations in North Africa
(McArther, & Gatti, 2013: 12).
Based on information provided by the Swiss authorities, SNC-Lavalin’s
office in Algeria was raided for several times to investigate contracts for
several projects. The investigation found that Ben Aissa had a good
relationship with the Algerian consultant Farid Bedjaoui, whose company
subcontracted from SNC-Lavalin. Bedjaoui’s nephew was the former
Algerian foreign affairs minister Mohammed Bedjaoui, who played the key
role in awarding the contracts to SNC-Lavalin (The Huffington Post, 2013
June: 15; McArther, & Gatti, 2013: 15). The relation between Ben Aissa
and Bedjaoui led to a transfer of USD $200 million to the Algerian
leaders in exchange for several contracts including with the state-run
petroleum company Sonatrach (The Huffington Post, 2013 June: 15;
McArther, & Gatti, 2013: 15).
In response to the Algerian investigation, SNC-Lavalin announced a threemonth timeframe for employees to come forward with evidence of
corruption without reprisal. SNC-Lavalin also agreed that it would not
seek damage or fire employees who voluntarily report violations of its code
of ethics (The Huffington Post, 2013: 11-14; McArther & Gatti, 2013:
16). The amnesty will not cover executives in the office of SNC-Lavalin’s
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president, its management committee groups, or anyone who directly
profited from the bribery (The Huffington Post, 2013: 11-14). This again
is a symbol that the corporation is concerned with its ethical procedures.
But the involvement of Ben Aissa and his predecessor Sami Bebawi in this
case also directs our attention to the fact that the company very often
breeds “bad apples.”

5. Corruption in Canada
The contract for constructing the CAD $1.3 billion McGill University
Health Centre (MUHC), a mega-hospital in Montreal, was awarded to
SNC-Lavalin in 2010 (Hutchinson, 2012: 1). But in 2012 the hospital was
brought under police investigation for illegal cash payments by SNCLavalin in winning the contract (Hutchinson, 2012: 3). Riadh Ben Aissa
and his predecessor Pierre Duhaime both faced allegations of a secret
payment regarding MUHC totalling CAD $56 million (Banerjee, 2014:
22-23; Hutchinson, 2012: 5). Duhaime had to resign after he was accused
by an internal audit of the corporation of having signed off the
questionable $56 million payment (Hutchinson, 2012: 21-23). On the
other hand, Ben Aissa was charged with paying CAD $22.5 million out
of the $56 million as a bribe to secure the contract (Banerjee, 2014: 2223; Hutchinson, 2012: 21-23). Certainly, given that MUHC was one of
the biggest hospitals in the world, the corporation was desperate to win the
project. The bribe was given to obtain copies of its competitor’s design
drawings for the hospital and then prepare a better bid by understanding
the competitor’s stance. Both Ben Aissa and Duhaime are facing trial in
Canada under criminal charges.
On the other hand, Dr. Arthur Porter, former director general of MUHC,
and co-chair of the selection committee to award the contract, was accused
of taking the bribe and then awarding the contract to SNC-Lavalin. He
later died in a jail in Panama (Banerjee, 2014 February: 25; Hopper, 2014
February: 12).
SNC-Lavalin was also found guilty of giving a CAD $1.5 million bribe to
attain the contract for renovating Montreal’s Jacques Cartier Bridge, a
CAD $127 million contract which was awarded to the company in 2000
(Nicol & Seglins, 2014 February: 1-2; Hopper, 2014 February: 2-3). The
alleged recipient of the bribe is the former head of the Federal Bridge
Corporation of Canada, Mr. Michel Fournier, who was in charge of
awarding the contract. The bribe was deposited into a Swiss Bank account
owned by Fournier, through a Paris-based commercial agent of the
company named Promotag. The Canadian police has been investigating
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the suspected kickbacks, but no one has been identified as guilty of giving
the bribes on behalf of the company (Nicol & Seglins, 2014 February: 4).

6. Corruption in the Above-Mentioned Countries
Transparency International publishes an annual Corruption Perception
Index (CPI), ranking countries and territories according to their level of
corruption in administrative and political institutions in terms of taking
bribes, abusing power, and engaging in secret dealings (Transparency
International, 2013: 1-2). The CPI scores countries and territories on a
scale from 0, meaning highly corrupt, to 100, meaning very clean (prior to
2012 the scale ranged from 0 to 10; this should be noted when reading
Table 1 below.) (Transparency International, 2013: 1-2). According to the
index, the lower a country scores, the higher the degree to which it is
corrupt. The index is compiled from a combination of surveys and
assessments that record abuses of public power for private gain. This private
gain includes bribery of public officials by TNCs for multi-million-dollar
projects through bid rigging (Transparency International, 2013: 1-3). The
index also positions countries and territories relative to the other countries
and territories that the index covers (Transparency International, 2013: 7).
We consulted the index for the period 2009–2013 to find the corruption
status of the countries in which SNC-Lavalin had been found guilty for
bribery during that time. It was thereby possible to gain an understanding
of the corruption situation of the host countries, and so form a preliminary
judgement regarding whether SNC-Lavalin decided to bribe in those
countries after considering the bribe-taking behaviour of the public
officials of those countries.
According to the CPI index, Bangladesh, Cambodia, and Libya are
consistently classed as very corrupt, their scores between 2009 and 2013
never exceeding 30. On the other hand, Algeria, India, and Tunisia are not
very corrupt, their CPI scores lying above 30 but below 50. The United
Arab Emirates seems to be a moderately clean country, its average score
being above
60. Canada is a fairly clean country whose average remains above 80 during
the period between 2009 and 2013 (see Table 1 below for all these scores).
From these scores, we quickly grasp that SNC-Lavalin bribed in four
different types of countries: “very corrupt” countries such as Bangladesh,
Libya, and Cambodia; “corrupt countries” such as Algeria, India, and
Tunisia; “reasonably clean” countries such as the United Arab Emirates;
and “clean” countries such as Canada. The data indicated, then, that the
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company bribed irrespective of local circumstances, and independently of
whether a country is clean or corrupt. This then triggered the suspicion that
it is corporate culture which drives the company to bribe, not the local
circumstances in the host countries.

7. Research Findings
The review of SNC-Lavalin’s behaviour in host countries, assessed through
the lens of the CPI, suggests the conclusion that the corporation is driven
more by its corporate culture than any local culture of bribery. The
following discussion of the research findings clarifies this argument.
The overview of the company’s practices confirms that the corporate
culture of SNC-Lavalin in some sense promotes corrupt behaviour in order
to win contracts and increase profits. The CPI scores indicate that the
corporation does not need a receptively corrupt atmosphere in the host
countries to propose a bribe: seemingly its eagerness to win contracts leads
to the same kind of behaviour in every kind of country, whether corrupt
or not. Most notably, the bribery in non-corrupt countries such as the
United Arab Emirates and Canada supports the argument that the
corporation is driven more by a corrupt corporate culture.
In addition, the use of a fraudulent “secret accounting code,” the PCC, is
also a sign that the corporation has developed an internal culture of bribegiving. So, the corporate culture of the company does seem to conform to
an “agent–client” model of bribery, as discussed above in the theoretical
analysis. In this case, agent represents the concerned public officials of the
host countries who are responsible for fair bidding procedure, and client
represents SNC-Lavalin and its executives. According to agent–client
theory, the client tries to influence the agent’s decision by offering a
monetary payment, which is not a proper practice. The above discussion
proves that SNC-Lavalin was successful in winning contracts through
influencing the public officials of host countries by bribery.
Furthermore, we saw that former executives, who had been found guilty of
paying bribes, complained that they were made scapegoats by the
company. Ben Aissa strongly asserted that he was just following the
corporation’s instruction. For this reason, it seems that the company is
breeding multiple “bad apples,” which suggests that this is a structural
feature of a corrupt corporate culture, not self-interested executives seeking
to benefit themselves at the expense of the company. A non-corrupt
company would be less likely to see executives following same paths as their
predecessors in bribing to gain contracts.
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What is more, we also saw that the company used employees who had
ethnic and regional connections in the host countries to give the bribes:
Mohammad Ismail, a Bangladeshi-born Canadian citizen, was accused of
bribery in Bangladesh; Ben Aissa’s origin is Tunisia, and he was involved
bribery in the three Maghreb countries (Khan, 2012: 3; McLean & Bell,
2013: 2). Such apparent selection of employees by the company for
winning contracts in the host countries is also an indication that the
company’s corporate culture is based on bribing public officials to win
contracts.
It cannot be denied, of course, that the CPI scores of Libya, Bangladesh,
Cambodia, Algeria, India, and Tunisia show that these places have a
welcoming atmosphere for bribery. The public officials of these countries
certainly follow rent-seeking behaviour in taking bribes for gains and
awarding contracts to the bribe-giving TNCs. However, this does not
explain SNC-Lavalin’s involvement in countries such as Canada and the
United Arab Emirates, which are much more clean.

Conclusion
Our conclusions seem firm as regards the case of SNC-Lavalin, but
obviously the findings cannot easily be generalized from this single case. It
may indeed seem that the arguments made here do not reflect TNCs’
behaviour in all host countries. Nor might the behaviour of the government
officials of the above-mentioned seven countries be representative of all the
countries in which TNCs operate. In addition, Transparency
International’s CPI may seem a weak source of comparative data since it
may not include all the possible ways in which bribery can be measured in
countries of both the Global North and South. So, many readers may not
wish the draw the general conclusion that corporate bribery is driven more
by corporate culture than the local circumstances in host countries.
In response, however, it can be noted that SNC-Lavalin is not only the one
of the biggest engineering and construction companies in Canada but
indeed one of the largest in the world. As a result, its activities as a TNC
could indeed be taken as representative of other TNCs. In addition, the
seven host countries (and Canada) were selected on the basis of the
availability of the information about the company’s bribery in those
countries and include both corrupt and non-corrupt countries as well, so
the research cannot be accused of fabricating a case against one TNC by
cherry-picking certain types of country. And finally, the CPI compiled by
Transparency International is world-renowned and widely accepted, so
conclusions based upon it have a strong prima facie case to be accepted.
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Table 1
CPI of Transparency International: Country Scores
Country
Bangladesh

Cambodia

Libya

Algeria

India

Tunisia

UAE

Canada

Year
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009

Position
136
144
120
134
139
160
157
164
154
158
172
160
168
146
130
94
105
112
105
111
94
94
95
87
84
77
75
73
59
65
26
27
28
28
30
9
9
10
6
8

Score
27
26
2.7
2.4
2. 4
20
22
2.1
2.1
2.0
15
21
2
2.2
2.5
36
34
2.9
2.9
2.8
36
36
3.1
3.3
3.4
41
41
3.8
4.3
4.2
69
68
6.8
6.3
6.5
81
84
8.7
8.9
8.7

Status
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Very Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Corrupt
Reasonably Clean
Reasonably Clean
Reasonably Clean
Reasonably Clean
Reasonably Clean
Clean
Clean
Clean
Clean
Clean

Source: Transparency International, Corruption Perception Index 2009–2013

Nevertheless, the conclusions can only properly be generalized through
further studies of the role of other TNCs in other scenarios; and the author
is certainly of the view that such research should be conducted. Indeed, it
may prove valuable in the fight against corruption in countries that host
TNCs.
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Introduction
The question of secession arises when a significant number of the
population in a particular territory, part of an existing state, expresses an
inclination in words or in deeds to become an independent state (Dahliz,
2003:6). The term secession encompasses two Latin words, "secede,"
meaning "separation," and "cedere," meaning "departure,” which both
indicate departure or withdrawal from somewhere or something. The early
roots of the phenomenon of secession can be found in the political life of
ancient Roman society. In the Roman Republic (510 BC – 27 BC), during
secessio plebis, an act of discontent, the plebeians were abandoning Rome
and were encamped on the surrounding hills, threatening the wealthy
upper class—the patricians, that they will establish a rival city unless their
demands were met (Borkowski & Plessis, 2005). However, despite the
centuries-long practice and general connotation of interruption of certain
continuity, it is still difficult to understand the political phenomenon of
secession and structure a definition that will comprehensively explain its
essence.
In this chapter, we will consider secession as creating a new state through
the withdrawal of territory and population, previously being part of an
existing state (Pavkovic & Radan, 2007:5). Secession is an unexpected
move towards independence of a territorial part of a sovereign and
independent state (Heraclides, 1991) which in the theory is referred to as
a metropolitan state or a parent state (in our chapter, the term an existing
state will be used since it encompasses a broader concept that is more
adequate to the postcolonial world). Secession is a special kind of territorial
separatism that affects the states. The movement to secession opposes the
"center,” or the central government of an existing state. In some cases, it is
considered more a quest for territory than a quest for independence
(Brilmayer,1991).
Secession differs from irredentism which should be understood as a similar
intention to break a certain continuity. However, the significant difference
is that the territory’s population that intends to break away from an existing
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state has an inclination to join the neighboring state. Irredentism is not
acceptable in the theory and practice of international law because it is
strictly against its principles. Yet, the question of secession is still a bit more
complicated. International law does not prohibit secession, and some
theoreticians even find it permissible according to certain international
documents when particular conditions are met.
Despite the theoretical ambiguity, secession demands exist almost
anywhere in the world. The meaning of secession in the public discourse is
negative and is often associated with the idea of physical or political
violence. Although states, in general, oppose the act of secession, the level
of disagreement varies according to circumstances. Also, when it comes to
secession or an attempt to segregate a part of a state’s territory, the states
see that as an act of betrayal which is illegal, unconstitutional, unpatriotic,
and even traitorous. So, the secessionist aims are considered harmful to the
general society’s interests. In most cases, these aims are considered
politically and legally unacceptable. Therefore, they are banned and
suppressed (Pavkovic & Radan, 2007). When it comes to international
law, it must be stressed that although secession is not prohibited, it is not
allowed either. International law is clear on one point: the principle of
territorial integrity of an existing state is superior and above other
principles, which, according to the general scholarly views, implicitly
means rejection of secession. These opinions range from those that find the
political phenomenon of secession utterly inadmissible and unacceptable
to those that deem it unlawful under international law. On the other side,
some views tend to justify e secession in some cases, or at least they ascribe
to it a legal framework. Consequently, they advocate accepting secession if
certain predefined circumstances are met (Beran, 1991; Buchanan, 1991;
Cassese, 1995) since, regardless of the legal principles, the practice often
points us in the opposite direction.

1. Theories of Secession
The theories that attempt to clarify the political phenomenon of secession
can be categorized for scholarly purposes as explanatory, economic,
normative, and moral theories of secession (Buchanan, 1991; Pavkovic &
Radan, 2007).
Explanatory theories of secession try to foresee why and how different social
phenomena emerge and lead to secessionist tendencies. They can also help
predict when and where a secession might occur (Pavkovic & Radan,
2007). For that reason, some of the scholars have established a theoretical
framework to determine the process that potentially leads to secession
(Wood, 1981). They study the ethnic group’s shared memories and
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community culture, its nationalist or ethnically based ideologies that serve
as a ground for secessionism (Smith, 1981; Smith, 1979). They also
consider its economic interests, preferences, attitudes, and anxiety over the
group’s position in relation to the other groups (Horowitz, 2003). Finally,
they establish the group's views and calculations as primary motivations for
secession (Hechter, 1992).
Economic theories of secession consider economic motives as the principal
base for secession attempts. They tend to analyze economic variables in a
bid to predict whether a secession movement will occur in a region with
relatively high income or in a less developed region with an income lower
than the average of the country (Zarkovic Bookman, 1992). Scholars
believe that secession occurs when part of the population sees secession as
an opportunity for economic growth (Hoeffler & Collier, 2005).
The normative theories of secession are based on an explicit or implicit
assumption about the existence of the “right to secede”. The normative
theories of secession ground the “right” in: (a) freedom to choose a
preferred state (the theories of choice or the theories of fundamental law); (b)
the right to live and function in a state that protects its people (the theories
of secession as a cure or the remedial secession). According to the theories of
choice, only a territorially concentrated group (not a dispersed one) has the
right to have its own state. According to these theories of secession, the
state is a voluntary association in which the citizens and the groups of
citizens can access and exit from it at their own discretion. The authors
following the anarcho-capitalist theory consider that the number of states
should be open and a subject to constant change (Rothbard, 1994). The
democratic theories find the process of group decision-making as the only
proper procedure through which the secession could be permissible (Beran,
1984; Beran, 1998). In this group, some theories advocate the right to
unlimited choice and theories that limit the categories of population that
possess this "right" (Margalit & Raz 1990; Мiller, 1995). The theories of
choice can be regarded as theories of fundamental law that accept the “right
to secession” regardless if the element of injustice is present or not in the
group’s treatment (Buchanan, 1991). Such theories are inscriptive group
of theories that only take into account the distinct characteristics of the
group, irrespective if the group suffers injustice or not (Margalit & Raz,
1990), and the associative group of theories that do not consider the
group’s common characteristics but its desire to have its own state (Beran,
1987; Willman, 1995).
Unlike the theories of choice, the remedial theories of secession focus on
the state’s population that suffers injustice. Different theories of secession
identify further injustices for which a group has the right to secede. Still,
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in general, they consider secession as an ultimate remedy and acceptable if:
(1) the state’s actions endanger the physical survival of the group’s
members, (2) the previously sovereign territory was unjustly seized by the
existing state. According to these theories, secession is permissible if the
state fails to protect the interests of the citizens, groups, and their human
rights and fails to perform the respective state functions (Birch 1984;
Buchanan, 1998; Tamir, 1993).
The Moral theories of secession are very close to the normative theories of
secession since they legitimize secession if certain conditions are met. Part
of these theories are (1) the nationalist secession theory which claims that
a territorially concentrated group can secede only if the majority of the
population is in favor of that solution; (2) theory of secession as a choice—
if the majority of those who want to secede are for that solution; (3) causal
theory of secession, according to which a case for secession can exist only
if there is a strong, justifiable reason (for example, the group has been a
victim of systematic discrimination or exploitation). The proponents of
"the just-cause" theory of secession hold that secession can be acceptable if
the groups who wish to secede have valid reasons for it (Norman, 2003).
The parochial theory has an entirely different focus in justifying
secessionist claims and offers a different framework for assessing the
legitimacy of secessionist demands. The proponents of this theory believe
that the existence of a unique "self" is the only basis for assessing the
legitimacy of secessionist claims. This “self” is the “self” who wants to
control its political destiny; it can exist in states that are repressive towards
their minorities, as well as in democratic, non-discriminatory societies.
Extreme repression of a population segment may intensify international
concerns, but it will not necessarily create a “self." A legitimate "self"
originates from historical, racial, cultural, and religious differences of the
peoples which desire for political independence. To be a separate "self" and
to desire the process of "determination" is the only basis for acquiring a
legitimate secession, while the satisfaction of this primordial claim is of the
utmost importance (Buchheit, 1978).
It is not expected that the theories of choice will be incorporated into
international law, as they authorize the disintegration of states even when
they perform their state functions well (Buchanan, 1991). In contrast, the
remedial theories of secession can be in line with the state’s territorial
integrity. It is more likely that they can supplement the corpus of
international law in any form in the future.
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2. “The Right to Secession”
There are different opinions on whether it is possible to formulate the right
to secession legally. Some authors consider that in international law, there
is a tacit right to secession recognizable in certain documents (for example,
in Declaration 2625 from 1970), while for others, such possibility does not
exist and should not exist at all. The authors opposing any idea of the
eventual creation of the right to secession consider all the adverse outcomes
that may arise as a result of it. A “right to secession” will not solve existing
difficulties, but it will make them worse since the secession— as an
outcome of such right— will not result in a homogeneous state. Thus, it
will increase and not reduce the conflicts. Consequently, such endeavor
will undermine the attempts for coexistence in an undivided state that can
be reached through autonomy or federalism and may address some of the
minorities' demands. The complete rejection of any possibility to
formulate the legal “right to secession” is justified since the secession only
allows the former minority to become the new majority. What is more,
there is no guarantee that the new majority will treat the new minorities
differently in the new situation than the way they were treated (Horowitz,
2003).
However, the states’ territorial integrity and the opposing arguments are
not incompatible (Brilmayer, 1991). The case of the possible right to
secession has almost never been presented as an absolute right of anyone to
claim it. It is more a call for articulation of the adequate criteria or
standards of legitimacy for secession requirements (Heraclides, 1991). In
general, the current international legal theories still doubt the possible
status of secession as a "right" (Buchheit, 1978). Although some
commentators completely deny its legitimacy, there are many theorists who
believe that such a "right" (if it is ever established) should be subject to
enormous restrictions. Authors who accept the possibility for a restricted
right to secession demand that all the basic requirements need to be
fulfilled (e.g. severe forms of discrimination, repression, exclusion, etc.), as
well as certain practical conditions such as: territorial concentration of a
particular population group, the possible viability of the new state and the
like (Henrard, 2000).
In any case, current international law can consider secession (1) if the
people decide to secede freely, that is, the entire population of the state and
not just the inhabitants of the region that wishes to secede, or (2) when
national borders are changed after an armed conflict as a part of a reached
peace agreement (Van Der Vyver, 2000). Thus, under positive
international law, the principle of the territorial integrity of an existing
state is superior and presupposes rejection of secession. This practice is not
new, nor is it unknown. As early as 1921, the International Commission
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of Rapporteurs under the League of Nations reviewed the request for
secession of the Aaland Islands from Finland and rejected it. Still, the
Committee of Rapporteurs concluded that minorities residing under
foreign domination might be allowed to secede but secession being the last
resort when the state lacks either the will or the power to incite and exercise
the law, as well as establish adequate guarantees concerning religious,
linguistic or social justice (Report, 1921).
Similarly, in contemporary international practice (after establishing the
UN system), secession is often accepted as an ultimate remedy.
Accordingly, regardless of the superiority of the principle of territorial
integrity, there is a view that the act of secession can be acceptable under
precisely defined but restrictive conditions. Many theorists find this
ground precisely in Resolution 2625, Declaration on Principles of
International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation
among States and its paragraph 7 (UNGA Res 2625, 1970). According to
them, Resolution 2625 opens the door to the so-called forms of "legitimate
secession" but only if certain conditions are met, such as: if a sovereign and
an independent state does not respect the rights for self-determination of
the peoples (according to the text of the Resolution— of the colony or
non-self-governing territory); it the state does not have a government that
is representative— does not represent all the peoples living in the territory
without distinction based on race, creed or color. The concluding clause of
this Resolution reflects the belief that the governors should base their
power on the consent of the governed. That consent should encompass all
the society segments. Consequently, if the state government does not
represent the whole nation, it violates the principle of self-determination.
From that point, although the secession is not regulated, it is implicitly
allowed if central authorities of the sovereign state consistently refuse to
guarantee the participation rights of the religious or racial groups, thus
completely and systematically crushing the fundamental rights (Buchheit,
1978).
It is interesting to mention that although some authors support the
admissibility of secession (if the government acts against Resolution 2625
and international law principles), they see it restrictive in its scope since,
by the literal reading of the text, the possible permissibility of secession
only applies to religious and racial groups (Cassese, 1995). Unlike them,
other authors oppose the restrictive approach. They argue that Resolution
2625 recognizes the right to an independent state if its right to selfdetermination are systematically denied (Gayim, 2006). Thus, the gross
denial of political rights and the nature and extent of the group's human
rights abuses are the only credible test to determine the reasonableness of
secession (Nanda, 1980). That is to say, the state can be condemned, and
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the secession approved only if it does not protect and promote the rights
of individual citizens as members of the community (Cobban, 1969).
Concerning the above explanation, it is likely that the controversy of
secession will remain an open and burning issue with very little prospect
for its solution in the near future. There is hardly a scholar that argues for
recognizing an unlimited right to secession within international law. Still,
many consider that secession should be put within a restricted legal frame.
In terms of the criteria under which secession can be regarded legitimate,
the criterion related to the violation of the fundamental rights by the
existing state prevails. Thus, secession is seen as legitimate if the group
attempting to secede is exposed to vast abuse of their human rights.
However, although there is an intellectual tendency towards introducing a
specific, limited right to secession, the international community is
currently not prone to the eventual acceptance of a qualified right to
secession. Public international law is a law of the states. There is little
confidence that the states will accept a rule directly affecting their territorial
integrity and their sole existence.

3. The Secession and the Right to Self-Determination
The secession is most often perceived through the prism of selfdetermination and territorial integrity rules, prohibition of the use of force
rules, as well as recognition and the non-recognition rules. Theoretical
dilemmas regarding the relationship between secession and selfdetermination are an old topic in international legal thought. Despite the
opinions that accept secession as one of the possible expressions of the right
to self-determination of peoples, some opinions support a total denial of
any link between the right to self-determination of peoples and secession.
The main dilemma is: does the right to self-determination include a right
to secession? Because of the fear of a possible secessionist interpretation of
the principle of self-determination of peoples, some lawyers argue for
excluding secession from the scope of self-determination. For the other
group of theorists, if there is a "right to secession," then its origin should
be sought in the principle of national self-determination. Even among
those willing to give some legitimacy to the concept of secessionist selfdetermination, there is a vast disagreement in attitudes (Buchheit, 1978).
For that reason, the right to self-determination and the “right” to secession
within international law must be considered as two distinct segments, each
with its privileges, constituent elements, conditions for legitimate
application, and its own consequences (Van der Vyver, 2000).
The principle of self-determination proclaimed during decolonization,
remained stable until the fall of the iron curtain (in the early ‘90s of the
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previous century), when except the decolonization of the colonies, there
were only a few cases of independent statehood creation (Mali 1960,
Singapore 1965, Bangladesh 1971). These cases were seen as exceptions to
the principle of non-violation of territorial integrity. The situation got
more complicated with the dissolution of the socialist federations (SFRY,
USSR, Czechoslovakia). Then, the creation of the numerous states was
considered as the dissolution of an existing state, not as a series of multiple
secessions. Apart from that, the independence gained by Eritrea in 1993,
East Timor in 2000, South Sudan in 2011 were seen as the realization of
the right to self-determination. The cases of Montenegro in 2006, which
seceded from the Federation of the Republic of Serbia and Montenegro,
and Kosovo in 2008—though still not fully recognized and in general is
considered a sui generis cases—were seen as a continuation of the
dissolution of SFRY.
The idea of self-determination as the need to govern following the will of
the ones governed has been part of major upheavals throughout human
history. It has different meanings, and it was applied differently in distinct
political contexts. As for contemporary international law, the principle of
self-determination is fully integrated into the UN system and recognized
and guaranteed as a collective right to all peoples. It is a part of the
customary international law and is incorporated in the international legal
instruments that grant the right to self-determination, such as the UN
Charter (1945); the General Assembly Resolution 1514 - “Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples” (1960);
Resolution 1541 - “Principles which should guide members in determining
whether or not an obligation exists to transmit the information called for
under Article 73e of the Charter” (1960), and the most controversial one—
the General Assembly Resolution 2625 - “Declaration on Principles of
International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation
among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations”
(1970). According to some scholars, these instruments implicitly open the
door to secession if the government is not representative. Also, the right to
self-determination is stipulated in the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR) (1966) and the International Covenant on
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) (1966).
Since its proclamation and even the establishment of the legal instruments,
the main dilemma remains who are the “peoples” to whom the right to the
self–determination is granted? (Castelino, 2000) The answer of who is
entitled is contextually dependable. During the decolonization of “the
people”, the colonial countries and peoples (the saltwater thesis) were
considered such, and later the peoples under foreign domination or
occupation. In the post-decolonization phase and especially with
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establishing the regional instruments within the OSCE, the peoples within
the democratically constructed state were considered as well. Thus, it is
clearly specified and generally accepted that the term “people” should not
be replaced with ethnic, religious, or linguistic minorities whose existence
and whose rights are recognized in Article 27 of the ICCPR (Cristescu,
1981). This means that the title is vested upon the aggregate population of
an existing state, not to its substitute groups. In that sense, “the people” are
considered to be “all the people,” the entire nation, having in mind the
need for representation stressed in the 1970 Declaration (Shikova, 2016).
The indigenous peoples are the third and the most recent category of rightholders of self-determination whose rights are granted by the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, as the right to
internal self-determination (UNDRIP, 2007). The internal aspect of the
right to self-determination applicable to the indigenous people (which as
well can be applied to the national, ethnic, religious, linguistic minorities)
encompasses a wide and flexible range of options for addressing, protecting,
and promoting diversity within the political frames that grants selfgovernance but does not support creation of an independent state
(Shikova, 2020). In that sense, it can be stressed that besides the variety of
legally accepted right-holders, self-determination has two aspects—the
internal and the external one, although some scholars find that division
inadequate (Tomaselli 2016; Xanthaki 2007).
As explained above, despite the presumed notion that the legitimacy of
secession can be grounded on some harm done by a group’s right to selfdetermination, the relationship between secession and self-determination
is much more complex and nuanced (Shikova, 2016). The right to selfdetermination can be realized through many forms besides gaining
independent statehood, such as the right of people to define their political
status freely; the civil and political rights; the right of people to exercise
their economic development freely; permanent sovereignty over natural
resources; the right of people to practice freely their social development or
the right of people to freely determine their cultural development
(Cristescu, 1981).
Balancing the right to self-determination of the peoples with the
maintenance of territorial integrity remains a major challenge in the 21st
century. The UN and various international organizations are committed
to opposing secessionist self-determination because any different
interpretation of self–determination can be an attack against the unity and
integrity of the UN member states. However, the existing UN system does
not encourage or justify violation or threat to the territorial integrity of the
member states, and the balance in the international documents is clearly
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set on the side of territorial integrity, not secession (Van der Vyver, 2000;
Summers, 2007).

4. The Legitimacy of the Secession Claims
While there is no objective standard for evaluating the legitimacy of
secession claims, some theorists believe that denying a possible formulation
of the right to secession will not solve the problems, nor will it reduce the
existing secessionist demands. Therefore, they propose different solutions
ranging from recognizing a qualified right to secession when specific
conditions (severe forms of discrimination, territorial concentration of a
particular population group, possible viability of a new state, etc.) are
fulfilled (Henrard, 2000) to the use of secession as a cure whose application
will depend on the specific circumstances, and after all other means have
been exhausted to eliminate any injustice.
The cumulative circumstances that can possibly give legitimacy to a
secession claim can be:
a)

existence of a systematic discrimination or exploitation model
against a sizable (self-defined) minority;

b) existence of a particular (self-defined) community in a state,
densely populated in a region, that openly supports separatism;
c)

inability to establish conflict resolution and peace-building
models;

d) the central government refuses compromise solutions.
On the opposite side, there is a theory that “the right” to secession can exist
if it is possible to accomplish it. In this sense, the legitimacy of secession
can be linked to the level of success achieved by the secessionist movement.
If the separatist movement in a particular region lacks public support, it is
a proof that it lacks the power and right to secession. Based on this, some
theorists treat secession as a right and a historical fact, an ex-post recognition
of a particular situation. Of course, there is an apparent jurisprudent
inconsistency in establishing the legitimacy for such secession claims
(Buchheit, 1978).
For some international law experts, there is a clear need to establish
international standards for determining the legitimacy of secession claims.
Consequently, it is better to include legitimate secession claims in the scope
of self-determination and put the emphasize on the discussion of these
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standards of legitimacy for secession rather than on the persuasive,
inflexible denial of such claims. Establishing rules that would limit the
applicability of this phenomenon would remove the potential anarchist
effect of unlimited realization of secession. In this regard, the doctrine of
self-determination has never been interpreted that a particular group with
a predominant “'self”' has the right to political independence. Realizing
self-determination always requires a nation, a people, a colonial people, or
some other category with a similar ethnological base. The doctrine has
never been set up to support a group of people united only by mutual
economic interest. Hence, this limitation of principle (though perhaps a
little arbitrary in its application) is firm but as an addition to the basic and
standard features that a group needs to have for its secession claim to be
considered—common language, history, etc. The group aspiring to have a
legitimate secession inevitably needs to occupy a separate territory.
Therefore, when the group lacks a geographical homeland, a country, the
solution to the problem may involve minority protection in the existing
framework, not a political secession (Buchheit, 1978).
A viable entity also can be considered as a criterion when assessing the
legitimacy of a secession claim. However, this and some of the previous
requirements are not part of the traditional criteria for statehood. The
ability of an estranged entity to survive is a criterion that is not always taken
into consideration. However, in many secession cases, it has been proved
that people suffer from a decline of living standards or some discomfort
after the secession (Shikova & Sadiku, 2017). The international
community may reasonably seek to prevent a group from committing a
social "suicide.” Still, it cannot forcefully prevent self-sacrifice when it is
freely chosen by the people. An extremely important argument against the
“right” to secession and, at the same time, a possible criterion for the
legitimacy of a secession claim is the factor of disturbance, i.e., whether and
how the secession will affect the near and the general political environment.
The critical question is whether the secessionist activity will disturb the
balance of power. Also, what the effect of such a secession will be in the
international arena, particularly, whether it will encourage other entities to
act in the same way (Buchheit, 1978). After separation, the geographical
conditions of the rest of the country are also important points in accessing
the legitimacy of secession for many authors and a basis for establishing the
“qualified right to secession”. In that manner, the argument about a
separate nationality as a justification for secession cannot be applied when
the proposed division severely cuts the organic structure of the state unless
the state has committed serious human rights violations and abuses
(Redslob, 1931).
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Generally speaking, a separate nationality, a strong will for separation and
a grievance caused from human rights abuses, as well the nonexistence of
adequate and less radical measures (Galenkamp, 1995) can be seen as a
basis for justification of secession, theoretically and in some times in
practical cases. Although difficult, we may need to be prepared to consider
secession as reality from that point of view. But secession is not always
possible, nor desirable and shared rights over resources and territories
would make a peaceful secession almost impossible (Kymlicka, 1996). Let’s
suppose secession is accepted as a right. In that case, the conditions for its
application must be set in advance (moving from very strict, moderate, and
finally basic), and their fulfilment needs to proceed gradually (Heraclides,
1991). Thus, the eventual change of borders can be done within a strict
negotiation framework and only in exceptional circumstances, with the
political society’s general support or as a truce following an armed conflict
(Van der Vyver, 2000). The conditions set to the group attempting to
attain a new independent state must include measures that protect the
minority rights in the new political entity. Democratic forms of
government must be promoted, and ethnic and other side demands to
rectify further the frontiers need to be closed (Shehdai, 1993). In any case,
the standards for eventual legitimacy of secession claims need to take into
account the disturbing factors of secession that must be balanced against
the benefits of secessionist claims. These standards must be articulated in
advance, not ad hoc resulting from political pressure that appears in a given
situation. There can be a benefit from introducing such standards since at
least they can help clarify the arguments (Buchheit, 1978). However,
currently, it is unlikely that the states would be willing to accept a
framework that might one day work against them.

5. Secession as a Cure (Remedial Secession)
In the last decade of the 20th century, the notion that secession may be the
last cure has received considerable support among the theoreticians and
practitioners of international law. Although most of the scholars are
generally against secession and view it with disapproval, for some of them,
international law, its instruments, and the other relevant sources provide a
possible exception, considering secession as the last resort when the
participatory rights are denied to the members of the concerned group.
Implicitly, they find this ground in the essence of international law's
commitment to fundamental human rights and democratic principles
(Orentlicher, 2003). It seems that this theory of secession as an ultimate
remedy is aimed at protecting the current state-centered order and implies
that each state has the opportunity to neutralize the secession quests
coming from any segment of its population, mainly through measures of
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representative government or through the system for the protection of
human rights.
The scholars are divided on this question presenting two opposing stances.
For some authors, the remedial secession can be an ultimate form of selfdetermination, while for others, it has little in common with the positive
doctrine of self-determination (Buchheit, 1978). The secession can be seen
as an ultimate form of self-determination when there is a tradition of
independent sovereignty or when the desire for political independence has
reached the point when it can no longer be satisfied even if the injustices
are removed. In that respect, a “right” to secession can be exercised as the
last step, as a panacea, when everything else fails (Cobban, 1970;
Castellino, 2008). For others, secession can be a cure but not for the
government’s poor treatment of a particular group. The bad treatment does
entail a permit for a new state to be established in the same location. A cure
for bad treatment is better treatment (Brilmayer, 1991). There are even
beliefs that democratic principles should be part of international law since
there are some examples in practice (such as the Guidelines for recognizing
new states applied during the dissolution of SFRY and USSR, 1991). This
will help clarify at least the secession as a last resort (Orentlicher, 2003).
However, such options have been the subject of sharp criticism by the
authors that don’t accept any possibility for the legitimization of secession,
not even the secession as a last resort or as a cure for the repressed group
(Horowitz, 2003). Additionally, except for the theoretical discrepancies,
secession as a last resort suffers from a lack of state practice (Summers,
2007).
Proponents of the remedial secession are concerned about protecting
sovereign states’ integrity, preserving the international order, and accept
fragmentation of a state only under extreme conditions. Unlike the
parochial theory that does not favor the value of the international order or
at least when it conflicts with the primordial claim of the inner human
nature, secession as a last resort is not directly in conflict with international
law (Buchheit, 1978). Although international law does not articulate a
median solution between the exceptional affirmation of sovereign states’
supremacy and complete submission to the parochial sentiment (the
opposite side), possibly both principles need to be respected for their
importance and usefulness. For some international law theoreticians, it is
precisely a middle ground for formulation of possible standards for
legitimacy of secession claims. Despite different attitudes among theorists,
secession as the ultimate cure seems to occupy the position of Lex Lata, a
scheme through which international law recognizes a continuum of legal
remedies ranging from protection of individual and minority rights to
secession as the final cure.
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6. Recognition of the Secessionist Entity
Until 1914, secession was perhaps the most common method for creating
new states. Since 1919, new states were more often created with the
consent of the former sovereign, and this was especially emphasized during
decolonization. But attempts for secession without the consent of the
former sovereign, using or threatening to use force, have been frequent,
and some have even been successful, such as the cases of Indonesia, North
Korea, North Vietnam, Bangladesh, Guinea-Bissau, and Eritrea. On the
other hand, many secession attempts have failed, such as Katanga or Biafra,
or are still underway, such as Somalia and Chechnya (Crawford, 2006).
Except for gaining control over the territory, the goal of the secessionist
movement is international recognition of such control or establishing a
sovereign power. Sovereignty implies the state’s independence from other
states, and the process of recognition of the sovereignty is effectuated with
establishing diplomatic relations. From the legal point of view, recognizing
the new secessionist state by the other states and the international
organizations means completing its state creation process (Pavkovic &
Radan, 2007).
Apart from the formal recognition of the new state, establishment of
diplomatic relations and its admission in the international organizations
(de jure recognition), a de facto recognition can occur if the other states or
international organizations treat the representatives of the secessionist
entity the same as they treat the representatives of a sovereign state—
without formally recognizing them (Pavkovic & Radan, 2007). In that
respect, we can distinguish among recognition of the statehood of the
newly created entity by (a) the former sovereign (an existing state on which
territory the secession occurs), and (b) by the third countries (Crawford,
2006). It is clear that if the former sovereign recognizes and accepts the
new secessionist entity's control over a particular territory, then the entity
is a prima facie state. But if the secessionist entity effectively controls a
particular territory and the former sovereign is not recognizing or accepting
this state of affairs, the situation is not so clear. There are two streams in
this regard—one arguing that recognition by the metropolitan state (n.b.
former sovereign) is crucial and necessary for statehood (Pufendorf, 1934),
and the other according to which the recognition by the former sovereign
(the existing state) is not necessary for the establishment of statehood
(Vattel, 1916). Although there is a difference between de jure and de facto
recognition, the practice points out that recognition by a former sovereign
is not crucial for obtaining a statehood but the diplomatic recognition from
the third countries (Crawford, 2006).
Recognition is not a factor of statehood, but it is one of the few indicators
of statehood. Significantly, an entity that has the elements of statehood but
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is not a self-determined unit (not a unit that is inhabited with population
that by international law possess the right to self-determination, such as a
colony or non-self-governing territory, for example, Katanga and Biafra in
1960, and the Republic of Northern Cyprus today), is unlikely that it will
be recognized by other states. On the other hand, if the entity is a selfdeterminate unit but does not meet the strict criteria for statehood such as
Algeria in 1950 or the former Portuguese colonies in Africa, the chances of
it being recognized by other states are far greater and this act is not
considered interfering in the state’s internal affairs (Crawford, 1979;
Brownlie, 1973; Heraclides, 1991).
In general, international recognition is a political process that is historically
marked with arbitrariness. It is the result of unilateral actions by the
members of the international community that determine whether the
entity seeking recognition has met the established criteria for statehood
(Shaw, 2003). In the post-colonial era, the cases of secession are less
common (if the cases of SFR Yugoslavia and the USSR are not considered
secession but rather disintegration, though it is highly questionable).
However, in the process of recognition of secessionist entities, the states
rely more on political factors (Rich, 2005). The precedent was established
during the process of dissolution of SFRY and the USSR when the
uniqueness of the traditional criteria for statehood (defined territory, a
permanent population, government and capacity to enter into relations
with other states, according to the Montevideo Convention on Rights and
Duties of States, Art.1 from 1933) were being bypassed by the Yugoslav
Declaration and by the Criteria for Recognizing New States from Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union (hereinafter: Criteria) (Guidelines,1991).
With the introduction of the Criteria, the countries of the European
Communities practiced the recognition as an instrument of international
politics rather than a formal declaration of a fact. That became a subjective
approach in meeting the objective criteria (Rich, 2005; Shaw, 2003;
Worster, 2008; Frckoski, 2005). Although, some scholars don’t see this
process per se as recognition of secessionist movements but as international
recognition of entities that emerge from the dissolution of states. That
made the international recognition dependable on whether or not the new
state arises due to the disintegration of the state. Unilateral secession from
an existing state remained void and was not accepted, but if the entity
emerges as an act of dissolution or disintegration of a state that ceases to
exist, it was considered as a special case (Rich, 2005).
However, despite states' free assessment about the recognition of the
secessionist entity, the existing states are clearly opposing and don’t accept
recognition of unilateral non-consensual secession (Shaw, 2003; Borgen,
2007). It is interesting to mention that despite the rhetoric of a certain
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government aimed at clear disapproval of secession, which often implies
that the secession is contrary to international law, international law cannot
rule against secession. Thus, the law against secession is undoubtedly the
law of the existing state (Crawford, 2006).

6.1. Principle of Effectiveness
According to 19th - century practice, the secessionist territory could be
recognized as a state if the secessionists were managing it effectively and
with sufficient stability. This is one of the ways to limit states' discretion
in respect of the act of recognition. However, according to the 20thcentury practice, there is a distinction between secession from an existing
state and secession of an entity that has the right to self-determination
(entity as a colony or non-self-governing unite). When self-determination
is denied to the entity entitled to self-determination, as the prerequisite for
recognition, a lower level of effectiveness is required compared to the entity
that performed an act of secession from an existing state. Before 1945, it
was acceptable when a non-majority population group of a state achieved
independence by establishing control over a particular territory, even by
winning an independence war. Secession was a process that could take
years, many times without a successful outcome. However, unilateral
secession didn’t (and doesn’t) generate any rights under the international
legal system. In case of a secession attempt, the state government was
empowered by all means and was allowed to oppose the unilateral
secession. Third parties were expected to remain neutral during the
conflict. International law recognized the political reality when the
independence of the separating entity was already firmly established. The
territory was effectively controlled (Crawford, 2006). Still, later, the
effectiveness as a condition for recognition has not been widely accepted,
as evidenced by the admission of micro-states in the UN membership,
which are, in fact, dependent on their larger and more powerful neighbors.
This suggests that perhaps effectiveness and independence are no longer
central criteria for recognizing new statehood (Grant, 2000).
There is an assertion that the classical criteria for statehood, the so-called
"Montevideo Criteria", are generally based on the principle of
effectiveness. Because effectiveness was perceived as a condition, though
not as a self-sufficient fact, it was generally denounced as one of the criteria
for recognizing statehood based on effectiveness. What is more, the
assumption that statehood is a matter of fact received support recently,
equalizing the effectiveness with statehood. However, some entities have
effectiveness but are not recognized as states (for example, Rhodesia,
Taiwan, Northern Cyprus). On the other hand, some entities were
ineffective but had acquired recognition (Ethiopia, Poland,
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Czechoslovakia, Croatia, Bosnia, and Hercegovina, etc.) (Shaw, 2003).
Therefore, the assumption that recognition of statehood must be equated
with effectiveness is not supported in practice (Crawford, 2006).

6.2. Considerations for Recognition of a Secessionist Entity
Considering the current scholarship and the existing practice in respect to
the permissibility of secession under international law, it can be argued that
under the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning
Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States following the Charter
of the United Nations (1970) and the Vienna Declaration and Program
Action (1993), a secession is usually accepted and the entity can be
recognized as a new state if the secession comes from an act of
decolonization. Yet, many authors find that there is a difference between
decolonization and secession, thus decolonization should not be seen as
secession. Also, a secession is permitted: if there is a basis in the
constitution or the other laws of the existing state (meaning the secession
can occur with the consent of all concerned); if it is a territory of an entity
that was annexed after 1945; if the people live in the territory of a state
which does not act in accordance with the principles of self-determination
of people; if the state does not respect the equal rights principle and does
not allow everyone to be represented in the government. Therefore,
secession can be recognized by international law as a remedy when the
population of a particular territory is subject to systematic discrimination
and human rights violations, particularly where that population has limited
access or does not participate in the government of the existing state. In
that respect, subsidiarity—a transfer of competencies to the lowest possible
unit capable of making decisions, should precede any decision about
secession. However, if the changes are inevitable, they need to be done
peacefully. The state retains the right to reply legally and appropriately to
any attempt to subvert force or violence. In order to reduce the prospect of
secession, the state should respect the rights of the minorities and the
indigenous peoples. Peaceful means for resolving conflicts should be used.
If a problem arises, states should provide a political dialogue and a climate
of negotiations to overcome the problem in good faith. Nevertheless, in the
case of secession, all parties must respect international humanitarian law.
In the case of secession, the international organizations have a special
responsibility in establishing a representative government and a mediator
role in reaching a peaceful solution (Dahlitz, 2003). Any effort in this
respect would require a fundamental assessment of the capabilities of the
international institutions, especially the UN that need be capable and
organized to meet these challenges (Halperin, Scheffer, Small, 1992).
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Conclusion
Under international law, the secession is unacceptable but still not
prohibited. Under the UN practice, it is difficult to find a common
denominator since the UN has condemned secession on several occasions
(in the cases of Katanga and Northern Cyprus), but in other circumstances,
it remained silent and allowed the events to take their course, without
taking any position (such as the cases of Biafra and Bangladesh). In
principle, the UN has never committed itself to solve this issue possibly
because the question is too complicated to have an absolute answer. Thus,
the ambivalence and ambiguity remain the preferred option (Dugard,
2003). Therefore, an international consensus on secession does not exist,
only a rejection of secession from the doctrine of self-determination
because of fear of the unknown. Limiting the possibility to realize selfdetermination only to colonies is unrealistic. Conceivably, establishing the
“right” to secession within international law is a too rigid and radical
approach. Therefore, establishing a framework through which
secession claims should be viewed is an option. And that doesn’t
mean favoring secession movements. However, even if a secessionist group
eventually meets the set requirements, it will still have to overcome the
biggest obstacle—the international recognition, since according to
international law there are no binding rules for an existing state to
recognize the emergence of a new state.
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Fantasy is the possible experience to be desired.

Introduction
Indonesian period of independence and nation-building (1945-1950)
(Kahin, 1952), Parliamentary Period (1950-1958) and Guided Democracy
(1958-1965) (Freedman, 2000:101), and Mass Killing period (19651966) (Roosa, 2020) can be classifiable. The Indonesian government was
over carried by the military coup in 1965, because of the lack of finance
and ideological solution (Mozingo, 2007:234-235). Anyone who opposed
the coup was accused of being a communist. The army used paramilitary
units and gangsters for the killings. In particular, economic and ideological
differences of opinion and management problems have been decisive in the
process leading up to the coup.
This study, which includes an analysis of democracy, nationalism, and
human rights, treats psycho-pathologies as political pathologies according
to the measures of political use. For this reasons, It conceptualizes
psychopathologies as political pathologies. Political pathologies reveal a
mutual relationship. Internal obstructions immanent/Psychological to the
system vary in variations of socio-cultural and economic life. Individual
and social variations can reveal different aggression. This study gives an
opportunity to think about the perpetrators of the mass killing period
massacres (1965-1967). There is a relationship between the mental state of
feeling and aggression (Kohn and Asnis, 2003). I'm thinking the
integrating of this situation into the political field, and I'm addressing it in
this study. My fundamental question is, what are the strategies for adding
individual psychologies to politics within the mass? And what
consequences can the existence of psychological situations have when
included in politics? Therefore, it is quite useful to take advantage of visual
materials. Psychological situations and emotional states are observed in this
study.
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The relationship between nationalism movements and democracy, the
Indonesian 1965-1966 massacres focus on the destructiveness and
legalization of their psychopathological values. Determining situations in
the process leading up to massacres since Indonesia's independence offer
extensive analysis of the system to understand individual psychological
states. This focus is very important for the future. Living in peace and
tolerance within human rights and it can carry existential psychology out
in the presence of effective democracy and human rights-based
administrations. In particular, it carries the use of the existence of spiritual
obstructions in terms of politics out in two kinds. Politics is both the source
of obstruction and uses it. Targeting political consequences legitimately
expresses a bilateral relationship. All ideological systems create the existence
of the individual and according to politics ensure that are kept ready to use
it. The creation of existence requires the push of the individual into areas
that complement and define existence. Therefore, the belief in the existence
of democratic countries based on human rights is increasing day by day.
Because of the economic fractures and migration that have emerged in
recent years, the new right-wing ideology has the potential to create
problems for the future. The need to identify and measure the existence of
psychological conditions is increasing day by day.
The Indonesian state, which was considered as a case in the study, was
influential in the existence of problems in the international field and
colonial periods, economic foundations, and later, ethnic divisions.
Psychopathological situations are not only specific to the example of
Indonesia, they need to be inclusively included in political science. It needs
analysis to explain the understanding and psychological status of these
individuals, who are and may be the subjects of destructive actions specific
to mass movements.
J. Oppenheimer's ‘The Look of Silence (2014)’ and ‘The Act of Killing
(2012)’ offer political use of humanity's destructive primitive impulses.
The leading roles in the documentary ‘The Act of Killing (2012)’ reportray their murders. I'm making a psychopathological analysis of the
killers in these documentaries. Interestingly enough, even after an
ideological situation that has passed over time, can be seen the same
excitement in the situations of revitalization, remembering, and
transferring. If so, we need to think about the concept of mass emotion
contagion transmission (Le Bon, 2015). The concept of mass transmission
attracts individuals from a broad angle and calls for an emotional
movement. However, for individuals with psychopathological situations,
we only need to understand this emotional state as an expression of the use
of idiosyncratic meanings in political situations and their design as areas of
spiritual reflection. In particular, the inclusiveness of the effects of the
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advanced capitalist period in policies affects political systems and societies.
Nationalist sentiment triggered by migration and economic situations is a
revival. This situation is due to it hinders relatively economic aspirations
and the feeling of feeling that the desires for life. Political culture and
education are important solution tools in crises and conflicts. In particular,
human rights and NGOs, and political participation are very effective in
creating feelings of representation and tolerance. For all movements and
events that hinder human honor, not just nationalist sentiments and
movements, the psychological codes of society are important. The only
thing that doesn't time out is psychology.
Above all else, could there have been such massacres if there were no
situations within the country that could generate destructive impulses and
acts of violence? Are only politics important? Moreover, if we do not want
to create a destructive world, further studies should be carried out on the
basics and processes of psychological codes in social sciences academic
analysis. Nation, nationalism, and democracy were the distinguishing
features of the modern era. Ideologies of the modern era led to destructive
regimes. In particular, identity debates, a sense of belonging, and a desire
for great value for the nation and the state can create crises for democracy.
In a liberal democracy, the ‘fear of division’ (Fennema and Tillie, 2001:6)
has disturbed political elites. Such national fears refer to resources and
power. In politics, however, the contradictory situation is that democracy,
nationalism and psychopolitical phenomena are complementary to each
other and a problem for each other. Therefore, evaluation is carried out in
two respects in this study. The study was supported by qualitative research
methodology literature review, and two documentary film analyses; J.
Oppenheimer's ‘The Look of Silence (2014)’ and ‘The Act of Killing
(2012)’ were used to observe psychological data. From a historical point of
view, before and after the 1965-1966 Indonesian period, the causes and
consequences presented. Therefore, the concept of psychological
pathologies analysed within the framework of the discipline of political
psychology.

1. As a Political Pathology: Fantasy Aggression
1.1. Political Background
Ideological identification of nations has required expropriation moves in
many countries. The concept of nation points to the nation economically.
The definition of nationalism depends on the creation of "other" concepts.
This creation is committed to economic and psychological value.
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Indonesia has faced many posts-independence problems. The state's
financing problem and government budget and external account balance
problems were the economic problems of the new regime, a bad ‘economy,
and infrastructure, transportation, communication and irrigation
resources, personnel problems’ inherited from the Dutch. It could not
achieve an effective economic union because of insufficient transportation
with critical infrastructure. Political ‘instability, budget financing, and
economic crisis’ problems have increased government debt and led to the
depletion of foreign currency reserves (Lamoureux, 2003 : 64). In 1959,
have been imposed sanctions on rural Chinese businesses. In the 1960s,
the poor management of the agricultural sector was the most troubling
economic area. From 1958 to 1965, the ‘budget deficit, money supply, and
price level’ were out of control (Van Zanden and Marks, 2012:141-142,
144-145, 159).
In 1945, Sukarno was the first president of the Republic of Indonesia after
Dutch independence. He suggested the model of parliamentary democracy
based on the synthesis of ‘Nationalism, religion, communism’ (Pellegrini,
2012). Sukarno trusted the PKI (Communist Party of Indonesia), which is
undesirable by some to balance the power of the military in the economy
and the building of the nation. Amid the Cold War, there was a fear and
distrust for Western countries against Sukarno's foreign policy of China
and Russia. On the morning of October 1, 1965, a group of officers who
named him after the September 30 movement (Gerakan 30 September
(G30S)) kidnapped 6 generals of the Indonesian army. The G30S
movement claimed on its radio broadcast that they had protected President
Sukarno. A few hours later, the Indonesian army, General Suharto, took
control of the army. Suharto established the illegal security and
intelligence command to re-established the national order against the
communist threat. The PKI was declared unlawful and it arrested its
members. There has been violence, particularly in Central and East Java,
Bali, and North Sumatra. ‘The army trained and armed the units of the
militia assigned among local trade unions, student organizations, religious
groups’. One organization, Pancasila Youth, played a key role in violence
and incidents. Using cultural and religious symbols for de-parting and
conflict in public has increased tensions. Lists of alleged PKI members were
compiled and presented to the killers. It accused communists and
sympathizers within the army. PKI was dissolved and they were at the
center of Baperki's (Indonesian Chinese) violence actions (Freedman,
2000: 102-103).
The army leadership portrayed the PKI as ‘atheist, anti-national,
hypersexual, cruel and barbaric’ (Wieringa and Katjasungkana, 2019: 2627, 37, 40, 45, 47). As a result of the national media and military union,
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many were put in prison without access to justice. ‘it is stamped the identity
documents of the prisoners released between 1970 and 95’. ‘They have
deprived them of their right to employment and citizenship' (Pellegrini,
2012). Groups outraged by the PKI were effective in their acts of violence.
From October 1965 to March 1966, the Indonesian army murdered
members of the PKI and its associated organisations. The victims of 196566 and their descendants are still subject to distinction today. The Suharto
regime built and based its political legitimacy and ideology of the new order
on these tragedies (Pellegrini, 2012). The perpetrators of the
anticommunist murder were celebrated as the nation's heroic saviors. The
identities of the perpetrators have been changed (Pellegrini, 2012).
Social and cultural life has been influential in ‘sense of belonging, kinship
networks, market cycles, irrigation water sharing, sacred places, religious
rituals’ (Reid, 2010:115). Political discourses and social perceptions were
shaped. Cultural insecurity and religious conflicts were used to create
Chinese sensitivity for economic competition. After Indonesian
independence, struggles between the political elite, nation, and state
definitions, and disagreements over their ideology emerged (Liv, 2012:172,
228). The most important of the political struggles was the construction
of the nation in a unitary structure to avoid division. At the end of 1950,
Indonesia would a unitary state to define liberal democratic institutions
and the modern citizen idea of a political, social, and economic Indonesian
state (Bertrand, 2004: 29-30). Issues such as post-colonial reform
discussions of political institutions and access to power and resources have
led to many different debates. Because of the existence of alternative
political agendas, no agreement was reached on the representation of the
nation. Sukarno, leader of the Indonesian Nationalist Party (PNI), used an
inclusive discourse of the nation. In his 1945 speech, Sukarno identified
five philosophical principles known as Pancasila. These principles were
‘nationalism, fair and modern society, faith in one god, democracy, and
social justice’ (Mulyani and Nurviyani, 2017).
Religion was an important collective element and was perceived as
compatible with nationalism (Bertrand, 2004: 34-35). Politics developed
in the light of the early post-colonial periods, ethnic identity, and regional
crises. The centralization of the government was opposed and a new
political system was proposed. This should be interpreted in terms of crises
of governance, political participation, and equality within the nation. As a
result of the first free elections under liberal democracy in 1955, deepening
tensions related to the basis of the state have res emerged. The withdrawal
of the central government from this promised situation was another reason
for the tensions (Bertrand, 2004: 37). The adoption of the unitary
structure was based on confidence that broad autonomy would be ensured.
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The promises of land reform and income distribution were notable for the
power gain of PKI from 1960 onwards. These were especially the years
when the economy was in decline. After a visit to China and Russia,
Sukarno started the era of guided democracy (1958-1965). During this
period, the opposition was restricted. Political rights were gradually
suppressed and the free press was limited. Another reason is that Dutch
companies did not deliver the expected economic increase and post-1963
hyperinflation worsened. The definition of the enemy was effective in the
definition of national identity. The military and the media controlled antiPKI campaigns. The propaganda in the countryside was very effective. The
soil was an important symbol. ‘Murder, enslavement, torture, deprivation
of liberty’. Torture was part of the interrogation. These include ‘sexual
violence, forced prostitution and sexual slavery, gang rape and other forms
of internalized torture’ (Wieringa and Katjasungkana, 2019: 48-49; The
International People's Tribunal (IPT), 2016). The acts of violence were
preparing the industrial economy, which was called the ‘new order’
(Mietzner, 2006). According to Boulding (as cited in Mushed and
Tadjoeddin, 2015: 12), image phenomenon is at the heart of the behavior.
Image is a phenomenon that is included in signals and can be affected and
internalized. This situation can be dramatic and revolutionary. It is
inadequate to place this situation only on nationalist behavior and
practices. Many changes occurred after Suharto's fall in May 1998.
Abdurrahman Wahid (1999-2001), an advocate for democracy and human
rights, was the first post-Suharto period president (Reid, 2010: 37).
Aydın and Gates (2006), who focus on analyzing different institutional
arrangements in the relationship between leaders and mass murder, care
about having restrictions on executive power. The level of political
participation is important in cases of violence. ‘It is seen that leaders who
use nationalist sentiments in newly democratized countries aim at certain
groups in order to achieve political support by manipulating these
feelings’.Aydın and Gates (2006) say that ethnic divisions politicize ethnic
problems. Economic development reveals ‘tolerance-oriented
socialization’. Democracy is a general method of preventing violence. The
nation's measure of democracy is decisive (Rummel, 1995). In the
relationship analysis between democracy and GDP, the probability of mass
killing ‘at income levels below $900’ increases (Easterly et al 2005). The
existence and maintenance of effective democracy cannot be separate from
individual psychological codes and their practice of integrating them into
the social space. In particular, the construction of positive emotional
situations such as peace, tolerance and empathy of a society is important in
the perception and representation of democracy. However, the basics of
human thinking and behavior functioning in the multidisciplinary field
offer proof psychopathological situations can turn into political pathology
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situations. The existence of socio-economic situations that hinder
democratic representation and participation is a matter of debate, and the
consequences of the reflections of policies in society are tied to the
effectiveness of the concept of democracy. In societies where representation
and participation do not have positive emotional buildings, the perception
of democracy because of violence and discrimination is the scene of acts of
violence and discrimination.
According to Adorno (2011), the fantasy of power shows the psychological
value of reflecting. Therefore, it is one of the basic hypotheses of
psychoanalysis that symptoms should be considered as a defense against
suppressed desires (Adorno, 2011: 41). In the political arena, the
foundations on which the nation is based depend on the creation of the
psychology of the victim. If you believe you are a victim, you will easily
find objectified areas that fit your reactions. This psychology expresses its
resistance to power action designs that are put into practice to get out of
the victim psychology. However, it is important to pay attention to the
difference between political victimization and individual victimization.
This gives a formula that can apply to all ideologies that internalize any
authority. Political victimhood is committed through a historical transfer
and is based on classifications with the ideology of nationalism. Individual
victims can be considered a subset of political victims. It at least expresses
objectified individuals striving to be in the case of a subject used in the
guidance of intrapsychic phenomenon. Political use is a social call of
psychologically destructive fantasies. Mass psycho-pathology (Cribb, 2002:
554) should be based on micro-authoritarian structures analysis of what is
expected of the individual.
The socialization of the political system, the sense of violence aroused by
obstacles and obstruction in spiritual tensions, status, and economic
conditions interact with situations such as social position. The
politicization of spiritual arguments depends on the creation of emotional,
and spiritual reactiveness. Shame, inner inhibition/tensions, and
tendencies to discriminate between I and the other can contain the
phenomenon of revenge. Such sensings find political repercussions and
statements within power and resources. Violence tendencies can play a role
in the creation and politicization of psychopathologies, with tensions
between general belief systems (religion and other) and reality. The
politicization of violence expresses overcoming inner psychological
obstructions.
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1.2. From Psychopathologies to Political Pathologies
‘Nationalism is politicized social consciousness’.
(Norbu, 1992:108)
Political issues are designed depending on social interaction and density.
The ‘other’ concept needs to be visible in public and play a role in
interactions, and the existence of the other must be linked to the high level
of its social existence. Social perception should be perceived as a scarce
resource in areas aimed at the order of life, such as work and health. In the
macro field, social reflections may vary according to representations, laws,
and political agenda. These situations depend on the individual's
perception of the psychological repercussions of an effective existence.
Identity threats explain the concept of aggression that took refuge in the
concept of justice (Emrich, 1997). Perceptions can become political
pathologies when identified with individual internal obstructions
(frustration-aggression hypothesis). Individual nationalist dimensions are
effective in reflecting psychological expressions and behaviors that are
limitedly shared within the family, environment, and social life. It can
often be expressed as a nationalist interpretation of political discourse and
policies. Individual psychological areas are influential in a political call. Past
experiences are important in the concept of individual nationalism. Social
nationalism plays a role in group membership (Searle-White, 2001: 50).
‘Emotional turns’ (Glynos, 2011) in social and political life express the
synthesis of symbolic and emotional dimensions, fantasy structures of
identification. ‘Fantasy is a psycho-political scheme that mediates among
approved ideals’. In fantasy, attractiveness is a way to access the structure
of desire. Therefore, the political logic that structures desire is important.
Fantasy and political identity are synthesized. It is an expression of the way
in which individual psychology and patriotism identification. The
conditions that make life painful are central to the form of politics (Glynos,
2011). ‘Fantasies are dramatizations of personalization’ (Adams, 2004: 42).
Although psychopolitical pathologies are the same as a result, psychological
states on the way to the conclusion are subject to inter-cultural differences
(Cooke, 1998; Averill, 1982:55). Frustration gains fantasy value based on
their expression within socio-cultural areas. Therefore, fantasy includes
psycho-cultural and social subsets. It seems essential of psychological
variations into the media industry, it is the proliferation of ‘cultural
psychopathy’ situations that are common in movies and TV series. In
particular, the visual taking of effective positive emotions such as empathy
and conscience resulted in the reduction of the values of such emotions.
Degrading the value of the existence of empathy results from the
acceptance of the belief in egocentrism as the essence of human nature
(Brons, 2017: 31, 34). The relationships between cinema and psychopathy
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seem important in individual perceptions. Personality traits such as
‘sadistic, unbalanced random violence, immoral, emotional forcedness and
involvement in murder and destruction’ (Leistedt and Linkowski, 2012)
are influential in the design and imitation of fantasy aggression.
Fantasy is a synopsis of practices of integrating variations of imaginary
values into the real world, of which it is its subject. They refer to as
psychological carrying existential and ontological values. The occurrence
of internal blocking situations, it can integrate fantasies with aggression.
The concept of frustration seems to be very important in the design of
psychological activism and imaginary sets. In order to overcome the
frustration and sense of obstacle, the object orientations, the approval of
the concepts of obedience and authority depends on the intensity of the
use of political culture and values. Political symbols are effective in the
sense of perception and togetherness inside and outside the group. Nation
and nation myths, national festivals instil national values. When you
suppress a feeling politically, for example, law, social pressure, that feeling
may emerge in areas that politics allows. Fantasy aggression, in particular,
can hide behind ideologies as the satisfaction of its psychological existence.
Ritualized imaginations can be channelized into aggression (Huber and
Brennan, 2011:1). Fantasy has included the creation of symbol formations
and their reflections. The presence of disturbing victims is important
(Baenninger, 1991: 444). Sense of Obstacle (frustration-aggression
hypothesis) allows for designs of aggression. Achieving the desired targets
reveals aggression towards the source of higher obstructions (Baron, 1977,
pp. 79, 81). This leads to the formation of feelings of shame, jealousy, and
revenge for political accusations. Psychological obstructions can activate a
sense of vengeance and, as a result, lead to fantasies of torture, control, and
domination (Friedman and Downey, 2000: 575). Control and
enforcement are assessed in a cultural context (Rosenmayr: 1992: 159-160,
164). Emotion itself develops in different processes and in different ways.
It is important in the socialization and emotional control mechanisms of
impulse and reactive aggression (Fraczek, 1992: 39). On aggression,
‘Motivation Theory’ (Kornadt, 1984: 22, 25) covers psychological cost and
benefits processes. Anticipation, value, encouragement of special
circumstances are important. It’s more important to internal conditions in
motivation theory. In biological factors and ‘learning theory’, social
expectations, and barriers to achieving social status are seen as decisive
(Heinemann, 1996). Aggressive fantasy expresses mental rehearsals for
aggressive behavior. Fantasy and subjective well-being cause mutual
tensions (Poon and Wong, 2018).
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For Freud (as cited in Schimek, 2011), ‘unconscious fantasy’ is based on
imagination. According to him, fantasy means the realization of a desirable
or feared act. Even if fantasy is suppressed, the effect of ‘thoughts and
symptomatic secret expressions’ continues. Impulse and fantasy, when it
has its presence in an external object, it gives experience and satisfaction.
Impulses are the essence of imaginary fantasies. Therefore, they become
representations and wishes. Confusion between reality and fantasy, because
of the existence of direct obstacles, it is replacing the areas that are accessible
and related. It links outside world realities to the adapting and
transformation of painful external realities of subjective inner-world
fantasies, perception, and mental representations. The difficulty of this
condition is evident in cases of neurosis and narcissism. The search for the
object of lost satisfaction and transportation to it leads to tensions. ‘Action
is the revival of an aspirational fantasy’, the long-term antecedent of
experiences are normally unconscious (as cited in Schimek, 2011: 130,
143-145). Freud (as cited in Friedman and Downey, 2000: 568) touched
on dream designs that could make up for their frustrations. According to
him, feelings of pleasure are created as a reaction to disappointment. The
fantasy creation process works with psychological integration. Their
political use, ‘idealization, and victim derogation’ (Zepinic: 2017: 3)
depends on the definitions of their fields.
Another pathological condition in which unconscious fantasy is active is
Sadism. In particular, sadism (also see Eros and Thanatos) libidinal and
offensive synthesis occurs in various variations. Sadomasochist forms are
full of pain and a desire for humiliation. Sadism needs other motivational
components. The internalization of hazards is based on the sharpness and
anxiety of efforts to overcome the dangers it has to exist. Masoschist
posture can become a way to adopt and defend the victim's stance. Sadistic
behavior is the expression of the aggressive component as a result of the
resistance to the obstacle. Sadistic behavior and desire often take the form
of faith. Overcoming this insurmountable internal barrier expresses a
representation of efforts (Rizzuto et al 2004: 163-164, 166). Krafft-Ebing
(as cited in Sinason, 2018: 62), which referred to the relationship between
sexual arousal and murder, states that such cases are at their core. In the
case of Indonesia, perpetrators have the ways of killing and torture. This is
the expression of the psychology of the creation of the legitimacy of death.
The humanization themselves of killers is the expression of the concept of
dehumanization of victims. It is important to erase the similarities. It
includes the way for uses that lack a sense of conscience and empathy.
Before acts of aggression, dehumanization increases (Matsumoto and
Hwang, 2012).
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‘At first we beat them to death, but there was blood at every place. We
started strangling and killing with fishing line to prevent blood. The way
we killed was cheerful’
‘The Act of Killing’
The perception of society seems important in the sublimation and approval
of destructive acts. A program in killers in their final scenes in 'the act of
killing', is notable for their convenient telling of how they did the deaths.
The program presenter says they use a method that is more humane, less
sadistic, and avoids unnecessary violence. Such statements are the results of
othering and exclusion expressions. An estimated 2,5 million communists
are thought to have been killed. In particular, since fantasy aggressions are
based on the pursuit of satisfaction, the greatest desire is that not be limited.
This means that the individual does not face obstructions in the process
leading to individual satisfactions in light of his destructive impulses of free
will. Such individuals have thoughts that can satisfy their authoritarian ego
and make it easier for them to obey. Power paves the way for them to fulfill
their desires for themselves. Power uses the psychological state of
individuals, especially spiritual tensions and the existence of obstructions,
as a calling object sociologically, economically, politically. The fact that
power feels that they have completely free will, especially on them, shows
the essence of this authoritarian ego.
‘The word gangster meaning the free man in English… We want to do
things freely, it doesn't matter if it's wrong’
‘The Act of Killing’
The situation occurs in psychology intricately. Domination and freedom
are unification in the same action. The lead roles, American film, and
acting admiration, and watching sadistic films and put them into practice
make them feel free. The application of deaths with the techniques seen in
the films, performing power, is a reference to ‘performative imitation’
(King, 2013). For the psychopath, relationships are defined not by
emotional connections, but by proportions of power: control and
domination, a humiliating sense of pleasure (Meloy, 1997). It expresses the
form of power, objectification, and individualization (Hernando, 2017:
57). The absence of empathy and conscience can be considered typical
characteristics of leaders in the political field (Porter et al 2018; Griffiths,
2015: 88). Emotional deprivation and leadership forms are a sociological
reflection. Therefore, leaders can easily act for these feelings. However,
taking action should be understood as an expression of a sociological
situation. In the absence of positive sociological answers to the movement,
the question of whether leading movements can occur is essential. In
particular, the socio-political aspects of the psychopath are showed by the
absence of conscience. Hypersensitivity and stimuli is essential. ‘Ego259
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centricism, false moral sensitivity with a lack of moral concern, are
characteristics of the psychopath’ (Holmes, 1991; Durand, 2019: 237).
‘Committing murder is the worst crime, but you have to find a way not
to feel guilty'
‘The Act of Killing’
The two legitimate methods of politicization of crimes are the legitimating
of the ideological and belief context. Yusuf Kalla (Indonesian general vice
president), who gave his speech on the spirit of Pancasila youth that the
country needed free men to get things done is an example of ideological
legitimacy, and this points out the role of the state played in genocide
(Melvin, 2017). The free man notion is an expression of the suspension of
law and not thinking about criminal responsibilities. ‘We were going to kill
people and never get punished’, pretty explanatory. The politicization of
the legitimate is that the perpetrators hide behind the chain of command.
Lack of legal responsibility and lack of remorse are the results of legitimate
fundamentals. The form in which political representation and democracy
are transformed in nationalist movements is based on the idea that the
overcome of democracy creates chaos. The democratic representation can
affect human rights in times of crisis. During the massacre period of sociopolitical exclusions and obstructions, communist children were banned
from working in the government. As a result of collective memory, the
phenomenon of revenge in the national field is based on economic
strengthening. Many people were forced to complain about their
communist families as a result of the use of economic sanctions on
individuals during the period of mass killings. Has been told that they will
not be deprived of job opportunities in the government.
Those who played a role in the massacre's beliefs and discourses on
morality (‘The Look of Silence’) use who are expressions of morality and
honor, motherland identification. Rhetoric and propaganda resulted in
immoral and dishonest practices being involved in the massacre when
things got serious. Crises are included in the transformative power of
politics. The reference of feelings of fear and anxiety to imaginary and
symbolic schemes is an expression of the politics of emotions (Hırvonen,
2017). ‘Other’ supports ego formation by excluding it from the image of
ego. Imaginary and symbolic identification is the image of a homogeneous
ego. The importance of unconscious fantasies (with Lacanian perspective)
is that it clings to the object of fantasy that compensates for what is missing
from the subject. Racist/nationalist fantasy clings to pathological images
and makes sense of them according to these pathological images. The result
is the ease with which the imaginary ideal ego identifies (Hırvonen, 2017).
Social and cultural definitions of violence can be based on interactions of
feelings of shame and revenge. Transmission by training is a reference to
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learned conflicts (Wahl, 2009: 156-158). Experience and stress factors are
effective. In ideologies, sublime values and the synthesis between the past
and the now are because of the concern of the values owned. The
distinction between cultural homogeneity and heterogeneity of a society
(Fennema and Tillie, 2001; Helbling, 2009), related values with the act of
violent. Cultural homogeneity is necessary for the political system
(Helbling, 2009).
Nations with cultural heterogeneity should have political influences such
as ‘consensus, power-sharing, minority rights, election systems, and
federalism’. Sociologically, political participation with feelings of trust,
empathy, and tolerance should be desirable for the continuity of
democracy. The sense of democratic desire results from effective political
representation and participation establishing trust and solidarity in
society. Cultural homogeneity can be based on nationalist and religious
values and become dangerous in terms of power transfer (Helbling, 2009).
The Indonesian example has shown that political repercussions on political
participation and representation have been perceived as the chaos of the
intensity of democracy. Political participation and rights can deepen ethnic
divisions. Social integration is important. And it should be included in the
policies. Fennema and Tillie (2001: 2, 18) analyzed ethnic degrees for
political participation. This gives us an idea of democracy, human rights,
and positive emotions. ‘Integrated, mobilized, pacified, isolated’ ethnic
communities depend on the field of macro power. The relationship
between ethnic groups and the nation is determined by ‘dominance,
power, and influence’. The values on which democracy depends depend
on many areas. ‘Democracy is autonomous in the political judgments of all
individuals’ (Fennema and Tillie, 2001: 28).

Conclusion
The great values that the political regime should have, the great values of
the nation ideology (nationalism), complement each other. In times of
possible crisis and struggle, this relationship can lead to fractures in the
relationship between human rights and democracy. Sociological,
economic, and political sides on individuals during fracture periods are
integrated with tensions and obstructions in individual psychology.
Psychopathologies provide ideological and political use for individuals
whose definition as political pathologies is included in the mass. In the
presence of legitimate methods, the individual is driven by destructive
impulses. With the recent massacres in the world and the existence of
leader-oriented political regimes today, the relationship between individual
and society cannot be regarded independently of psychological existence
and creations. Psychological situations play important role in all kinds of
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ideologies that destructive economic and social situations, not just the
ideology of nationalism. In particular, the creation of ‘other’ concepts
occurs due to many variables and perceptions. Such variables are highly
functional in the field of fantasy aggressions and psychological codes.
Violence dreamers contribute to the process of connecting to the highest
ideal and legitimizing their movement and thoughts with that ideal.
Political-pathologies, fantasy aggression on democracy and human rights
are the essence of ideological movements. They are easy to be created in a
passive space, ready to be activated. As a result of the approval and revealing
of destructive impulses in favor of power and authority, the use of a
country's psychological values in the selection of power and in the forms
of socio-cultural perception of power and feelings of tolerance, empathy,
and conscience forms a functional area. Fantasy aggression is not
independent of political discourse, political background, and manipulative
fields. The perception of national values around a lofty concept of value
can give birth to fantasy aggression. Political aspirations and politic lofty
values require a broad view of fantasy aggression. Intricately, psychopathological situations and feelings of political internalization and
belonging can coexist.
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Introduction
Bolivia’s relationship with its natural resources has been very contentious
historically. The discovery of enormous silver reserves in Bolivia’s altiplano
by the Spanish colonizers marked the beginning of Bolivia’s extractive
economy which has consistently served foreign rather than domestic
interests (Farthing & Kohl, 2014). Over time, booms in other natural
resources such as rubber and tin stimulated the continuation of the
country’s extractive economy. Likewise, in the 20th century, hydrocarbons
(i.e., natural gas and oil), became the main source of state revenue in the
Bolivian economy and dominated the political discourse. This prompted
many different policy paths for how to deal with the nation’s hydrocarbons
to achieve economic development. The different policy paths are
highlighted by “cycles” of privatizations and nationalizations of the oil and
gas sector in the twentieth century, depending on the economic consensus
of the time (Haslam & Heidrich, 2016a). Compared to hydrocarbons,
Lithium is a much newer resource both in terms of global primacy and in
the Bolivian extractivist context. Only as recently as 2008 did the
government introduce lithium as a new pillar of development for Bolivia,
predicting the commodity would become the “engine of our economy” in
the twenty-first century (Draper, 2019).
The advent of the current resource nationalism can be partially traced back
to the neoliberal era. Increased privatization of natural resources sparked
massive protests and calls for nationalization of natural resources eventually
led to the resignation of two neoliberal presidents (Sanchez-Lopez, 2018).
Evo Morales and his political party ‘Movimiento al Socialismo’ (MAS)
coopted the popular calls for the nationalization of natural resources with
the goal to build political legitimacy and assume the presidency (Gordon
& Luoma, 2008). Therefore, Morales used resource nationalist discourse
with slogans such as “Gas for the people” (Andreucci, 2017). This rhetoric
became persistent throughout Morales’s tenure and also encompassed
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lithium extraction. For example, the MAS declared that Lithium extraction
would be achieved “¡100 percent Estatal!”(Harvard International Review,
2020). Morales’ socialist rhetoric sent shockwaves through the neoliberal
world with worries of expropriation of assets and Bolivian autarky
(Farthing & Kohl, 2014). In practice, however, Morales’ policies are much
more pragmatic (Brent Z Kaup, 2010).
To this extent, this chapter researches the role resource nationalism plays
in aiding the political legitimacy of Evo Morales. As such, it looks at the
role of the political discourse and economic policies of the Morales
government with respect to lithium and hydrocarbons. First, this chapter
gives a small methodological approach. Second, it creates a resource
nationalism paradigm. Third, it explores Bolivia’s extractivist history and
the role it plays in contemporary politics. Fourth, it discusses and compares
political discourse and economic policies in Bolivia’s hydrocarbon sectors.
Fifth, it does the same for Bolivia’s lithium sector. Last, it explains how
Morales’ economic policies are much more pragmatic than the political
discourse assumes, how both the rhetoric and policies are deliberately used
to build political legitimacy, and how the role of hydrocarbons and lithium
play a different role in the nation-building process.

1. Methodological Approach
This chapter aims to explain what role resource nationalism plays in aiding
the political legitimacy of Evo Morales. To answer this question it sets out
the concept of resource nationalism by differentiating between resource
nationalist rhetoric and policies. Regarding the former, it uses Koch &
Perreault (2019)’s political discourse paradigm of resource nationalism to
explain how narratives are central to resource nationalism. Regarding the
latter, it uses to Haslam & Heidrich (2016b) to measure resource
nationalist policies. Subsequently, this chapter constructs a historical
context to explain how Bolivia’s history of natural resource extractions
shapes the contemporary mindset of the Bolivian people. Later, it crafts
two case studies, namely that of hydrocarbons and lithium. In the two case
studies this chapter looks at both resource nationalist rhetoric and policies
to compare how Morales effectively deploys both tactics to aid his
legitimacy. Finally, the conclusion highlights how lithium and
hydrocarbon fill a different role in aiding Morales’ political legitimacy.

2. Resource Nationalism
This chapter considers resource nationalism a set of narratives, policies, and
strategies undertaken by political actors in order to increase national
control over natural resources vis-à-vis foreign actors (Gede Wahyu
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Wicaksana, 2019). It argues that resource nationalist political discourse
and economic policies can be deployed to create political legitimacy.
Legitimacy is vital for effective governance and determines the survival of
the ruling elite. In the political context, legitimacy is created on the premise
that social actors affected by the governing state accept its policies and
interests. The government tries to create and then maintain its own
legitimacy and that of its policies and direction by “constructing selfimages through which it can obtain public justification of the defined
priorities and strategies” (Gede Wahyu Wicaksa, 2019:7). Additionally,
the government uses its policies to reaffirm its constructed self-image and
strengthen its legitimacy.
Koch & Perreault (2019) create a political discourse paradigm of resource
nationalism in which they argue that natural resources are political by
nature and can be seen as a material and an ideological force. Struggles over
resources then become greater than just resources themselves “but instead
encompass an array of social and political concerns including political
economy, citizenship, the nation, development, rights and collective
identities” (p.617). Nationalism is the “political and normative discourse
about a particular community, imagined having both spatial and social
roots” (p.617). The idiom of resource nationalist discourse is one way
through which a nation’s community is formed. To illustrate, nationalism
links a people to a place, “a primordial homeland”, which they tend to
describe through its geographical features (e.g., our sacred mountain
range). Resource nationalism fits into this as a subsection where resources
are used to define a people or a nation (e.g., we are a mining nation).
Resource nationalism then encompasses historical and sociocultural
narratives that can be enacted by political leaders through political
discourse, such as speeches, in order to gain support and build political
legitimacy.
Haslam & Heidrich (2016b) distinguish three categories of economic
policymaking that a government uses in resource nationalism, namely, (1)
maximizing public revenue; (2) increasing developmental spillovers aimed
at improving local economies; and (3) strategic goals set by the state that
direct the sector to the government’s course of development. Regarding the
first, this chapter measures the state level of control over the sector, whether
it has complete autonomy over it or whether there is foreign involvement
and therefore resorts to capturing rents; regarding the second, this chapter
measures rent-based redistribution; and regarding the last it considers
economic diversification.
Resource nationalism is not limited to Bolivia. In fact, Latin America has
witnessed several cycles of resource nationalism, mainly related the
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hydrocarbons. For example, Mexico president Lazaro Cardenas
expropriated the investments of all Western companies in the oil sector,
which was viewed by the people as a “patriotic triumph” (Maurer, 2011).
The nationalization of the oil industry to form the national oil company
PEMEX occurred off the back of decades long disputes between the oil
corporations and labor unions. When the corporations defied a Supreme
Court decision to increase wages and benefits, Cardenas expropriated assets
and gained control over the oil sector (Blackmon, 2013). In 2008, thenpresident Felipe Calderón paid homage to this expropriation stating in a
speech that Cárdenas, with support of all Mexicans, defended the interests
of the country by rescuing “this fundamental resource” out of the hands of
foreigners reclaiming Mexican sovereignty (Maurer, 2011:1). Even today,
the expropriation of the oil industry in 1938 is celebrated as the national
holiday ‘Oil Expropriation Day’ on March 18 (Ibid). Likewise, in 1971,
Chile nationalized the highly lucrative copper industry, which was mainly
dominated by US corporations before this nationalization. When congress
unanimously voted to expropriate copper holdings of the largest
corporations, president Salvador Allende heralded the day as Chile’s
“second independence” ( Gedicks, 1973). This decision reflected the
Chilean sentiment of the time that foreign companies determined Chilean
national development. This was characterized by the longstanding conflict
between the Chilean government, which sought to seek greater control
over its natural resources, and the large American copper corporations
Anaconda and Kennecott (Ibid). The nationalization of the copper
industry was one cog in Allende’s scheme to nationalize other strategic
industries important to Chile’s economy. Due to the US’ scare of a socialist
domino effect and the potential consequences a successful socialist
economic policy would have on other third world nations, the US backed
the coup of Salvador Allende by the military junta under leadership of
Pinochet, in 1973 (Heiss & Navia, 2007). Nationalizations similar to the
ones in Chile and Mexico occurred over the whole continent throughout
the twentieth century, and reappeared after the dominance of the
neoliberal regime faltered in the region.
From 2003 to 2014, Latin America witnessed an incredible commodity
price boom. However, due to earlier signed contracts, the increase in prices
created a discrepancy between the increase in profits for corporations
compared to revenues by governments (Monaldi, 2020). This created
outrage in a continent that has had a long extractivist history in which
foreign corporations rather than the local population have profited off of
Latin American natural resources, dating back to a long and painful
colonial past when Spain extracted gold, silver, and other valuable natural
resources from the region (Svampa, 2019). During this commodity boom,
several countries in Latin America, including but not limited to Argentina,
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Ecuador, Venezuela and even Brazil, enacted resource nationalist policies
(Monaldi, 2020). For example, under leadership of Hugo Chavez
Venezuela tried to reform the economy after decades of economic decline
and increasing inequality and poverty. Accordingly, Chávez wanted to
reclaim oil revenues out of the hands of foreign actors, specifically the US,
for the state to redistribute them by means of the Bolivarian missions, large
social programs to improve education, health care etc. for all Bolivians (van
der Velden, 2009). Similar motivations for implementing resource
nationalist policies were seen across Latin-America’s ‘Pink Tide’, the rise to
power of center-left governments with an anti-neoliberal attitude, and
specifically in the countries Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia (Bull, 2013).
For more information on historical and contemporary resource
nationalism in Latin America I refer to Monaldi (2020) or Heidrich
(2016). The rest of this chapter discusses resource nationalism in the
Bolivian context.

3. Historical Context
3.1. Historical Overview
Historic events still shape the mindset of the Bolivian people and its
politicians today. A common struggle for territory and ownership of
natural resources permeates political narratives. During the Spanish
empire, Potosí’s mines accounted for half the world’s silver and gold
production, marking the beginning of the colony’s, and later the country’s,
extractive nature (Farthing & Kohl, 2014). Especially the human cost of
this production, the death of an estimated 1 to 4 million indigenous
miners, and the few financial rewards reaped, shaped the nation’s thoughts
on extraction, resources, and foreign actors (Farthing & Kohl, 2014). Evo
Morales considers Potosí “a symbol of plunder, exploitation, of
humiliation” (Wright, 2020). Foreign extraction is poignantly described
by Bolivia’s poor, calling Bolivia “the beggar on a throne of gold” (Reivich,
2007). The discovery of oil in the 19th century witnessed reinvigorated
foreign interests, and from 1926 to 1936 America’s Standard Oil acquired
sole concessions over hydrocarbons in Bolivia (Gustafson, 2020). The
Bolivian government nationalized the oil industry after the devastating
Chaco War between Paraguay and Bolivia from 1932-1936 and handed
over Standard Oil’s assets to the newly-formed state company Yacimientos
Petroleras Fiscales de Bolivia (YPFB) (Krommes-Ravnsmed, 2019).
The Chaco War has a significant place in Bolivian history and is considered
the embodiment of the role of foreign players in the extractivist sector
(Perreault & Valdivia, 2010). Bolivians explain the Chaco War as a proxy
war between the United States and Standard Oil on one side, and England
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and Dutch Royal Shell on the other, over control over oil fields in the
disputed Chaco region (Hindery & Hecht, 2017). Leading up to and
during the war “Bolivian oligarchs, Standard Oil, and the US financiers
were entangled by oil, guns, and debt, and were virtually inseparable”
(Gustafson, 2020:35). Additionally, the 50.000 Bolivians who died during
the war are described as patriots who heroically died “defending the oil”
from foreign usurpers, linking hydrocarbons to Bolivian territory, nation,
autonomy, and history (Krommes-Ravnsmed, 2019).
This event is still important, as Chaco War stories and the subsequent
nationalization of the oil industry became the way Bolivians explain the
nation’s sovereignty through the use of fierce nationalist and anti-colonial
discourse (B. Gustafson, 2011). Such discourse also became the narrative
cornerstone for a new wave of hydrocarbon nationalization in the 1960s.
To illustrate: when General Alfredo Ovando took control of Bolivia
through a military junta, he stated in a letter to the Bolivian people that:
“Natural resources, and the terms of their exploitation, also constitute an
inseparable part of national sovereignty. The country must move toward
the control of their full exploitation through its own resources and
entities” (Gustafson, 2020: 63)
The 1930s and 1960s nationalizations became a narrative cornerstone of
Evo Morales’s resource nationalism (Kohl & Farthing, 2012). Throughout
these historical narratives, defending the nation and recovering Bolivia’s
national resources from the hands of foreign actors are recurring themes.
As such, resource nationalism has an entrenched history and memory
inside the Bolivian mindset and politicians have skillfully used language
referring to common memory to craft their political legitimacy.

3.2. Neoliberal Events
The neoliberal period witnessed two main trends regarding national
resources, namely, the government’s policies towards privatization of the
sector, and popular contestation towards these policies. During the 1990s,
under President Gonzalo Sánchez de Lozada, Bolivia privatized YPFB,
broke up unions, and introduced a new hydrocarbons law. This law,
supported by the World Bank, decreased the hydrocarbon tax from 50 to
18%, which subsequently decreased Bolivian hydrocarbon revenue. This
law was implemented to stimulate foreign direct investment and facilitate
the entrance of transnational companies to kickstart development
(Andreucci & Radhuber, 2017). Similarly, the government of Jaime Paz
Zamora gave exclusive extraction licenses to the Lithium Corporation of
America to extract lithium from the Salar de Uyuni in return for 8% of
profits made (Wright, 2020). Fierce protests from Potosí miners, however,
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eventually put the project on hold indefinitely. Despite the state’s
continuous embrace of such neoliberal policies, popular movements and
social actors coalesced to protest around the privatization of resources
(Kohl & Farthing, 2012).
When Lozada sought to privatize a public water company, people
protested, criticizing the privatization of “the source of life” (Kohl &
Farthing, 2012). This event became a critical juncture for hardline antineoliberal protest which climaxed during the 2003 Gas War in which
protestors demanded national control over natural resources (Perreault &
Valdivia, 2010). An amalgamation of coca farmers, urban poor, indigenous
groups, and miners took to the street using the slogan “gas for the people”
to protest the export of hydrocarbons, which Bolivians consider patrimonio
nacional (Andreucci, 2017; Perreault & Valdivia, 2010). This slogan
represented the expansion of national sovereignty and profit redistribution
for the poor, but also meant increased territorial control for indigenous
peoples (Andreucci, 2017). The unity of different social actors against
neoliberal policies caused the overthrow of two consecutive neoliberal
presidents.
It also paved the way for the electoral success of first indigenous president,
Evo Morales, and the MAS political party. At first, Morales did not pursue
resource nationalism as a policy (Gordon & Luoma, 2008). Because of the
widespread demand for the expropriation of natural resources, however,
Morales saw a window of opportunity and coopted these popular calls in
order to build political legitimacy (Krommes-Ravnsmed, 2019). Using
slogans such as “gas for the people” Morales managed to build large and
diverse popular support ranging from trade unions, to excluded indigenous
groups, to the urban poor (Krommes-Ravnsmed, 2019). These groups
then voted Morales into the presidency where he continued to use resource
nationalism as a way to build political legitimacy.

4. Bolivia’s Hydrocarbon Sector
4.1. Resource Nationalist Political Discourse
Having been elected on a platform of resource nationalist rhetoric, Morales
continued to use such discourse to reaffirm his political legitimacy as a
defender of hydrocarbons for the Bolivian people against foreign interests.
Four months after Evo Morales assumed the presidency he gave a popular
speech on the nationalization of hydrocarbons at the San Alberto natural
gas field (Kohl & Farthing, 2012; Perreault & Valdivia, 2010). Surrounded
by the military and in front of a banner stating “Nationalized: Property of
Bolivians” he signed Presidential Decree 28.701, dubbed the ‘Heroes of
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Chaco’ decree (Kohl & Farthing, 2012). The ‘Heroes of the Chaco’
noticeably references the aforementioned Chaco War and served as a
legitimation of the new nationalization of hydrocarbons. In addition, the
Chaco War refers to the majority indigenous people, mainly Aymara and
Quechua, that defended the land during the war and, furthermore, the
speech was held in San Alberto in Chaco territory. So, the Andean
indigenous community felt represented by the new government. During
his Heroes of Chaco speech, Morales declared “The time has come, the
awaited day, a historic day in which Bolivia retakes absolute control of our
natural resources ... The looting by the foreign companies has ended”
(Hindery & Hecht, 2017:151). This represents a clear dichotomy between
the Bolivian people vis-à-vis neoliberal transnational companies over
natural resources (Andreucci, 2017).
Article 1 of the decree stipulates that ‘‘The state reclaims the property, the
possession and the total and absolute control of these resources” which does
not just imply seizure of resources but rather the recovery of a lost
patrimonio nacional (Perreault & Valdivia, 2010). The anti-neoliberal,
decolonial, and nationalist rhetoric permeates Evo’s policymaking. For
example, when Morales nationalized the mining industry a year later, he
stated that Bolivia “wants partners not masters” clearly referencing the
nation’s colonial history (Farthing & Kohl, 2014). More importantly, this
rhetoric was enshrined in the new 2008 constitution, which states that
Bolivia is a “free, independent, sovereign, democratic, social decentralized
state, with territorial autonomies” (Escobar, 2010: 27). Additionally, it
offers “radical proposals to transform state and society” by including an
ecological aspect to development and pluri-national governance granting
expansive rights for indigenous groups and having a post-neoliberal
economic project (Escobar, 2010: 6).
There is consistency in the political discourse from before Morales was in
power and the years after as he continued to use resource nationalist
terminology and speeches and official documents that chastises foreign
influence and promotes national control over resources.

4.2. Resource Nationalist Economic Policies
Despite fierce resource nationalist political discourse, the actual economic
policies of the MAS government were much more pragmatic. Morales’
government released its National Development Plan (NDP) in 2006. The
economic policies outlined in this document explain that Bolivia should
not rely solely on the export of resources but had to diversify to aid national
development and combat poverty over the long run (Krommes-Ravnsmed,
2019). In order to do so, the state would be the primary conductor of this
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model which began with the nationalization of resource extractivist
industries (Santaella Gonçalves & Mendonça Cunha Filho, 2010).
Hydrocarbon extractivism would be the driver of social and developmental
change.
Concerning maximizing public revenue, however, Kaup (2010) labels the
‘Heroes of Chaco’ degree a “neoliberal nationalization”. Kaup gives this
label because the nationalization did not expropriate assets of the foreign
firms but merely renegotiated royalty fees and only reclaimed control over
the hydrocarbon as a resource (Hindery & Hecht, 2017). Consequently,
the YPFB purchased 51% of holdings of the transnational oil corporations
but the extraction and export was still performed by foreign companies,
such as Brazilian Petrobras or Spanish Repsol (Hindery & Hecht, 2017).
Regarding the developmental spillovers, the increased revenue from higher
capture of rents was destined for redistribution. Due to the tax increase in
resource extraction from 18 to 51% revenue from hydrocarbons drastically
increased from 173 million dollars at the start of the century to over 2.2
billion dollars in 2011 (Kohl & Farthing, 2012). The increased revenue
was used to finance “record levels of public investment” (Kaup, 2015: 464).
Through public spending programs, such as ‘Renta Dignidad’, wealth got
transferred from foreign multinational companies to Bolivia’s poor.
Subsequently, Bolivia’s Gini index fell from 55.8 to 46.4 between 2005
and 2016 (Krommes-Ravnsmed, 2019).
Regarding the economic diversification, however, the country did not live
up to its promises to diversify and add value to hydrocarbon extraction
mainly because hydrocarbon rents were almost exclusively used to fund the
public expenditure rather than diversification. The government argues that
the construction of the ammonia plant in 2017 accounts for diversification,
but the scale is much too small to have an economic impact (Hindery &
Hecht, 2017). This is especially problematic as the decrease in commodity
prices from 2015 to 2018 meant that more hydrocarbons had to be
extracted in order to maintain the nation’s public spending programs
(Krommes-Ravnsmed, 2019). Consequently, public debt from 2016 to
2017 increased by 28% percent (Krommes-Ravnsmed, 2019), and 55% of
Bolivian territory got assigned for potential hydrocarbon expansion
(Renfrew, 2011; Sanchez-Lopez, 2019). Moreover, this increasing reliance
on extractivism did not change the inherent nature of the economy as the
post-neoliberal project of the constitution would have seen.
Morales’ ascension to power coincided with a stark increase in commodity
prices Andreucci, 2017). Therefore, Morales was able to renegogiate
contracts with foreign companies and capture substantially higher rents.
By including foreign firms, Morales ensured high levels of hydrocarbon
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output and productivity, and subsequently increased state revenue. With
this revenue the MAS initiated social spending programs that eventually
lifted over a million people out of poverty (Bonifaz & Lefebvre, 2014).
This move solidified support for the MAS amongst Bolivian’s poor as it
addressed immediate and basic needs, despite not fully nationalizing the
hydrocarbon industry or diversifying the economy.

4.3. Comparing Political Discourse and Economic Policies
There exists a tension between the government’s hydrocarbon political
discourse and economic policies. During the Gas Wars of 2003 and 2005,
Morales adopted the popular slogan “gas for the people” to show protestors
that his party would deny foreign involvement in the gas sector. This
discourse continued at the start of his presidency to solidify his political
legitimacy as a leader who gives the population what is rightfully theirs and
protects them from foreign influence. Moreover, such an approach would
bring about development. In reality, however, foreign influence remained
large in the hydrocarbon sector and revenues from the hydrocarbon sector
were primarily used for redistribution of wealth rather than economic
diversification as stipulated in the NDP. Over time, Morales even
intensified extractivism and when commodity prices dropped it expanded
concessions and extraction just so it could maintain its levels of rent-based
distribution of wealth (Andreucci, 2017). This also contradicts the NDP
which promised to alleviate Bolivia’s reliance on hydrocarbon export.
The tensions between rhetoric and policy did not go without popular
discontent. Especially indigenous groups grew increasingly frustrated with
the government’s hydrocarbon expansions in previously protected
indigenous areas as negative consequences of extraction disproportionally
affected their livelihoods (Sanchez‐Lopez, 2018). This starkly contrasted
the pluri-national nature of the state and its promises for indigenous
autonomy and ecological rights as stipulated by Article 2 and 30 of the
constitution (Sanchez-Lopez, 2019). As tensions rose between promises
made and realities on the ground, the Morales administration’s rhetoric
changed from the revolutionary ideals it championed and catapulted the
party into power towards a more pragmatic development rhetoric. To
exemplify: increased extractivism under Morales in indigenous areas
clashed with the pluri-national nature of Bolivia, but instead of addressing
indigenous concerns Morales became more hardline declaring statements
like:
“what, then, is Bolivia going to live off if some NGOs say ‘Amazonia
without oil’? They are saying, in other words, that the Bolivian people
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ought not have money, that there should be neither IDH nor royalties”
(Bebbington, 2009:16).
Despite resource nationalist rhetoric regarding hydrocarbons, Morales’
economic policies are centered towards increasing revenue rather than
assuming complete control over hydrocarbons and reforming the
economy. Increased revenue paves the way to build political legitimacy by
improving the lives of the Bolivian poor. This contradiction in rhetoric and
policy, however, reveals tensions when social groups denounce the
expansion of hydrocarbons and Morales even seems to shift away from
resource nationalism towards a developmental stance.

5. Bolivia’s Lithium Sector
5.1. Resource Nationalist Political Discourse
Despite the novelty of lithium as a resource to drive development, Morales
has used similar resource nationalist political discourse as hydrocarbons to
build his political legitimacy. As Morales assumed the presidency, lithium
started to receive global attention for its environment-friendly potential.
Bolivia, with its extensive lithium reserves, got labeled the future “SaudiArabia of Lithium” (Sanchez‐Lopez, 2018). Accordingly, both the
population and the government considered lithium a potential “way-out”
of underdevelopment and poverty (Revette, 2017). Therefore the MAS
labeled lithium a cornerstone to industrialization and development as seen
by the government’s slogan of “mining for development” (Sanchez-Lopez,
2019). Morales has consistently used resource nationalist rhetoric about
lithium. For example, he refers back to the Cerro Rico, where the Spanish
colonizers sucked the lands dry in search for silver and gold and explains
that the Salar de Uyuni “cannot be another Cerro Rico” and he promises
that “the state will never lose sovereignty when it comes to lithium”
(Wright, 2020). Instead, Bolivia would mine lithium, process it, add value
and as a result make batteries and “there will be lithium cars coming out of
Bolivia … this is the dream” (Wright, 2020). Similarly, vice-president
Alvaro García Linera stated that “We are going to invest in lithium, Bolivia
will regulate the price worldwide and now we are preparing for that, we are
building laboratories, gigantic pools, mega industries to produce lithium
carbonate and potassium chloride” (Sanchez-Lopez, 2019: 21).
Regarding lithium, Morales uses developmental and industrial
sociotechnical imaginary to build political legitimacy because people tend
to believe the advent of science and technology can cause global parity and
can help overcome underdevelopment (Barandiarán, 2019). Morales’
lithium rhetoric mirrors his hydrocarbon rhetoric in two ways. First,
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Morales stresses that both resources belong to Bolivians and will be used to
develop society. This is exemplified in statements like “gas for the people”
and “lithium … 100% estatal.” Second, he builds his rhetoric on historical
events. The nationalization of hydrocarbons is built on the mysticism of
the Chaco War and heroic Bolivian defense of oil, territory, and
sovereignty; and the nationalization of lithium refers back to the “plunder”
of Bolivia’s silver and gold in Potosí and how, this time, a similarly valuable
metal, lithium, will not be owned by foreign actors. Using similar tactics
Morales tries to build political legitimacy through his resource nationalist
political discourse in which he refers to the common history of the Cerro
Rico and how this time things will be different as lithium will be used to
develop Bolivia rather than serve foreign interests.

5.2. Morales’ Policies
For the majority of MAS rule, Morales has tried to uphold the promises
made in his political rhetoric. As such, the state has owned the entire chain
of production and has tried to set strategic goals to diversify the economy.
Regarding maximizing public revenue, Morales kept state control over the
entire production process. In 2008, the government founded the stateowned lithium mining company Yacimientos de Litio Bolivianos (YLB)
and financed it with 1 billion US dollars (Sanchez-Lopez, 2019). YLB
became the institution in charge of the three lithium phases, namely the
pilot-phase, the extraction at industrial scale-phase, and, finally, the
industrialization of batteries-phase (Sanchez‐Lopez, 2019).
Concerning economic diversification, Morales aimed for “industrialization
with sovereignty” to not merely get revenue from extraction, but to create
developmental spill overs, increase jobs, wealth, valued-added, and
legitimacy (Barandiarán, 2019). As such, the YLB built evaporation plants
needed for the brine pools and pilot plants for both lithium carbonate and
potassium chloride (Sanchez‐Lopez, 2019). Most noteworthy is how
Bolivian scientists and engineers achieved lithium extraction and
processing, although the construction of the plants and the pilot-scale
manufacturing of the first line of ion-batteries did require some foreign
knowledge (Barandiarán, 2019).
Related to the developmental spillovers, revenue from lithium extraction is
lacking. Despite the construction of the pilot plants, they have never
reached full production capacity. For example, in 2016, Bolivia could only
produce a first but small shipment of nearly ten tonnes lithium carbonate
with an estimate worth of 70.000 US dollars to China, despite a yearly
capacity of sixty tonnes. Moreover, this equals less than 1 percent of
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Chilean or Argentinean production in one single month (Sanchez‐Lopez,
2018). Low production is due to a plethora of factors, such as but not
limited to geological disadvantages (e.g., frequent rain) and lack of
infrastructure that connects the Salar de Uyuni to other parts of Bolivia,
the region, and the rest of the world.
Morales has a different economic approach with lithium than
hydrocarbons. Lithium is not used to capture quick rents but to diversify
the economy and the state remains in control over the production process
and does not rely on foreign actors. Building plants and kickstarting
lithium extraction are concrete results aiding the political legitimacy of the
MAS. However, the duration to get the program running and the low
quantity of exports does undermine this legitimacy to an extent as it does
not live up to promises made in which Lithium will drive development.

5.3. Comparing Political Discourse and Economic Policies
There exists unity in Morales’ political discourse and economic policies.
Morales has been adamant on extracting lithium by the state and for
Bolivians as described in the state slogan “100% estatal.” Consequently,
Morales gave financing to the state owned YLB to set up lithium extraction
and process plants. If this program can expand its output, it aids economic
diversification and decreases dependency on hydrocarbons. However, the
output is disappointing so far, and Morales has not been able to keep his
promise that lithium would bring development and industrialization.
The inability to build an industry from the ground up without foreign
capital or knowledge has proven problematic. As a result, Bolivia is steering
away from its initial plans to develop lithium “100% estatal” and as such
has been seeking foreign investors as strategic partners for “an industrial
complex of lithium hydroxide, cathodes and lithium‐ion batteries”
(Sanchez-Lopez, 2019). In 2018, Bolivia formed a joint venture with the
German ACI Systems to extract 85% of lithium from the Salar de Uyuni
(Harvard International Review, 2020). However, due to few gains for the
local population, contradicting Morales’ and Garcia Linera’s promises,
local groups protested the collaboration and Bolivia reversed the deal in
November 2019 (Perreault, 2020). Despite this setback, the MAS seems
to aim for a similar construction for lithium as with hydrocarbons. In this
scenario the YLB needs to have a 51% stake in lithium production and the
state expects 60% of conversion earnings as well as an additional 12.5%
surtax (Seefeldt, 2020). Hence, in 2019, Bolivia made a strategic deal with
China’s Xinjiang TBEA Group Co Ltd to develop other salt flats with
TBEA getting a 49% stake in the joint venture with YLB (Seefeldt, 2020).
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However, it remains unclear how this partnership has progressed and who
has reaped benefits.
This shows that Morales seems to diverge, to an extent, his economic
policies from his political discourse again. The lack in output and
diversification is troublesome for the MAS as it has invested several billions
of dollars in the lithium project. Foreign partners can help accelerate
industrialization and output, but this would mean less state autonomy over
the industry and less revenue in the long run. Consequently, this course of
action seems to prefer short term results, through which Bolivia can claim
lithium success, over political promises made.

Conclusion
Evo Morales came into power partially by promoting resource nationalism.
Whilst neoliberal countries looked to Bolivia with suspicion, his resource
nationalism was the consequence of a mix of increasing commodity prices
(Andreucci, 2017), unhappiness with the neoliberal era across the board
(Escobar, 2010), high proven and probable reserves coming off the back of
the neoliberal era’s exploration bonanza (Haslam & Heidrich, 2016c:227),
and a growing number of foreign players in the hydrocarbon sector that
gave Bolivia a better bargaining position (Andreucci, 2017). Morales’
resource nationalist discourse regarding lithium and hydrocarbons has been
very similar and revolves around (1) the demonization of foreign, especially
Western and neoliberal, companies compounded with a ‘from Bolivia for
Bolivians’ touch, and (2) these resources being the driver of development.
The narrative is also coated in patriotic rhetoric with throwbacks to
domestic heroes and historic events. Morales adopted this resource
nationalist political discourse because of widespread popular demand for
resource nationalism in the neoliberal era. Hence, Morales created his
image around protection of natural resources against foreign actors to build
his political legitimacy.
Despite strong rhetoric, the economic policies to achieve resource
nationalism were much more pragmatic. When Morales became president
his plan for a postcolonial state was comprehensive and ambitious. In
prioritizing policies, such as pluri-nationalism, diversifying the economy,
and lifting people out of poverty, the latter was favored and funded by
hydrocarbon revenues. This makes sense considering the global importance
of hydrocarbons and its high prices. As a result, Morales increased
hydrocarbon exports dramatically (Krommes-Ravnsmed, 2019). Lithium,
on the other hand, did not have an established industry in Bolivia when
Morales came into power. In addition, in 2008, the global market for
lithium wasn’t large and could not provide large revenues for the state. The
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potential of lithium lies in its future and the global move away from fossil
fuels. In this regard, Morales recognized the metal’s potential.
Consequently, the Bolivian state tried to exclude foreign companies from
the extraction and developing processes and create an industry ‘by
Bolivians and for Bolivians’. This could pay off in the future when global
demand rises. Despite constructing a small lithium industry, in order to
scale-up production the state has been seeking foreign partners to provide
investment and expertise to the anger of the general public. Thus, Morales
strengthened his legitimacy by using hydrocarbon revenues to decrease
poverty and using lithium to diversify the economy.
In conclusion, this chapter shows that Morales has built his political
legitimacy around walking a fine line between resource nationalist rhetoric
and more nuanced neoliberal economic policy. Despite fierce rhetoric,
international worries about expropriation or exclusion of foreign partners
in Bolivia have shown to be unfounded. Nonetheless, at the end of
Morales’ tenure, the cracks between promises made and economic policies
started to show, and domestic tensions rose. In 2020, with Morales not
being a part of the government, it will be interesting to see how Luis Arce
will handle tensions between resource nationalism and “pragmatic
neoliberalism” and between the needs of different social actors.
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Introduction1
There is no doubt that the Covid-19 emergency has revealed, even more
dramatically, some weaknesses in the architecture of the European Union.
An initial and timely reaction from its main institutions – of which the
large allocation of economic resources is the most obvious response – was
also followed by real coordination on some strategic issues, not always in a
timely way. For instance, with regard to the production, supply and
distribution of vaccines, national egoisms have re-emerged – sometimes in
a not too veiled way – showing that the process of integration is always
open and of varying intensity. From many points of view, the pandemic
crisis can then be considered as a litmus test to assess the real state of health
of the European Institutions or, at least, to try to start a more realistic
reflection on some key aspects that characterize them, especially those that
rhetoric and a prejudicial attitude continue to present in exclusively
negative terms (also as for the inevitable consequences of a full-fledged
supranational system never completely realized).
One of these prejudices is certainly the one relating to the long-standing
controversy over European technocracy2. The present chapter will try to
analyze it in relation to the illiberal trends that now characterize different
countries of the world (Mounk 2018) and that, in Europe, have a
distinctive feature precisely in light of the violent criticisms against the
1

This chapter is partially based on the article “L’ennesima occasione persa?
Tecnocrazia europea e geopolitica dell’expertise”, appeared in Futuri, N.15, V.8,
June 2021, written by the authors.
2
For a timely reconstruction of the debate on technocracy in the European Union
before the COVID-19 pandemic, see, among others, Auer (2021) and Bruno
(2020).
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technocratic elite of Brussels, which would operate illegitimately since free
from any popular election. In many ways, this is a foregone conclusion
because, in fact, the architecture of the European Union is the result of an
initiative promoted 'from above' which does not provide a close link
between institutional activity and the consent of the citizens. The
management of the Covid-19 emergency represents an important
opportunity to try to develop an effective response to be opposed precisely
to the "illiberal" rhetoric on the illegitimacy of technocratic decisions,
transforming what is presented as a limit of European architecture into the
pivot of a counter-narrative capable of emphasizing and enhancing the role
of competence within European policy-making, especially in view of what
is increasingly emerging as a real geopolitics of expertise (Bruno 2020b,
2020c). Therefore, in this chapter we:
Try to highlight – also through the reference to extra-European experiences
– how the Covid-19 management could have represented the opportunity
for the European Union to found a counter-narrative based on scientific
and technical skills that can be considered as supporting elements of a soft
power capable of shaping the geopolitical order of the future.
Will define the problems for which this has not happened: especially
regard to the illiberal inclination that some European states have assumed
in recent years (and that the management of the pandemic has further
accentuated);
Will highlight how the narrative based on the conceptual split between
democracy and liberalism determines – more or less consciously – an
emphasis on the technocratic dimension of the European Union.

1. A Possible Geopolitics of Expertise3
As is known, towards the end of the eighties, the term soft power was
coined and introduced by the American political scientist of international
relations Joseph Nye (1990), meaning the ability of a given country to
influence (more or less indirectly) the choices of other countries without
the use of force, being it established on culture or based on history, unlike
hard power. This, in turn, is based on coercion and, through the use of
military and/or economic means, seeks to intervene directly in the behavior
of countries or other political institutions. Soft power and hard power can

3
This paragraph is partially based on two articles from one of the author: Bruno,
V. A. (2020b, 2020c), COVID-19 Management and Soft-Power: Ideas for a
Geopolitics of Science and Expertise and How mismanaging a pandemic can cost
countries their Soft Power.
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go hand in hand: the United States, for example, have been for long the
prototype of how the two powers can be complementary (Parsi 2021).
Our research question is then the following: After a year and a half during
which the whole world has been struggling with the pandemic crisis, is it
possible to venture to argue that scientific and technical skills are currently
two of the main sources of soft power of different countries in the world
and that, therefore, the political responses to the Covid-19 emergency are
helping to shape a different geopolitical order? There is no doubt that a
country that can successfully deal with a sudden and/or catastrophic event
(such as a pandemic) will most likely have a better chance of being
perceived as a reliable leader in the international community. Before
returning to the point, let's consider some empirical evidence concerning
both European and non-European states4.
We can start from the latter. Countries such as South Korea and New
Zealand, where public health policies have been adopted quickly and in
synergy with the scientific community, have seen their soft power
drastically increase. In contrast, countries with populist governments and
leaders who have responded to the pandemic through exclusively
ideological or electoral calculations, such as the United States under the
leadership of Donald Trump, Brazil or India, have seen their international
reputation severely compromised. It is true that at the beginning of the
pandemic, most political leaders benefited nationally from the so-called
"rally 'round the flag effect", the phenomenon whereby governments
obtain a short-term increase in their electoral support during events such
as international crises, wars or natural disasters. However, the increase in
popular support has remained high for a longer period only in countries
that have shown policies consistent with decisions informed by the
assessments of epistemic communities. For example, Germany emerged
from the first wave of the pandemic (March – October 2020) as the
country that has most managed to contain the coronavirus outbreak, with
Chancellor Angela Merkel proving able to adopt policies informed by
science, even when she has been in a position to explain the need for
stringent lockdown measures 5 . In the same way, South Korea is now
4

See the following links: (1) Pew Research
https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2020/05/21/americans-give-higher-ratingsto-south-korea-and-germany-than-u-s-for-dealing-with-coronavirus/, (2) Euractiv
https://www.euractiv.com/section/global-europe/news/us-influence-wanes-aschina-rises-according-to-a-new-transatlantic-opinion-poll/, and (3) ECFR
https://ecfr.eu/publication/together_in_trauma_europeans_and_the_world_after_
covid_19/.
5
However, Germany’s soft power suffered deeply in spring 2021, particularly in
relation to Sars-Cov-2 vaccines authorizations.
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recognized as a winning example in the response to Covid-19, considered
optimal by much of the international community, with rapid mass tests
and high-tech applications, able to track the spread of the coronavirus,
drastically limiting its contagion.
On the contrary, there are countries that have seen their soft power
diminish due to the poor quality of their political choices, not determined
by any technical-scientific competence6. An example was given by Donald
Trump when, despite having enjoyed the aforementioned rally 'round the
flag effect, in the last months of his mandate appeared increasingly
uncomfortable and nervous towards journalists, especially when he was
pressed on issues that would have required the proximity of technicians
and members of the scientific community, such as Anthony Fauci (Bar-On
and Molas 2020). Such a disdain for competence, which could have helped
him in times of business as usual in identifying and galvanizing his
electorate (Holland and Fermor 2020), has harmed Trump and his election
campaign, leading him to quarrel with social media such as Twitter and
Facebook, “guilty” of having verified his ratings, for example on voting by
mail.
At the level of large regional players, Brazil and India are most likely the
countries that have distinguished themselves negatively, showing the
slowest and least scientific approach to managing the pandemic. As for
April 2021, the total death toll from Covid-19 in Brazil reached 400,000,
while, in India, the virus is claiming about 3,500 lives a day, despite having
elicited a global response, with oxygen offers, ventilators, intensive care
beds and more from the international community. As it is evident,
although these two countries are thousands of kilometers apart, they have
been bitterly united by a sad and sudden limelight in the main
international media, due to obvious political responsibilities: their leaders,
Jair Bolsonaro and Narendra Modi, in the wake of Trump, have repeatedly
ridiculed and avoided the opinion of scientists, researchers, technicians and

6

It is important to note that, if the new centrality of scientific skills at the time of
Covid-19 has diminished the room for manoeuvre for populist and radical rightwing narratives, this has not automatically translated, and in a homogenous way,
into a weakening of these parties (Wondreys and Mudde 2020: 9). Historically, the
aversion of the radical right and populist parties to science and competence are well
known, as is the contempt for knowledge and complexity, considered the
prerogative of elites and experienced technocrats, in opposition to the sheer
simplicity of the "people" (Bruno 2020, Wondreys and Mudde 2020, Leidig 2020).
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experts, with a very high cost in terms of human lives (Bruno and Downes
2021)7.
Moreover, it should be noted that the observation that the political
responses of states to the Covid-19 pandemic in terms of expertise are
outlining a new geopolitics, with a relative rise or decline in terms of soft
power, does not only apply only to global and regional players, such as the
United States, Germany, Brazil or India. Even smaller countries on the
international stage have received, on the basis of the policies adopted in
relation to the pandemic crisis, considerable benefits or damage in terms of
reputation. Think, for example, of two specific cases, the aforementioned
New Zealand and Sweden: countries that have become paradigmatic, in
the opposite sense, of what should be the good and bad management, by
politics, of a pandemic. It is not a coincidence, in fact, that since the first
wave (March 2020), these countries have been constantly the center of
attention of the world media. New Zealand, under the leadership of Prime
Minister Jacinda Ardern, has been widely acclaimed as the country (along
with South Korea) that has been most effectively able to contain the effects
of the coronavirus, using a rapid containment strategy: as for May 2021, it
has 26 deaths, in a country with 5 million inhabitants. In the opposite
situation lies Sweden, which is now considered a country that has wickedly
opted to sacrifice the lives of its weakest citizens, adopting a failed strategy
of openings, without any scientific basis: the result is more than 14,000
deaths (May 2021), in a country of 10 million inhabitants8. In conclusion,
even in the case of smaller countries at the geopolitical level, the impact on
the reputation gained by the management of the pandemic can have vast
and far-reaching effects9.

2. Which opportunities for the European Union?
After this synthesis that testifies how technical-scientific skills are assuming
a leading role at a global level in outlining an unprecedented geopolitics of
expertise, one would expect that, within it, the European Union – for
decades referred to as the technocratic experiment par excellence – technical
7
Bolsonaro has consistently labeled the Covid-19 pandemic as a "small flu",
refusing to follow the most basic scientific advice such as the use of masks and the
limitation of contact between people. Modi has never acted with the necessary
determination, allowing, for example, and in some cases even encouraging, large
gatherings.
8
Neighboring countries such as Denmark, Finland and Norway (for a total
population of almost 17 million) have reported to date respectively 2500, 922 and
767 deaths, just under a quarter of Sweden's Covid-19 deaths.
9
Although not easy to quantify in economic terms, especially in sectors such as
tourism, immigration and foreign direct investment.
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expertise will play a leading role. Instead EU appears as the classic giant
with feet of clay of the international system. Starting from the indecision
and flaws in the purchase of vaccines (European Commission) and in the
related authorizations (European Medical Agency) that seem to have
slowed down the vaccination campaigns of its Member States10, the Union
has not fully succeeded in 'capitalizing' on its technical and scientific
expertise in the sense of enhancing its technocratic architecture in order to
build an image of a subject to be imitated. A recent example that testifies
the difficulty of coordination is the one linked to the possibility of
temporarily suspending intellectual property rights on vaccine patents:
while in the United States it is a hypothesis under consideration, the EU
seems to be trudging, with the governments of its Member States more
representative acting in a scattered order11.
There is no doubt that the European Union cannot be compared with a
nation state and, furthermore, we cannot remain silent, as has been pointed
out from the beginning of this chapter, that, at an economic level, it was
immediately ready to offer its Member States considerable support in order
to facilitate and initiate recovery. But the element that is important here is
the idea that the pandemic crisis could have represented an opportunity to
outline a counter-narrative aimed at reaffirming the European choice in
terms of an option that is not fully democratic, yet capable of reacting
effectively to crisis situations such as the one we are experiencing (as well
as, of course, to present itself as an area of peace, security and prosperity)12.

3. The End of the Age of Imitation
In the history of the last decades of the European Union, one word
manages to describe more than others an important part of the integration
process: imitation. As Ivan Krastev and Stephen Holmes point out in The
Anti-Liberal Revolt, 1989 heralded the beginning of a real Age of imitation
10
https://www.internazionale.it/notizie/matt-apuzzo/2021/03/26/vaccini-statiuniti-unione-europea
11
https://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/biden-si-sospensione-brevetti-big-pharma-ivaccini-anti-covid-AEHB3OG
12
This has not even been attempted and a possible confirmation can come from
the fact that, according to several studies (Wondreys and Mudde 2020), right-wing
populist and nationalist forces, unlike what happened in the United States, have
not received any backlash as a result of the pandemic in terms of consensus. In
other words, for now, we have witnessed yet another missed opportunity for the
Union to make use of its technocratic profile, expertise and competence, within the
sphere of public debate, also at the level of a political communication that knows
how to make use of specific counter-narratives, perhaps complementary to those of
a sovereignist and populist nature (Bar-On and Molas 2020, Leidig 2020).
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that would last many years and that would affect above all the European
countries of the Eastern area: in fact, at that time, the unipolar order
dictated by the West "made liberalism seem unattainable in the sphere of
moral ideals", thus feeding the myth of Western models and presenting
them as canons to imitate and towards which to strive. Of course, the
theme of imitation is recurrent in social life13, but, to analyze the state of
health of the current European Union, it is worth keeping it particularly in
mind because, precisely starting from the failure to realize some important
promises that the imitation process had hoped for, today an illiberal option
is affirmed in an increasingly problematic way (Campati 2020), especially
within the countries once "imitators". In fact, it is precisely the unfulfilled
promises of the liberal order (a safer, fairer and fairer world) that have
hijacked the liberal international order until it founders (Parsi 2018, 2021).
And one of the most problematic reasons for such a shipwreck must be
traced, in all probability, in the fact that the liberal choice appeared to be
the only possible one: there were no credible political and ideological
alternatives, so that, when one was outlined, the latter determined a real
"aversion to the politics of imitation" (Krastev and Holmes 2020: 8). This
aversion manifests itself in different ways, the main clues of which can be
seen both in the popular support received by the political formations that
place it as a distinctive issue of their political offer (Plattner 2019; Wilkin
2018), both in the attitudes and behaviors of an important part of the
cultural, intellectual and media elites (Applebaum 2021), which can even
be made the protagonists of a sort of "amoral elitism" (Ottaviano 2019:
150).
On a closer inspection, more than a clear ideological and political
alternative to liberal democracy, some European leaders (and not only) are
at the head of a "counter-revolution" that has as its main target liberalism
as an "overall ideology of power" (Zielonka 2018: 30) and, therefore, it is
necessary to use due caution in establishing an analogy between today's
illiberal tendency and the situation – in reverse terms – outlined after 1989.
In other words, we cannot simply regard the plans to establish illiberal
democracies as a phenomenon equal to and contrary to what, about thirty
years ago, was the basis for the promotion of liberal democracies. In fact,
as Jan Zielonka points out, the countries that in 1989 wanted to embrace
Western-style liberalism had to do so necessarily through the "rule" of
imitation, if only because access to the European Union required the
adoption of twenty thousand laws and regulations prepared in Brussels.
13

Krastev and Holmes recall, in fact, the famous statement of Gabriel Tarde,
according to which "society is imitation", but they also emphasize that "when the
populists of Central Europe lash out against what they perceive as the Imperative
of imitation [...] clearly they mean something less generic and more politically
provocative" (Krastev and Holmes 2020: 11).
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Today, on the contrary, it is not clear what the "counter-revolutionaries"
propose, especially since the dictates of their political action vary widely
between them: Putin's Russia or Xi's China may well offer financial aid,
"but they do not offer a governance model that is sufficiently attractive and
suitable to clone", thus lacking "the ideological strength that liberalism
possessed" (Zielonka 2018: 30–31) 14 . And yet, if this observation by
Zielonka is certainly correct, we cannot turn the illiberal moment
(Chiaruzzi, Zambernardi 2020) to a deviation from the development paths
of democratic systems, since – although full of ambiguity – the illiberal
option is a fact to be reckoned with, especially within the European Union,
where countries such as Hungary and Poland are now considered illiberal
states or, at the very least, of the political regimes that are about to become
so (Ágh 2016; Orlandi 2019).
Therefore, although it is not possible to trace in the illiberal perspective a
well-defined ideological apparatus and not even a series of clear political
objectives, the effort made by a leader like Victor Orbàn in presenting his
alternative to liberal democracy when he suggests a conceptual split
between democracy and liberalism (wanting to keep some elements of the
first and drastically rejecting the second) is not negligible because, in this
way, he manages to present itself as democratic, even if not liberal (Müller
2017: 69-70).
On the basis of these premises, the expression illiberal democracy confirms
a "normative division of labour, in which the nation state is concerned with
democracy and an entity such as the European Union is responsible for
liberalism", presented as the emblem of unbridled capitalism, threatening
individualism and materialism to be rejected (Müller 2017: 75).
This represents a major challenge for the European Union because, as is
well known, the Member States – in order to become and remain so – must
necessarily comply with all the requirements of a liberal and democratic
state: in fact, the signals of deep concern that the Brussels institutions are
now repeatedly sending to illiberal leaders are many and conveyed also
through instruments, such as the European Democracy Action Plan
released in December 2020, aimed at reaffirming the founding and
essential values of the European Union and its ideological and cultural
assets. But the more or less official reminders, together with documents
and recommendations, are perhaps not entirely sufficient to remove the
temptation to polarize European politics around the clash between a liberal
14
As Zielonka clarifies: "ideological strength, however, has been a blessing, but also
a curse for liberalism, which is no longer the ideology of those oppressed by the
state, but has become the ideology of the state led by traditional center-left and
center-right parties" (Zielonka 2018: 31).
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model and an opposite illiberal model. It is therefore necessary to analyze
the terms of this clash to analyze the possible chances that the European
Union has to react to the counter-revolutionary ideological offensive in
progress, whose weapons have been further sharpened during the
management of the Covid-19 emergency (Hajnal, Jeziorska, Kovács 2021).

4. The Strengthening of Technocracy
As has been pointed out, the ideological universe of illiberal forces is not
homogeneous, but if we look more deeply at the illiberal rhetoric used by
the leaders of some Member States of the European Union, it is not at all
surprising to identify a common trait in the constant criticism of the
technocratic nature of the Brussels institutions. This criticism is so
recurrent that it is one of the key elements of the polarization between
liberalism and illiberalism, which has just been described and which is
likely to influence the future of Europe. In the face of this criticism, the
European Institutions have the opportunity to build a counter-narrative
starting from the acknowledgment of the importance that technicalscientific skills have assumed in the management of the Covid-19
emergency. In fact, as we will see, this opportunity has been missed, at least
for now. In fact, almost paradoxically, illiberal logic is based on a rhetorical
strategy according to which – while targeting the technocratic
conformation of the European Union – it leads to its strengthening since
it is not simply aimed at modifying, or improving, the procedures of
democratic legitimation, but at transforming the overall framework of the
institutions.
To explain this passage, it is necessary to recall some basic elements of the
history of integration, since the choice of the founding fathers to protect
the European institutions from democracy (Mair, 2016: 137). It is
precisely starting from the awareness of such an elite-driven process (Mény
2019: 109) that it is possible to envisage a counter-narrative capable of
underlining how technical competence within the decision-making process
of the Union (and not only) is an indispensable element in the relationship
between science and democracy – crucial in times of crisis such as that
linked to the current pandemic – without necessarily backing the
epistocratic revival, which gathers around it many followers in recent times
(Bell 2019; Brennan 2018), not only among scholars, but also among
ordinary citizens.
A further element to underline is that the process of European integration
has often seen the positions of those who would like to give it an impolitic
curvature and those of those who, instead, would like to define it according
to a post-political vision: both, however, although daughters of an ancient
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and well-defined intellectual tradition, are very problematic because they
provide a programmatic removal of the political (Palano 2012). However,
they find space within the public debate, precisely because of the European
institutional architecture, which presents itself as a classic example of
"constitutionalization" of the use of experts (Mény 2019: 108), which
brings with it an inevitable rate of “un-politicity”. As is widely known, this
has fueled a heated debate, especially with regard to the lack of popular
legitimacy of decisions (Marquand 1979; Piattoni 2015), even determining
a distorted view of the history of the European Union, sometimes making
it look like a failed project because it is not fully democratic.
Therefore, if, on the one hand, the reasons of those who maintain that
further doses of 'democracy' must be grafted into European governance
must not be overlooked, on the other, it is also necessary to propose a
reading of the current European institutional conformation that is able to
envisage scenarios that go beyond the opposition between extreme
positions. In the first place, it is necessary to take note of the fact that the
European elites have not been able to institutionalize the European
Parliament as the arena "in which to represent the widespread social
demands and thus fulfill the function of stabilizing and institutionalizing
political support", fundamental for the existence of a political regime
(Salvati 2019: 122)15. This has created the conditions for the affirmation
of Eurosceptic movements and parties that have tried to build an
alternative and anti-system representative system, based on the shift from
the model of symbolic representation to that of noun representation, that
is, a model where representatives act in the name of the interests expressed
by the representatives and are responsible to them for their behavior
(Salvati 2019: 123).
The creation of an alternative model of representation is therefore not the
effect of an election result, nor the success of a leadership or a political
programme: it has reasons that are now rooted within a part of European
society, which is interpreted by those political forces that are, precisely,
considered anti-system. But the element on which to focus the attention is
linked to the fact that, what we now indicate as the illiberal proposal, is not
limited to a modification of the representative logic and, therefore, to the
functioning of its governance, but calls into question the underlying
philosophy inspiring the EU.

15
A separate discussion would merit the effective creation of a European political
class. Twenty years ago Larry Siedentop wrote: "If Europe is built without an open
political class, it will end up in the hands of bureaucrats" (Siedentop 2001: 180).
See Salvati 2019: 141-148, also for the literature cited.
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Therefore, when the proponents of illiberalism identify the technocratic
structure of the European institutions as the main outcome of a liberal
construction (which should therefore be overcome), they provoke a
reaction based, above all, on the defense of the latter, overshadowing the
burning issues linked to the lack of popular legitimacy of some decisions.
In this way, technocracy is not touched and remains a polemical objective
to continue to feed the narrative that points to it as the cause of all the evils
of the European system. In short, by linking the long-standing criticism of
European technocracy to an ideological opposition (illiberalism versus
liberalism), the debate abandons the level of the internal functioning of the
Union's architecture and focuses on its core values. It is undoubtedly a
clever rhetorical and communicative strategy: starting with a criticism of
the system of representation (which many sincere democrats and liberals
can also share), the accusation extends to the entire European architecture.
The missed opportunity to which this article wants to draw attention
therefore refers to the possible response that the European institutions
could have provided in the face of the crisis linked to Covid-19 to try to
get out of this spiral in which the debate on the future of the Union seems
to have set off (Giannone and Cozzolino 2021). In fact, the latter,
emphasizing the need to rely on scientific experts and their skills, could
have been the inspiration for a sort of soft power of knowledge to finally
highlight the positive side, so to speak, of a structure governed mainly by
technocratic logics. The basic objective would not only have been to react
to illiberal provocations – thus also helping liberal democracies to
reinvigorate the model that until a few years ago many wanted to imitate –
but also to strengthen its position within a geopolitical context that seems
oriented towards redefining the structure of influences having as its basic
criterion the "competence".

Conclusion
The Covid-19 pandemic is pushing us to reconsider deeply the role of
science and technical skills in relation to politics, as well as the relationship,
certainly complex and problematic, between knowledge and policy
making, both at national level, and at international and transnational level
(Caselli 2020, Eyal 2013). The coexistence of science and politics is
historically complex, but it is undeniable that the sudden centrality
assumed by knowledge and skills can produce direct and far-reaching
political consequences, within and between the States themselves.
Moreover, although it has always been very important, the scientific
contribution to policy-making is now much more visible in the public
arena and this also exponentially increases its influence in terms of soft
power. Public health experts – virologists, epidemiologists, doctors and also
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experts in other fields – suddenly found themselves with the difficult task
of informing citizens and providing policy with scientifically sound
evidence to limit the spread of the virus.
Therefore, the fight against SARS-CoV-2 represents and will represent an
opportunity for large-scale and unprecedented confrontation between
political leaders and policy-makers with science and technical expertise.
Especially in terms of a geopolitical expertise, it is undeniable that the soft
power of countries such as Brazil, India (or the United States under the
leadership of Trump) has received important repercussions precisely for
having taken certain decisions without giving too much importance to the
opinion of experts. In others words, whose who manage to tackle more
effectively the phase of exit from the pandemic crisis and to start a truly
significant recovery (not only economic) will acquire considerable credit in
the eyes of the international community. Within this context, the
European institutions have an opportunity for their relaunch, which is only
partially mortgaged: important margins remain to fully exploit, and in an
unprecedented way, its unique institutional conformation and
architecture.
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Introduction
In a process where the world is facing the pandemic, Turkey has faced all
threats that can be evaluated within the perspective of "security". Among
the problems that define our age; Natural events due to global warming
and climate change, natural disasters, pandemic and the risk of terrorism
are threats that Turkey has to face simultaneously. Natural events such as
tornadoes, storms, and gigantic hail which are almost never encountered in
the country before, with the being located in a risky geography in terms of
location, the frequency and prevalence of earthquakes periodically
encountered throughout the country, the decrease in water resources and
the threat of drought, with the desperate situation of Marmara Sea which
shows the extent of environmental pollution the phenomenon of COVID19 pandemic in which many people are sacrificed along with the whole
world and the terrorist threat that creates continuity in the subject and
agenda of this study are the most important security problems.
It is a fact that Turkey is fighting in this spiral of security and cannot make
any progress in finding a solution, and had difficulties. Its performance in
the fight against the suddenly emerging pandemic and the discussion topics
revolving around this fight (mask, diagnostic kit, vaccine, congresses,
restrictions, circulars…) give clues about Turkey's management of fighting
security problems.
Turkey has been facing an intense attack that can be called “chronic
terrorism” for many years. In the historical process, it has been affected by
all the terror waves seen in the world, from the Ottoman Empire to the
present. The anarchist terror of the 19th century, the fights of the nations
who wanted to gain independence under the influence of the nationalist
ideology at the beginning of the 20th century, the ideological terror
movements of the Cold War Era, the ethnic separatist terror movement
that started in the 1980s, and the global terrorism and religious-motivated
terror waves that emerged with the new century affected and had to
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constantly fight with them. The purpose of the attacks by different terrorist
groups; is to arise the feeling that the state lacks the power to protect its
people and borders and from the power to maintain order, and to wear out
the state. The globalization of terrorism and the fact that the terrorist threat
has gained a borderless character has made it difficult to counter- terrorism
at the national level. With the new form of terrorism, Turkey has also
experienced in its long-term fight against terrorism that no single method
or model can be applied to control terrorism.
The study is the first in the context of examining the counter- terrorism
during the pandemic period in Turkey. Not only in the academic
environment, but also by the security forces, which are at the forefront of
the fight and are the basis of the fight, there is no tidy study or report on
this issue during the pandemic period. This makes the study important.
While there are many studies on terror and terrorism in Turkey, resources
on the counter- terrorism are very limited. This limitation also affected the
study. It is noteworthy that the fight dimension was studied only by those
with military backgrounds. This is an indication that the counterterrorism in Turkey is mainly carried out by police and military measures,
and the fight is put on the security units.
As a process, the study was limited only to the counter- terrorism during
the pandemic period, and the findings were made by scanning the news
reflected in the press and media organs of the operations carried out by the
security forces and by compiling the limited information on the corporate
web pages. In order to understand the pandemic period, the main lines of
the counter- terrorism were tried to be summarized before the pandemic.
Before examining the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on terrorism and
the counter- terrorism in Turkey, it is necessary to explain the perception
and definition of terrorism before pandemic, the counter- terrorism of the
security forces and the dimensions of this fight in Turkey. Thus, it was
possible to find answers to the questions of how the counter- terrorism in
Turkey was affected and/or not affected by the pandemic, and whether it
changed the importance of the fight or whether it changed the order of
priority. With this methodology followed, the subject has been clarified.
In the study, firstly, the concept of "counter- terrorism" was defined after
the concepts of terror and terrorism were clarified. In this section, the
security forces involved in the counter- terrorism and their fields of activity
are classified and the current situation before the pandemic is explained.
In the second part, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on terrorism
both in the world and in Turkey is examined.
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In the last section, the issue of combating terrorism during the pandemic
period is discussed in the context of the place it occupies on the agenda, in
the eyes of the society, the priority of the government, the areas where it is
more concentrated and the coordination relationship between the
institutions.

1. The Concept of “Counter- Terrorism”
The origin of terror and terrorism is based on the “Sicarii” movement,
which was seen between 66-73 AD as the first known terrorist organization
(Altuğ, 1995). Since then, its number and degree of violence have
continued to increase and it has reached the global dimension from local
dimensions. In fact, an unstable, insecure and economically depressed
world is not only a field of intervention and competition for terrorist
organizations, but also for states. The definition and classification of terror,
terrorism, terrorists made by states by taking into account their national
interests is the most important problem that makes it difficult to take
precautions against terrorism.
Terrorism is based on the Latin word “tereré” meaning “to intimidate,
scare” (Örgün, 2001). Its equivalent in Old Turkish is “tedhiş
(terrorizing)”. This word comes from the Arabic word “dehşet (terror)”
(İlhan, 2002). Within the framework of these meanings while terror is
creating "intense fear" with the systematic use of intimidation, terrorism is
a strategy understanding that adopts the use of violence as a method,
organized around a political goal. In other words, while the concept of
terror can be defined as a type of war, a method or a tactic, terrorism is the
deliberate creation of terrorism with a political aim. Terrorism have to
based on a philosophy, theory or ideology (Arıkoğlu Ündücü, 2011).
Terrorist organizations organized around the determined ideology and
purpose can maintain their existence with "action". If there is no action,
there is no organization, the existence and continuity of the organization is
only possible with action (Pamukoğlu, 2012).
Seeing the problematic of defining terrorism as the first condition of
fighting terrorism, Ganor rejects "what one considers a terrorist, the other
accepts as a freedom fighter". He states that consensus is a must in order
to overcome the problematic in the definition and to determine the basic
features that everyone will accept. Therefore, first of all, it is necessary to
distinguish terrorism from other acts of violence. Conceptualization is built
on three factors; First of all, it is necessary to distinguish the elements of
"use of violence" or "threat of violence" from protest, strike and other
resistance phenomena and reveal that the essence of terrorism is based on
violence. The second feature is that the purpose of the action has a political
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character. Since the existence of political purpose is based on the total
change and transformation of the regime, economy and social order,
religious and ideological goals can also be evaluated within this scope.
Finally, “acts of terror targeting civilians” distinguish terrorism from other
acts of violence. Finally, “acts of terrorism targeting civilians” distinguish
terrorism from other acts of violence. Terrorism in this framework is the
use of violence or the threat of violence against civilians or civilian targets
in order to achieve political ends (Ganor, 2001).
As in the definition of terrorism, there is no common consensus on the
definition of the concept of counter- terrorism. The main reason for this
situation is that terrorist organizations and terrorists have different goals
and demands in each country. The difference of purpose constitutes one
of the main axes of the classification of terrorism. The difference in
definition or the inability to develop a common definition cannot reveal
the common strategies and context in the counter- terrorism. In order to
clarify the study, it should be emphasized that the fight against terrorism
does not mean the conter- terror.
The counter- terrorism is a long-term and tough fight. It does not mean
the fight against terrorists alone. It is an issue that needs to be dealt with in
a way that covers all the institutions of the state and all political, economic,
social and cultural dimensions. The counter- terror, on the other hand,
refers to the armed fight carried out by the security forces. Its essence is the
fight against terrorists. It is the field where military ways and methods are
used. It is part of the fight against terrorism. The main thing in the counterterror is the importance of security units and the need for political will
along with military will. In other words, the counter-terror concerns
security units and law enforcement. The main goal is to neutralize the
terrorist organization or organizations. By breaking down the networks
that make terrorism effective, it forms the basis of the counter- terrorism.
Terrorism is a form of warfare that is new in violence and ancient in origin.
It is a war with guerrillas, with destructive forces, with riots and murderers.
In this type, there is ambush instead of fight, infiltration instead of attack.
It is also a protracted war in terms of its character, and the "victory"
achieved in classical warfare may not happen immediately. This type of war
is a fight in which political, economic, psychological and military aspects
are intertwined (Pamukoğlu, 2020).
The first essential tool required to make the counter- terrorism effective is
intelligence. In order to prevent the actions of terrorists, to discourage the
terrorist organization and to seize the initiative in the fight, the structure
of an intelligence organization, well-trained human resources, a wide
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network and a high-capacity organizational style are essential in the
counter- terrorism. Intelligence must be organized in accordance with the
character of the fight.
Another important topic in the counter-terrorism method is the powers
and responsibilities of the security units. The issue of authority in the fight
against terrorism, which is carried out by the police and armed forces,
creates controversy in many countries. Differences of opinion stem from
the views that armed fight will increase terrorism rather than end it, or that
armed fight is necessary to end terrorism. Turkey has tried both methods
of fight by adopting the other method in the reconciliation process, mainly
the armed fight method. The effects and consequences of these methods
have been clarified in Turkey's counter-terrorism process.
The counter-terrorism is about the threat perceptions of the state in order
to protect the security and future of the state. The security of the state is
understood as the protection of the abstract, legal entity called the state
from all kinds of possible internal and external dangers and the
continuation of its existence. Just as private individuals needs security,
states also needs security. This security covers the security of not only
intangible assets but also all assets within the country (Örgün, 2001). In
this context, anti-terrorism policies have turned into national security
policies.

2. The Progress of the Counter-Terrorism in Turkey
Taking up arms within the borders of a country, committing massacres,
spreading terror and using violence as a tool are considered as “terrorism”
all over the world. Turkey has been counter- terrorism for more than 30
years. However, it has serious problems in defining the problem from the
very beginning. Because the problem of terrorism has been mentioned
under different names by different circles and continues to be mentioned.
The definitions most frequently encountered and substituted for the
problem of terrorism; It goes on and on like the Kurdish issue, the Kurdish
problem, the identity problem, the Southeast problem, the separatist or
secessionist problem, the democracy problem and it goes on... In other
words, there is no common consensus on the name of the current terrorism
problem, and the issues are made more complicated by mixing them with
each other. Due to the lack of agreement on the essence of the terrorism
problem, the handling and success of the fight against terrorism is
negatively affected by this situation.
While Turkey's fight against terrorism mainly focuses on the PKK
(Kurdish Nationalist Party) terrorist organization, the number of terrorist
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organizations fighting has increased with the effect of the developments in
its region in the 2010s. ISIS, the PKK's Syrian extension YPG/PYD, the
Fetullahist structure (FETÖ) that inside and outside the country, and the
KCK organization, which also refers to PKK-linked inner-city structures,
are the groups that are heavily fought.
The sine qua non of the counter- terrorism is cooperation, harmony and
coordination with all the institutions of the state. The constitutional
responsibility in the counter- terrorism rests with the government.
Therefore, since the political power is responsible for establishing the
security and survival of the country, it determines a roadmap to coordinate
the counter- terrorism. While determining the roadmap;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The size of the current threat,
Detection of the elements that reveal terrorism
Opportunities, capabilities, supports of the terrorist organization
Current political and military situation analysis
National interests of the country
Dynamics of the international system, relations between states
Opportunities and capabilities of security forces
The geographical structure of the region to be fought
It is evaluated by considering the demographic, economic and
social distribution of the people (Ararat, 2015).

Since the course of the counter-terrorism in Turkey is quite long, there are
significant differences in the way the political powers that come to power
deal with the issue while determining the roadmap. For example, the colors
of mountains, plains and forested areas on the road map have changed
according to the governments. The main reason for the differences in the
perspectives of the political powers on the problem of terrorism stemmed
from the differences in the way the leaders of the political parties
approached the issue. While Turgut Özal's approaches such as the idea of
federation and Anatolianism encouraged the terrorist organization, it
hindered the counter- terrorism. The superficial and ambiguous statements
of Süleyman Demirel, the view of Mesut Yılmaz within the framework of
the EU harmonization packages of the period and the discourse that "The
road to the European Union passes through Diyarbakır (Ararat, 2015) has
also negatively affected the fight.
The element of continuity in the counter- terrorism is one of the basic
principles. Although the responsibility lies with the political power, the
power uses all its power from the state mechanism. Changing the fight
according to the government means confronting with the issue of the
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permanence and continuity of the state is problematic in Turkey. This
situation can be explained with the concept of “not institutionalization”.
It shows that institutions consist of rules and that the principle of the
validity of legal rules valid for every power does not work. In other words,
the principles and rules valid for the security and future of the state in the
counter- terrorism cannot and should not change according to the
governments. Otherwise, the fight will be interrupted and success will not
be achieved.
The study focuses on the counter- terrorism, which constitutes the military
fight dimension of the counter- terror. This is due to the fact that the
general character of the counter- terrorism in Turkey is mostly dealt with
as a fight against terrorists. The PKK terrorist organization, which has been
fought for years, has directed all the energy and power of the state to the
fight against terrorists. The point that should be underlined here is that
although the civilian authority is the main responsible for the counterterrorism, the civil authority has tried to fulfill its duty of fighting terrorism
by purchasing the equipment and equipment needed by the security forces
and allocating resources. As a result, the military bureaucracy took the first
place in the fight against terrorism, while the civilian authority remained
in the second position (Şen, 2018).
With the September 12 coup, bad prison conditions, torture, death and
disappearances fueled separatist and secessionist thought especially in the
left ideological spectrum. Among the leftist groups, a group called Apoists
organized under the name of PKK and took the leadership of the Kurds.
Practices such as the military regime's prohibition of speaking Kurdish and
changing the names of settlements increased sympathy and participation
in the terrorist organization. When the terror started, the TAF and the
security forces found themselves in a conflict that they were unfamiliar with
(Beştepe, 2014).
The Turkish army has the characteristics of the Cold War Period in terms
of equipment, training and war doctrine and has been organized as a classic
NATO force. Continuing its work on defence-based warfare, it displays
the same characteristics as classical conventional and Western type NATO
armies. In the counter- terrorism, "special forces"-style structures within
the army are organized for "unconventional warfare" and their nature is
small and limited. They cannot meet the expectation of large, widespread
and broad movements. For this reason, when the PKK carried out its first
action, the Şemdinli and Eruh attacks on 15 August 1984, the gendarmerie
and army units that would fight against terrorism were not ready for such
a fight in terms of their concepts, organization and training (Pamukoğlu,
2017).
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Since July 1983, the PKK's settlement in Northern Iraq and in the areas
below the Turkish borders was with the permission of Mesut Barzani.
Turkey paid the Barzani administration money, weapons, ammunition and
salary to peshmerga. However, Barzani appeared to support Turkey's fight
against PKK terrorism with some ostensible activities. However, there has
never been any change or deviation in Barzani's attitude and stance
supporting the PKK. The importance of Northern Iraq lands are vital for
the PKK. According to Pamukoğlu, who has been fighting in the field for
years, the PKK spends the winter in its camps in Northern Iraq by
conducting political and military training. Starting from the beginning of
April, they migrated to Turkey in groups and settled in their camps in the
lands allocated to them as action zones under the guidance of the elements
remaining inside. In other words, the PKK spends its summer on Turkish
territory. The main camp locations of the armed groups in Turkey and
Northern Iraq are known. They carry out all of their activities such as
martyring, wounding, mines, blocking roads, raiding police stations,
suicide bombers and armed propaganda in Turkey (Pamukoğlu, 2015).
The PKK's fighting tactics and techniques consist of irregular warfare
techniques. Ambush and raid. The order it takes in a raid or ambush, the
organization of the groups, the order of opening fire, movement,
infiltration and approaching the target have been the same for over 30 years
(Pamukoğlu, 2017).
The Turkish Armed Forces learned how to fight against terrorism in the
1990s. In this period, the political power and state institutions worked in
harmony, the state intervened in the counter- terrorism, legal regulations
were made and the effectiveness of the army was increased by making
weapons and equipment to meet the needs. Terrorism was rapidly regressed
during this period. With the expulsion of Öcalan from Syria, the
determination of the terrorist organization to fight was broken and
terrorism ceased to be the first issue on the country's agenda (Beştepe,
2014). After the terrorist leader Abdullah Öcalan was brought to Turkey,
PKK terrorism came to an end. Many terrorists who tried to flee abroad in
a panic were neutralized. 1/3 of the terrorists surrendered to the security
forces and loyalty to Öcalan and the terrorist organization weakened
among the terrorists (Uğur, 2019).
After the Öcalan incident, the terrorists withdrew to Northern Iraq, and a
calm atmosphere was created, and terrorist acts decreased to almost nonexistence. Thereupon, the TAF was transferred from the region to their
terrain positions. Thus, the units that had area dominance were withdrawn
to their garrisons, the intelligence staff in the region and the local
intelligence network were disbanded, and the number of personnel in the
region was reduced by appointing experienced personnel who knew the
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region. In the March 1, 2003 memorandum, which was made for the USA
to use the Turkish bases to intervene in Iraq again in 2003, the Turkish
Armed Forces took full responsibility for the Parliament's refusal to accept
the memorandum. Both the internal and external discrediting of the TAF
and the re-escalation of terrorist acts since 2004 are noteworthy (Pekin,
2014).
In the 2000s, parallel to the separatist terrorist organization's movement
towards politicization, Turkey also changed its counter-terrorism strategy,
and the one-way fight with weapons left its place to a multi-dimensional
fight. The issue has not been evaluated as a security issue on its own and
has been dealt with in many aspects, primarily economic, social, cultural
and political. In this perspective, the focus points of the AKP government's
program and the requirements of the EU harmonization packages have a
large share. In this perspective, the issues that are important for the AKP
government's program and the requirements of the EU harmonization
packages have a large share. Acting with an understanding that brings
economy and foreign policy to the fore, the AKP government aimed to
make economic investments in the Southeastern Anatolia Region in
connection with the issue of terrorism, expand services such as
infrastructure, health and education, increase their easy accessibility and
realize the socio-economic development of the region through democratic
measures. In this context, it has taken some initiatives to increase rights
and freedoms in the public order of the region. The steps taken during the
AKP government can be listed as follows:
In Turkey, the definition of torture and ill-treatment has been expanded,
the penalties for these crimes have been increased and their conversion into
money has been abolished.
The freedom of association and association has been expanded by
amending the Association Law No. 5253.
With the amendment made in the Law No. 2911 on Meetings and
Demonstrations, the right to hold meetings and organize marches has been
expanded.
The Law on Access to Information No. 4982 was enacted in order to
increase transparency in public services.
The Law No. 5233 of 2004 on Terrorism and Compensation for Damages
Arising from the Counter- Terror was enacted in order to compensate the
damages of the citizens who were harmed by the counter- terrorism.
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Compensation was paid by the damage assessment commissions
established within the governorate in the provincial centers.
•
•
•
•

Incentives and activities were carried out for the return of those
who left their villages due to terrorism.
With the GAP (Southeast Anatolia Project) Action Plan, projects
in areas such as health, education, infrastructure, agriculture and
tourism were implemented.
It is allowed to open special courses for the learning of different
languages and dialects.
The state television TRT established the TRT-6 channel
broadcasting in Kurdish.

In 2009, this process was carried out under the title of “Democratic
Opening”. In 2014, with the bag law called “Democratization Package;
•
•

•

•

By paving the way for education in the mother tongue, private
schools were allowed to provide education in different languages
and dialects.
Academic units and departments were opened at the level of
universities. An Institute to provide postgraduate education for
different languages, as well as the undergraduate level Kurdish
Language and Literature Department, were opened at Mardin
Artuklu University. In this context, departments have been
opened at the undergraduate and graduate levels at Dicle
University, Bingöl University and Muş Alparslan University.
In local and general elections, the opportunity to make
propaganda other than Turkish was allowed, and the percentage
of votes required for state aid to political parties was reduced to
3%.
It has been paved the way for the settlements to be given their old
names (Ararat, 2015).

Despite these steps taken by the AKP Government, the terrorist
organization's actions did not end, but continued uninterruptedly,
escalating. Encouraged by the opening process, the organization took its
actions to the top in 2008. The reason for this the withdrawal of the armed
fight against the terrorist carried out by the security units by the
Government. The restrictions imposed on the security forces in
intervening with the terrorist organization, the absence of permission to
intervene for the military by the governorships and district governors gave
the impression that the region was left to the terrorist organization and the
organization used this to the maximum extent (Doster, 2016). In
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particular, the Dağlıca raid and the attacks on Aktütün Military Station,
one of the actions that took place one after the other, resulted in the
terrorist organization gaining psychological and area dominance over the
armed forces. In the same period, propaganda aimed at discrediting the
Turkish Armed Forces and the conspiracy trials under many titles pacified
the military power. The lawsuits against the Turkish Armed Forces and
Republican sections have opened up space for the terrorist organization.
The "Democratic Opening Process", which is a part of the Open policy,
started in 2009. The policy aimed at solving the problem of terrorism
through democratization was drawing the image of an open-ended and
controversial democratization package, the content of which was not clear,
and the decision of the government was taken unilaterally. So much so that
the name of the process had to be mentioned many times in different ways.
Democratic opening, reconciliation process, national unity and fraternity
project were among them. PKK terrorists, who entered Turkey from
Northern Iraq to take advantage of the repentance law within the
framework of the initiative process, said that they adopted Abdullah
Öcalan in the tent courts set up in Habur as their leader and that they did
not want to benefit from this law, that they came to Turkey because Öcalan
asked for it. The fact that they were met with fireworks and the slogans of
the terrorist organization while being taken to Istanbul caused a deep
discomfort in the country, and the Habur incident turned into a victory
show of the PKK (Tuğ, 2010).
With open policy, the negotiations that the state allegedly started in Oslo
under the coordination of the British government in 2008 through the
MIT (National Intelligence Organization) deepened the discussions in
Turkey (Uğur, 2019). As of 2012, the terrorist organization planted flags
in many districts, especially in Hakkari, declared these areas as liberated
areas and levied tribute from the people of the region under the name of
tax. In the same period, the Committe of Wise People project resulted as a
fiasco, with the controversy and discomfort brought about by the
allegations about the terrorist leader Öcalan's prison sentence was
converted into house arrest. The terrorist organization continued its
uninterrupted actions during this period and saw itself as the ruler of the
region. They threatened the state with war if the reconciliation process
(Pekin, 2014). According to Pamukoğlu, governments that choose the
method of negotiating with terrorist organizations to end terrorism are
acting unprofessionally. According to him, this method only gives
legitimacy to terrorist organizations. Because the militants, who carry out
their fights based on a political purpose, do not lay down their arms until
they reach their political goals, and if their demands are fulfilled, they will
have already won the war (Pamukoğlu, 2020). According to Martin,
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compromise-based options such as peace processes, negotiations and social
reforms have been successful to some extent in resolving longstanding
terrorist crises. The use of force and internal security measures are necessary
to deter attacks and prevent conspiracies (Martin, 2017).
The terrorist organization PKK, which is constantly active in the region
and increasing its influence, used the attack of ISIS in the Kobani (Ayn alArab) region as an excuse, and upon the call of the HDP( Peoples’
Democratic Party) Central Executive Board especially in the Eastern and
Southeastern provinces totally in 35 provinces 96 districts and 131
settlements between 6 and 9 October damaged public buildings, vehicles,
houses, workplaces and vehicles of the people of the region by setting up
barricades, with long-barreled guns, fireworks, Molotov cocktails, stones
and sticks. They has devastated the streets. While 2 policemen were
martyred in the incidents, 35 people in total lost their lives and 435 civilian
citizens and 326 security guards were injured. The cost of acts of violence
to the state was 300 million TL. The number of schools damaged in the
incidents besides many public buildings is 201 (Anadolu Agency, 2020).
The curfew was declared in 6 provinces in the region, which turned into a
war zone, and the government was insufficient in preventing the events.
The appearance of the events gave rise to the impression that the initiative
of the region fell into the hands of the terrorist organization.
In response to the steps taken by the state, the terrorist organization did
not fulfill its promise to withdraw from the border, did not show will to
lay down arms, included many young people in order to recruit members
of the organization and expanded its cadres, accelerated its nationalization
activities with the KCK project, when they started the conflicts known as
"Hendek (Ditch) Operations" by storing weapons and ammunition in
some parts of theEast and Southeastern Anatolia Region between the
elections of June 2015 and November 2015. Because of these actions the
reconciliation process came to end. 113 security guards were martyred in
the clashes (Şen, 2018). These events caused a break in the policy of
opening, and police and military measures were started to be discussed
again, too late.

2.1. Safety Unities
After the opening policy, the security forces were left passive in the counterterrorism in both intelligence and operational terms. The police could not
obtain sufficient intelligence about the PKK's organization in big cities
about their weapons and explosives. Polices were martyred during the
daytime in the middle of the city. The security forces could not prevent
them. The events of 6-7 October revealed the weakness. It is also
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noteworthy that the police has not worked jointly in coordination with the
TAF and Gendarmerie units since the 2000s, it sees these institutions as
competitors and does not share information and intelligence. This passivity
before the opening policy and the end of the coordination between
institutions showed itself with the increasing terrorist acts and KCK
structuring since 2009 (Pekin, 2014). In a democratic state, the police is
the most convenient force to ensure internal security and legal order. The
police must not only prevent terrorist acts, but also not violate the
fundamental rights and freedoms of citizens while fulfilling this duty. To
be able to fulfill this challenging task depends on having a good intelligence
network. At the same time, the coordination it will provide with other
institutions fighting terrorism is extremely important. However, it is a wellknown fact that terrorism cannot be prevented only by the police force,
and in many countries, special military units are deployed to fight
terrorism. While fighting with the IRA, a democracy country England
directly substituted the army for the police to maintain public order. For
this purpose, they established the National Gendarmerie Intervention
Group similarly in France. For this purpose, the Police Special Operations
Unit (PSOU) is used effectively in Turkey. The Gendarmerie Special
Operations Unit (GSOU) carries out the fight against terrorists in the rural
area. However, it is a fact that terrorism cannot be prevented with the
normal police force, and the help of the armed forces is needed (Şen, 2018).

2.2. Gendarme
Since the Turkish Armed Forces had withdrawn from the region before the
opening policy, the entire burden of the counter- terrorism fell on the
Gendarmerie units. However, with the increase in terrorist acts after 2004,
the Gendarmerie units were insufficient and received support from the
Land Forces units. The Gendarmerie, which remained completely idle after
the opening, followed a timid attitude even at the point of self-defense.
They had a very difficult time during the 6-7 October events. In this
period, attempts for restructuring made the Gendarmerie incapable to
work (Pekin, 2014).

2.3. Guard System
The institution that suffered the most from the opening process was the
village guard system. During this period, the village guards were left alone
and their problems were not dealt with and they came face to face with the
PKK. While some of them were transferred to the ranks of the terrorist
organization, some were executed by the terrorist organization. For this
reason, they have lost their trust in the state. The guards have fought
shoulder to shoulder with the security units in the fight against terrorism
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for years. However, they remained far from their performance before 2000
(Ararat, 2015).

2.4. TAF Troops
In the event that terrorism spreads and intensifies, the armed forces step in
if the police force is insufficient and its methods become ineffective.
Especially with the change in the nature of terrorism, being in different
region of their leadership, they increase in their capacity to use technology
has increased the need for the armed forces. In Turkey, the TAF played a
leading role in the counter- terrorism for a long time. In this, the terrorist
organization's targeting of the gendarmerie and military stations at the
beginning, and the TAF's ability and experience to fight in rural and
mountainous terrain as required by its duty, brought the army before the
police force (Şen, 2018). When the PKK resumed its actions in 2004, army
units were reassigned to the region. However, as the continuity
disappeared, the units had to re-intelligence, organization, recognizing the
region, and adapting the security personnel to the region. In order for the
Land Forces units to participate in the fight in the region, it was necessary
to operate the 4-d article of the Provincial Administration Law No. 5442,
in other words, the governors had to demand force. However, preventing
terrorist acts requires prior preparation and precaution. Governors were
informed about the time of the operation by telephone or radio by
requesting a 6-month and one-year prop. Along with the reconciliation
process, some governors were reluctant or had difficulties in requesting
prop. This has weakened the armed forces' fight against terrorism (Pekin,
2014).In this period, the legal guarantee of the TAF in the counterterrorism was abolished, and the soldier was placed in an insecure and
uncertain environment. As a result of the military being pushed out of the
fight, the terrorist organization had the opportunity to establish authority
over the people of the region by recovering and strengthening the city
structure (Beştepe, 2014). With the rupture that took place after the
Hendek operations, the army and police forces are acting together again in
the counter- terrorism.
The most dangerous method of fighting terrorism is to sit at the table,
negotiate and respond to the demands of the terrorist organization without
laying down its arms, while its armed force continues. This situation has a
strengthening effect on the terrorist organization's hand. This method was
adopted within the framework of the reconciliation process in Turkey, and
the terrorist organization turned the situation in their favor and made
propaganda material, gaining psychological superiority and dominance in
the region. Their actions have intensified rather than decreased as well. A
similar situation has been observed in Spain. The terrorist organization
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ETA killed 16 Spanish civilians in 1975, the year Franco died. After
Franco, democracy was established in Spain and autonomy was given to
the Basque Country. Despite this by killing 96 Spaniards in 1980, ETA
increased the number of victims 6 times in five years (Altuğ, 1995).
It has been clearly understood by the fight of Turkey for more than 30
years that terrorism cannot be ended by using only military force in the
counter- terrorism. It has been observed that the desired result could not
be achieved with the democratic improvements made during the
reconciliation process, which is a part of the opening policy. It is necessary
to carry out the fight as a whole and not to put one of the methods ahead
of the other. The mistake made during the opening period was to respond
to the demands of the terrorist organization as if it were the representative
of the entire region, without laying down arms, and to withdraw the
military fight. This situation encouraged the terrorist organization,
intensified its actions and turned into a psychological attack aimed at
discrediting its armed forces. The dominance of the area, which was gained
by the loss of many martyrs in the 90s, passed into the hands of the terrorist
organization, and by digging holes and digging trenches in the cities of the
region where the Turkish terrorist organization was active and by changing
the way of the conflict, they almost rehearsed a civil war in the country
(Pekin, 2014). One-sided compromising policies caused the problem to
become even more inextricable, and many of our security personnel were
forced to pay the price of their mistakes as martyrs. The political institution
interrupted the fight against terrorism with its policy of the reconciliation
process. The armed counter- terrorism has been deprived of political will
support.

3. The Effect of The Covid-19 Pandemic on Terrorism
The COVID-19 pandemic has emerged with many unknowns and has
created fear all over the world. Although relatively successful vaccination
studies have been achieved, we do not yet have the drugs to destroy the
virus and the pandemic. However, it can be said that compared to other
pandemics encountered throughout the history of humanity, we are in a
good condition in terms of opportunities and information. In the last 1918
pandemic in the world, it was not discovered that the factor was the "virus",
and communication facilities were not possible with the existence of social
media and discussion platforms a hundred years ago (Karakaya and Ertin,
2021).
The pandemic situation, with all its effects, has caused a political crisis in
many countries. While the states turned the crisis created by the
atmosphere of fear into an opportunity, the pandemic paved the way for
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the strengthening of authoritarian regimes. In the name of fighting the
pandemic, restrictions were made on fundamental rights and freedoms,
and democratic practices were shelved. The effect of the pandemic,
especially on the economy, has increased the desire and needs of political
powers to maintain their continuity and power. In other words, the
pandemic presented an ideal opportunity to the governments to
consolidate their power. Turkey has also taken its share from this situation.
Discussions that the pandemic has increased authoritarian tendencies are
mostly discussed in the context of freedom-security balance. Difficulties in
establishing the freedom-security balance in extraordinary times caused by
factors such as terrorism, natural disasters and pandemics, and adjusting
the dose of legitimate violence constitutes the focus of discussions and
investigations during the pandemic. As the level of fear in society increases,
it becomes easier to narrow the field of rights and freedoms. Individuals
consent and obey all the rules of power in order to get out of the feeling of
fear and the situation created by this feeling. The COVID-19 pandemic
has also eased works of the governments in this context (Karakaş, 2020).
Especially in the process that started with the end of the Cold War Period,
with the end of the period of relative stability and peace, terrorist attacks
that on the rise, wars, great migration waves created by wars, disasters and
pandemics brought about by climate change, results with the decline of
democracy and the narrowing of the field of rights and freedoms.
As a result of the emergence and effects of the pandemic, in return to racism
discussions that started with the murdering of George Floyd as a result of
police violence in USA where seen as the representation of liberalism and
its political institution democracy, with the arising numbers of cases,
deaths in Italy, France and England at the beginning of the pandemic, the
inadequacies that seen in terms of fight against pandemic gave the
European Union the appearance of disorganization. Desperation in the
face of the pandemic in Europe paved the way for discrimination in the
connection of old and young patients to ventilators and resulted in the
deprivation of the most basic human right, namely the right to life, from
elderly patients. This situation has brought along the discussions on the
management capacities of the states. Because when the COVID-19
pandemic was announced all over the world, it was revealed that almost all
developed and underdeveloped states were unprepared for the threat of an
pandemic and the crisis management capacities were weak. For example,
Trump who is president of the USA where the leading actor of the world
and the cradle of democracy initially ignored the situation with an
extremely populist approach. Trump, who often emphasizes the power of
the American state and nation, changed his rhetoric with the rapid spread
of the pandemic in the USA as a result of the increase in the number of
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casualties and its serious blow to the economy (BBC, 2020). While they
preferred to define2 the virus as the "Chinese virus" on his social media
account, he made the pandemic a part of American foreign policy and
targeted China either directly or through the UN and WHO1 affiliated
with the UN. This instrumentalization has been a method Trump used
before the presidential elections. Similarly, British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson came to the fore with a frivolous strategy such as "herd immunity"
in the fight against the pandemic, but this baseless policy was abandoned
as a result of his own contracting the virus and the death of many British
people (Sputniknews, 2020). In weak and unsuccessful states, the measures
taken against the pandemic and the ability to fight the pandemic remained
insufficient.
The fact that states have turned all their energies and focus of attention to
the fight against the pandemic has turned into an opportunity for terrorist
organizations. The governments' use of their financial resources and
military capacities to prevent the spread of the virus has given terrorist
organizations the opportunity to recruit new militants and radicalize the
environment by providing propaganda opportunities. In his speech in
April 2020, UN Secretary General Guterres stated that the COVID-19
pandemic threatened global peace and security and called for a ceasefire.
However, 111 days after the declaration of the pandemic, on 1 June 2020,
the UN Security Council was able to take a 90-day ceasefire decision at the
global level with the decision numbered 2532 (Halatçı Ulusoy, 2020). The
decision excluded military operations against ISIS, Al-Nusra, Al-Qaeda
and other terrorist organizations affiliated with these groups (United
Nations, 2020).
When terrorism and COVID-19 pandemic cases are compared, it is seen
that they have some similar characteristics. Both cases are low-probability
but high-risk threats. Neither can be defined in traditional threats such as
the military threat or the phenomenon of war that states use against each
other. In addition, they have a borderless, transitive feature. E.g; The
COVID-19 virus has spread all over the world from the city of Wuhan in
China. People fear the incomprehensible and unknown nature of both
threats, and the ignorance about both threats paves the way for many
conspiracy theories to be produced. This situation activates not only the
feeling of fear, but also the feeling of insecurity or doubt. Thus, in regions
where terrorism is dominant, while bridges of trust between people are
severed from each other because of their suspicion of being terrorists, they
are cut off from their closest relatives and neighbors due to the suspicion

1 WHO has called for not to use expressions such as “Chinese virus”, “Asian virus”
when talking about coronavirus.
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and fear of contagion in the COVID-19 pandemic. Finally, neither threat
chooses its victims, and pandemics are more deadly than terrorism.
Especially in the USA, the COVID-19 pandemic took more lives than the
September 11 terrorist attacks in the first few weeks (Marone, 2020). Also,
while terrorism has a target, pandemics target everyone.
There are also differences between terrorism and the COVID-19
pandemic. A terrorist act tries to achieve success in a short time by
increasing the violence of the act. However, pandemic diseases have the
feature of spreading by multiplying in the form of waves and its effect is
not short-lived, so it takes more lives. While the origin and subject of
terrorism is human-induced, the origin of the virus is biologic. (Marone,
2020). While terrorism is a strategy and strives to reach a political goal,
there is no strategy, plan, and program in pandemics. While many
definitions of terrorism have been made, the COVID-19 pandemic
remains unknown, although a protective vaccine has been developed.
The approach developed by the states against both threats is different. In
general, after a terrorist attack, states make very harsh rhetoric and their
actions become harsher. They definitely want to show the power of the
state to terrorist groups by carrying out a cross-border operation with heavy
weapons. They support and encourage people to go out, not be afraid, and
return to their normal lives by indoctrinating the public. However, in the
COVID-19 pandemic, states had to apply long-term and unlimited
quarantine conditions to calm their citizens. Curfew restrictions and new
normals were mentioned in order to prevent contamination. The
pandemic is something new, the state has no target to show its power to
use force. The state mechanism has shown its legitimacy based on fear and
punishment, mostly in the restrictions on freedoms that it claims to have
made for the purpose of saving lives.
While the COVID-19 pandemic offers many opportunities to terrorist
organizations, it has also created some threats that narrow the terrorists'
field of action. The existence of a terrorist organization is based on its
actions. However, the pandemic caused terrorist organizations to limit
their actions and activities. Almost all of the attacks carried out during the
pandemic are in the form of individual attacks. Terrorist organizations
have been deprived of resources such as weapons, food, money and
medicine and have become difficult to reach these resources. Practices such
as the closure of borders and travel restrictions have also limited the
movement possibilities of terrorists. Perhaps the biggest negative impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on terrorist organizations is that they have lost
their popularity. Governments, security forces, media and the focus of all
humanity are now on the COVID-19 virus and the threat of the pandemic.
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With a decrease in terrorist attacks is observed throughout the world
during the pandemic period, while grudge and hate crimes increase in the
USA and European countries, there is an increase in attacks originating
from Al-Qaeda and ISIS with the influence and power of terrorist
organizations in regions where terrorism is dominant such as Iraq, Syria,
Yemen and Africa (Simons ve Bianca, 2020).
Terrorist organizations are always opportunistic and use all kinds of
disasters such as pandemics, natural disasters or war. They primarily used
the COVID-19 pandemic as a legitimation tool for their own ideology. In
the social media messages of religiously motivated terrorist groups, the
pandemic was considered as a sign of the apocalypse (the wrath of Allah).
When the pandemic first emerged in the city of Wuhan, ISIS announced
that communist China was punished by Allah for the genocide committed
by China against the Uighur Muslims. They claimed that when the
pandemic spread to Iran, Allah punished the Shiite pagans. When the
pandemic spread to the West, the Crusader-Christian used the term
"Divine punishment" for the Western world and said that they were
punished. When Muslims started to get sick, they stated that it was "a test
of Allah" and claimed that the virus was produced by the evil USA as a
weapon (Basit, 2020b).
Al-Qaeda defined the COVID-19 virus as "the invisible soldiers of Allah",
drawing attention to the costs of the pandemic on the US economy and
inviting the Western world to Islam. The Taliban called on Afghan rulers
to release the Taliban supporters in prison due to the spread of the virus.
In the West, far-rightist groups first targeted Asians as responsible for the
COVID-19 virus, and blamed Jews for the spread of the virus. Unreal
conspiracy theories have been provoked, such as that China's 5G
technology has spread the virus or that the "Jewish elite" are the real
culprits. Left groups interpreted the cause of the pandemic as the result of
capitalism. Every ideology has used the pandemic to justify itself (De Silva,
2020).
While the quarantine conditions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic kept
people at home, the time spent on the internet increased. With the effect
of the closure of schools, especially young people have started to spend the
majority of their time in an uncontrolled digital environment due to the
fact that education is also online. This situation is a unique opportunity
for terrorist organizations to make propaganda, disseminate information
pollution and conspiracy theories. People have become open to terrorist
organizations and radical groups. The COVID-19 pandemic triggered the
increase in the rate of radicalization in the internet environment. During
the pandemic, an increase was observed in channels, content, groups and
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pages that aimed at radicalization. In a study by Moonshot CVE in April
2020, google content based on "white supremacy (racism)" increased by
13%, while Google searches for radical content increased by 21%. In the
USA and the West, a significant increase has been observed in far-rightist
groups on social media and cybercrime (Moonshot, 2020).
Behind the wave of radicalization, as the long-term consequences of the
pandemic the irrational behavior of politicians during the pandemic, the
authoritarian tendencies of the regimes and the increase in unemployment,
poverty and inequalities, especially the young people's sympathy for these
groups, have a role. Radicalization has increased, but there is no conclusive
evidence of increased participation in terrorist organizations (Mullins,
2020). Far-rightist groups have revived xenophobia and anti-Semitic
feelings towards China, especially through social media. While questioning
why Israel was not affected much by the pandemic through the Telegram
application, they carried out a campaign in the form of "hug as many Jews
as you can". It has been suggested to go to local synagogues, to take city
transport, and to infect local minorities and Jews with the virus (Singh,
2020; Basit, 2020b). There are also examples that give heart to these
suggestions. On March 24, 2020, a neo-Nazi attacker named Timothy
Wilson, believing that the COVID-19 virus is a Jewish-made virus, was
caught and neutralized by the FBI prior to an attack on a hospital in
Kansas, where the majority of patients receiving COVID-19 treatment.
The FBI said that the attacker, whom defined as an far-rightist, was
preparing to attack a mosque, synagogue and a school with a majority of
black students (TIME, 2020).
The use of technology by terrorist organizations has not been only through
digital media. The COVID-19 pandemic has made the use of drone
technology widespread. Especially the drones, which serve as cargo, have
been used to transport aid and supplies. Drone technology has also
attracted the attention of terrorist organizations. They wanted to use it as
a weapon for their purpose before the pandemic, ISIS planted a bomb on
a drone in 2016, killing two peshmerga in Iraq. In 2017, they tried to
market themself by shooting a video with a drone that dropped a bomb
and drawing an image with advanced technology. Drone technology is
defined by many experts as a new generation terror tool (EURONEWS,
2019). In Turkey, the bomb-laden drone of the terrorist organization PKK
was shot down in Ağrı (SÖZCÜ, 2017).
Another opportunity that terrorist organizations get by using technology is
the opportunity to find financial resources. By acting as a charity
organization, they were able to obtain individuals' credit card information
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or payment information via e-mail or SMS. They were able to obtain
assistance from international aid organizations (Basit, 2020a).
Another opportunity that the COVID-19 pandemic provides for terrorist
organizations is the opportunity for terrorists to function as a "shadow
government" in failed and weak states. In states that cannot protect their
citizens, have difficulties in the fight against the pandemic and cannot meet
their needs, terrorist organizations have challenged the legitimacy of the
state by acting like a government. By making this situation a propaganda
material, they acted like the state where the state could not go. In
Afghanistan, the Taliban called aid organizations such as the Red Cross
and health workers to the lands under their control and guaranteed their
safety. They offered a ceasefire to the Afghan government in the regions
deeply affected by the pandemic. They distributed leaflets containing
awareness about the coronavirus and its symptoms to the public. They
offered their condolences to Iran and asked them to send a few thousand
of the Afghan immigrants who were in bad conditions on Iranian soil.
They warned the public about social distancing, masks and symptoms.
Again in Lebanon, Hezbollah tried to provide health services that the
government was insufficient. They has established 32 medical centers in
the country and assigned 1500 doctors, 3000 nurses and paramedics. They
also used about 100 ambulances. (Basit,2020a). There were also terrorist
organizations that acted in the opposite direction. For example, in Somalia,
al-Shabab increased its attacks to use the pandemic against the government.
Claiming that the virus was spread by colonial Western states, they
attacked foreign aid organizations and soldiers in the region. While the
conflicts in the country increased the internal migration wave, the increase
in the number of people in the refugee camps and the poor living
conditions in the camps facilitated the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic.
While the terrorist organization prevented medical aid from reaching the
region, on the other hand, it has put the government in a difficult situation
in its fight against the pandemic by agitating the public for the reopening
of Quran courses (Özdemir, 2020).
While factors such as political and economic instability, social polarization,
uncertainty of the pandemic, and concern for the future, which became
more evident with the COVID-19 pandemic, offer ideological and
technological opportunities to terrorist organizations and far-rightist
groups, they provide terrorist organizations with the opportunity to recover
and revive and create a new strategy in the spectrum such as bioterrorism.
opens the field.
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4. Covid-19 Pandemic in Turkey, Terrorism and CounterTerrorism During The Pandemic
Like the whole world, Turkey was caught unprepared for the COVID-19
pandemic. The controlled impression given at the beginning of the
pandemic soon gave way to uncertainty. Problems in the field of health
started at the point of diagnosis of the disease and extended to the inability
to obtain materials to prevent the spread of the virus. Many issues have
been encountered such as shortage of power-supplied diagnostic kits, the
limited number of diagnostic centers and the issue of sending blood
samples to Ankara, the difficulties experienced in obtaining masks since the
beginning of the pandemic, the limited and expensive disinfectants, the
inability to spread the tests throughout the country, the fact of the
statistical figures given by the discussions on the number of patients and
cases in the country reflects reality or not. The delay in taking measures
against the pandemic in Turkey, the absence of an pandemic map and an
action plan has also manifested itself in other areas besides health.
The issue of closure in Turkey has not been successfully maintained. At the
very beginning of the pandemic, when it was suggested that the cases
started in China and the threat was growing, the Umrah issue, the
disruptions in closing the shopping malls and the football league, the delay
in closing the mosques due to the fact that they are open for mass worship,
the queues in front of the hospitals for the citizens to get tested, the
structure of the Scientific Committee Discussions about the pandemic,
political party congresses, mosque openings, the uncertainty of the
vaccination calendar and funeral ceremonies held during the periods when
the pandemic progressed and the most casualties were experienced have
been examples of a situation that could not achieve a complete closure in
the country.
The increase in the number of unemployment caused by the closure caused
by the pandemic, with the joining of the economic recession that affected
the whole world to the previous economic problems, was reflected as the
cost of living and financial difficulties for the citizens. In addition to the
huge economic aid packages that Western countries announced to their
citizens within the scope of the fight against the pandemic, it has been
shown that Turkey's fight against the pandemic remains incomplete in
terms of economic support (BBC, 2021). There was a coordination crisis
between the central government and some metropolitan municipalities
(such as Istanbul, Ankara) regarding the aid to be given to the economically
affected sectors (Uzun, 2021). Another area where the fight against the
pandemic is problematic is the education dimension. Distance education
has been started in Turkey along with the whole world. However, in online
education, students' access to the Internet, lack of equipment such as
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computers or tablets as course materials, have damaged the way the lessons
are taught and the equality principle of education. In order to overcome
this problem and to reach all students, the government started education
in TRT through EBA TV. However, on the first day of distance education,
which started on EBA TV, secondary school students were shown the
execution footage of former Prime Minister Adnan Menderes. This
situation created a great controversy in the country (SÖZCÜ, 2020).
The importance of health infrastructure has emerged in Turkey's fight
against the pandemic. While the number of cases is high in the country, its
success in the treatment of the disease and free health care have shown
itself. While Turkey is fighting with the pandemic in many aspects, on the
other hand, it has continued its fight against the terrorist threat it has been
suffering from for years, and even wanted to deal a blow to terrorism with
the operations it organized in series during the pandemic period. While the
pandemic was the focus of all states, Turkey continued its counterterrorism without interruption.
The PKK terrorist organization and its Syrian extension, the YPG/PYD
organization, predominantly took part in Turkey's counter- terrorism
during the pandemic period. Just like other terrorist organizations, the
PKK gave its full focus to propaganda activities during the pandemic
period. Particularly after the Claw-Tiger operation, which started in June
2020, the PKK's propaganda issue was about spreading the perception that
Turkey increased cross-border operations and military mobility as it was
weakened by the pandemic. In the same period, they blocked the electricity
supply to the Hasakah region in the north of Syria, cut off the flow of water
to the region, and claimed that Turkey did this, and continued his
propaganda with unfounded claims that Turkey was trying to spread the
coronavirus pandemic in the region (TRT HABER,2020).
The reaction of the PKK's formations in the country and in the north of
Iraq to the pandemic and the reaction of its formations in Europe were
different. Terrorists in the region used the coronavirus pandemic to spread
their ideology and increase political violence. The extensions of the terrorist
organization in Europe, on the other hand, went to an organization called
Anti-Corona European Coordination with the claim of providing accurate
information to Turkish citizens. While the terrorist organization made its
propaganda with this structure, on the other hand, they tried to provide
finance for the organization by organizing donation campaigns. The main
dynamism of this formation has been the PKK's European Women's
Branch (TJK-E) AND the European NGO representation (KCDK-E).
The terrorist organization also established a Crisis Desk in Berlin to inform
their audience (Tetik, 2020).
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During 2020, the PKK carried out 60 attacks in total in Turkey and
northern Iraq. 34 of these attacks took place domestically. Considering that
87 of the 90 attacks carried out in total in 2019 were carried out in Turkey
(Düz and Günay, 2021), it is observed that there is a decrease in their
domestic activities and that the militants have withdrawn to the north of
Iraq. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Turkey organized domestic and
cross-border Trap, Thunderbolt and Claw operations against the PKK.
The terrorist organization is stuck in northern Iraq and is under intense
pressure. During the pandemic, the majority of attacks took the form of
armed clashes in rural areas between Turkish security forces and terrorists.
The terrorist organization's attacks took place after 10 March 2020, when
coronavirus cases were detected in Turkey. The reason for this situation is
that the tendency of the organization to take action increases with the
arrival of the spring months and the warming of the weather.
The attacks carried out by the PKK during the pandemic period were 43%
of armed conflict, 13% of arson, and 11% of harassment fire. However,
before the pandemic, it was 56% arson, 14% IED (handmade bomb) and
8% harassment fire in 2019 (Terrorism Analysis Platform, 2020).
Increasing armed conflicts between security forces and terrorists during the
pandemic show that the terrorist organization has chosen military units as
a target. This form of attack, reminiscent of the 1990s, shows that
experienced mountain personnel were actively used in conflicts. The
decrease in attacks in Turkey shows that it has difficulties in finding
sufficient militants and equipment. Another point that should be noted
here is that the Minister of Internal Affairs himself stated that the
coronavirus pandemic spread rapidly among the members of the terrorist
organization. On April 7, 2020, 38 COVID-19 cases were detected in the
terrorist organization (Hürriyet, 2020).
During 2020, a total of 1208 counter-terrorism operations were carried
out by the Turkish security forces. While 42.7% of these operations were
carried out in rural areas in the country, 23.2% were air operations in
geographies far from Turkey. 54 operations were carried out against the
group leaders of the PKK. SİHA / UAV supported operations were
effective in neutralizing the group leaders (Tetik, 2020; Düz and Günay,
2021).
Another organization that Turkey is fighting during the pandemic period
is the terrorist organization ISIS. ISIS has not been able to carry out any
terrorist acts in Turkey since January 2017. However, the revival of the
organization and the preservation of its power, especially in Iraq and Syria
during the pandemic period, shows that this terrorist organization
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continues to be a serious terrorist element for Turkey. The organization
mostly acted in the form of infiltrating the military regions of the country
outside the borders, mobilizing foreign terrorists with active
communication networks within the country. During the pandemic, many
operations were carried out against ISIS' cell houses, financial networks
and "senior leaders" within the borders of the country (Düz and Günay,
2021).
During the pandemic period, ISIS shifted its focal point from Syria to Iraq.
In fact, when the COVID-19 pandemic began, ISIS was repulsed from
Iraqi territory. However, as France, England, Canada and Spain among the
coalition forces in Iraq struggle to fight the pandemic in their own
countries, the unity of power in Iraq weakened. Coalition forces stopped
the trainings here. After the murder of Qassem Soleimani in January 2020,
the US soldiers began to withdraw step by step. The COVID-19 pandemic
has undermined the fight against ISIS in Iraq. Taking this situation as an
opportunity, ISIS claimed to regain the lands it lost in Iraq under its
control and entered a recovery process (Basit, 2020b).
Turkey's counter-terrorism strategy against ISIS is aimed at preventing
terrorist attacks by the organization. The security forces, who took
measures to dissolve the organization's structure in the country, also
targeted the organization's senior leaders. During 2020, 22 of the
operations against ISIS were carried out in Istanbul, 17 in Ankara and 14
in Adana / Kayseri / Samsun. It has been determined that the radical
networks of ISIS are strong in these provinces (Düz and Günay, 2021).
The capture of the top executives of ISIS and their relatives in Turkey
reveals the extent of the ISIS threat. Since the majority of ISIS militants
are foreigners, the registration, tracking and control of foreigners in
Turkey, and the security and management of the borders are extremely
important (Bural, 2021).
During the pandemic, the counter- terrorism has become difficult all over
the world. Because resources are devoted to the fight against the pandemic.
The army and police forces played important roles in this period and took
many responsibilities from quarantine to preventing the spread of the virus.
The security forces worked at full capacity, just like the health workers.
Especially the police force showed a tendency to harden during the
pandemic period.
As in many countries, the police force, rather than the army, has taken the
leading role in the fight to prevent the spread of the virus in Turkey. The
police have a wide range of responsibilities such as maintaining public
order, preventing the spread of the virus, supporting healthcare workers
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and fighting terrorism in the country. According to Yılmaz, during the
pandemic period, the issue of how the pandemic is perceived and defined
by the police creates a fundamental contradiction. When the pandemic is
perceived as a security problem, the fight against the pandemic makes
militarized policing dominate, when the pandemic is perceived as a public
health problem, it is considered as community-oriented policing (Genç
Yılmaz, 2020). The perception and application of the pandemic as a
security problem by the police and army forces all over the world and in
Turkey attracts attention.
The terrorist attacks on the US Twin Towers on September 11, 2001
accelerated the transformation of security. In the war on terrorism, serious
changes have emerged in the job descriptions of the army and the police.
These changes have blurred the traditional role sharing between the two
institutions. While the police has become an actor in transnational
missions and international missions, the army mechanism has started to
play many roles within the scope of the fight against global terrorism. In
liberal democracies, the use of the armed forces in inward services is
limited. They are preferred mostly because of their advanced organizational
structures and capacities in dealing with emergencies and disasters. In
security matters, where the police force is not sufficient, the army force is
used. With the September 11 attacks transforming the understanding of
security, it attracts attetion that in developed democracies, the military
force has been given a widening role within the borders of the country.
While the terrorist attacks originating from the Middle East, which
increased in European countries, intensified the state of emergency, as in
the example of France, the activities of the armed forces in the country also
expanded. In the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic, the army force,
which is mostly designed for external threats or cross-border operations,
has undertaken many tasks in developed democracies. They took part in
the construction of new hospitals in the USA and Spain at the logistics
level. In France, it was used as a logistics for patients' transport and
transportation. It has been tasked with disinfecting public spaces in South
Korea and Spain. Where the police force, which constitutes the area of
security related to the society and plays a major role in the fight against the
pandemic, could not be enough, the army force was applied to provide
support to the police (Genç Yılmaz, 2020).
Technology has been the most important tool that facilitates the security
forces' hand in keeping the society under surveillance in the fight against
the pandemic. Interface controls have been added to the previously GPS
data, camera recordings tools. Even smart phones have been used by
warning with a warning message if there is someone around you who has a
virus. These technologies, which are frequently used in countries such as
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South Korea and France, have been controlled by stamping in countries
where there is no opportunity, such as India. The hands of those infected
with the virus are clearly stamped and the quarantine period of the person
is indicated on this stamp. If the person goes out during this time, he has
become the target of reaction and violence. It was emphasized that the fight
against the pandemic threat corresponds to a process like the counterterrorism, by using the term "war on virus" instead of fighting the virus in
Israel and France. In France, drone technology, which was previously used
by the army to monitor terrorists, was used to control the curfew in the
city during the pandemic period (Uysal, 2020). During the pandemic,
security forces such as soldiers, police and guards became effective and their
powers were increased. This situation offers clues about what kind of
security understanding and measures will come after the pandemic.
The influence and violence of the security forces in Turkey is gradually
increasing. The right to react or protest against any event used in
democratic countries is associated with terrorism. In this context, there is
an instrumentalization of the counter- terrorism. The Human Rights
Action Plan announced on February 2, 2021 has been discussed together
with the Anti-Terrorism Law, which has nothing to do with it. However,
the concept of human rights is essentially protected against the state.
However, the discussions revolving around the Action Plan were left within
a framework such as whether you are for the state or not under the fight
counter- terrorism paved the way for restrictions on the basic rights and
freedoms of the society. In this context, the actions of Boğaziçi University
students during the COVID pandemic and the reactions and actions
towards the termination of the Istanbul Convention by the Presidential
Decree were evaluated within this framework by some close to the
administration and intervened with the harsh force of the police.

Conclusion
Terrorist organizations tend to exploit periods of natural disasters,
pandemics, economic and political crises when states are in a difficult
situation. As seen in the COVID-19 pandemic period, although there is a
decrease in the actions of terrorist organizations, the increase in the
propaganda of the organization using the pandemic is remarkable. Their
propaganda tended to invite them to join terrorist organizations and show
states weak.
Beyond being a global health crisis, the pandemic is a situation where deep
economic, social, humanitarian and political consequences will be felt.
While taking measures to protect public health against the pandemic, it is
essential to establish a balance between maintaining economic and social
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life. Terrorism has no solution with a magic wand. It's a long-term job. It
will not end after the COVID-19 pandemic. In fact, there are parallels
between what happened during the pandemic and the starting points of
terrorism. Therefore, post-pandemic terrorism can be expected to develop
in more extreme ways. In the counter- terrorism, besides strong
intelligence, security measures that do not contradict fundamental rights
and freedoms are important.
The crimes of hatred and grudge that emerged during the pandemic period
are the precursors of terrorist acts. It increases the pressure on immigrants
and foreigners, especially in Western societies. It is normal that the masses
can be interested in anti-system groups and terrorist organizations and their
participation can increase as a result of the economic contraction expected
to occur after the pandemic and the decrease in trust in the administrations
(Pantucci, 2020).
Despite the fact that the COVID-19 pandemic caused many disruptions
in all areas of life in all countries, Turkey continued its counter- terrorism
without interruption. Turkey has expanded its operational sphere of
influence in the counter- terrorism during the pandemic. The movement
of the PKK was restricted. Counter-terrorism operations are based on
preventing the domestic attacks that the terrorist organization wants to
make in order to compensate its losses, by using a preventive fight
approach.
In the study, the number of security forces who were killed and injured in
the counter- terrorism and the number of terrorists neutralized were not
given. In general, governments may want to give the impression that the
counter- terrorism is going well by reducing the number of terrorists
neutralized in the counter- terrorism and making it public, as if it were
compensation for their own losses. However, this way is misleading, it is
bad propaganda. The reason is that while similar and continuous
statements on certain months, certain weeks and certain days of the year
create a sense of eternity in the fight in the minds of ordinary citizens and
weaken public support, they may lead to the emergence of ideas such as the
resilience of the terrorist organization in questioning and reasoning
citizens. Another mistake that can be made in this regard is the haste to
come forward by giving separate numbers for each government-affiliated
institution (Pamukoğlu, 2020). This situation gave rise to the impression
that especially the counter- terrorism is under the responsibility of the
Minister of Internal Affairs during the pandemic period in Turkey.
However, the counter- terrorism is carried out by the security forces
affiliated to the Ministry of Interior and the Ministry of National Defense,
and security personnel engage in armed conflict with terrorists. The
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COVID-19 pandemic has brought politicians to the fore as never before.
In other words, the right to speak belongs mostly to politicians. Pioneer of
medical science and other health workers, who are the determinants of
medical science, remained in the background, and the management of the
pandemic process and the disclosure of vaccine studies were always made
by politicians.
International cooperation in the counter- terrorism has great importance.
One of the problems faced by Turkey in the counter- terrorism is that,
despite the fact that the USA has proven many times its support for PKK
terrorism and the YPG terrorist organization, the Syrian extension of
Turkey, which is engaged in Turkey's fight against cross-border terrorism,
it has not been able to give the necessary harsh response. The USA benefits
from Turkey's soft stance. It leaked information and provided intelligence
to the PKK in Turkey's cross-border operations. While the PKK flourished
with the help of the USA during the Operation Provide Comfort period,
it also enabled the emergence of the ISIS terrorist organization from the
unstable structure and authority vacuum in the region. Within the
framework of the project to train the militants of the radical terrorist
organization in the region, the US and Israeli soldiers trained. In this
context, the USA does not recognize the YPG/PYD as a terrorist
organization and considers it legitimate (Doster, 2016). In the counterterrorism, it is imperative that the external support of terrorist
organizations be stopped. Turkey is left alone with the problem of inability
to cut foreign support in its just counter- terrorism.
In Turkey, domestic and foreign responsibilities in the counter- terrorism
have begun to become clear. In addition to this distribution of duties, the
fight against terrorism, which was hit in the reconciliation process,
increased its effectiveness and success rate with the increase in intelligence
and coordination between the Ministry of Interior, Ministry of National
Defense and the National Intelligence Organization after July 15, 2016.
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Introduction
Jair Messias Bolsonaro sold the idea of him as an outsider of Brazilian
politics even though he has been working as a politician since 1990. With
a nonsignificant political career before catching the attention of a more
conservative part of society, Bolsonaro had only one project of his
authorship converted into law.
Promising to end corruption after 3 mandates conquered by the Worker’s
Party, Bolsonaro came into power. Two years into his mandate and the
coronavirus pandemic first hit Brazil. In this article, I explore how
Bolsonaro, who I characterize as a politician who leans towards
authoritarianism and as a reactionary, ignored the century’s worst
pandemic, who has already killed more than 4,5 million people worldwide.

1. Coronavirus: A Global Approach
The World Health Organization launched on January 20th, 2020 its first
report on a new unknown respiratory disease coming from China. The
report claims that, on 31 December 2019, the WHO China country office
was firstly informed of several cases of pneumonia coming from a city
called Wuhan, in the Hubei Province of China (World Health
Organization 2020:1). From 31 December to 3 January 2020, 44 patients
presented similar symptoms and reported them to the national authorities
in China. On 11 and 12 January, the WHO was informed that the
outbreak was linked to exposures from one seafood market located in
Wuhan City and only one day after, on 13 January, the Ministry of Public
Health in Thailand, reported the first imported case of the so-called
Coronavirus (World Health Organization 2020:1).
On 23 January, the first case of the new Coronavirus was reported in the
United States, as well as in other countries, such as Taipei, the Macau
Special Administrative Region and in the Republic in Korea. The total
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number of cases went to 581, while 571 were only in China(World Health
Organization 2020c). Two months later, on 11 March, the WHO declared
COVID-19 to be a global pandemic (Bohoslavsky 2020). On 14 March,
the number of cases went to 142,534 globally and the number of deaths
went to 5,392 (World Health Organization 2020b).
On 11 May, the number of cases were much higher and reached 3,917,366
with 274,361 deaths (World Health Organization 2020a).
Due to the rising number of cases, governments started to defend policies
such as telling citizens to stay at home and social distancing in order to try
to contain the spread of the virus. Governments such as in the UK alleged
that staying at home is important to “control the spread of the virus to
friends, the wider community, and particularly the most
vulnerable”(Gov.UK 2020b). The UK also adopted a policy of lockdown
on 23 March. After being hospitalized because of COVID-19, Prime
Minister Boris Johnson declared that people could only leave their homes
for very limited purposes, such as exercise, shopping for necessities or to
seek medical assistance (Gov.UK 2020a).
Following the steps of other European cities, such as Germany, France and
Italy, in the United States, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) also asked citizens to stay at home and avoid close contact (Center
for Disease Control and Prevention 2020). According to a research
conducted by researchers from the University of Oxford, there were only
20 countries in the world with no stay at home measures by 12 May, 2020
(Hale et al. 2020). This means that most governments are doing their best
in order to contain the fast spread of the coronavirus outbreak, such as
defending stay at home policies. However, there are countries which,
although stay at home policies are being applied, there is still much
controversy on the dichotomy between the economy and human lives
because of the economic recession already taking place (Bohoslavsky 2020).
In the United States, on the other hand, the type of the response changed
as COVID-19 advanced. In the beginning of March 2020, president
Donald Trump declared that the Coronavirus was not as bad as the
seasonal flu (Brooks 2020). On Twitter, he declared on 9 March that
“Nothing is shut down, life & the economy go on.” At that point, the US
had 546 confirmed cases with 22 deaths (Brooks 2020). However,
Trump’s response to the pandemic changed brutally. After repeating that
he was not concerned with COVID-19, he met Brazil’s president Jair
Bolsonaro in Miami later in March. As a result of their meeting, several
politicians tested positive for COVID-19 (Brooks 2020).
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Only two weeks after claiming he was not concerned, Trump signed the
largest stimulus package ever signed by any US president with the amount
of 2 trillion dollars as the number of deaths started to rise in the country
(Fabian and Sink 2020). On 11 April, the US was declared to be the
epicenter of the disease when the number of deaths surpassed Italy’s- more
importantly, New York City was defined as the epicenter of the disease in
the world (Loh 2020). According to Bloomberg, the status attributed to
the US was because of the low number of tests and not efficient enough
social distancing policies although staying at home policies were already
required according to Our World in Data (Loh 2020).
Trump’s first policy to contain the virus outbreak was to restrict travelers
coming from China in the end of January (Corkery and Karni 2020).
Following, in February, the health and human services secretary, Alex M.
Azar II declared that the government would start tracking five American
cities to measure the spread of the virus and to project the next hot spots
in the country. On the third week of February, Trump was advised to warn
the American people about the dangers of the virus and about possible ways
to avoid its outbreak, such as social distancing policies. This, however, was
only finally recommended by the president in mid-March (Lipton et al.
2020). In mid-March, Donald Trump announced a travel restriction on
foreigners who had visited Europe in the last 14 days (BBC 2020).
On 31 March, Trump changed his mind about his 9 March statement and
declared that it is wrong to compare the coronavirus to a regular flu (France
24 2020). More recently, the president decided to start criticizing the
World Health organization. On a letter published by him on Twitter, the
president suggested reforms within the organization and claimed that the
US would consider its membership, which means to fully stop funding
WHO (LeBlanc 2020). Among the criticism, there was the accusation that
WHO overlooked warning signs coming from China and that it reaffirmed
that the coronavirus could not be transmitted between humans, a
statement which later on proved to be wrong (BBC 2020).
Trump demonstrated his position against China several times. The first
one was when he called the virus a “Chinese” and foreign virus repeatedly
(Viala-Gaudefroy and Lindaman 2020). According to “Factbase”, the
American president referred to the virus as “Chinese virus” more than 20
times between 16 March and 30 March. Moreover, Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo also accused China of lack of transparency and even criticized
members of G7 for not recognizing it as the “Wuhan virus” (VialaGaudefroy and Lindaman 2020).
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Donald Trump also declared that he has evidence that the virus started
from a lab, however offered no details on this accusation (Singh, Davidson,
and Borger 2020). Even though there are some evidences that show that
China hid the discovery of the virus and “muzzled whistleblowers”, there
are no evidences that show that the virus was created inside a laboratory
(Belluz 2020; Gatehouse 2020). Trump and his administration, however,
are not the only ones who blame China for the emergence of COVID-19
and not the only president who ignored the pandemic and diminished its
future impacts in society. In Brazil, president Jair Messias Bolsonaro did
the same. In the following, I will discuss his approach towards the
Coronavirus pandemic.

2. Background for Bolsonaro’s Victory
Popular support for former president Dilma Rousseff, Luiz Inácio da
Silva’s successor from the left-wing Worker’s Party started to fall in 2013.
In June 2013, protests took over the streets of Brazilian capitals, such as
Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo (Hunter and Power 2019:72). These
nationwide protests led to the later impeachment of former president
Rousseff, seen as part of the population as an institutional coup and to her
replacement in office by vice-president Michel Temer (who was also
accused of crimes such as forming of a criminal organization and arrested)
(BBC Brasil 2019; Hunter and Power 2019:72).
Lula da Silva’s victory in 2003 promised a new future for workers in Brazil.
The former president promised better conditions and to fight the country’s
social inequality for the poor, workers, students and members of social
movements (Bourne 2008:103). Social programs such as Fome Zero,
announced during Lula’s first press conference, and the decline in extreme
poverty between 2002 and 2013 from 13 percent to 5.4 percent proved
that the PT governments implemented wealth redistribution and a
poverty-reducing variant of mature neoliberalism (Loureiro 2019:65).
Lula was followed by Dilma Rousseff from 2011 to 2016. Her government,
which was expected to keep up with the work initiated by president Lula
da Silva, the most charismatic Brazilian leader since Getúlio Vargas, even
kept 15 out of the 37 ministers coming from the previous administration
(Couto 2011:163). However, from 2011 on, the economy stopped
growing on the same speed as it used to: in the period between 2007 and
2010, it grew 4,6%, while during the first years of Rousseff’s government
(2011-2014) it grew only 2,1%. This factor only added to other difficulties
faced by the Brazilian economy, such as the growing external deficit and
the stabilization of a high inflation rate (Gentil and Hermann 2017:794).
The popular dissatisfaction with Rousseff led to her impeachment, (which
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supporters of the Workers’ Party consider a coup) in 2016 and put interim
and vice president Michel Temer in charge (Watts 2016).
In this context, several corruption scandals involved the Worker’s Party
(PT), which led Lula in 2017 to nine years in prison for accepting bribe in
form of an apartment in front of the beach in Guarujá, São Paulo from
construction company OAS. In response, Lula’s defense appealed.
Consequently, the so-called operation “Car Wash”, led by Jair Bolsonaro’s
Justice minister to be Sérgio Moro, had a severe impact in the 2018
elections and in civil society’s tolerance against corruption in Brazil
(Hunter and Power 2019:73).
On 28 October 2018, Jair Messias Bolsonaro’s victory in Latin America’s
biggest country was consolidated against Fernando Haddad, the substitute
for popular former president Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva. Lula had been
recently imprisoned during the scandalous corruption investigation Car
Wash (Hunter and Power 2019:68). The polarizing campaign therefore
divided the Brazilian elector between a far-right candidate and a left one
(Hunter and Power 2019:68)).
Bolsonaro’s party, the Social Liberal Party (PSL) went from a single seat in
2014 to 52 seats after the elections of 2018. He, a former military and
deputy, had a law and order and anticorruption speech in a country where
one out of three members of Congress was under “either indictment or
investigation for criminal activity.” In this scenario, Bolsonaro also took
advantage of a ruined economy caused by a prolonged recession, which led
to the impeachment of Dilma Rousseff and to the political crisis that took
over and resulted in falling support and trust in traditional and established
parties (Hunter and Power 2019:70).
Jair Messias Bolsonaro was an insider of Brazilian politics, although his
rhetoric was built on the idea of an outsider. He was firstly elected to the
Rio de Janeiro City council in 1988 after serving as a cadet and a
paratrooper in the army, where he retired as a captain. His agenda was
mostly focused on the military (Hunter and Power 2019:74). In 1990, he
was elected to seven consecutive terms as a federal congressman from the
State of Rio de Janeiro defending a far-right agenda. This way, he built his
reputation as a “gaffe-prone extremist and a cartoonish foil for the left
(Hunter and Power 2019:74).”

3. The Future of Democracy in Brazil under Bolsonaro
Latinobarômetro, an annual survey of citizens in eighteen Latin America
countries found that Brazil’s government had the lowest approval rating of
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any other country in Latin America in 2017 and 2018. According to this
survey, only 6 percent evaluated Michel Temer’s government positively,
and Brazil also ranked last in the ranking of satisfaction with democracy in
2018 (Hunter and Power 2019:74). Only 9 percent reported being
satisfied with the situation regarding democracy in Brazil, a fall of 40
percent when compared to 2010. Moreover, the number of people that
agreed with the statement that democracy is the preferable form of
government fell, while the number of people who agreed that “it doesn’t
matter whether we have a democratic government or an authoritarian one”
started to rise significantly (Hunter and Power 2019:74).
In this scenario, Bolsonaro rose to power and was elected in 2018, joining
countries led by far-right populists, such as Orban’s Hungary and Salvini’s
Italy. His illiberal and openly authoritarian discourse started to concern
scholars because of the threat to democracy in Brazil, the biggest country
in Latin America (Weizenmann 2019:12). Accordingly, Steven Levitsky
and Daniel Ziblatt argue in their 2018 book “How Democracies Die” that
a new tendency for the backslide of democracies since the end of the Cold
War, starts with elections, whereby leaders with authoritarian discourses
are elected democratically (Levitsky and Ziblatt 2018:5). Both political
scientists mention several examples for this practice, such as Erdogan’s
Turkey, Fujimori in Peru and Chávez in Venezuela.
Moreover, to describe a leader as authoritarian, Levitsky and Ziblatt look
at extreme polarization, which according to them plays a significant role in
the weakening of democratic norms (Levitsky and Ziblatt 2018:9). They
also take Juan Linz’s approaches to authoritarianism published in his book
“The Breakdown of Democratic Regimes” in 1978 and develop a table
with the most common authoritarian practices usually shared by
authoritarian leaders (Levitsky and Ziblatt 2018:23). This table therefore
indicates the four key indicators of authoritarian behavior: 1. Rejection of
democratic rules of the game, 2. Denial of the legitimacy of political
opponents, 3. Toleration or encouragement of violence and 4. Readiness
to curtail civil liberties of opponents, including media (Levitsky and Ziblatt
2018:23).
I will use Levitsky and Ziblatt’s main approaches to how democracies die
based on this table and on Linz’s work on authoritarianism in order to
discuss whether Brazil under Bolsonaro can be considered a democracy
under risk. I will also take the former military general’s approaches on the
Coronavirus pandemic and discuss if he can be considered a reactionary.
Arno Mayer describes reactionaries as “unabashed and pretentious critics
of existing society. They reject the world about them for being decayed,
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corrupt, pernicious, and repugnant.” They tend to be suspicious and are
often resistant to science, technology, education, industry, to youth,
intellectuals and experts (Mayer 1971:48). According to Mayer, they
usually seek to return to a romanticized past, such as times with a
hierarchical order, good old days lost and regretted. They often stimulate
actions in the present and denounce all their antagonists as conspirators
“sworn to the corrupt of contemporary man and society” (Mayer 1971:49).
Reactionaries, therefore, want order restored or maintained against rebels
or revolutionaries and “stand prepared to capitalize on the conjunctural
crisis and the recourse to violence in order to reclaim part of their lost
paradise or to reinforce the political pillars necessary to uphold their
superannuated economic and social position” (Mayer 1971:49).
When analyzing Brazil’s President Jair Bolsonaro, it is possible to relate
some of his attitudes and speeches to Arno Mayer’s description of a
reactionary political leader. This will be explored in the following part of
the paper.
Linz’s approach to how to recognize an authoritarian leader can be applied
to Brazil’s Jair Bolsonaro. The first aspect, the rejection of democratic rules
of the game consists mostly of the rejection of the country’s Constitution
or a desire to violate it- does this leader defend extraconstitutional means
to change the government, such as military coups, violent insurrections or
“mass protests aimed at forcing a change in the government?” (Levitsky
and Ziblatt 2018:23).
Although there are no concrete attitudes when it comes to violating
democracy in Brazil, Jair Bolsonaro fits in this first criteria. After dedicating
his vote in Dilma Rousseff’s impeachment trial in the Chamber of
Deputies to General Ustra, a famous torturer in the times of military
dictatorship in Brazil, Jair Bolsonaro called him a “hero” three years later
in 2019 (Veja 2019). The National Commission of the Truth in Brazil
registered 45 deaths and disappearances in the period when Ustra was the
chief of repression during the bloody period of dictatorship in Brazil. 502
additional torture cases were also registered (Veja 2019). Supporting
torture, which can be considered an extraconstitutional measure
committed by a military general and calling a torturer a “hero” could be
technically seen as a way to violate democratic practices.
Moreover, since the Coronavirus pandemic started, Bolsonaro already
showed and openly stated his opinion against social distancing policies. In
times when the basic orientation (and the one defended by most countries
and the WHO) is to stay at home and avoid gatherings, Bolsonaro decided
to join more than one protest and go up against the only global defense
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mechanism against COVID-19. After calling social distancing polices
“inadmissible”, the president took part in protests in favor of closing the
Supreme Federal Court of justice, of the Congress and in favor of
Institutional Act number Five (AI-5). The AI-5 was one of the most strict
decrees issued in the dictatorship period, which gave president Costa e Silva
the authority to close Congress, censor music, cinema, theater and
television (D’Araujo n.d.; Fernandes and Pupo 2020; Folhapress 2020).
The second so-called warning sign, according to Levitsky and Ziblatt is the
denial of the legitimacy of political opponents, whereby the leader being
analyzed describe their enemies as criminals, whose “ supposed violation of
the law […] disqualifies them from full participation in the political arena”
and suggest that their rivals are working in alliance with a foreign
government (Levitsky and Ziblatt 2018:23).” This is the case of Bolsonaro
when it comes to his former presidents Lula da Silva and Fernando
Henrique Cardoso. Bolsonaro criticized Fernando Henrique Cardoso
(president from 1995-2003) on national television in 1999, claiming that
he should have been shot to death and that it would be the only way
actually change something in Brazil (Bittencourt 2017). Bolsonaro also
made comments about the former president Lula da Silva. In 2018, the
current president of Brazil called Lula a thief and a “bum”, saying that he
should not be able to run for presidency, but that he should stay in jail
(Lavarezo 2018). According to Levitsky and Ziblatt, demagogues tend to
attack their critics in harsh and provocative terms, as enemies or
subversives. At the time, Lula was already condemned for bribery, but his
successor was Bolsonaro’s main opponent in the 2018 elections.
The third aspect is the toleration or encouragement of violence, which one
example was already given earlier. This aspect considers the leader’s ties to
organizations that engage in illicit violence or encouraged violence
(Bolsonaro’s admiration for the military and for torturers), if a leader
encouraged violence against his/ her opponents, if he or she has endorsed
any act of violence, which has already proven to be the case of Bolsonaro
against Brazil’s former president Cardoso (Levitsky and Ziblatt 2018:23).
The last point to be considered as a warning sign for democracies based on
Levitsky and Ziblatt is the “readiness to curtail civil liberties of opponents,
including media” (Levitsky and Ziblatt 2018:23). This means if they
supported laws or policies that restrict civil liberties or if leaders threatened
to take legal or any punitive actions against critics in rival parties, civil
society or the media (Levitsky and Ziblatt 2018:23).
When it comes to the media, Bolsonaro has already outed his opinion
several times against two of the most famous news media vehicles. One of
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them, Folha de São Paulo was criticized by the president. In an interview
for the Emmy- winning primetime news program “Jornal Nacional”,
Bolsonaro called Folha de São Paulo, a high circulation newspaper “trash”
and threatened to suspend the federal government’s budget for the
newspaper after it published an article on ghost members of his
government (Huff Post 2018).
Folha, however, was not the only media vehicle targeted by the Bolsonaro
administration. The president also made constant criticism on Brazil’s
biggest news media broadcasting group, “Globo”. After calling it “trash”,
Bolsonaro threatened to not renew the company’s concession to operate in
the country (Gomes 2020). In Brazil, television and radio companies need
concessions to operate and Globo’s concession expires in October,2022.
However, despite the threat to end the group’s concession, Bolsonaro does
not have the power to do so on his own – if he had that power, he would
repeat Venezuela’s Chávez’s act when he took RCTV, the country’s most
watched off air (Balago 2020; Gomes 2020).
His attacks on civil society and fellow politicians should also be considered
because they offend or often restrict civil liberties. The current president of
Brazil has already made several comments offending fellow politicians and
also made controversial statements, which led to dissatisfaction coming
from the left and human rights’ groups. A famous episode against a fellow
politician was when he said that PT congresswoman Maria do Rosário
Nunes was a woman who was not worth raping. In 2011, he gave an
interview to Playboy magazine that he would be incapable of loving a
homosexual son and that he would prefer that his son “died in an accident
before showing up with some bloke with a moustache (Hunter and Power
2019:76).” The former congressman also openly declared in a television
show that he does not “take a risk” on having a gay son because they all
have been “well-educated” (O Globo 2011). These are all attacks that
restrict civil liberties of members of the LGBTQ community and offend
women- all members of the civil society who have rights.
It is therefore possible to conclude that Bolsonaro fits in Levitsky and
Ziblatt’s categories for authoritarian regimes. His speeches and statements
are a threat to democracy in Brazil. By sympathizing with military means,
disrespecting people’s rights and by supporting extra constitutional acts
such as torture and aggression against opponents, threatening to take the
biggest media conglomerate of the country off air, the president represents
a threat to democracy.
Moreover, Bolsonaro’s response to the Coronavirus differs from the rest of
the world’s. Even after being claimed to be the new coronavirus epicenter
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because of the third highest number of cases in the world, the president of
Brazil still chooses to ignore the severity of the disease (Waldron 2020). As
the number of cases keeps growing, Bolsonaro still chooses to downplay
the seriousness of the virus that had taken the lives of around 19,000
Brazilians by 21 May (Worldometer 2020).
After doubting science and calling the virus a “hysteria”, “small flu” and by
following Trump’s steps to defend a malaria drug with no evidence of cure,
Bolsonaro contests science. According to Arno Mayer, reactionaries resist
science, education and technology. Therefore, if we take Bolsonaro’s denial
on the seriousness of COVID-19 into consideration, it is possible to claim
that Bolsonaro is a reactionary (Mayer 1971; Restrepo 2018).
Moreover, several members of his government have already accused the
virus of being part of a “communist conspiracy” coming from China and
the World Health Organization, such as foreign relations minister Ernesto
Araújo (O Globo 2020). Another aspect of Mayer’s reactionary approach
is that reactionaries tend to be suspicious of experts and denounce their
antagonists as “conspirators” (Mayer 1971). The way Araújo denounces
China and the so-called globalism which supposedly leads to a communist
world can be therefore seen as a conspiracy and reactionary.
To conclude, it is possible to say that according to Mayer’s definition of
reactionary, that Bolsonaro fits his criteria based on his response to the
coronavirus pandemic. His denial of science and his acts, such as taking
part in manifestations in times of social distancing and his administration’s
accusations against China and the alleged communist threat show that the
Bolsonaro administration looks for enemies to blame and specialists (such
as scientists) to deny and accuse. When analyzing his speeches, actions and
threats, it can also be concluded, based on Levistky and Ziblatt that
Bolsonaro represents a threat to democracy in Brazil. When looking at his
reactions to the pandemic and the way he criticizes mass media vehicles
and his opponents it becomes clear that Bolsonaro does not respect the
opposition and wants to go up against anything that threatens his power
or his government. This cannot be considered democratic, but
authoritarian, according to both political scientists and authors.
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Introduction
The World War II commenced upon the offensive initiated by Hitler
against Poland on September 1, 1939 and ended with the unconditional
surrender of Germany and Japan on May 7 and September 2, 1945,
respectively (Ucarol, 1995). 110 million soldiers took part in the war. Of
these, 27 million lost their lives as well as almost the same number of
civilians. 50 million people left the areas they had lived. Apart from
casualties and migrations, great economic downfalls were experienced due
to the bombing and devastation cities, destruction of roads and nonoperational factories as a result of which people had to struggle against
hunger and poverty (Acar, 2007). This tragedy experienced around the
world did not only affect those who were defeated but also the winners.
The states which considered themselves weak in the post-war era deemed
it necessary to assist each other and looked for ways to cooperate.
Having witnessed the destruction caused by the World War II and
believing that the USA should act a world leader, a group of foreign policy
elites stimulated the decision-makers in Washington. This was particularly
encouraged after George F. Kennan, a specialist on the Soviet Union,
conveyed in an extensive telegram that an authority gap had taken place in
many parts of the world after the war, the USA had needed to evaluate it
or, otherwise, the communism would fill this gap as an emerging
movement (Gaddis, 2015).
George F. Kennan sent this telegram on February 22, 1946. The Foreign
Affairs Department of the USA took the notice seriously and started to seek
for a new strategy in line with the recommendations. On the other hand,
Winston Churchill, now an opposition in the United Kingdom, made a
speech on March 5, 1946 in Missouri, USA where a meeting was held with
the participation of President Truman and many other state
representatives, and coined the term “Iron Curtain” (Akalin, 2020).
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Churchill said that this curtain prevailed “from Szczecin in the Baltic to
Trieste in the Adriatic” (Kissinger, 2002). Furthermore, he also claimed
that the Soviet Union oppressed and had certain requests from Turkey and
Iran, Moscow immediately started to reap the fruits of the war and had an
intention to expand till God knows where (Akalin, 2003), and concluded
that the USA and the United Kingdom had to move together in order to
confront the approaching threat (Kissinger, 2002).
Therefore, an alignment started between the winner and defeated states of
the war, and this paved the way for the emergence of a bipolar international
system. On the one hand, NATO was established in 1949 as led by the
USA and membered by mostly capitalist European countries while, on the
other, the Warsaw Treaty Organization was constituted with the leadership
of the USSR and the participation of socialist countries (Kamil, 2017).
The USA and the USSR defined the Balkan countries according to their
ideological governance and proximity to these two blocks. Among these,
Romania and Bulgaria had socialist regimes dependent on Moscow while
Yugoslavia and Albania also had socialist regimes but were independent.
On the other hand, Turkey and Greece took their stance in “the Big Game”
as two members of the NATO.
During the Cold War era, during which a Bipolar International System
reigned and caused states to dissociate even further, Turkey and Bulgaria
made their preference in separate blocks. The bilateral relations of Ankara
and Sofia were maintained at the minimum level for 45 years. The presence
of the Turks in Bulgaria became the determinant factor between Turkey
and Bulgaria and, in this sense, three big migration waves were seen
between two countries: the 1950-51 migrations, the 1968 migrations and
the 1989 Forced Migration.
This study makes an assessment of the Todor Zhivkov regime in Bulgaria
towards the minorities in Bulgaria. In this regard, this study refers to the
secret documents of the Central Committee of the Bulgarian Communist
Party (BCP) and analyses the “Forced Name Change” operation initiated
in order to create a “Socialist and Purely Bulgarian Society”, and also
investigates the success of the operation, the response by the Turks and the
effects of their immigration.

1. The Assimilation Meetings Reflected in the BCP Documents
The plans to change the names of the Turks in Bulgaria were first
pronounced during a meeting between Todor Zhivkov, the President of
Bulgaria, and Ilter Turkmen, the Foreign Affairs Minister of the Republic
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of Turkey, when the latter made a visit to Sofia between February 9 and
11, 1983. Petar Mladenov, the Foreign Affairs Minister of Bulgaria, later
reported the details of the meeting to the Central Committee Politburo of
the BCP (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 101, a. e. 906, l. 1.).
According to Mladenov’s report, the Foreign Minister Turkmen stated that
Turkey was not intent on intervening with the internal affairs of Bulgaria
but there were certain rumours which speculated that the names of the
Turks in Bulgaria were changed by force, some of them were exiled to
various places in the country and many were dismissed from their works;
however, Zhivkov immediately rejected these claims (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op.
101, a. e. 906, l. 2.).
Following the invitation by Kenan Evren, the President of Turkey, Todor
Zhivkov made a visit to Turkey between June 6 and 9, 1983 (Kamil,
2018a). The Ministry of Foreign Affairs submitted a “confidential”
detailed report to the Central Committee Politburo of the BCP about the
visit that lasted four days. According to the report, the presidents made an
assessment of the bilateral relations between Bulgaria and Turkey and of
the developments in the international arena.
As a guest, Zhivkov made the first speech and provided details about
Bulgaria. To Zhivkov, calm prevailed in Bulgaria. Bulgaria made progress
in terms of development and did not face any significant problem. The
country wished to continue the good relations with Turkey as a neighbour.
Bulgaria supported the increase of trade and the cultural and scientific
relations between the two countries (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 101, a. e. 909, l.
1-2.).
On the other hand, Kenan Evren mentioned the issues in bilateral relations
among other topics. Evren emphasized that Bulgaria should allow the
Turks and the relatives of the Turkish refugees in Turkey to immigrate to
Turkey from Bulgaria and allow foreigners to visit the historical and
touristic places in Bulgaria as a necessity of human affairs. Similarly,
Zhivkov touched on the immovable properties of the Bulgarian Exarchate
in Turkey upon which Evren requested the reinstatement of the rights of
those who emigrated from the country leaving all the movable and
immovable properties in Bulgaria behind. D. A., f. 1, op. 101, a. e. 909, l.
5-6.).
According to Evren, it was natural to have issues owing to the relations as
two neighbours. He believed that the migration agreement which was
signed in 1968 expired in 1978. Turkey didn’t want to accept new
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immigrants. He clearly uttered this motive. Nevertheless, he wished that
the members of separated families should be together (Zhivkov, 1993).
Both statesmen later held a private meeting together. During this meeting
where important matters were discussed, the conditions of the Turks in
Bulgaria were evaluated. Evren stated that the Turkish Embassy in Sofia
received complaints of forced name change imposed on the Turks in
Bulgaria (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 101, a. e. 909, l. 6.). In response, Zhivkov
replied that Bulgaria, as a state led by the Communist Party, pursued a
policy in line with the Marxist and Leninist principles as regards to national
affairs and that they didn’t have any intention to assimilate the Turks in
Bulgaria. He also suggested that Bulgaria was also a home to Bulgarian
Muslims (the Pomak Turks) and that the Bulgarian names were given, if
any, due to the marriages between the two nations and the children born
out of these marriages (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 101, a. e. 909, l. 6.).
Zhivkov also added that the government of Ankara intervened with the
internal affairs of Bulgaria by encouraging the desire of the Bulgarian
citizens of Turkish origin to immigrate to Turkey. However, Evren rejected
these claims and repeated that Turkey did not want a wave of migration.
Zhivkov, as a reply, commented that they may allow this in order to help
separated family members to come together and Turkey should make a list
thereto. Zhivkov then requested that this topic should be concluded and
not brought to the agenda again (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 101, a. e. 909, l. 7.).
On May 4, 1984, the Central Committee of the BCP held a meeting as
regards to what can be done in order to encourage the Turks of Bulgaria to
adopt the socialist ideology (Kamil, 2018b). Todor Zhivkov made a long
speech in this meeting and mentioned and listed his opinions about the
status of Turks in Bulgaria (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 67, a. e. 3090, l. 44.).
According to Zhivkov;
The presence of various ethnic groups prevents a national unity in the
People’s Republic of Bulgaria. This also causes a problem in forming a
socialist nation. Therefore, the Central Committee of the BCP organizes
seminars for the ethnic groups in Bulgaria in line with the Marxist and
Leninist doctrines in order to encourage communism, and struggles to
render the whole nation as the people of Socialist Bulgaria.
Bulgaria is a country with a single nation. However, there are also ethnic
groups living in this country owing to its historical background and
particular condition. The most crowded ethnic groups in Bulgaria are
Turks and Romanis. There are also other small minority groups which do
not cause any issue. But Turks and Romanis, the two biggest groups,
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should not be underestimated. On the contrary, these two groups should
be discussed in detail.
Regardless whether the Turks immigrated to Bulgaria or were already in
the region while Bulgaria was subject to the Turkish reign, what counts is
that the Turks of Bulgaria live in this country. They speak their own
language and embrace their own religion. They don’t internalize the
national conscience of Bulgaria.
The Turks of Bulgaria are and will continue to be in this region. This is
what counts. They were born and grew up here. They are accepted as
citizens of Bulgaria.
As a result of the initiatives of the BCP, this ethnic group became inclined
to the socialist ideal. The policies that were implemented proved to be
useful. In this sense, it was a correct policy to accept Bulgarian as the
language of instruction in all the schools across the country. This will help
socialism to develop and take roots in this country.
The Turks have now reached a great population and achieved almost a half
million. They may be employed by the intelligence agencies of Turkey and
the USA and by the other western countries working against Bulgaria.
They will also be employed as such in the future.
We, as a state, do not regard the Turks as equal citizens in terms of vesting
the rights in the Constitution. We do not consider them equal with the
other Bulgarian citizens. For example; we don’t accept the Turks to the
military of Bulgaria. We only employ them in construction works as army
workers. We don’t accept them to the police service, too. They are almost
completely absent in the state’s public institutions and organizations and
central organization. They are but a few in number in the local units.
We have to take economic, political, cultural and ideological measures in
order to associate the Turks and Romanis of Bulgaria with the Bulgarian
citizens. There is no other way. Be it the Turks of Bulgaria or the citizens
of Bulgarian origin, we have to fight against expanding nationalism. Also,
we have to encourage the Bulgarians and the Turks to marry each other.
The number of mixed marriages must increase. In this regard, we must
enter a law to register the children of such marriages as Bulgarian indicating
that one of their parents is of Bulgarian origin.
In order to avoid a great political mistake, we have to abstain from telling
the Turks of Bulgaria that they were actually Bulgarians but were forcibly
Turkified during the Ottoman reign. Otherwise, this will boost their sense
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of nationalism. They must be told that the Turks of Bulgaria have the equal
status with the other citizens. They live and work in this country. Bulgaria
is their homeland. We must tell and approach them that we consider them
Bulgarians from now on (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 67, a. e. 3090, l. 44-49.).
During the meeting held by the Central Committee of the BCP on May
8, 1984, it was agreed to develop a project on what kind of a policy should
be implemented in order to associate the Turks of Bulgaria with the
Socialist Bulgarian people (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 67, a. e. 3090, l. 58.). In this
meeting, Todor Zhivkov took the floor and suggested that the persons who
issued the report and made representation in the meeting, which was held
in March 1983 and titled “the Turkish Issue”, should be listened to. Issued
in 16 months and consisting of 80 pages, the report was brought to the
agenda during the meeting, and opinions were pronounced by Dimitri
Stoyanov, Pencho Kubadinski, Georgi Yordanov, Georgi Atanasov, Grisha
Philipov, Georgi Tanev, Petur Tanchev, Yordan Yotov, Dimitar Stanishev,
Petar Dulgerov, Anastasiy Donchev and, in particular, Zhivkov (Ts. D. A.,
f. 1, op. 67, a. e. 3090, l. 58-139.).

2. The Commencement of the “Forced Name Change”
Operation
On January 18, 1985, Georgi Atanasov held a meeting with the Secretaries
General of the Central Committee of the BCP (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 63, a.
e. 72, l. 1.). In this meeting, Atasanov touched upon the issue of minorities
(Kamil, 2018b). To him, the names of the Muslim Bulgarians (the Pomak
Turks) who lived in Smolyan, Pazardzhik, Blagoevgrad and other places
were changed to Bulgarian names (Alp, 2012).
In his speech, Atasanov continued: “This policy of Bulgaria should be
considered the start of the ‘Forced Name Change’ operation. The change
of the names of the Pomak Turks is intended in order to create a Bulgarian
awareness and dissolve them among the Socialist Bulgarian public. During
the recent years, the Romanis in Bulgaria were given Bulgarian names by
replacing their identity cards with new ones so that they may associate with
the Bulgarian people. This operation ensured the Bulgarisation of around
250 thousand Romanis and prevented their Turkification.” (Yamac,
2016). Furthermore, Bulgarian names continue to be given to those who
could evade the name change policy towards the Pomaks between 1968
and 1972 and to the children of mixed marriages (Alp, 1988). Indeed, the
forced name change policy is still in place against the Pomaks, Romanis
and Bulgarian Turks.” (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 63, a. e. 72, l. 2.).
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All the Turks living in the Kardzhali region were given Bulgarian names
within a short period. As of January 14, 1985, the names of 310 thousand
people were changed, and this number consisted of 214 thousand from
Kardzhali, 41 thousand from Haskovo, 22 thousand from Plovdiv, 5
thousand from Pazardzhik, 3,5 thousand from Silistra, 11 thousand from
Stara Zagora, 9 thousand from Burgas and 3 thousand from Blagoevgrad
(Buksensuts, 2000).
However, the process was not an easy and quiet one as expected (Ts. D.
A., f. 1, op. 63, a. e. 72, l. 2-g.). Led by Todor Zhivkov, the operation
encountered reactions and caused demonstrations by the Turks in
Momchilgrad, Dzhebel, Benkovski and other places which were quenched
by the state, the party and the internal affairs department. However, the
name change operation was concluded within a short time (Ts. D. A., f. 1,
op. 63, a. e. 72, l. 3.). In these protests, dozens of Bulgarian Turks were
killed (Yamac, 2017). According to some sources, the number of the dead
reached up to 140 while 400 people were sent to the Belene labour camp.
Hundreds of families were exiled to mountainous and isolated terrains.
Thousands of men were also exiled to various places and forced to work
under heavy conditions without informing their families about their
whereabouts (Ozgur, 1999).
President Todor Zhivkov gave a speech during the meeting held on
January 18, 1985 (Kamil, 2018b). According to the minutes of this
“Strictly Confidential” meeting, Zhivkov shared the developments and the
consequences of the “Forced Name Change” operation (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op.
63, a. e. 108, l. 1.). In this regard, he said: “In the past, Bulgaria and the
BCP followed a policy not to allow the Bulgarian Turks to emigrate to
Turkey until the Plenum of April 1956. We complied with this policy.
However, we made a mutual agreement in order to prevent that migration
may be used by Turkey against us. We told the Turks in Bulgaria to
emigrate if they wanted. The 1968-78 close relative migration agreement
was concluded and they went.” (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 63, a. e. 108, l. 6-7.).
Zhivkov also said: “So, what do we do as the government of Bulgaria? We
only change the Arabic names of the Turks with Bulgarian names in
accordance with the laws of Bulgaria. This is necessary. Remember that
these words are strictly confidential and should not be disclosed. Let’s do
our work calmly and quietly. Let’s change the names. We don’t close down
mosques. They are still functional. Imams still carry out their activities.
They pray as they wish. We don’t meddle with these. The Constitution of
Bulgaria ensures that every Bulgarian citizen has the freedom of religion.
We don’t interfere with their religion but they have to change their names.
Everyone knows what this means.” (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 63, a. e. 108, l. 7.).
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The President continued his speech: “We have completed the change of
the names of the Turks in the Kardzhali region. So, what is left to do? Now,
we have Ludogorie before us. We have Razgrad and Shumen before us. Let
anyone who desires to change his or her name without oppression.
However, the names of the Turks in the other regions will be changed
whatever the circumstances may be. This is handled by the Politburo. The
change of the names of the Turks in the Kardzhali region was performed
by local authorities. They did not require the central power of the state.
The same shall apply for the other places.” (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 63, a. e.
108, l. 7-8.).
Zhivkov: “We should not suffice with the change of the names. We have
to continue to work in order to Bulgarise the Turks. They will be
completely Bulgarian in the future. However, the problem is with our staff
(of Bulgarian origin). We have to tell and persuade the people of Bulgarian
origin that these Turks are their own brothers and sisters. Therefore, we
have to also change the names of the ancestors and the family trees of the
Turks... What else we must do? We must, first of all, intervene with the
media. No news must be allowed as regards to this. If they learn, they will
start to talk philosophy. Therefore, we must be careful...” (Ts. D. A., f. 1,
op. 63, a. e. 108, l. 8.). “We must continue to work in order to dissolve the
Turks among the Bulgarian people, so that the Turks may associate with
our people, our state and internationalism. Comrades! The change of
names must be carried out calmly, silently and without anger. We already
estimated that we would face big reactions in Kardzhali. The region was
deemed a stronghold for the Turks. Nevertheless, we were able to finish
our work within so short a time as 20 days...” (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 63, a. e.
108, l. 9.).
After the commencement of the “Forced Name Change” operation, there
were on-going discussions as to who was the person behind it. The
publication of the BCP documents revealed the real actors, and it was
understood that Todor Zhivkov was, doubtless, the very person who
inspired, organized, coordinated and instructed the operation (Angelov,
2008). The reason for this late discovery was that Zhivkov practiced his
usual trick and gave orders in words and signals instead of written
documents. This allowed his instructions to be applied suddenly, all at
once and secretly which increased the chance of success. The implementers
of the “Forced Name Change” operation were the Central Committee
Secretariat of the BCP, the Politburo, the BCP Party organization, the
military, the police and the intelligence units (Angelov, 2008).
On March 30, 1985, the Central Committee Secretaries of the BCP and
the Vice President of the Council of Ministers held a meeting in Vitosha
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with the chair of Todor Zhivkov. Here, Zhivkov mentioned the national
and international problems faced by Bulgaria and then touched upon the
Turks of Bulgaria referring to the achieved point in the “Forced Name
Change” operation (Istinata za Vizroditelniyat Protses, 2003).
According to Zhivkov, “Even though Turkey and the world may show
reaction to the change of the names, everything will be forgotten after 15
or 20 years. After that, the BCP must aim the religion of the Turks. Our
clergymen, who believe in the righteousness of the change of the names,
should be assigned as the head of the religious organizations of the Turks.
The Turks should be controlled by these clergymen. It is necessary to take
radical measures and initiate new operations against Islam after a couple of
years.” (Istinata za Vizroditelniya Protses, 2003).
Zhivkov also professed: “The same struggle must be shown for Turkish
schools. The Turks have very strong family bonds. Wherever the male
members go for work, they return back to their families. They give birth
to children. Therefore, the Turks must be separated from their religion.”
(Istinata za Vizroditelniya Protses, 2003).

3. The Identity Struggle of the Turks of Bulgaria
As is clear from the secret documents of the BCP, necessary economic,
social and political measures were taken in order to ensure that the “Forced
Name Change” operation, implemented between 1984 and 1989, was
completed and the assimilation was achieved. Despite this, the oppression
against the Turks of Bulgaria did not yield the intended result. Following
the “Forced Name Change” operation, the Turks in Bulgaria including, in
particular, intellectuals established resistance organizations which would
lead to repercussions in Bulgaria and abroad. Some of these were Turkish
National Liberation Movement of Bulgaria (Alpay, 2018), Independent
Human Rights Association of Bulgaria, Long Winter (Dilga Zima)
Association, 1989 Vienna Support Association and Democratic Union for
Human Rights Advocacy (Zafer, 2012).
The Turks of Bulgaria ventured to defend their identities by organizing
meetings, demonstrations, protests, active and passive resistances, hunger
strikes, and personal and collective reactions (Gruev and Kalonski, 2008).
During these events, more than a thousand Turk were killed (Karpat,
2013), hundreds of them were lost, thousands were referred to various jails
and particularly the “Belene camp,” and thousands were exiled to the
varying regions of Bulgaria (Serefli, 2002). On the other hand, hundreds
of leading personages and intellectuals were forced to leave Bulgaria within
two weeks (Todorov, 2001).
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The Turkish intellectuals who escaped to Europe in various ways attended
to radio and television programmes in European countries and announced
the oppression and tyranny applied to the Turks of Bulgaria, and also took
part in the Human Rights Conference held in Paris (Gruev and Kalonski,
2008). Here, they had an influence on attendants and paved the way for
the French Minister of Foreign Affairs to touch upon the events during his
closing speech. The Minister of Foreign Affairs stated in this speech that
no one could be a mere spectator to the forced assimilation policies and the
sanctions which made people emigrate in masses, that thousands of people
were forced to leave their country due to their nationality and religion
during the days of the meeting, and that he wishes, on behalf France, that
Bulgaria should take measures to protect the identities of the said people
(Abadan Unat, 1990)
After the demonstrations and protests received international recognition,
the Turks of Bulgaria went on a hunger strike (Vizroditelniyat Protses,
2009) in order to get their rights reinstated and lead an honourable life
(Alp, 1990). Hundreds of people from the Northern and Southern
Bulgaria participated in these strikes, gave interviews to European radio
channels and required the reinstatement of the freedom of religion,
language and culture (Gruev and Kalonski, 2008). They also requested the
discharge of people who were treated as lunatics due to their religious,
ethnic and political differences (Gruev and Kalonski, 2008). The hunger
strikes continued till the “May Events.”
The Turks who lived in Bulgaria gave the first strong and crowded reaction
to the forced name change and assimilation policies on May 19, 1989 in
Pristoe village, Shumen (Bozov, 2013). The freedom march started in this
village (Ulusoy, 2003), and the demonstrators moved towards Koalinovo
with the slogans “Return our names,” “Allow our language, religion and
traditions” and “Down with Zhivkov.” (Kose, 2001). People participated
in this march also from various villages, towns and cities such as Branicevo,
Sredkovets, Zagoriche, Duhovets and Kliment (Kocamemi, 2012). The
crowd organized a demonstration in the square of Kliment village on their
way. Protesters shouted Turkish slogans which criticized the “Forced
Name Change” policy of Bulgaria and read poems and sang songs in
Turkish. Later on, the march passed through Naum village to arrive at the
Venets Mountain near Koalinovo where the Bulgarian militia and military
troops confronted the crowd. The march went on despite the conflicts,
detainment and the murder of a demonstrator (Zafer, 2012), and the
Turks entered to the city and made a demonstration there (Kose, 2001).
The resistance of the Turks of Bulgaria rapidly expanded after May 21,
1989, and thousands of Turks marched and protested in Kardzhali,
Razgrad and Haskovo. These demonstrations were repeated on May 23,
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and three protesters died while more than thirty were injured due to the
fire opened on them (Konukman, 1990).
The murder and detention of the protester Turks by the Bulgarian political
regime brought about new protests and hunger strikes which were spread
all over Bulgaria this time. The Turks created a committee of 35 members
and initiated marches of censure led by this committee. These marches
attracted 10 thousand from Todor Ikonomovo, 15 thousand from
Koalinovo, 5 thousand from Razgrad and 5 thousand from Dulovo
(Turkiye Gazetesi, 1989). The marchers demanded that the ethnic and
cultural oppression ended and the Turkish names were returned, and also
threatened the oppressors and persecutors that otherwise the hunger
strikes, demonstrations and marches would continue (Soykan and Atasoy,
2015). In response, the State of Bulgaria took counter-measures and
opened fire on the protesters which killed more than 60 Turks and
wounded and ended up with the arrest of hundreds (Simsir, 1986).

4.1989 Migrations to Turkey
After the Turks of Bulgaria started nationwide protests as of May 19, 1989
against the oppression and tyranny applied to them as part of the “Forced
Name Change” operation, President Todor Zhivkov had to make a speech
on May 29, 1989 which was broadcasted by the Bulgarian radio and
television (Lutem, 2012).
In this sense, Zhivkov specified that, supported by foreign forces, some
groups caused disturbance in Turkish settlements after the People’s
Assembly of Bulgaria took decisions as regards to Bulgarian citizenship and
travel abroad (Istinata za Vizroditelniya Protses, 2003). “Order is disturbed
in many villages of the country due to these protests. Certain western radio
stations started a campaign of abuse against Bulgaria on this opportunity.
As it is already known, the government of Bulgaria struggles to create a new
social community. All the public institutions, universities, intellectuals,
villagers, workers, the Party’s local bodies and, in particular, the Central
Committee Politburo of the BCP take part in these attempts.” (Istinata za
Vizroditelniya Protses, 2003).
The Central Committee Secretariat of the BCP analysed the speech made
by Todor Zhivkov on May 29, 1989 through the radio and television of
Bulgaria and addressed a series of instructions as to what measures should
be taken in line with the given messages. On May 30, 1989 which was the
following day of the speech, these instructions and decisions were conveyed
to all the regional, provincial and town committees of the BCP, to
Politburo members and the units that worked on the “Forced Name
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Change” operation under the party (Istinata za Vizroditelniya Protses,
2003).
According to another BCP document, the Central Committee Politburo
of the BCP held a top secret meeting on June 6, 1989 as chaired by Todor
Zhivkov (Kamil, 2018c). Zhivkov was the first to take the floor and said:
“It was I who convened this meeting in order to make an evaluation of the
recent condition in the country. We must work on the “Forced Name
Change” operation instead of holding each other accountable. Let’s look at
what we can do. What is the most important thing? To me, the speech I
made on radio and television was a good movement first of all. The speech
reassured the Bulgarian people. Secondly, we quenched the protests
initiated by the Turks. There is no more protest in the Turkish regions.
They started to submit petitions to emigrate to Turkey instead of causing
disturbance. We must make use of it. We must ensure that at least 200
thousand people migrate to Turkey (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l.
11.). The statistics show that Bulgaria will turn into a Cyprus within a
couple of years if we don’t send the Turks. We can claim that the
atmosphere is calm in the country in general. The protests are over. Only,
there are certain on-going events in Shumen. The number of the people
who submit petitions to emigrate is increasing. Today, their number
amounts to 12 thousand.” (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 12.).
Todor Zhivkov said: “Turkey opened the borders. Please do not dramatize
the developments in Bulgaria. Let anyone who wishes to go leave the
country with their passports. We should stick to our policy. We should ask
Turkey to keep the border open and tell all the Muslims in Bulgaria that
they may go temporarily and/or permanently. However, this should not be
understood as migration. Let’s not use the word ‘migration’. Let’s tell that
those who leave Bulgaria in these days are ultra-nationalists who go to the
Western countries (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 12.). Now that
Turkey has opened the border, let’s make use of it. We should ensure that
the Turks go to Turkey as much as possible. We should take it as an
ordinary situation instead of reflecting it in a hostile manner. The
Communist Party bodies and authorities should not hamper those who go.
I know that local bodies of the party raise difficulties for the Turks. They
don’t want them to go to Turkey. Otherwise, there will be no one to work
in the fields and factories. That’s true. We should take the necessary
measures in this regard…” (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 13.).
Zhivkov continued: “We must take economic, social and political measures
and, at the same time, tell the Turks that they cannot get their passports
unless they finished with their job and harvested the yield in the fields.
Those who wish to go to Turkey shall work like everybody else. This
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country has laws, and they must comply with these laws as long as they are
here. Those who breach them must be severely punished. (Ts. D. A., f. 1,
op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 13.). By the way, we should support and assign trusted
Turks who are members of the party. We should ensure that they are more
courageous and more active. We should also mobilize the other members
of the Communist Party, the Farmers’ Party and the Turks in the other
regions who believe in us” (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 14.).
Furthermore, he said: “Due to the migration of Turkey, yields will not be
harvested in certain regions. Therefore, we should discharge those who are
in military service and let them return to their villages in order to help with
the harvesting. We should immediately discharge the soldiers who can
drive tractors, reaper or similar other vehicles (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e.
3670, l. 14.). We should offer intensive courses on agriculture and
husbandry. Those who take these courses should be sent to required
regions. Also, we should accommodate Bulgarian families in the houses of
the Turks who immigrate to Turkey. We should cover their needs free-ofcharge. Let’s be careful with these measures. In case a panic is caused,
people of Bulgarian origin may also desire to get a passport.” (Ts. D. A., f.
1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 15.).
Todor Zhivkov suggested: “We must resist against the oppression of the
Western countries which criticize us as regards to the minorities in
Bulgaria. There are also minorities in the USA, the United Kingdom,
France and Western Germany. But no one pronounces their identity,
condition, religion or political view. There is no one who meddles with
them. So, why should we let them meddle with us? We have to work in it.
For the sake of strategy, we should tell the Turks whom we changed the
names that they are of Bulgarian origin and that they are back to their roots
now. The important thing is to persuade the people to work in the fields
and factories. Let anyone who wishes to go. We must continue to enforce
our plan on the remaining. We seized the muftiates. We don’t let the head
mufti to speak his opinions. They are right on the one hand, though. We
didn’t recognize their rights. This may cause issues in the future. Do not
dramatize the migration of the Turks to Turkey. We take economic
measures. We will prevent a downfall.” (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670,
l. 16.). Zhivkov gave a break to his speech and asked by how much the
population of the Turks increased in a year. Georgi Tanev replied that the
number was 15 thousand. Thereupon, Zhivkov uttered his concern and
said: “Can you think what will happen after 20 years if the increase is 15
thousand?” D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 17.).
The meeting then focused on economic measures with the speeches
dwelling on the subject. Ivan Panev, a member of the Central Committee
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Politburo of the BCP, specified that the Turkish workers who worked in
the Kremikovtsi factory were sent back to their villages in order to help
with harvesting, and that they submitted petitions to immigrate to Turkey
upon their arrival to the villages. Panev also added that seven of these
wished to emigrate even though they were members of the Communist
Party (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 17-18.).
Among the participants of the meeting, Georgi Stoichkov described the
damage of the migration to agriculture and industry 8700 from Razgrad,
9600 from Varna, 700 from the machinery factory and 460 from the
glassware factory of Dulovo were absent which, as a result, affected
production (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 19.).
Zhivkov instructed that harsh measures are taken against the supporters of
absentee or slowdown strike and, if necessary, blood is shed. He also
recommended that these people should be told they were to pay for the
damage and would not be given their passports which were necessary for
migration (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 19.). It was discussed once
more that the tankers and drivers in the military should be sent to their
villages in order to help with the harvesting of the crops in these regions.
Furthermore, it was agreed that retired people should be employed so as to
cover the healthcare issues which emerged after the migration of Turkish
doctors and nurses from the areas where the Turkish population was dense
(Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 20.).
Pencho Kubadisnki, one of the leading members of the Central Committee
Politburo of the BCP, reflected that he visited Razgrad and Varna recently,
the Turks were hasty to emigrate to Turkey, they struggled to get their
passports as soon as possible so as not to miss the process and 90% of the
population of Beli Dom village, for example, received passports and were
about to go to Turkey. He suggested that these people were asked to harvest
the yield or, otherwise, they would not be able to leave the country (Ts. D.
A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 22.).
Kubadinski indicated that the migration of the Turks to Turkey should
not be prevented but must be properly organized in order to avoid chaos.
He added that it would take a whole year if half of the Turks wished to
leave. Kubadinski said: “According to the news from Varna, the Turks quit
their jobs. They don’t go to work anymore. Some are trying to withdraw
their money from banks. Others are packing up. All want to get their
passports in order not to miss the process. Let’s not stop them. We should
let them go but, for example, let municipalities give their passports. Let’s
give passports only to those who completed their work. Perhaps, everything
will be in order then. Additionally, I heard that the Pomaks are given
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passports to immigrate to Turkey. This is not right. They should also get
permit from municipalities. We get an opportunity after the Turks leave
their homes to emigrate. We can buy these houses at a cheap price. People,
local units or directly the state may purchase these houses.” (Ts. D. A., f.
1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 23-24.).
Kubadinski added: “A certain part of these will return. Again, some of the
Turks around Varna have given petitions that they would not emigrate.
According to what we see, everything will return to normal soon. Let’s not
stop the migration. I predict that around 300 thousand people will
emigrate. It may suggest economic problems but we will overcome in
time.” However, Todor Zhivkov reflected that he believed Turkey would
not accept 300 thousand immigrants (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l.
24.).
In this regard, Kubadinski replied to Zhivkov: “We have set out to a
journey. We currently implement a plan. If Turkey does not open the
gates, we will tell the Turks here that Turkey is to blame and doesn’t want
them. If they go only to return, this time we will tell them ‘You are
Bulgarians, where did you go? We told you not to go.’ It doesn’t matter
whether Turkey accepts them. Let’s continue to send them towards the
border and oppress Turkey to accept them.” (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e.
3670, l. 25.).
The other participant Politburo members also expressed their opinions.
Among these, Petar Dulgerov said that he agrees with Kubadinski’s ideas
and that the migration of the Turks should be concluded as soon as
possible. In this sense, Dulgerov said: A political terror has emerged in
Bulgaria. The protests of the Turks are instigated by Turkey and other
countries. If a great majority of the Turks is sent to Turkey, the supporters
and perpetrators of these protests will also be gone which may help us get
rid of them. Thus we can seep into the remaining families and apply our
policies on them. The migration should continue. We should give them
passports to let them go. We should let them go regardless whether they go
for visiting, traveling or resettling purposes. We should let them go.”
Dulgerov continued: We changed the names of the Pomaks 15 years ago.
Their issue is over. Today, ‘former Bulgarian’ and ‘new Bulgarian’ terms
are in circulation in the Pomak regions. Everything is calm.” (Ts. D. A., f.
1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 27-28.).
Georgi Yordanov, a Politburo member, said that some of the Turkish
teachers who remained in Bulgaria insistently continued to speak Turkish
and that the protests must be quenched with bloodshed as long as they
continue and until the Turks go, be it 100 or 200 thousand. He also stated
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that a great majority of the nationalist Turkish teachers did not and would
not abandon their habits despite their stay in concentration camps and jails
and that they must be sent to Turkey which would be a relief for Bulgaria
only then (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 30.).

5. The Effects of the 1989 Migration on Bulgaria according to
the BCP Documents
The meeting of the Central Committee Politburo of the BCP on June 6,
1989 gave rise to various opinions as regards to the definition of the
migration of the Turks of Bulgaria to Turkey. Varying phrases were
attributed such as “the ‘89 Migration,” “the Great Migration” and “the
Great Trip.” This was first pronounced by Emil Hristov during the
meeting. In his speech, Hristov mentioned his concerns about the
migration. To him, it was necessary to define the migration of the Turks
of Bulgaria to Turkey in consideration of the international law. It would
be to the detriment of Bulgaria if they were called migrants while the
movement was called a migration. Turkey would turn it into an advantage
(Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 31.).
According to Emil Hristov, certain legislations should be made in the
domestic law, the parliament, the council and the Constitution and these
should comply with the international law in order to avoid trouble for
Bulgaria due to the migration and migrants. Therefore, it would be more
accurate to call it a “free travel” rather than “migration.” Once called as
“migration,” a status is given to those who leave the country, and this may
entail certain rights vested by the international law. These may include
their movable and immovable properties, pays against their years of labour
and personal rights. There is neither time nor the economic power to
regulate and grant these rights. Therefore, it would be sufficient to have
them sell or lease their houses or ensure the protection of these houses by
a person whom they would assign (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l. 3233.).
During the same meeting, Nacho Papazov also expressed his opinions and
touched upon a certain subject. “I was in Burgas. There are 70 thousand
Turks there whose names have been changed to Bulgarian ones. However,
there are also 100 thousand Romanis there. Their number amount to 300
thousand in Bulgaria, in total. If we are to remember that Romanis recently
started a political party in Hungary, what should we do if the Romanis here
intend to do the same? The Ministry of Internal Affairs should handle the
problem now in order to avoid a surprise (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670,
l. 35.).
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The Central Committee Politburo of the BCP arranged a meeting on June
7, 1989 as chaired by Todor Zhivkov (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3670, l.
43-109.). During the meeting, Zhivkov reminded the meeting held with
the Politburo members the previous day and asked of the participants their
opinions as regards to how to reflect on the irrepressible desire of the Turks
of Bulgaria to emigrate to Turkey due to the “Forced Name Change”
operation, how the national and international actors would regard these
events and what should be done in order to maintain the migration process
in a controlled way and solve the other issues (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e.
3670, l. 43-52.).
The participants suggested that especially the Turks started to organize
protests and demonstrations in their assigned regions. The participants also
conveyed the information they obtained about the events and measures
taken in response, and made recommendations (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a.
e. 3670, l. 53-109.).
On September 4, 1989, the Central Committee Politburo of the BCP
conveyed the opinions about the present situation of the “Forced Name
Change” operation, the conditions of the Turks of Bulgaria who resisted
and protested against the oppressions and the on-going migrations to
Turkey, to the members in a ‘strictly confidential’ letter. (Ts. D. A., f. 1,
op. 68, a. e. 3748, l. 4-31.). According to the letter, “the issues arising from
the ‘Forced Name Change’ operation are closely-followed by the Central
Committee Politburo of the BCP. Economic, political and other measures
are taken against certain issues that emerged recently. (Kamil, 2018d). In
this sense:
a)

The migration of the Turks of Bulgaria to Turkey continues in a
controlled manner.
b) The migration of the Turks caused difficulties for the Bulgarian
economy. Nevertheless, the implemented policy is an correct
policy.
c) The people of Bulgaria strongly supported the permission given
for the migration of the Turks to Turkey (Ozgur-Baklacioglu,
2012).
d) It is believed that Turkey will close the border due to the
migration of hundreds of thousands of people and that Turgut
Ozal’s government will experience difficult times.
e) It is also predicted that a certain part of the Turks will return.
f) These should be subject to the ideal of creating ‘a Unified
Socialist Bulgarian Community.’ (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e.
3748, l. 4-10.).
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However, September 1989 marks the change of the conjuncture in the
bipolar international system. Protests broken out in Hungary and Poland.
The Warsaw Treaty Organization faltered. The Soviet Union lost its
protective power. Even Moscow was in a difficult position despite the
‘Glasnost’ (openness) and ‘Perestroika’ (reconstruction) policies. It couldn’t
even lend a helping hand to Sofia.
The Central Committee Politburo of the BCP held a top secret meeting
on October 25, 1989 (Kamil, 2018c). In this meeting, Todor Zhivkov
made the closing speech and said: “Comrades! We faced first the
Macedonian issue and now the Turkish issue. This is what the history
writes (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3788, l. 223.). We have to take the
following measures in response to the developments:
a)

The current situation is quite difficult. The Turks of Bulgaria
who migrated to Turkey are used against Bulgaria. This is not
only the case with Turkey but also with the USA as the latter give
voice to the international reactions. We have to be strong.
b) The socialist community ideal did not work in Bulgaria.
c) The economic agreements concluded by Bulgaria are not
performed by the opposite parties. Currently, we cannot receive
radio, television, clock and similar other items which we
previously did from the socialist countries. The USSR, Poland
and Hungary do not trade with us anymore. We also cannot
purchase these from the Eastern Germany.” (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op.
68, a. e. 3788, l. 223.).
Todor Zhivkov continued his speech and said: “It seems that all the
socialist countries are affected by the new developments. A historic process
is of question. Trade cannot be maintained as before. We have to make
reforms. The time is to adapt to the changes and manoeuvre. These
developments are quite different than we have seen thus far. If we don’t
take measures and adapt to the changes, we may lose everything in the
following years including the economy, in particular. We were able to
overcome the difficulties we encountered due to the migration of the Turks
to Turkey. However, we have to raise 300 million dollars as of January 1,
1990 in order to save the economy. How can we find it? If we can’t, it
means that we will go bankrupt. Apart from these, we also have to make
reforms in the political system. First of all, we have to amend the
Constitution and the Communist Party Bylaws. We have to achieve these
until the end of the year.” (Ts. D. A., f. 1, op. 68, a. e. 3788, l. 226-230.).
Apparently, Zhivkov realized his helplessness and escalating loneliness. In
the fall of 1989, no one was left behind who would support him or act as
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an ally (Baeva, 2005). On November 10, 1989, the Central Committee
Politburo of the BCP held an extended meeting and requested his
resignation. Thus, the offices of Todor Zhivkov were terminated after he
served as the Secretary General of the Central Committee of the BCP and
27 years as the President. Later on, he was arrested on January 18, 1990
due to the allegations against him (Baeva, 2006).
Following his overthrow, the Central Committee of the BCP convened a
meeting with broad participation and analysed the “Forced Name Change”
process (Vizroditelniyat Protses, 2009). During the meeting, a speech was
made by Alexandar Lilov, a member of the Central Committee Politburo
of the BCP, whose views would later be discussed and implemented in the
Republic of Bulgaria where a new political regime was flourishing
(Vizroditelniyat Protses, 2009). Lilov stressed that the Central Committee
Politburo of the BCP had to review the activities conducted until then in
terms of the international developments, a demanding process was awaiting
Bulgaria and urgent political reforms were required. He said:
a)

A brittle process is in question. This process resembles a bomb
which about to go off. Bulgaria may fall into the hands of extreme
groups unless initiatives are taken on time. The society is divided
in two. National and ethnic tensions may deteriorate the unity
and solidarity of the country.
b) The Todor Zhivkov regime left us a wreck of a country. It is not
possible to solve these issues within 24 hours or with a generation.
Whatever the circumstances may be, history shows us that these
severe conditions are eliminated after painful efforts
(Vizroditelniyat Protses, 2009).

Therefore, certain urgent measures must be taken in order to save Bulgaria
from the current chaos. In this sense, the following should be considered;
a)

Initiated against the Turks of Bulgaria in order to create a
“Unified Socialist Bulgarian Community,” the “Forced Name
Change” operation must be stopped with the names reinstated.
b) The activities concerning the Turkish minority must continue in
order to create a contemporary, democratic and civil Socialist
Bulgaria.
c) It is necessary to ensure the indivisible integrity of the state in
order to secure the national interests ad security of Bulgaria.
d) The relations with Turkey must be restored and the issues caused
by the Todor Zhivkov regime must be immediately solved in
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order to avoid an international loneliness (Vizroditelniyat Protses,
2009).
In this meeting, the other participant Politburo members also expressed
their opinions. Prescribing that the operations of the Zhivkov regime
against the minorities of Bulgaria were unacceptable and the violated
constitutional rights of the Bulgarian citizens must be reinstated, the
statements of Alexandar Lilov was accepted without any alteration (Baeva,
2009). The same day, these recommendations were rendered the decisions
of the Central Committee Politburo of the BCP (Vizroditelniyat Protses,
2009). Thus, Bulgaria abandoned the assimilation policy forced against the
Turks with which the Turks were allowed to retrieve their names and many
other minority groups had their rights reinstated (Dimitrov, 2001). Todor
Zhivkov was arrested with the impeachment of promoting ethnic hatred
and hostility (Mazower, 2014), and a new period commenced for Bulgaria
(Hacisalihoglu and Ersoy-Hacisalihoglu, 2012).

Conclusion
Thousands of documents and, in particular, the meeting minutes of the
Central Committee Politburo of the BCP were examined, and especially
those representing the speeches, recommendations and instructions of
Todor Zhivkov were analysed as part of this study.
A review of these BCP documents reveals all the stages of the “Forced
Name Change” operation which the political power in Bulgaria imposed
on the Turks of Bulgaria in order to create a “Unified Socialist Bulgarian
Community.” The events that occurred before, during and after this
operation, the measures against these events and the achievements and
failures were provided in these documents. It is doubtless that these bear a
historical significance for the next generations.
In this context, the “Forced Name Change” operation was accepted
directly by Zhivkov which was supported by the Central Committee
Politburo of the BCP, the party’s local organizations, the military, the
police and the intelligence units. The operation commenced in the winter
of 1984 while the reactions of the Turks were suppressed within a short
time with oppression and tyranny. During the following period, the
“Forced Name Change” operation was extended across Bulgaria and
completed in the spring of 1985. Throughout the process, the Turks who
resisted the change of their names with active and passive demonstrations
were arrested and imprisoned in various jails across Bulgaria including, in
particular, the Belene camp. Similarly, the notable Turkish intellectuals
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were exiled to the various cities of the country, banned from practicing
their professions and employed in various jobs.
Unable to bear with the oppression and tyranny anymore, the Turks of
Bulgaria organized in order to demand their names back and seek their
rights and freedoms with the support of national and international
organizations. These ventures turned into demonstrations, protests, strikes,
meetings and marches, and the Turks initiated a struggle for identity in
order to escape assimilation in Bulgaria. The struggles yielded result, and
the Turks of Bulgaria were allowed to immigrate to Turkey.
The communist regime of Todor Zhivkov was overthrown on November
10, 1989. Alexandar Lilov, a member of the Politburo, articulated that the
Zhivkov regime was a dictatorship and that the “Forced Name Change”
operation against the Turks was incorrect, and requested that the names of
the Turks should be returned.
For Bulgaria, the most striking event in this period was May 1989 which
led 310 thousand Turks of Bulgaria to emigrate to Turkey. In fact,
November 10, 1989 would not take place and the journey to the
democratization of Bulgaria would not be initiated without the May 1989
resistance of the Turks. Here, it was proven once more that minorities that
lived as a community did not lose their national identities and religious
beliefs. The assimilation operations against the Turks of Bulgaria failed to
produce the intended end.
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Introduction
The discovery of crude oil in the Middle East region has made this region
even more important in the international arena. Since the second half of
the 19th century, petroleum and its derivatives achieved an unstoppable
rise in many areas from transportation to industry, from communication
to agriculture (Acar, 2007: 29). Apart from its strategic location, the
importance of the region, fertile agricultural lands, Euphrates and Tigris
rivers have made this region attractive (Trip, 2000: 8) . The fertile
farmland and water resources of ancient Iraq provided ecological and
economic advantages for establishing the first major cities (Izady, 2004:
107). There were also large oil resources in the north of Mosul. Mosul,
which was under the rule of the Ottoman Empire for four centuries until
the end of the First World War, came under the control of the British with
the Mudros Armistice Agreement. Even during this period, the British
knew very well how valuable Mosul was for them with its rich oil fields.
Political agents, who brought daily news from the region to London,
pointed out that besides its oil wealth and strategic importance, it was also
important with its coal, tobacco and grain sources (Öke, 1995: 51).
The first regulation regarding oil in the Ottoman Empire was made in
1868. When the British ambassador asked for permission to carry out
archaeological excavations in these lands, which the British ambassador
described as "the greatest civilization cradle in history", Sultan Abdulhamid
understood the importance of the region in those days and deeded Mosul
and its surroundings (Ediger, 2007: 176). The Ottoman Empire while
weakening in the 19th century began to give the privilege of underground
and surface resources to different states. British, German and American
investors tried to obtain railway concessions with railway construction,
which was an important investment sector of this period (Gruen, 2004:
110). In this way, they started to spread throughout the country and legally
obtained the privilege of mining in the areas where the railways passed. The
aim of the European countries was to create zones of influence for
themselves with the construction of railways in the Ottoman Empire. This
situation, which used to be in favor of the French and the British, has
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developed in favor of Germany since 1889 (Rathmann, 2001: 35).
Germany, which had just completed its union at the end of this century,
turned its eyes to this region; where there are rich mineral resources, in
order to find the necessary raw materials for its industry. For this purpose,
German experts visited the Mosul and Kirkuk regions in 1871 and
determined that there was plenty of oil there (Earle, 2003: 22).
One of the most important reasons for Britain's entry into the First World
War was the possibility of approaching the Persian Gulf with the
construction of the "Berlin-Baghdad railway, and the possibility of the
British Empire's road to India to be endangered and at the same time the
Mosul oil to be smuggled out. To remedy this situation, Britain clashed
with Germany and eventually the British had succeeded (Melek, 1983: 9).
The fact that Egypt and the Suez Canal were in the hands of Britain left
the connection of the Ottoman Empire with the holy lands to the hands
of imperialist Britain. With the Hejaz railway project completed in 1908,
the Ottoman Empire tried to establish its connection with the holy lands
without being dependent on anyone's initiative (Gülsoy, 1994: 50).

1. Oil During the First World War
The importance of oil was noticed after the second half of the 19th century,
and its importance in terms of world geopolitics was understood during
the First World War. While Britain, France and Germany were initially in
the Ottoman Empire for this purpose, America, which entered a rapid
imperialism process at the beginning of the 20th century, was also
participating in the competition. After the Armistice of Mudros, Ottoman
lands became the battleground of the main oil-seeking and producing
states, leaving the hands of the Ottoman Empire. What started as a railway
project initially turned into an oil concession project after the First World
War. During the First World War, the letter written by Sir Maurice
Hankey, one of the British War Cabinet Ministers, to the British Foreign
Minister Arthur Balfour, clearly reveals his thoughts on oil regions: “In a
future war, oil will be where coal is in today's war, or at least in parallel
with coal. The places under our control where we can get oil with great
potential are Iran and Mesopotamia. Therefore, our control over these two
sources of oil should be the prime objective Britain expects from the war."
Thus, oil became Britain's most important post-war strategy (Venn, 1990:
165).
Exploration, production, transportation and processing of petroleum
began to be provided through companies established in this period.
Companies representing German-British-Dutch-American interests
competed for the privilege of oil exploration under the construction of
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railways. Britain tried to create a large "British Oil Company" during and
after the war, but this policy was found to be ineffective against American
companies. The largest of the established companies was Standard Oil, an
American company founded in 1870 (Jones, 1982: 107). Mesopotamia
was also a place where American companies pursued oil concessions due to
the oil shortage in America. British Shell, founded in 1833, and the Royal
Dutch Company, founded in 1890, united against the Standard Oil
Company in 1907, but were divided into small companies by court
decision in 1911 (Yergin, 2003: 98). D'arcy Group was initially founded
by Knox D'arcy in Britain in 1849, and obtained the permission to explore
and extract oil in Iran, and became a concessionaire in the field that could
work in two-thirds of the country's entire land. Within the plans to meet
the future oil needs of Britain, an agreement was made with Burmah Petrol
under British pressure (Yergin, 2003: 182). Later, the company turned
into a partnership with the name of Anglo-Persian Oil Company. After
being accepted to Iraq, American-British relations revolved around oil
(Jones, 1982: 107).
In 1909, an American cartel joined the race to develop Ottoman resources
in Mesopotamia with the first Chester project. The American embassy,
originally located in Istanbul, called the 'J.G. White and Company' had
supported the Anglo-American company represented by Dr. Bruce
Glasgow, but White was eliminated from the race when Chester offered
the Ottomans a better offer. Moreover, the young Turkish government
seemed to support American investments rather than European
investments because of the 'Great Power' concern. In 1910, the American
embassy was preparing to oppose the Turks for a concession to the Chester
cartel (now the Ottoman-American Development Company, New Jersey).
But meanwhile, the Germans began to oppose Chester on the grounds that
he was a branch of Standard Oil. At the same time, the Ottoman Minister
of Defense was opposed to the concession, because of the article that "if
mineral and oil deposits are not found within sixteen months, the railway
to be built by Chester will not be built" (Tejiran, 2004: 117).
However, the Turkish Grand National Assembly Government announced
on 18 December 1923 that it had terminated the agreement due to the
continuing frictions within the Chester group, the pressure exerted on the
US government by the American oil group that wanted to get a share of
Mosul oil and continuing its negotiations with the Turkish Petroleum
Company. One of the most important reasons for this termination;
Despite the Ankara Government's agreement with the American investors
to re-include Mosul within the borders of Turkey before the Lausanne
Conference; was that it did not find the support expected from the USA at
the conference (Sükan Yavuz, 2003: 545-553). The Turkish side, which
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showed its firm stance that the concessions issue should not be included in
the agreement to be signed, signed the Treaty of Lausanne on July 24,
1923, and the agreement did not include any regulation on concessions
and privileged companies.
Competition for Mesopotamian oil continued between the four groups.
The Germans had prioritized the Baghdad-Berlin railway agreement with
the railway company owned by Deutsche Bank, and the mining, including
oil, in an area of 20 km on each side of the line. The British-backed D'arcy
group was working to get the Mesopotamian oil concession. Another group
were Americans who wanted to get a railroad concession through Admiral
C. Chester. Apart from the three groups, Gulbenkian was also fighting for
Mesopotamian oil. Gulbenkian, who was the financial advisor at the
embassies of the Ottoman Empire in London and Paris at that time; He
acted as an intermediary and consultant in the establishment of the Britishowned "National Bank of Turkey", which would increase Britain's
initiative on the Ottoman lands, and in a short time became one of the
largest investors. However, he was trying to persuade the bank, which
could not find its expectations in the sector, to enter the oil business. In
1912, Gulbenkian's efforts yielded results, and the conflicts of interest were
reconciled at one point, and a company called Turkish Petroleum
Company was established, in an environment of fierce struggle that the
Germans also entered through Glasgow and Chester. It is Calouste Sarkis
Gulbenkian who arranged all the works and carried out the establishment
of the company (Hewins, 1957:17). Born in Turkey in 1869, the son of a
wealthy family, Gulbenkian was a born oilman. He studied in London,
studied in the oil fields for a while with the help of Alexandre Mantachoff,
one of his father's partners and one of the biggest oil merchants in the Baku
region, in Baku, where he was sent by his father after his graduation. By
the age of 22 he had become one of the world's leading oil experts. He was
given the duty by the Ottoman government to investigate whether there
was oil in Mosul through the Minister of the Treasury, and he reported to
the government that "Mosul is full of oil," in line with the information he
gathered from the engineers working in Mosul (Hewins, 1957: 17). He
pioneered the establishment of an international union between British and
German oil companies and mediated the establishment of the Turkish
Petroleum Company. He participated in the negotiations with the British
with the Ottoman delegation and made oil agreements (Ediger, 2007:
309).
With the agreement signed after long negotiations, the shares initially held
by the National Bank of Turkey and Gulbenkian were transferred to the
Anglo-Persian Oil Company (APOC). On March 19, 1914, the
establishment of the company was ensured with the Foreign Office
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Agreement signed by the Ottoman Grand Vizier. According to the
agreement; It became a partnership in which the D'Arcy group participated
with 50%, Deutshe Bank and Anglo-Saxon petroleum Company with
25% each. Gulbenkian was also given 5% of the shares of D'Arcy group
and Deutsche Bank, and he was given the name "Mr. Five percent" because
of this share (Yergin, 2003: 240).
At the end of the First World War, the winners of the war were the oilbearing regions on the territory of the Ottoman Empire, which they had
taken under their influence by sometimes competing and establishing
partnerships. The San Remo Petroleum Treaty, signed at the San Remo
Conference in 1920, gave France a share in the potential oil output in
Mesopotamia, and Britain the right to lay pipelines in Syria and establish
port facilities in the Mediterranean. Meanwhile, America was not involved
in oil exploration in the Ottoman Empire. The British insisted on the
Mesopotamian concessions of the Ottoman Turkish Petroleum
partnership. In 1922, under the leadership of W.C. Teagle from Standard
Oil, the American Group started negotiations with the Turkish Petroleum
Partnership. In December, an agreement was reached to provide a 24
percent stake to American Group, Anglo Persian Oil Company, Royal
Dutch Shell and the French, and 4 percent to Calouste Gulbenkian.
Another agreement signed in 1924 changed the share of major partners to
23.75 and Gulbenkian's share to 5, and the American Group changed its
name to Near East Development Corporation (Tejiran, 2004: 158).
The Chester Railway project, which Britain and France were closely
interested in, was planned to be established in 1908 but was not concluded
in the Parliament and could not be implemented, was established in 1922
in Delaware with "Ottoman American Development". The impressions of
Gillespie, the US trade attaché in Istanbul, at the end of his visit to Ankara
at this time, were extremely positive: Turks will both relieve their financial
problems by providing economic privilege and priority to the United
States, and will be able to support the European Union at the future peace
conference. They aimed to prevent the powers from claiming economic
and commercial rights from their countries. The fact that the American
government would not interfere in Turkey's internal affairs on behalf of
the American capital was another factor that brought the Turks closer to
the project (Can, 2000: 215).
The United States was the world's most important oil producer during
World War I. It met 64% of world production in 1913, 65% in 1914,
67% in 1915, 69% in 1917 and 73% in 1918 (Kent, 1976:204). But the
war industry required larger quantities of oil, and civilian demand was also
increasing. Between 1916 and 1918 the number of cars nearly doubled.
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During the cold winter of 1917-1918, a lack of coal led to oil substitution,
and oil prices soared from $0.81 a barrel in 1914 to $1.91 a barrel in 1918.
As a precaution, private car use was prohibited on Sundays (Yergin, 1991:
178). By the 1920s, there was a strong opinion in the US public that the
country's oil reserves were running out (Yergin, 1991: 190).
The need for oil of the USA increased its interest in the oil of Turkey and
the region, and this situation was disturbing the British. According to the
British High Commissioner in Istanbul, the Americans, who were closely
interested in the oil resources they believed to be found in the eastern
provinces of Anatolia as well as the Caucasus and Iran, therefore established
close relations with Turkey and increased their activities there (Can, 2000:
216).
Americans were making every effort to enter the Middle East oil region
(Kent, 1993:155). Over time, Britain, thinking that the Mosul problem
could not be solved by excluding the Americans, tried to reconcile
American companies with British interests.
In 1922, American companies were invited to take part in the "Turkish
Petroleum Company." These companies created the 'Near East
Development Authority' to protect their own interests. The American
participants differed over time, at first six companies (Atlantic Refining,
Gulf Refining, Mexican Petroleum, Sinclair Consolidated Oil, Standard
Oil of New Jersey (Socony Vacuum) bought the others. After years of
negotiations, the 31st July 1928 “Red Line” agreement was in place: Royal
Dutch/Shell, Anglo-Persian, French and American partnership each
received a 23.75 percent stake. The remaining 5 percent was given to Mr.
Gulbenkian, who later sold this share to the French (Gruen, 2004: 117).
Leaving aside the desire for power, which we can call imperialism in the
crudest sense, for Britain and France oil was the main factor that guided
the Middle East policies from the beginning to the end, just like America.
Even events that seemed to have no direct relevance, such as the Greek
landings in western Anatolia or the Zionist settlements in Palestine, were
viewed from London as parts of the great chess game revolving around oil
(Yerasimos, 1987: 17).
France did not have a problem with oil resources until the beginning of
1917. On 16 November 1917; When Georges Clemenceau became prime
minister, he allegedly stated that he could "always buy the oil for himself
and for France's use" (Frank, 2005: 173). By 1918, oil would be vital.
However, the United States was able to supply its ships with the necessary
oil. Clemenceau attended the “Comité Général du Pétrolé” meeting on 14
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November; He would ask President Wilson for an urgent need for oil, extra
tanker tonnage, and at the end of his speech he would mention that oil will
be as important as blood tomorrow (Wilson, 1931: 16). The Allies were
dependent on US resources throughout the war. After the war, it became
clear that oil was going to be even more important.

2. Mosul Oil
Before World War I, Mosul had been the subject of competition between
Britain, France, Germany, and even the United States for its oil. Sir Arnold
Wilson, the British occupation commander during the war, wrote in his
memoirs that he was in contact with the British government about the need
to occupy the Mosul province. According to him, Mosul should be
occupied by Britain or France and only in this way will the hostilities come
to an end (Fieldhouse, 2006:84). Basra, Baghdad, Mosul provinces should
be under the same government (Melek, 1983: 24). According to the SykesPicot Agreement, which was carried out for this purpose and included the
Mosul region; The Arab region was to be made a mandate, the region
between Iran and Palestine and Southern Iraq will be taken by Britain;
France was to take Syria, Adana, Mersin, Harput and Mosul (Nowell,
1994: 99). As a result of Britain's dissatisfaction with the situation, they
agreed among themselves even before the Paris Peace Conference began,
and France took some important regions and some privileges, and the
Mosul region was out of control (George, 1938:1038). According to Lloyd
George; he had given Syria to France in exchange for Mosul. Giving Syria
to France was accepted in London, but Mosul should have been a part of
Mesopotamia (Armaoğlu, 1991: 321). At the San Remo Conference,
France ceded it to Britain in return for supporting itself in the Middle East.
Britain then took the mandate over Iraq in San Remo, under the protection
of the League of Nations (Polk, 2005: 75).
While Basra, Baghdad and Mosul, which were ruled by the Ottoman
Empire as three provinces, were transformed into a modern Iraqi state
under the British mandate in 1920, the multiple identity of the Iraqi
population in terms of ethnicity, religion, and language was ignored.
Britain found it appropriate to rule Iraq as a single unit and named the
country Iraq, which is an Arabic name. But it was not easy for Britain to
establish dominance in Iraq, which reflected a snapshot of the Middle East.
Britain has made efforts to centralize Iraq through the Indian High
Commission (Fromkin, 1991: 146).
According to the Treaty of Sèvres; France and Britain shared Turkish lands
as specified in the Sykes-Picot Agreement. Mandate governments would be
established in Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine and Çukurova. The Arab
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provinces in the south were given to foreign mandates. The Eastern regions
of the Ottoman Empire would become the States of Armenia and
Kurdistan (Toynbee, Kirkwood, 2009:93). Britain took all oil rights in
Mesopotamia (Earle, 2003: 330).
Before the Lausanne Peace Treaty, in the search for a solution to the Mosul
problem in 1922, solution methods for military operations were
considered, and Turkey decided to make an operation in Mosul. However,
with the start of the Conference, it was desired to give up military methods
for a while and focus on diplomatic methods (Öke, 1992: 147).
Turkey, Britain, France, Japan, Greece and Yugoslavia participated in the
Lausanne Conference and the Soviets and Bulgarians joined when Straits
issue was discussed while America had only observers attending.
Negotiations were held in two terms, the first term started on 20
November 1922 and ended on 4 February 1923, the second term
negotiations started on 23 April 1923 and ended on 24 July 1923. The
Mosul issue was one of the most difficult issues to resolve in Lausanne.
Despite the fact that the problem was presented as a border problem by the
British during the conference, it was a part of the homeland for Turkey.
The issue of Mosul and the Turkey-Iraq border was discussed in bilateral
meetings, apart from the conference agenda, and no agreement was reached
in the negotiations that lasted until 23 January 1923 (Şimşir, 1990: 344).
Thereupon, the problem was brought to the commission and the search
for a solution continued.
Discussions on the Mosul issue came to the fore in the first session on 23
January 1923. British Foreign Minister Lord Curzon put forward the issue
as the Turkey-Iraq border issue, while İsmet Pasha, representing the
Turkish side, opposed this view and explained that Mosul is Turkish
territory and the problem is to determine the fate of the people living there
for ethnographic, political and historical reasons. According to the Turkish
thesis, Turks and Kurds constitute around four-fifths of the Mosul
Province population, while Arabs and non-Muslims make up only onefifth. According to the figures given by the British; The Arab population
constitutes the majority, the Kurds are of Turanian descent, and therefore
it does not make sense to consider the region as a Turkish homeland
(Meray, 1993: 344).
Turkey defended the necessity of keeping Mosul in Turkey, basing this on
five basic reasons: ethnographic, political, historical, geographical and
economic, military and strategic. According to the Turkish view; Mosul
remained under Turkish rule uninterruptedly throughout the 11th
century. It is connected to Mediterranean ports and Anatolia. It has a
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similar appearance to Anatolia in terms of geographical conditions and
climate. Turks and Kurds constitute more than four-fifths of the
population of Mosul. Accordingly, there are 146,960 Turks, 263,830
Kurds, 43,210 Arabs, 18,000 Yezidis, 186,000 Arabs, and 31,000
Christians in Mosul. According to the British view, there are 66,000 Turks,
455,000 Kurds, 186,000 Arabs, 62,000 Christians and 17,000 Jews
(Meray, 1993: 343). The failure of the conference caused the issue to be
transferred to the League of Nations. Britain applied to the League of
Nations on 6 August 1924 and requested that the Mosul issue be included
in the agenda of the first meeting to be held. Turkey's proposal to hold a
plebiscite in the region was not accepted by the British.
On 30 September 1924, the League of Nations decided to establish a
commission to examine the Mosul issue. The Commission prepared a
report on 16 July 1925 and submitted it to the League of Nations Council.
According to the report, it would be beneficial not to divide the disputed
land in terms of the interests of the people. For this reason, the Brussels
line should be the border, and the south will be left to Iraq (Shields, 2004:
54), which is the mandate of Britain, which has the opportunity to develop
the region. This mandate will last for 25 years and it should be ensured
that Kurdish is accepted as the official language by appointing officers from
the Kurds for the execution of justice in the administration of the country
and the education in schools. Without these, it was clear that the Kurds
would prefer the Turks (Öke, 1995: 154).
In the second session, İsmet Pasha put detailed explanations forward; Even
if the British figures were accepted, it would be wrong to give the region to
the Arabs, who made up a quarter of the population. Again, Curzon
replied; He argued that the Turks were one twelfth of the population, so it
would be wrong to give the region to the Turks. He explained in detail that
Turkey's decision to take a mandate administration without its own
knowledge is contrary to Article 22 of the League of Nations and is
therefore null and void. He repeated his thesis that the issue is not an oil
issue for Turkey, but a homeland issue. Britain, as a mandated state on
behalf of Iraq, objected to this thesis. Thereupon, with the 3rd Article of
the Treaty of Lausanne, the solution of this issue was left to Turkish-British
bilateral negotiations to be resolved within nine months (Meray, 2001:
152-206).
The next negotiations started with the Istanbul Conference on 19 May
1924 and continued until 5 June. It was not possible to reach an
agreement, as the parties did not change their positions in Lausanne.
Turkey again insisted that Mosul and Sulaymaniyah remain within
Turkish borders (Armaoğlu, 1993: 322).
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The Mosul Issue caused conflicts between Lord Curzon and British Prime
Minister Bonar Law. Because Law was not in favor of the British staying
in Iraq any longer, and he realized that with the French occupation of the
Ruhr, tensions had arisen between Britain and France. Therefore, he
thought that it was not necessary to face a new war with the concern of oil
alone. He was also very worried about the risk of the conference falling
apart because of the Mosul issue, and he thought that the whole world
would think they were rejecting peace because of oil, which would be the
worst thing that could happen to Britain (Demirci, 2013: 134). There
were three main issues that the Lausanne Peace Treaty left unresolved: the
Mosul dispute with Britain, various issues with France, especially the
Ottoman debts, and the exchange of people with Greece. The Mosul Issue,
which could not be resolved in Lausanne, was left to post-Lausanne when
Ismet Pasha suggested that it be removed from the conference program to
be resolved within a year, with a letter written by Ismet Pasha (Meray,
2001: 342).
According to the Treaty of Lausanne, if the bilateral negotiations did not
yield results, the issue would be taken to the League of Nations. Due to the
uncompromising attitude of Britain, the problem could not be resolved in
the Golden Horn Conference. Britain took the issue to the League of
Nations on 6 August 1924, but the Nestutis rebelled in the Hakkari region
on 7 August right after. The Mosul issue began to be discussed in the
League of Nations Assembly on 20 September 1924. The Turkish side
repeated its view on holding a plebiscite, but Britain persisted in its
previous view that the issue was only a border issue between Turkey and
Iraq. Armed conflicts began to take place in the Anglo-Turkish region in
the Mosul region. After the disagreement could not be reached, Turkey
applied to the League of Nations for the determination of a temporary
border line and on 29 October 1924, the temporary border line was
determined and the parties were asked to comply with the determined
border line. After the parties declared that they would comply with this,
the problem was temporarily resolved and the Investigation Commission
was able to perform its duties. While evaluating Turkey's international
relations in a speech he delivered in the Grand National Assembly of
Turkey on 1 November 1924, Mustafa Kemal expressed his hope that the
League of Nations would act fairly and see Turkey's justification in the
Mosul issue (Kültür Bakanlığı, 1994: 44).
The Investigation Commission submitted its report to the League of
Nations in September 1925. In its report, the commission stated that the
people of Mosul wanted to remain independent without joining any party.
Despite this, the Commission made the following recommendations to the
Assembly of the Society: 1- Mosul will be considered a part of Iraq and
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Iraq will be placed under British mandate for 25 years. 2- The border line
between Turkey and Iraq will be the line determined in Brussels. These
recommendations of the commission caused strong reactions and
objections from both the Turkish people and the Turkish representatives
in Geneva. The Assembly accepted this decision of the Investigation
Commission on 16 December 1925 (Gönlübol; Sar, 1990: 72).
Turkey harshly criticized this attitude of the League of Nations and stated
that the decision was contrary to the Treaty of Lausanne and conveyed this
message to the whole world on 16 March 1925 with a diplomatic note
(Uluğbay, 2003: 440). More important than its consequences was the
dismantling of simple, two-element mindsets about this population. The
League of Nations assumed that one's ethnic identity determined their
political outlook. When asked whether you are a Turk or an Iraqi, people
wanted more answer options. Being Turkish was fine, but if a Mosul citizen
opposed secularism, they denied all ties to Atatürk's new regime. Similarly,
Arab nationalists preferred Turkish rule rather than Iraq being ruled by a
foreign army. But the whole project of "determining Mosul", the problem
that became the "Mosul Issue", arose from European assumptions such as
the state system, state structure and belonging. These assumptions insisted
that Mosul should had only one identity, that the borders of the nation
and state should intersect, and that states should be mutually independent.
All of these assumptions made Mosul a problem. When the problem was
"solved", this set of assumptions shattered Mosul's economy and was
replaced by the oil economy (Shields, 2004: 58).
If United States supported Turkey’s thesis and the Mosul region was ceded
to Turkey, the oil privilege United States would gain would only be within
the framework of the Chester Project. If Mosul is left to Iraq, Turkish
Petroleum Co. then United States would operate all Mesopotamian oil.
On the other hand, companies that negotiated with the British for a share
of Mesopotamian oil, especially the American oil giant Standard Oil Co.
were the country's leading oil companies, and they were putting pressure
on their governments not to leave Mosul to Turkey. Meanwhile France;
Due to its 25% stake in Turkish Petroleum Co., supported Britain, who
did not want to leave Mosul in Lausanne, in exchange for the protection
of its interests in Mesopotamia (Uluğbay, 1995: 195-205).
The problem was resolved with the Ankara Agreement of 5 June 1926
between the parties. The first section of the agreement, which consists of
three parts, is gathered under the title of “The Border Between Turkey and
Iraq”, the second part under the title of “Good Neighborhood Relations
Between Turkey and Iraq, and the third part under the title of “General
Provisions” (Soysal, 2000: 317).
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At the end of this agreement, Turkey was to receive a 10% share from the
oil produced by Turkish Petroleum in the territory of Iraq, as well as from
the profits that will be made by the companies that will export oil and their
sub-companies, and from the profit that will be given to the Iraqi State by
the auxiliary companies that can be established. With an additional
protocol to the agreement, Britain offered to pay Turkey 500,000 pounds
in exchange for oil shares. However, Turkey did not accept the offer of
500,000 pounds and continued to own 10% of Mosul oil for 25 years
(Yazıcı, 2010: 59).
Foreign Minister Tevfik Rüştü Aras, in his speech at the Grand National
Assembly of Turkey on 7 June 1926, stated that the Republic of Turkey
made sacrifices on land for world peace, the independence of the East and
Iraq, and the improvement of relations with Britain. The Mosul problem
also negatively affected the France-Turkey relations; France did not ratify
the Friendship and Good Neighborhood Agreement signed with Turkey
on 30 May 1926 before the problem was resolved (Saray, 2006: 105). As a
result; The League of Nations' decision to cede Mosul to Iraq was not due
to Iraq or Britain being right. Essentially, the Association Council is a
political body. Despite the opinion of the Permanent International Court
of Justice, the decisions taken in this body are under the influence of
political interests. While the Mosul issue was being discussed in the
Assembly, Britain was one of the most influential members of the League
and a permanent member of the Assembly. In response, Turkey was not
even a member of the League of Nations. This situation has an important
role in the decision of the Assembly against Turkey (Uzgel; Kürkçüoğlu,
2001: 267).

3. Oil Policies After the First World War
In the years following the war, worldwide competition in the oil fields had
reached its peak. There were great struggles between British companies and
American companies over Iranian oil. After the great economic crisis of
1929, competition increased even more, while companies needed the
protection of their governments, and governments wanted companies to
act according to the interests of the country. Oil-supplying countries also
complained that the payments were low under these conditions. In Iran,
Shah Reza Pahlavi ended the concessions of the Anglo-Persian Company
on 16 November 1932 due to the low payments made by the companies
to the Iranian government. But behind the company were the big world
giants of that period. After long negotiations, a new deal was made. The
company's privileges were slightly reduced and 20% of its shares were given
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to Iran. An example of the nationalization of foreign oil companies
occurred in Mexico. One of the foreign companies producing oil in this
country was a British company. Britain's embargo on Mexican oil was not
very effective. After long negotiations, Mexico nationalized its oil by paying
30 million dollars to the British company.
In addition to the concession agreements signed with Iran and Iraq before
the Second World War, concession agreements were signed with Bahrain,
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, Oman, and the United Arab Emirates. The
big oil companies that got the concession later established their own
subsidiaries for the purpose of exploration and development and made the
region strategic (Mosley, 1973: 55-63).
Since the early 1940s, significant amounts of oil had been produced in
Saudi Arabia. Since then, America has started to provide military aid to
this country, considering the importance of the security of Saudi oil. Saudi
oil has been the target of Germany and its allies since the first years of the
Second World War. Germany did not want to be dependent on oil imports
during the war years. By developing the technology to produce oil from
coal, they were able to produce a significant amount of oil, but this amount
could only meet half of their needs. The main aim of the Germans was to
reach the Caucasus oil via Russia. Germany then planned to invade India
and invade Iran and Iraq. The Germans, besieging the city of Stalingrad,
withdrew unsuccessfully. The lack of sufficient oil resources was the most
important reason for the defeat. Western countries, on the other hand,
relied on American oil. A very important part of the oil consumed by the
Allied countries during the war came from the United States (Klare, 2004:
10). Towards the end of the Second World War, the United Kingdom did
not approach America's desire to share the world oil market with Britain
positively. America also did not want to share Saudi oil.
Not only oil production, but also oil transportation routes were under the
control of Western countries. The USA came to the Suez Canal region after
the war. Its aim was to control Saudi oil (Roberts, 2004: 99). The struggles
of Britain, France and Israel in the region lasted until 1957. The 1956 Suez
War ended the presence of Britain and France in Egypt and the Suez Canal,
and stopped the oil flow for a while, strengthening Nasser. On the other
hand, Britain and France were replaced by the USA and the Soviet Union,
and the idea that Israel's Western imperialism was the jumping-off point
in the Middle East emerged. The Egyptian government announced that
after the war ended, the Suez Canal administration passed to the Egyptian
government (Uçarol, 2013: 963).
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During the war years, it was understood that oil reserves decreased after
overproduction and could be depleted in the future. Oil had become a
strategic issue for USA. After the war, there was a major oil crisis in Europe.
One dimension of the USA’s Marshall Plan that came into play at the time
was about getting Europe enough oil. In the 1950s, reactions against
foreign oil companies increased in oil-producing countries. Mexico
nationalized its oil, and Venezuela made a deal to split oil revenues in half
with foreign companies. Before long, Saudi Arabia and the Americandominated company Aramco signed a similar agreement. In 1951, the
Mutual Defense Cooperation Agreement was signed between the United
States and Saudi Arabia. Oil and defense issues were carried out together,
and the Middle East was armed against a possible Soviet threat.
Between 1945 and 1950, the Anglo-Persian British Company had earned
£250 million, and the share of the Iranian state had fallen to £90 million.
The goal of the strengthening nationalist movements in Iran was to obtain
oil concessions and nationalize oil. One of the first decisions taken by
Mossadegh, who was appointed as prime minister in April 1951, was to
nationalize oil. The Anglo-Persian Company, whose facilities were
confiscated, began to strive for the overthrow of the Iranian government
and the appointing of a government that would get along well with them.
President Eisenhower's response to Iranian Prime Minister Mossadegh's
request for economic aid by visiting the United States was clearly negative
(Prados, 1996, p. 95). Unable to find the economic support he expected
from USA, Mossadegh started trade negotiations with the Soviet Union.
The process that brought General Fazullah Zahidi, known for his loyalty
to USA, to the prime ministership has begun.
Since the 1950s, the Soviet Union had increased its oil export capacity and
became an important exporter in the international arena. Targeting the oil
industry created by American and British oil companies, the Soviet Union's
policy of selling cheap oil had deeply shaken the relations between the
producing countries in the Middle East and the privileged companies
(Prybyla, 1965: 154-167).

4. The Increasing Importance of Middle East Oil and the New
Oil Order
Oil had been one of the focal points of rising Arab nationalism since the
early 1950s. The unilateral reduction of prices by international oil
companies meant that the oil revenues of the producing countries
decreased. In September 1960, representatives of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Iran and Iraq met in Baghdad. With the participation of Venezuela, Iran
and Iraq, the Petroleum Exporting Countries organization OPEC was
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established (Danielsen, 1982: 7). The developments have shown that the
oil producing countries cannot act completely independent of the big states
and their companies. OPEC did not become a major force in the oil
industry throughout the 1960s (Chandler, 1970: 712). From the very first
phase of its establishment, it continued to look like it could not achieve full
policy implementation unity among its members.
The late 1960s and early 1970s were years of rapid development. During
this period, the need for oil increased rapidly. Arab countries tried to use
oil as a weapon against Israel in 1973. Israel gained a great advantage in the
Six-Day War between Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Iraq and the Israelis in 1967
(Roberts, 2012:17-18). In the Yom Kippur War that took place in 1973,
the Israeli army, which especially received the logistical support of the USA,
defeated the Arab armies (Stephens, 2008. 45-50). The State of Israel was
established on 14 May 1948. In the four wars between the Arabs and the
Israelis, the Israelis expanded their territory (Ottolengghi, 2004: 983).
These wars were the most important cause of the 1973 oil crisis.
Since the Middle East is an important oil production region, oil played an
important role in the turmoil in the region and each crisis triggered oil
prices. Sudden rises and falls in oil prices were hurting the American
economy. The Shah of Iran was seen as the name that could ensure price
stability in the United States, but conditions were changing in Iran. By the
mid-1978s, Iran had begun to interfere. Iran was the second largest oil
exporter after Saudi Arabia. It was exporting 4.5 million barrels of the 5.5
million barrels of oil it produced daily. In November 1978, daily exports
fell below one million barrels (Yergin, 1991: 678). The Shah of Iran left
Iran on 16 January 1979. One of the first acts of the new regime under
Khomeini was to seize the oil issue. The United States was greatly disturbed
by the fact that Iranian oil was in the hands of the new administration.
Meanwhile, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan was also seen as a major
threat in the Persian Gulf. “All measures will be taken to ensure the
westward flow of oil from the Gulf region,” President Carter said in his
speech to Congress (Klare, 2004:10). 40% of the oil marketed by the
British oil company BP also came from Iran.
In September 1980, a major war broke out between Iran and Iraq. On 23
September Iraq destroyed Iran's refineries and oil ports. Iran also attacked
Iraq's oil facilities, making oil exports from the Persian Gulf impossible.
The Iran-Iraq War led to the withdrawal of 4 million barrels of oil per day
from world markets. In 1982, when Iran began to gain the upper hand,
USA provided weapons and intelligence assistance to Iraq under Saddam
Hussein to prevent it from seizing oil facilities in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait
(Klare, 2004: 48). Iraq, which allocated all its oil revenue to armament
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along with the 35 billion dollars accumulated during the eight-year war,
became a debtor country due to the purchase of weapons to Russia and
France, especially to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia (Caffentzis, 2010: 23-41).
The Iranian Islamic Revolution and the Iran-Iraq War that started right
after it led to the withdrawal of 4 million barrels of oil per day from world
markets. The worlds frequent oil crises led Western countries to seek new
oil fields. Oil prices have shown great ups and downs for many years.
Meanwhile, large oil deposits were discovered in the Persian Gulf and
Kuwait had emerged as a major economic power. If Iraq seized this power,
it would seize 20% of the world's oil reserves. On 2 August 1990, Iraqi
armies entered Kuwait. USA could not remain indifferent to the seizure of
Kuwait by Iraq. Finally, with the decision of the United Nations Security
Council, Iraqi troops left Kuwait. After the First Gulf War, a very strict
embargo was applied against Iraq. The United States had taken the
necessary measures to secure the oil region militarily. On 20 March 2003,
the United States intervened militarily against Iraq. For many years, USA
and other big states have been trying to put pressure on other countries to
protect their national interests. It is not enough to say that only American
oil companies are concerned with the fate of Iraq and Kuwait's oil reserves.
It should be mentioned that behind these oil companies are many other
companies whose profits depend on oil production (Klare, 2004: 48).
Control of oil prices was important to both the USA and multinational
companies. The USA was intervening in the Middle East region and
therefore in natural resources at regular intervals, both by controlling
production and the market, and by using military power. Among the
determining reasons why Iraq was the target of the first military
intervention after the Cold War, the aim of opening and regulating the
blocked capital routes, the Saddam regime's signing agreements with
French, Russian and Chinese oil companies, as well as the fact that Iraqi
oil is the most cost-effective, pure and easily burned resource in the world,
had an important role.

5. The Policy of Establishing Global Competition and Military
Control over Petroleum Resources
With the collapse of the USSR, the American administration established
an economic and political hegemony in the world. The September 11,
2001 attacks in the USA also became a turning point in the realization of
a new military and ideological strategy, with the idea of shaping the 21st
century, first in Afghanistan and then in Iraq (Falk, 2001: 60-69). The
USA has pursued active policies on the military axis in the Middle East,
and has tried to legitimize its presence in the Middle East by developing
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concepts such as "fight against terrorism", "preventive war", and
"preventive intervention" (Chomsky, 2002:198). These concepts
developed by the USA did not give a positive result and became a trigger
for the implementation of the "Greater Middle East Project" as a new
strategy. The aim of this project is to have a say in the oil and natural gas
resources in the Middle East and to ensure that the energy reaches the west
in a safe and reasonable way.
The US policy towards the Middle East differs from other great powers
and these policies play a decisive role in regional politics. Unlike other great
powers, the USA does not need Middle Eastern oil. But Europe and
especially the Asia-Pacific region are highly dependent on Middle Eastern
oil. On the other hand, the most important players in the oil trade in the
Middle East are the giant oil companies from the USA. It is these
companies that seek out oil, extract it and market it to the world. One
purpose of US operations in the region is to protect the interests of its own
companies. In this context, for the US, NATO was seen as a mechanism
that prevented Western European governments from making more
independent exits in the geopolitical scene. This configuration was
initiated with the First Iraq Intervention and became widespread with
Afghanistan, Kosovo and the Second Iraq Intervention. NATO had to
control some states in some parts of the rest of the world.
Western Europe, North America and Asia are increasingly dependent on
Middle Eastern oil. The oil consumption of Asian countries and their share
in the total oil demand are increasing and almost all of the oil consumption
is met from the Middle East countries. Nearly a quarter of Western
Europe's oil demand, which is largely industrial, and one-eighth of the
world's largest oil consumer, North America, is met by Middle Eastern
countries. Developed EU countries do not have the means to meet their
oil consumption figures on their own. The EU, which is dependent on
foreign oil, tries to obtain these resources from the Middle East by using
the easiest, cheapest and reliable ways. The same is true for another energy
source, natural gas. Having a share of 5.5% in world natural gas
production, the EU has a share of 15.5% in consumption rates. The EU is
dependent on foreign sources for 62% of natural gas consumption and
84%
of
oil
consumption
(http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/energy_transport/figures/pocketbook/doc/2020)
According to the data of British Petroleum (BP), approximately 60 percent
of the world's oil reserves are in the Middle East countries. The countries
with the largest oil reserves in the Middle East, which have the world's
largest oil reserves, are respectively; Saudi Arabia (36.6 billion tons), Iran
(21.6 billion tons), Iraq (about 20.1 billion tons), Kuwait (about 14 billion
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tons) and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) (about 13 billion tons). It is
estimated that the total oil reserve of the Middle East is approximately
109.3 billion tons, and the reserve life is approximately 70 years. (BP
Statistical Review of World Energy, June 2020: 14-16,
www.bp.com/statisticalreview)

Conclusion
With the emergence of the importance of oil before the First World War,
the Middle East became a center of attraction and caused the regional
borders to be redrawn. The Middle East geography, which was the field
where the USA and the Soviet Union struggled for dominance during the
Second World War and then the Cold War, has been the competition area
of the world's great powers because it has two-thirds of the world's oil
reserves and the oil in the region can be extracted more economically than
other regions. The existence of oil reserves in the region is one of the main
targets behind the invasions that continued with the 2003 Iraq War. States
defined as global power have tended to establish a balance in order to realize
their military, political and economic interests. Especially the dependence
of developed countries on oil has caused all kinds of hot and cold wars to
be experienced in the region. Since the early 1900s, the Middle East region
continues to be an important area of attraction for world politics. The oil
reserves in the Middle East region reveal the importance of the region on a
global scale. Both local elements and global actors play an important role
in shaping the Middle East, and events in the region have a global impact.
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Introduction
In this paper, I will mostly discuss the role of Gender and its implications
on power relations and unequality in Saudi Arabia. I will present important
basic political theories and definitions such as Gender and
Authoritarianism by Juan Linz, as well as introduce definitions, such as
Legitimacy, Hegemonic Masculinity and Gender Apartheid to guide and
back up my argumentation process. Moreover, in order to introduce and
give a better understanding of the current situation of the Saudi society
when it comes to gender relations, I will also use Connell’s debate of the
public and the private sphere and apply it to Saudi Arabia. Can they be
separated when analyzing gender relations?
Furthermore, I will also introduce a definition of power and explain its
importance when dealing with politics, consequently, gender politics. To
do so, I will present two important Gender theories: Gender Apartheid and
Hegemonic Masculinity.
Last but not least, I will analyze the Saudi case and some of its most
important features when looking at Gender relations, such as its political
system, ist gender segragatory politics ( as well as the public and the private
sphere).
Women’s movements and opposition will be also briefly discussed before
raising the discussion question if women are being used as a legitimizing
tool by Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman. Can Saudi women
expect for a brighter future and will equality finally be reached?

1. Understanding Gender
In order to truly understand and analyse how women and men relate in
every day lives, one must firstly be able to understand the basic distinction
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between words that are commonly misused and misunderstood: Gender
and Sex.
Gender theorist Susan Moller Okin defined gender as ’social
institutionalisation of several different used by those who not only
understand sex unequality, but also sex differentiation to be socially
constructed.’ (Okin 1991: 67).
Therefore, it can be stated that sex is something biological, while gender is
something socially constructed.
According to her, there are important points to think about when dealing
with gender: 1. Sex roles, which are the gender patterns that define proper
behavior for women and men and fail to explain issues of inequality,
violence against women and power structures; 2. sex categories, which is
the logical structure behind catefories and leaves insignificant space for
‚interplay of gender with clan and race’; and 3, gender relations, which is
the only approach that is important to understand gender issues in a
structure of social relations in societies ( Connell 1985:262) .
In relation to that, feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir stated in 1949
that ‚we are not born but become men and women’. This idea of social
constructivism was later on developed by other theorists, such as Erwing
Goffmann and Judith Butler. (Contrasting with the view that behaviors,
are naturally feminine’ or ’naturally masculine’). This way of thinking takes
gender as something socially constructed, not biological (Milestone, Meyer
2012: 12).
The Essentialist view, on the other hand, makes the direct association
between sex and gender. This conservative way of looking assumes that
they are both inevitably related and natural. Supposedly natural behavior
divides men and women and segregate them into traditional views also into
their roles in society (Milestone, Meyer 2012: 12). They are therefore seen
as opposites, fixed and not open for change .
In constrast to this former essentialist idea, gender theorist Erwin Goffman
defends the idea of men and women as gender performers. This
performances are called ‚Gender Displays’ and state that masculinity and
femininity are acted out and an ongoing practice and routine, not
something that people are born with. Gender is thus, not determined by
sex or the body, but by social activities (Milestone, Meyer 2012: 15).
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2. Authoritarian Regimes
Juan Linz differs between regime types, such as authoritarians, totalitarians,
post totalitarian, democratic, sultanist. To analyse and to define regimes as
democratic, authoritarian, totalitarian or any other regime type, Linz
created 4 main categories of classification: pluralism, mobilization,
ideology and leadership (Linz, Stepan 1996:45-46).
Authoritarian regimes are defined by the political scientist as ’political
systems with limited, not responsible, political pluralism, without elaborate
and guiding ideology, but with distinctive mentalities, without extensive
nor intensive political mobilizarion, except at some points in their
development, and in which a leader or ocasionally a small group exercises
power within formally ill- defined limits but actually quite predictable
ones’ (Linz 1964: 255 in: Linz 2000: 159).
Authoritarian regimes are called so because of the low number of political
institutions. Therefore, they are not called authoritarian governments, but
regimes. Moreover, another important feature ist that even if their
emergences and transformations may differ from one country to another,
they often have an impact in the civil society. According to J. Linz: ’they
[authoritarian regimes] often penetrate the life of the society, preventing,
even forcibly the political expression of certain group interests (...) or
sharpening them by interventionist policies like those of corporativist
regimes’ (Linz 2000: 161-162).
In these kinds of regimes, however, political power is concentrated and
pluralism is limited and may even be legal and institutionalized. Men who
come to power and who have significant influence in decisions for example,
are often put in their positions by the one leader. This way, he is he one
responsible on deciding who participates, who he will ‚allow to exist’ and
under which conditions (Linz 2000: 161-162).
Another important factor when it comes to authoritarian regimes is their
relation to civil society. The access to the civil society can be done through
different channels, such as through the link between the rulling party and
the Church (Linz cites the example of the Opus Die in Spain) (Linz 2000:
161-162).

2.1. Gender in Authoritarian Regimes
Connell argued that Gender relations are present in all kinds of
institutions, therefore, it also plays an important role in politics. It is then
important to discuss if the ways that gender equality can be influenced by
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political systems and, if they are, what ways are these (Tripp in: Waylen,
Celis, Kantola, Weldon 2013: 515).
When analysing gender policies, Htun and Weldon found three ways to
classify them and to answer the question why political systems matter when
it comes to gender studies. Policies were classified as ‚status policies’, which
maintained women in a subordinate position, ‚class- based’ policies’, which
aimed at changing women’s positions in work places and policies that
challenged ‚religious, traditional or customary institutions’. Their study
concluded that democratic countries have the most developed civil and
society when it comes to women’s rights, however, it was also concluded
that authoritarian regimes tend to supress civil society due to its limited
liberties and political rights (Tripp in: Waylen, Celis, Kantola, Weldon
2013: 515).
Authoritarian regimes are a very broad category. A monarchy could be
authoritarian just like a fascist or socialist regime could too. In these kinds
of regime, an often visible practice is gaining support through mechanisms
that bring women into clientelism in order to control them. Examples are
women friendly policies, introduction of women’s organizations, among
others. This way, women are depoliticized and the ruler’s legitimacy can
be more easily secured (Tripp in: Waylen, Celis, Kantola, Weldon 2013:
522-524).

3. Public and Private Sphere
Susan Moller Okin described the private sphere as „spheres of social life in
which intrusion or interference with freedom requires special justification.
The public one, on the other hand, is a sphere with easier general access.
However, it is questionable if, the usual practice of treating them as
complete dichotomies and complete independent is the right thing to do
(Okin 1991: 68).
Common misconception is that the State represents only the public sphere,
while the family stands for the private one. This way, one may
automatically ( and wrongly) associate the public sphere as a masculine (
men work outside the home) and the private sphere as the women’s sphere
( women are seen as the ones responsible for taking care of the children and
the home). These common but false assumptions are results of patriarchal
practices and theories of our past. A good example for that is the former
mentioned division of labour and theories by John Locke, who completely
separates the structures of power in societies from the relations inside the
home (Okin 1991: 69).
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When discussing the two spheres, theorist Susan M Okin separated three
important spaces in every day lives: the family, the State and the street.
While the family is considered as private sphere exclusively, the street and
the state are seen to be members of the public sphere. The private one is
taken to be domestic and women only. However, what Okin states along
her paper, is that it is not possible to evaluate and analyse both spheres as
completely separated. On the contrary: what happens in the private sphere
is not immune to the public dynamics of power. Therefore, both spheres
are interrelated and subordinated between each other.

4. Legitimacy
Legitimacy can be defined as the ’capacity of the system to engender and
maintain belief that existing political institutions are the most appropriate
ones for the society (Lipset 1960 in: Niblock 2006:9). This concept is
crucial to understanding how regimes maintain themselves in power. They
need acceptance and need support of at least one part of the population.
Therefore, when talking about legitimacy, one must consider different
categories of legitimacy: ideological, traditional, personal, eudaemonic and
democratic (Niblock 2006,10).
The ideological legitimacy enjoys popular support through the promotion
of a specific belief-system, which is relevant to how the society is organised.
The traditional legitimacy refers to a ruler who enjoys acceptance due to
inheritance. This right to rule (which was inherited) is also one tool to
legitimize and secure power. The personal legitimacy relies on the charisma
of a certain leader. His leadership is strongly linked to positive images for
the country and the future ( Niblock 2006:12).
The Eudaemonic legitimacy refers to the policies taking over that the
population needs. The legitimacy comes from policies that are responsible
for the well-being of the population. Often, this kind of leadership may be
referred to as populist.
The last category of legitimacy ist he democratic legitimacy, which coverst
he right to rule by relying on democratic practices by political system.
Here, the right to rule and the legitimacy is secured by democratic
elections, the will of the majority and a constitutional basis.
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5. Theories of Gender
5.1. Gender Apartheid
South African Apartheid regime forbid the interaction between racial
groups whereby one racial group was dominant over the other (UN 1976:
245).Years later in 1973, during the International Convention on the
Supression and Punishment oft he Crime of Apartheid, this segregation
practice was considered a crime under international law (UN 1976:244).
The definition of Apartheid could be stated as such:
’Article II. For the purpose of the present Convention, the term "the crime
of apartheid", which shall include similar policies and practices of racial
segregation and discrimination as practised in southern Africa, shall apply
to the following inhuman acts committed for the purpose of establishing
and maintaining domination by one racial group of persons over any other
racial group of persons and systematically oppressing them:
(a) denial to a member or members of a racial group or groups of the right
to life and liberty of person:
(i) by murder of members of a racial group or groups;
(ii) by the infliction upon the members of a racial group or groups
of serious bodily or mental harm, by the infringement of their
freedom or dignity, or by subjecting them to torture or to cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (...)’
Gender Apartheid, was inspired by the definition of South African
Apartheid, but refers to the sexual segregation and dominance of one group
over the other due to sexual differences. In public spaces, the mixing
between sexes is against the law and, any violation of this rule may lead to
arrest and criminal charges, just like in South African racial apartheid.
According to feminist Chesler Phillys, ‚Islamic gender apartheid includes
some or all of the following practices: The masking of the female face,
(niqab), body (burqa or chador), and head (hijab); child marriage;
marriage; arranged marriage to a close cousin; polygamy; female
segregation/sequestration (purdah); normalized honor-based violence,
including the daily beating, monitoring, and stalking of daughters; forcing
daughters to become family domestic servants; not allowing daughters to
leave home unsupervised; forbidding daughters to befriend non-coreligionists or to talk to male non-relatives; forbidding daughters an
advanced education; forbidding daughters to leave a dangerously violent
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husband; female genital mutilation; forbidding daughters to leave their
religion of origin; and honor killing one’s daughter (...)’ ( Phyllis 2017: 8687). In such practices, the mixing of sexes is structural, institutional and
covers diverse fields in society, such as education, restaurants and any
public spaces.

5.2. Hegemonic Masculinity
Gramsci’s theory of hegemony was further developed and applied to gender
studies. This theory was firstly used to understand and analyse the relations
between classes among each other in societies; the upper class, for example,
is hegemonic towards lower classes. Moreover, Gramsci’s hegemony would
be „reduced to a simple model of cultural control“ (Connell,
Messerschmidt 2005: 831).
When applying this theory to Gender studies though, instead of analysing
the relations between classes, one focuses on biological differences
(Connell, Messerschmidt 2005: 831). What it means to be a woman or a
man is linked to temporal and social expectations and assumptions
(Johansson- Nogués 2013: 396).
This way, when talking about hegemonic masculinity, one focuses on the
power structure in gender terms. Therefore, hegemonic masculinity can
thus be defined as „pattern of practice that allowed men’s dominance over
women to continue“ (Connell, Messerschmidt 2005: 832). This kind of
masculinity involves all men to have a more important and dominant
position which is ideologically and structurally legitimized. It means more
than being violent, even though violence may be used as an instrument of
force. It means authority reached through culture, institutions and
persuation. They usually form gender hierarchies, where being a man is
part of a process of having leading roles and being hegemonic (JohanssonNogués 2013: 396).
Empirically existing hegemonic masculinity can be analysed in three levels:
local, regional and global. The local level aims at explaining the family
interaction levels and local communities; the regional is constructed at a
cultural and national level, which is mostly found in discursive and political
research; the global level is built up in transnational areas, such as world
politics, business and the media (Connell, Messerschmidt 2005: 849).
Important tools to legitimize a gender hegemonic society can be called
mechanisms of hegemony. A good example is media representation of
gender. Countries where women are represented as housewives and men
are associated with images of war, military and sports are a good example.
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These kinds of representations tend to segregate sexes into separated
spheres, attribute certain characteristics to one sex or another and assume
that women are less relevant than men (Connell, Messerschmidt 2005:
837).
Another important mechanism of hegemony is the institutionalization of
gender. This can be done also by forbidding conducts. Significant examples
are forbidding homosexuality practices or forbidding women (or men) of
certain habits because of their biological sex (Connell, Messerschmidt
2005: 839, 833). Restriction tools often aim at an idealized form of
masculinity, of what being a man really consists ( even though if it does
not necessarily reflect the reality of men in society) of and can be “exalted
by churches, narrated by mass- media, or celebrated by the state“ (Connell,
Messerschmidt 2005: 838).
These kinds of practices tend to emphasise a so-called hypermasculinity,
which reinforces the image of men as strong and of women as weak, fragile
and „in need of protection“. This way, men automatically assume the role
of protectors in a most likely to be patriarchal system (Johannson- Noguéss
2013: 396).

6. Saudi Arabia Political System
Saudi Arabia is a monarchy established by The Basic Law of 1992. The
king has all political power and this is secured by article 5. That includes
also the rights to pass royal decrees, which are dependent on the Quran
and the Sunna (Tønnessen 2016:4).
Even though the king is the most powerful figure in the Saudi political
system, he still has a council of leading, which is called ulema that issues
fatwas, which are opinions of legal scholars.
The government is now under King Salman, whose heir is his 32year-old
son Mohammed bin Salman.

6.1 Saudi Vision 2030
King Salman is seen as a reform-friendly figure, mostly after 9-11. In 2017,
he appointed his son, Mohammed bin Salman, who occupied previously
the position of Head of the Crown Prince’s Court, deputy Crown Prince,
second deputy prime minister and president of the Council of Economic
and Development Affairs, as the youngest Crown Prince in Saudi Arabia’s
history (BBC 2018).
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On April 2016, Prince Mohammed bin Salman announced his plan to
change the social and economic scenario to the Saudi Kingdom. His plan
was named Saudi Vision 2030 and consists of widening non-oil revenues,
changing education curriculum, investing in the entertainment sector to
create more jobs and increasing women’s participation in the workforce
from 22% to 30% by 2030 (Saudi Government 2018).

7. Women in SA
7.1 Basic Rights
Islam plays an important role when it comes to gender relations in Saudi
Arabia. The country presents gender inequality which is strongly based and
secured through governmental and social structures and also through the
literal reading of the Koran and Sunna ( Doumato 2010:1,3 in: Roman,
Littlefeld 2010). Saudi society (and Qatar) is guided by The Hanbali
school of Jurisprudence, which is the youngest of the four main Sunni
schools (Tønnessen 2016:4).
When it comes to access to courts, women need to rely on a male relative
or lawyer to represent them, their mahram. Moreover, most court decisions
were arbitrarily decided by judges because of the lack of standardized family
law. This scenario changed in 2004, when by then-Crown Prince Abdullah
approved the standardization of family law and finally allowed women to
study law in three institutions (Doumato 2010:4 in: Roman, Littlefeld
2010).
Women for example, are unable to pass citizenship to their noncitizen
partners or children and only in 2001 they were able to apply for their own
ID card. However, this right is still optional and the appproval of a male
guardian is still needed for this ID card to be done (Manea 2013).
Saudi women are neither allowed to shake a man’s hand (those who do
may be accused of adultery) nor change the color of their clothes (Phyllis
2017: 1307-1308). They are neither allowed to marry without permission
nor to speak in public (Phyllis 2017: 1307-1308). Moreover, their public
behaviors are controlled by the religious police. They watch out for proper
dress codes and for the interaction between men and women in the public
sphere ( Manea 2013).
According to feminist researcher in Islamic societies and psychologist
Chesler Phyllis, a popular Saudi television preacher has openly declared
that “a girl who is not beaten from an early age grows up to be a rebellious
woman, difficult to control” and that “a woman who leaves her home
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without a veil is like a woman who goes out naked.” (Phyllis 2017: 13081311).
This February, Saudi women finally got the news that they would now be
finally allowed to start their own business without their male guardian’s
permission. They are axpected to hold more than 200 billions of dollars in
capital, according to ‚The Houston Chronicle’ (Tomlison 2018).

7.2. Public x Private in Saudi Arabia
Susan Moller Okin classified the private sphere as the spheres of social life,
where an intrusion should need special justification and the public as the
one with easier general access Okin 1991:68). Okin argues, however, that
both oft hem cannot be completely separated when talking about gender.
This way, what happens in the private sphere is not immune to what
happens in the public. This way, how societies and how the public sphere
is
able
to
shape
gender
relations
at
home.
If the state is able to interfere in the public life easily, it is also able to
interphere in the private lives of citizens. In Saudi Arabia, for example, the
State is able to interfere in family policies, such as through patriarchal views
which defend that women should not work outside their homes, or that
women may only file for divorce with their husband’s approval (Doumani
2010: 9 in: Rowman, Littlefeld 2010).
Another important factor is that women have no legal protetion against
gender-based violence outside the home, that means, in the public sphere
( sphere with easiest access) (Doumani 2010:12 in: Rowman, Littlefeld
2010). If such cases are then reported, women are unlikely to be
significantly protected. Instead they are often accused of having had illicit
sex, adultery, among others Doumani 2010: 9 in: Rowman, Littlefeld
2010).
To illustrate this point, in October 2006, a girl from Qatif was kidnapped
and gang raped. Instead of being protected by the state or by legal
framework, she was punished and sentenced 90 lashes because she met in
a car with a former ‚male acquaintance to retrieve a photo that she had
given him before she was married’ (Doumani 2010:13 in: Rowman,
Littlefeld 2010).
Therefore, is such episodes happen in the public sphere, where the State is
most likely to interphere, how can it control what happens behind closed
doors? Like Susan Okin said, the structures of power in societies are not
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completely separated from the relations inside the home because they are
both subordinated among each other (Okin 1991:69).

7.3. Driving Ban
It was announced on September 26th of 2017 through a royal decree that
Saudi women would finally be able to drive (Hubbard 2017). When
announced, this innovation was said to take place in January 2018 and the
kingdom’s international bad reputation when it comes to women’s rights
was highlighted and was expected to be changed.
After a lot of efforts, such as protests that took place throughout Saudi
Arabia by feminist activists such as Sahar Nassif and Al- Youssef, women
finally achieved the right to drive (Hubbard 2017). This Saudi Crown
Prince’s decision is part of a set of policies that also include allowing
women’s access to entertainment, such as going to cinemas, joining
stadiums (even if in separated spaces). They are all part of an attempt to
turn Saudi Arabia into a less conservative and more liberal society
(Campbell 2018).
The registration for driving lessons for women in Saudi Arabia opened in
February 2018. In only three days, it attracted more than 165.000 women
applicants (Campbell 2018). This number represents an increasing
demand for women and their rights and also a possible car market in Saudi
Arabia (Campbell 2018).
Moreover, by allowing women to drive, women’s participation in the
workforce is also likely to improve. This way, the country might get closer
to achieving the only Saudi Vision’s goal that includes women (Campbell
2018).
According to Financial Times, important companies, such as General
Motors and Volkswagen already started promoting advertisements
showing women who are able to drive. Advertisements such as
Volkswagen’s „My turn“ are therefore playing an important role by
encouraging women to take the wheel and drive i.e. to participate more in
society. Thus, this is not only an advancement for the automobile industry
and business, but also when it comes to integrating women in public spaces
(Campbell 2018).
In addition to that, women’s universities also declared their plans to open
driving schools and even big companies, such as Uber also declared its plans
to hire and train women to become drivers for the company (Hubbard
2018).
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On the other hand, not everyone was satisfied with Mohammed bin
Salman’s decision to let women drive. Some people argued that men would
not be prepared to deal with women driving on the streets and some clerics
even stated that this policy would destroy Saudi family values and allow
promiscuity (Hubbard 2017). Therefore, policies such as ending the
driving ban and allowing women into soccer stadiums are expected to be
rejected by conservative parts of society (Hubbard 2018).

7.4. Custody Law
Saudi Information Ministry statement declared on Monday, 12.03.18 that
women will finally be able to file for custody for their children (Qiblawi
2018). If fulfilled, this policy will finally be able to break the barrier lived
by women in other Muslim countries and previously lived by Saudi Arabia.
Countries such as Egypt and United Arab Emirates consider the father to
be the natural guardian and, in these countries, they are granted full
custody of their children (Hubbard 2018).
In the past Saudi women, in order to win custody after a divorce, should
petition courts. Those kinds of processes could take years, making women
wait to see their children.
Now, on the other hand, the Saudi Justice Ministry released a statement,
declaring that in a dispute between the parents, a mother should only apply
for custodianship. This way, barriers were overcome and now the process
for women should be simpler. However, it is still important to note, that
“custodianship still goes to the father by default” (Hubbard 2018).

7.5 Gender Apartheid in Saudi Arabia
As earlier mentioned, a few examples of Islamic gender apartheid are: The
masking of the female face, (niqab), body (burqa or chador), and head
(hijab); child marriage; marriage; arranged marriage to a close cousin;
polygamy; female segregation/sequestration (purdah) (...) (Phyllis 2017:
86-87).
In Saudi Arabia, women are not allowed to visit a male doctor without
their male guardian’s presence. This was a decision issued as a fatwa by the
Senior Council of Scholars in 2015 (Benjamin 2016). When talking about
women’s access tot he public sphere, they are allowed only a certain amount
of time with a man who is not her legal guardian. Also, most public
buildings, such as banks and universities have separated entrances for men
and women. Public spaces are also separated in most part of the country
and the mixing of sexes without state’s allowance may lead to criminal
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charges, like in swimming pools. There, women can only swin and use
public swimming pools available for them (separated of men’s) (The Week
2017).
The above mentioned example shows that women and men cannot live in
a mixed public sphere. Therefore, it is possible to say that the Saudi
kingdom is indeed a country where the theory of Gender Apartheid is
applicable if the above cited practices are considered.
Another important and worth mentioning episode was that, when finally
allowed to take part in the Olympic Games in 2012, some Saudi women
were referred to as ‚prostitutes’ by Saudi clerics (The Week 2017).
Furthermore, women who competed were also required to have their male
guardian at their side at all times, except during their competitions. Thus,
it is questionable whether the access to the public sphere is granted (and
seen as normal) for women in the country. This is not only a basic right
for every human being, but also a very important feature when analysing
societies that are accused of commiting gender apartheid.

7.6. Hegemonic Masculinity
Also significant when analysing the Saudi society is to mention hegemonic
masculinity, which allows men’s dominance over women (Connell,
Messerschmidt 2005: 832). This theory also assumes that men should
have a more important role and more dominant positions in society than
women. These roles and dominance are usually structurally legitimized and
form gender hierarchies (Connell, Messerschmidt 2005: 832).
Existing hegemonic masculinities can also occur in 3 levels: local, regional
and global. In Saudi Arabia, however, it can be identified as the regional
level because these kinds of interactions tend to happen in a national scale
through cultural practices and political discurses (Connell, Messerschmidt
2005: 849).
In the kingdom, women assume a role as being subordinated by men and
by having less rights than they have. To do ordinary daily tasks, such as
opening bank accounts or travelling, women, differently than men require
approval by male guardians. Women are also systematically treated as
perpetual minors, according to a Human Rights report, and their words in
court are worth half of a man’s (Manea 2013).
Also worth mentioning is that homosexuality is an illegal practice in the
kingdom, being thus, punisheable.
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Conclusion
An article by American magazine ‚The New Yorker’ raised an important
question about the actual Saudi regime under Mohammed bin Salman:
‘The question for many analysts around the world was whether he
[Mohammed bin Salman] represented genuine reform or was merely using
the language of reform to consolidate power’ (Filkins 2018).
When ‚The New Yorker’ journalist Filkins wrote ‚consolidate power’, he
actually meant legitimacy of power. To help answering this question, it is
important to talk about the types of legitimacy and apply them to the Saudi
system, since they are the key to survival of the monarchy in the country.
In Saudi Arabia, the government makes use of important tools to ensure
ist legitimacy and its power in society. Important instruments are, for
example the inteligence services, the police and the diverse divisions of the
armed forces (Niblock 2006:10). In the country, it is possible to argue that
each one of the categories of legitimacy plays a minimal role when it comes
to securing the power of the regime (Niblock 2006:10).
The ideology that drives the Saudi society is based on religion. The
Kingdom projected itself as one of the biggest protectors and propagators
of the Islamic faith (mostly Wahabbi Muslims) in the world (Niblock
2006:10).During a recent interview for an American newspaper,
Mohammed bin Salman declared that “ (...) we are ‘restoring’ Islam to its
origins — and our biggest tools are the Prophet’s practices and [daily life
in] Saudi Arabia before 1979.” (Friedman 2017). In such a statement, it is
possible to recognize the role of Islam and how MBS tries to protect the
Islamic faith even with all of the reforms taking place in his country.
When it comes to traditional legitimacy, the Saudi regime makes big profit
out of it. The family Al Su’ud is one of the most traditional families in the
country, being influential and, thus having ruled areas of the Arabian
Peninsula since the early eighteenth century. This dinasty is usually linked
with having brought the country together and having achieved successeses
throughout their years in power (Niblock 2006:10).
Historically, important leaders such as Abd al- Aziz and Faisal made a lot
of use of the personal legitimacy. Both of them, for example, were often
seen as the father of the Saudi people. The case of actual Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman is not very different. When it comes to leadership,
MBS relies a lot on his charisma, mostly when it comes to Western Media
and leaders. He was described, for example by US newspaper ‚The New
York Times’ as the responsible fort he Saudi ’Arab Spring’ (Friedman
2017).
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Popular needs and demands can be one big tool used by Saudi Kings
throughought the years, mostly during the 1980s and the 90s, with the
building oft he infra-structure and with the modernization of the
institutions (Noblick 2006:12). The same can be stated when analyzing
Mohammed bin Salman’s promises for the kingdom. Among those are the
Saudi Vision 2030, which aims at modernizing the country, widening the
economic resources and by introducing women-friendly policies
(Friedman 2017).
The democratic legitimacy is the less applicable in the Saudi Arabia case,
since the country does not have an independent constitution based on the
rule of law (Friedman 2017). Secondly, the king holds all political power.
Thirdly, when discussing freedom of the press, freedom of mobility and
basic human rights, Saudi Arabia fails to accomplish them when analysing
women’s rights, which are human rights as well.
On the other hand, one significant tool to legitimize power is by using
women to do so. Feminist scholars, for example argue that women’s
participation in ’regime change is rewarded only if the new men in power
want to pacify them or the men belonging to their social class, as well as in
cases when women are seen as necessary draftees into socioeconomic
development (Bayard de Volo 2012; Elshstain 1987; Eschle 2000;
Handrahan 2004; Moghadam 2008 in: Johansson-Nogués 2013: 397).
As it was earlier explained, the use of mechanisms of hegemony are also
important to legitimize a gender hegemonic society (Connell,
Messerschmidt 2005: 837). When applying this statement to Saudi Arabia,
one can argue that what Mohammed bin Salman has been doing can be
also seen as a way to preserve the Saudi system and give a false image of
liberalizing the country:
‘Experts on the Saudi system, including those who admire M.B.S., say that
his efforts are being carried out with one overriding goal: to preserve the
House of Saud’ (Filkins 2018).
Therefore, the intentions of MBS in Saudi Arabia can be easily questioned
and his policies could be linke das ‚status policies. Ending the driving ban,
alleging that women are ‚absolutely equal’ and allowing women to go to
soccer stadiums is not enough to actually change the scenario. Women are
still subordinated to men. Moreover, still separating them from men in
public spaces does not change the fact that male hegemony is institutional
in the country.
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By making use of the personal legitimacy, Mohammed bin Salman created
a cult of personality in order to maintain his support. The rapid
modernizations in the country, his anti-corruption initiatives were
celebrated by some activists.
On the other hand, since september, 60 activists, journalists and clerics
were imprisioned so that MBS could have more control over the society
through an authoritarian regime (Vick 2018).
As earlier mentioned in this paper, The Basic Law of Saudi Arabia does not
guarantee gender equality (Doumato 2010:1). Therefore, when dealing
with gender equality, one must talk about rights. What rights do women
lack in comparison to men in Saudi society?
This question has already been answered in the earlier section, however, it
is important to discuss if this difference/ lack of rights is legal.
According to the UN Declaration of Human Rights, signed in 1948, all
human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights no matter their
color, race or distinction of any kind. Also, everyone is equal towards the
law and should be equally protected by it without any kind of
discrimination. Moreover, Article 13 defends that ‘(1) Everyone has the
right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each
state ‘ and that ‘(2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including
his own, and to return to his country.’ (UN 1948).
It is therefore questionable if this allegation by the United Nations is
followed by countries such as Saudi Arabia, where women ’lack equal access
to courts because they must rely on a male guardian to represent them’
(Doumato 2010:4 in: Rownman, Littlefeld 2010). Moreover, in the same
courts of law, the word of a man is taken to be equal to that of two women
and a woman may only obtain a divorce if her man grants her the right to
do so when signing the marriage contract, if she proves that she was
physically harmed by her husband or if she pays back her dowry (Doumato
2010: 9 in: Rowman, Littlefeld 2010). Men, on the other hand, can
divorce their wives without any legal justification (Benjamin 2016).
Moreover, it is important to add that the freedom of the person is also
violated by Saudi Arabia. A good example of that is that in 2002, the
religious police stopped 14 year-old schoolgirls from leaving a school
building that was on fire because they were not wearing headscarves and
abayahs. Because of that, fifteen girls died (Phyllis 2017: 786-789). Such
an episode also violates the freedom of the person when it comes to
distinctions of religion (the girls were stopped by the police – who represent
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the Stete - from leaving the building only because they were notwearing
headscarves). Therefore, women under the Saudi system are denied their
legal capacities, making them unable to make decisions for themselves
(Manea 2013).
Furthermore, another important illustration of how women’s rights are
violated in the country is their lack of mobility. Even though they will now
be allowed to drive, women are still not allowed to do ordinary things on
their own, such as going to the supermarket, entering most ministry
buildings or travelling to other countries without their male guardian’s
consent (Doumato 2014:7). In conclusion, they are not autonomous.
Therefore, bin Salman’s intentions with women are questionable and this
is why it is difficult to answer the question if there is a brighter future for
women or not. Women’s rights have definitely improved, however, they
were rights that were given and MBS still has control over them. He still
holds all political power and consequently, decides alone what rights
women should have or not.
Examples such as the both mentioned above violate one of the most
important principles defended by the UN, which is that everyone is equal
towards the law. If the word of two women equals the one of one man
only, how is that equality towards the law?
In order to really change the scenario for women and open the way for
gender equality, male guardianship system should be abolished, the
government should institute the minimum age requirement for young girls
to get married, and statements such as the cleric’s that claimed that young
girls who were not beaten up become rebels should be really fought against
(Doumato 2010: 13 in: Rowman, Littlefeld 2010).
Moreover, basic rights should finally be practiced in Saudi Arabia.
Allowing women to drive and not letting them leave the house for
themselves without male consent is controversial.
Nevertheless, it is clear that advancements have been made. As earlier
mentioned, markets are already preparing for women to drive, just like
driving classes in universities. However, it is hoped that these
advancements will be taken as a trigger for men, women and activists in
Saudi Arabia to legitimely fight for equal rights and that Mohammed bin
Salman’s intentions are not only legitimizing his own power and figure.
A brighter future for women can be only achieved in such a conservative
society when Saudi institutions and diverse branches of society work
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together and mobilize pro gender equality. Women will only have a
brighter future when is is finally understood that women’s rights are
human rights. And human rights are basic rights.
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Introduction
The motive for foreign policy is national interest. Similarly, the goal of
foreign policy is to build good relations and develop cooperation with other
states. There are various factors that determine the foreign policy of a
country. Among these, the first and invariable factor is “homeland”. The
place of a homeland in the political geography of the world is the most
significant element that shapes the foreign policy of that country. In this
sense, the strategic location of Turkey identifies the centre of gravity of the
foreign policy of Turkey (İnan, 1998).
The changes in the international system play a determinative role on
Turkish foreign policy. Turkish foreign policy grounds on conjuncture as
the key paradigm which may lead to undesired conditions as regards to the
determination, consistency and continuity of the foreign policy. The
Cyprus issue, as a process, is a good example since it reveals such
characteristics of Turkish foreign policy.
Continuity, determination and consistency are of great importance for a
country to give confidence and be persuasive. A foreign policy which
changes according to conditions and developments and, during certain
times, is based on opportunism causes harm to international relations. It is
necessary for political leadership to be strong for it governs foreign policy
and requires professionalism (Gönlübol, 1996). The goals of the foreign
policy of a state are to improve the significance and role of that state before
other states, make long-term plans so as to establish the future of the state
on firm principles, support national emotions, develop the relations with
other countries and prioritize peace, observe a balance of interests, be ready
for sudden crises, and increase the number of opportunities and alternatives
in all aspects. It is risky to leave an impact which denotes toleration,
acceptance and endurance towards anything (Serdaroğlu, 2004). A
unilateral compromise of any size intensifies controversy rather than
alleviating it. Therefore, it is important to predicate a neat and consistent
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attitude in foreign policy. For example; the incidents in Cyprus between
1963 and 1974 and the disclosure of Averoff and Makarios letters showed
the significance of taking a firm line. Makarios violated the Cyprus
Constitution and breached the Treaties of London and Zurich as of 1963
with the “salami policy” and ventured to increase the tension in the
country. He was warned by the Greek Foreign Affairs Minister that his
controversial behaviour could lead to an intervention by the Turks.
Makarios, in his response to the Greek Minister, indicated that he felt the
pulse of Ankara well and that he would achieve his end without causing a
dispute (Hatzivassiliou, 2005). Especially repressed by the US during this
period, Turkey remained ineffective before the events in Cyprus.
This study benefits from the literature on the subject matter. The literature
review applied to primary works and made reference especially to
newspapers and websites as regards to current discussions. The fact that the
matter in question denotes a long-lasting process, it was necessary to
constantly follow the new developments and update the study in this
regard. The place of the Cyprus issue in Turkish foreign policy was revealed
by analysing the course of the issue throughout the process and its
outcomes. In this sense, the first chapter deals with the history of Cyprus,
the emergence of the issue, Turkey’s involvement in the issue as a party and
the Cyprus Peace Operation.
The second chapter dwells on the emergence of the issue in the
international arena, the foundation of the Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus, the end of the Cold War, the significance of the Cyprus issue in
Turkish foreign policy and the relations between Turkey and the European
Union.
On the other hand, the final chapter refers to the breaking points for the
Turks and the Turks of Cyprus after 2000 and the issues in the Cyprus
policy of Turkey.

1. The Historical Background of the Cyprus Issue
Cyprus has not been able to evade the sovereignty of the nations that
controlled Anatolia and was never subject to Greek domination in any part
of the history (Denktas, 2000). Previously controlled by the Egyptians,
Phoenicians, Persians and the Romans, the Island then fell under the
control of the Byzantium following the collapse of the Roman Empire in
395 AD. Subordinated by the British, French and Venetians after the
Byzantium, Cyprus became subject to the Ottoman rule in 1571. Until
then, the Orthodox Greeks of the Island were removed with the pressure
by the Catholic Venetians. However, the Ottomans allowed the Greeks to
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return to the Island after the dominion. The Ottomans granted religious
freedom to local people in the Island owing to the community (millet)
system introduced by the Empire. The reaction of the people in the Island
to the Ottoman rule became apparent with the Greek Revolution of 1821
(Öymen, 2004).
After the Great Britain seized India, it defended the status quo and the
territorial integrity of the Ottoman Empire as the latter controlled the spice
trade routes. However, the Great Britain abandoned this policy and rather
struggled to prevent Russian control in the territory following the defeat of
the Ottoman Empire in the Russo-Turkish War. Having secured the
control of the Strait of Gibraltar, a bay connecting the Mediterranean and
the Atlantic Ocean, in 1713, the Great Britain determined to settle in the
Mediterranean in order to protect the security chain of the spice trade route
of India, the most significant colony of the country. Due to the Russian
advance, the Great Britain endeavoured to undertake the rule of Cyprus
from the Ottoman Empire and settled in the Island upon a treaty signed
on June 4, 1878 (Ucarol, 1998). This situation lasted until the World War
I in 1914, and the Great Britain annexed the Island when the Ottoman
Empire got involved in the war in support of Germany1. Establishing a
balance between Turkey and Greece, the Treaty of Lausanne of 1923
unavoidably predicated that Cyprus would be left to the British. In case
Greece, a country 600 miles away from Cyprus, ventured to annex the
Island, Turkey would apparently practice the same right from 40 miles
distance (Denktas, 2000).
The British rule in the Island experienced Greek revolts from time to time.
The most important of these came out when the result of a tax law ballot,
held in the legislative council of 1931, was rejected because a Turkish
member voted together with the Greek members. The Great Britain
promulgated the rejected law as the “Order of Council” in consequence of
which the revolt of 1931 broke out as a rehearsal of Enosis. Greece
supported the Great Britain in the revolt and stood against the Greeks of
the Island (Ozerenkulu, 1998).
Following the British dominion in Cyprus, the national motive of Turkey
became not to be overwhelmed by the Greek side but to prevent Enosis
1
When Cyprus was taken by the Great Britain from the Ottoman Empire, the
Greeks were engaged in industrial and trade activities while landlords were making
up the rich community. On the other hand, the Turks were serving as public and
military officers and also had vast lands in their possession. 60% of the registered
lands belonged to the Turks in the Island. Until the World War I, the Turks
established the majority of the population of the Island. Both communities lived in
peace and tolerance and freely practiced their religious rituals (Ucarol, 1998).
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and live peacefully. After the British rule, the Greeks started to purchase
the lands that surrounded especially Nicosia. On the other hand, the
Greeks preferred their fellow citizens to Turks when they sold their lands.
This led to the belief among the Turks of Cyprus that the Greeks would
try to force them off from the Island. During this period, the Turks of
Cyprus had on their agenda the protection of their lands, keeping Turkish
youth in Cyprus (for especially the educated youth took Turkish
citizenship or moved to the Great Britain), return the population that
settled in Turkey, and create a Turkish marketplace to engage in business
like the pre-World War I period. In this sense, the British government
monitored the nationalist Turks during these times and adopted a
repressive policy. This policy of the British government was revealed with
the 1931 revolt of the Greeks.
In the new system following the World War II where many new states
emerged with the dissolution of colonies, Greece ensured that the Greeks
of Cyprus mobilized by “majority” and self-determination in order to be
able to claim rights on Cyprus. During this period, Turkey believed that
the British would never leave the Island. According to Denktas, “A Cyprus
without Turks will get closer to Greece. This policy preserves its validity
since the day of its establishment” (Denktas, 2000). However, the Greeks
of Cyprus did not intend to own the Island alone since the commencement
of the issue. Their Enosis ideal for the Island prescribes the annexation of
the Island by Greece. It is not possible for Turks to dominate the Island
alone. Therefore, the only power to protect the presence of the Turks in
the Island is Turkey.

2. Turkey’s Involvement in the Cyprus Issue
During the post-World War II period, it was difficult for the Turks of
Cyprus to inform and communicate with Turkey as to the reviving Enosis
ideal. There were troubles in establishing a contact through foreign policy
representatives. In 1955, Greece once more brought the Cyprus issue to
the agenda of the United Nations. The Great Britain convened the three
parties with the London and Zürich Agreements and played active role in
the involvement of Turkey in the issue. Since the Treaty of Lausanne
officially agreed to the annexation of Cyprus by the Great Britain, Turkish
statesmen repeatedly pronounced that Cyprus was not regarded as an issue.
When the incidents started to break out in Cyprus, Turkey did not have a
long-term and consistent policy as regards to the Cyprus issue. Although
Cyprus was a national case, the policies concerning the Island varied
according to governments and even ministers. Since the very beginning,
there were zigzags in the adopted policies which did not follow a consistent
course. In 1948, Necmettin Sadak, Minister of Foreign Affairs, suggested:
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“Turkey doesn’t have a Cyprus issue.” In 1951, Fuat Koprulu, Minister of
Foreign Affairs, said: “There is no reason for changing the status quo in
Cyprus. While the present conditions of the world require cooperation
among free countries, there is no need to create an issue out of Cyprus.”
(Bilge, 1996a). However, the strong reaction by the Turkish community
and the assignment of Fatih Rustu Zorlu as the new Minister of Foreign
Affairs changed the course of affairs. Cyprus had started to be an issue
between Greece and the Great Britain but turned out to be a TurkishGreek issue after the involvement of Turkey. The Great Britain acted as a
mediator and evaded to be a target of the EOKA organization. The
activities of EOKA forced Turkey to be a party to the issue. Following the
London and Zürich Agreements of 1959, the Republic of Cyprus was
officially founded on August 16, 1960 in line with the Alliance, Guarantee
and Establishment treaties.
In this sense, it was necessary for London and Zürich Agreements to be
approved by the Turkish and Greek communities of Cyprus. Throughout
the effect of these treaties, the Island continued to be a part the Great
Britain on which the two communities lived since the Republic of Cyprus
was not founded yet. After the execution of these agreements on August
16, 1960 by Makarios and Fazil Kucuk in Nicosia upon the foundation of
the Republic of Cyprus, the number of parties increased to four while the
agreements were called as the Treaty of Nicosia. As per the treaty, two
British bases were established which covered a total of 99 square miles in
two different areas of the State of Cyprus. In this sense, the British were
responsible for the civil government and were also granted the right to carry
out military trainings for British soldiers in certain parts of the Island out
of the bases, benefit from communication opportunities, conduct free
flights on the Island and benefit from judicial independence (Sarica et al.,
1975).
The treaty prescribed the establishment of a federal republic, in a sense,
which was based on the cooperation between the two communities, would
closely cooperate with Turkey and Greece and would centre on people
instead of land. The Turkish community was not a minority anymore and
achieved the equal status with the Greeks of Cyprus. The Republic of
Cyprus declared its independence on August 16, 1960. Nevertheless, the
republic did not last long. Makarios considered the republic as a stage on
the way to achieving Enosis. The governments of Menderes and
Karamanlis, the two signatories of the agreements, fell, and Makarios
wished to make the best of the authority gap following the assassination of
John F. Kennedy in the US in 1963. To this end, it was intended that
certain articles of the Constitution were amended to the detriment of the
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Turks 2 and that then the Turks were removed from constitutional
institutions. On the day of December 21, 1963 which is also known as
“the Bloody Christmas”, the Greeks of Cyprus killed 256 Turkish people.
In this regard, the Akritas Plan sought to wipe out all the Turks in the
Island. The close relations of Makarios with the Soviet Union annoyed the
US and threatened the security of NATO in the Eastern Mediterranean. It
was suggested that a NATO peace force should be established on the Island
and, after the rejection of the suggestion by Makarios, the United Nations
Peace Force was actually established in 1964.
The UN regarded the two communities as “politically equal or almost
equal in the future of the Island,” on the one hand, and perceived and
evaluated the Greek Cypriot Administration of Southern Cyprus
(GCASC) to be the representative government of the Island in the Security
Council’s decisions and statements, on the other. As an international
organization, the UN has no authority to accept a party to be a legitimate
government (Manisali, 1997).
However, the introduction of the UN Peace Force did not stop the Greek
offensives on the Turks, and Turkey declared to all the countries that it
would intervene with the situation. In response to this statement, Lyndon
B. Johnson sent a letter, which is known as the Johnson letter, and
reminded that the Turkish military had been reinforced and developed
with the NATO support and that the military force and the arms could
not be used without the approval of NATO as per the North Atlantic
Treaty. As a result, Turkey could not engage in any intervention (Bilge,
1996b). However, the letter brought into question the security issue in the
Turkish-American relations after the letter. On the other hand, Turkey
developed the relations with the Soviet Union during this period and made
a significant progress in especially the economic field. Furthermore, the

2

The amendment recommendations included the determination of the military
force not according to the Constitution but a special law, the removal of the veto
power of the President and the Vice President, the amalgamation of the police and
gendarmerie forces, the unification of the justice mechanism, the assembly of
municipalities, the assignment of public officials of the two communities according
to their populations, the readjustment of the ratio of the public service committee
members as 1/5 which was 3/10, the dissolution of the Council of the Greek
Congregation and the permission only to the Council of the Turkish Congregation,
and the election of the president and the vice president of the Council of
Representatives not separately by the two congregations but by the Council of
Representatives itself. In fact, all these amendment recommendations intended to
reduce the Turks to a minority and achieve the Enosis ideal. (Sarica et al., 1975).
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Turkish-Soviet intimacy also ensured that the Soviet Union would
separately recognize the Greek and Turkish elements in Cyprus.
Following the 1967 Regime of the Colonels in Greece, Turkey ensured in
the period between 1963 and 1974 that 17,000 Greek soldiers and General
Grivas, the leader of the terrorist organization EOKA who initiated the
bloody process, were removed from the Island. However, Turkey failed to
take measures so as to prevent Greece from arming the Aegean Islands as
of 1963 although it was in breach of the Treaties of Lausanne, London and
Paris. The attacks against the Turks continued until the Cyprus Peace
Operation of 1974 which was started upon the removal of Makarios by the
military officers of the Greek Armed Forces and the declaration of the
Hellenic Republic of Cyprus following his replacement with Nikos
Sampson on July 15, 1974.

3. Cyprus Peace Operation of 1974
As of 1963, Greece started to breach the agreements in Cyprus and the
Aegean Sea and escalated the tension in the region. In this sense, Greece
was encouraged by Turkey’s failure to follow an efficient policy as a result
of the Johnson letter. In 1973, anti-Makarios views started to gain
popularity and, in 1974, Makarios was removed with a coup d’état. The
US remained silent at the dismissal of Makarios from the government.
Also, this silence by the US was interpreted that the US would allow the
division of Cyprus between Turkey and Greece, both NATO members
(Ozerenkulu, 1998). In 1974, Greece attempted a coup in Cyprus and
declared Enosis which anticipated the annexation of Cyprus to Greece. In
response, the Turkish coalition government led by Bulent Ecevit
communicated with the Great Britain and stressed the necessity of an
intervention in the Island as per the Guarantee Treaty. Unable to receive a
satisfactory answer from the Great Britain, the Turkish government
commenced preparations while the UN and the Secretary General of
NATO recommended patience. However, Turkey expressed its valid
reasons for intervention to the UN and the Secretary General of NATO.
On Saturday of July 20, Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit disclosed to the
world that Turkish Armed Forces started to launch an operation to the
Island. On the first day of the operation, the Presidency of the General
Staff stated that the Turkish forces dominated Kyrenia, controlled the
Nicosia-Kyrenia highway and the operation was successful for the time
being. The same day, the Security Council of the UN was call to a meeting
on short notice. Convened later than intended, the Security Council
invited both parties to an armistice. The US claimed that the meeting was
delayed intentionally by the Soviet Union while the latter said that the draft
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resolution offered by the US was insufficient and also defended that the
Makarios government should be recognized as legitimate. In this context,
Turkey demanded that Rauf Denktas, the Head of the Turkish
Government of Cyprus and Vice President, must be allowed to make a
speech at the Security Council (Sarica et al., 1975). After the operation,
Nikos Sampson was succeeded by Kliridis in Cyprus.
Although Ecevit of the CHP was ready to make certain compromises at the
Geneva meetings in order to ensure that the Turkish-Greek relations were
corrected and a solution was delivered in Cyprus which would please all
the parties3, Erbakan of the MSP, the second party in the coalition, did
not support Ecevit in his opinion, and Ecevit resigned from his office in
1974 (Firat, 1997). According to Denktas, the leader of the Turkish
community, the Geneva meetings basically suggested a federal state in
Cyprus based on geographical properties. Turan Gunes, Turkish Minister
of Foreign Affairs, conveyed to James Callaghan, British Minister of
Foreign Affairs, that the Turkish side did not insist on dividing the
federation into two parts and that the federation, if established, could
consist of many cantons. According to Kliridis, there was no need to
change the unitary structure of the Republic of Cyprus. Temporarily
suggested in response to the violation of the Constitution by the Greeks
between 1963 and 1967 and in order to meet the actual needs in the
Turkish regions, the provisional Constitution of the Turkish Government
attained a legal ground with the Geneva meetings. On July 30, 1974, each
of the three guarantor states recognized that Cyprus consists of two
autonomous governments. The autonomous state of the Turkish
Government of Cyprus was registered with an international document
(Uslu, 2001a).
The meetings at Geneva failed to produce an agreement as to the future of
Cyprus. During the meetings, the second operation was launched in
Cyprus following the news that mines were laid before the Turkish
bridgehead and in order to make way for the Turkish troops stuck in a
narrow area and to create a Turkish region. The Geneva Conference of
1974 then dissolved. The Turkish forces controlled more than 30% of the
Island and stopped the operation on August 15 of the same year. In the
following process, the indifference of Greece towards the peace calls by the
Turkish side4 led to the actual state in the Island to date. For the Turkish
side, the most important and persistent agreement was signed between
3

The meetings held at Geneva offered the “canton” system for Cyprus. According
to Inan, the refusal of this system and the Acheson Plan by the Greeks of the Island
was to the benefit of the Turks (Inan, 1998).
4
The Cyprus Peace Operation ended the Regime of the Colonels in Greece and
the rule was undertaken by a civil government.
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Denktas and Kliridis on August 2, 1975 as regards to the population
exchange of the Turks and Greeks of the Island. Thus the actual state of
the Island acquired a legal ground (Bilge, 1996b).
Although the first operation by Turkey was considered to have a right
cause, it was not easy to justify the second in the international arena.
Indeed, Turkey experienced an inconsistency in the domestic policy during
this period. A six months of power gap occurred following the resignation
of the coalition government of Ecevit in 1974. In the meantime, the Greek
lobby which continued the propaganda activities in the US achieved to pass
the arms embargo to Turkey in the American Congress on February 5,
1975. On the other hand, Turkey managed to ensure an actual
geographical division. Nevertheless, the operation costed heavily for
Turkey. Having had intensified relations with the government of Ecevit
due to the Afyon issue, the US implemented the arms embargo against
Turkey due to the so-called justified reason of the Cyprus operation. As a
result, Turkey was forced to an international loneliness and incurred a
difficult time in terms of economy, in particular. The economic crises of
the 1970s in Turkey had repercussions in the political life and accelerated
the process that paved the way for the coup d’état of September 12, 1980.
During this period, Turkey endeavoured to maintain the present condition
in Cyprus and preferred to allow Rauf Denktas to draw the course of
developments. In 1983, the declaration of the foundation of the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC) became the first development with
which the Island guided Turkey.

4. The Foundation of TRNC and the International Discussions
on the Cyprus Issue
Papandreou, the leader of the PASOK who came to power in Greece in
1981, made a distinct change in the Cyprus policy. He suggested that the
intersocietal meetings should be abandoned because the issue could be
solved with international conferences. In 1982, he became the first Greek
Prime Minister to visit Cyprus. In Cyprus, he stated that Cyprus was a part
of Hellenism, the Cyprus issue affected the relations between Greece and
Turkey and the issue should be discussed not under the guidance of
Turkey, Greece and NATO but in an international conference in line with
the UN decisions. As of this date, the Cyprus issue started to become an
element of international pressure on the Turkish side (Firat, 2004).
The Turks, who gathered in the north of the Island after the Peace
Operation of 1974, held a ballot and declared the Turkish Federated State
of Cyprus on February 13, 1975. The established state was called “federal
state” in good will and expectation that a federal state would be founded
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in Cyprus. One of the first activities of the new state was to ensure a
population exchange between the Turks and the Greek of the Island in
accordance with a treaty signed in 1975 with the support of the UN
(Ozarslan, 2007). Thus the Turks of Cyprus, for the first time in their
history, had the opportunity of coming together with all the population in
a region with definite borders. The Turkish Federated State of Cyprus held
two meetings with the Greek side (Makarios and Denktas in 1977 and
Kipriyanu and Denktas in 1979) but the agreements signed between the
parties in consequence of these meetings were renounced by the latter
(Akmaral, 2004).
Based on the decision no. 37/253 taken on May 13, 1983, the UN
emphasized that the Greeks had the right to sovereignty and inspection all
over the Island and that the allegedly occupying Turkish troops must leave
the Island. In March 1983, it was announced in the New Delhi Summit
of the Non-Aligned Nations that the Cypriot Government was supported
and the occupying Turkish forces must leave the Island. When, to the same
effect, the Council of Europe concluded the representation issue that
Cyprus was only represented by the Greeks of the Island, the Turkish
Federated State of Cyprus declared the Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus (TRNC) on November 15, 1983. Subsequently, the TRNC
Constitution was put to referendum and accepted, and Rauf Denktas
became the first president of the state in consequence of the voting.
TRNC suggested that the state would abide by the treaties that established
the Republic of Cyprus, follow an independent policy, struggle to facilitate
the foundation of a bi-regional and bi-communal federal republic wherein
the Turks and the Greeks of the Island would live in peace and
cooperation, and would never unite with any other country other than the
southern part of Cyprus (Uslu, 2001a).
In Turkey, elections could only be made on November 6, 1983 due to the
coup d’état of September 12, 1980, and Turgut Ozal was granted the right
to form a government. Before commence activities, the Turkish
Government recognized the independence of TRNC as declared by the
Turkish Federated Council of Cyprus. On the day of declaration of the
independence, TRNC was first and only recognized by Turkey. On the
other hand, Pakistan withdrew its decision to recognize the new state due
to the pressure by the US. The declaration of TRNC was considered to be
completely illegal by Greece and the Cypriot Greeks and was reproached
with strong reactions. With the decision no. 541 dated November 18,
1983, the Security Council of the UN ruled that the declaration was legally
invalid and that the declaration must be annulled (Ozarslan, 2007). Ozal
deemed that the Cyprus issue was the greatest obstacle before the EC
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membership of Turkey and the interruption to foreign aid, and took it as
a primary problem to be solved. However, the internal bureaucracy, the
Foreign Affairs, the military and Rauf Denktas defended the conventional
national causes and, therefore, stood against the “give away-get away”
policy followed by Ozal (Firat, 2004).
The neo-liberal policies implemented in Turkey by Ozal unavoidably
extended to the northern part of Cyprus. The isolation imposed on TRNC
by the world intensified the dependence of this country on Turkey. In this
regard, Turkey’s role cannot be denied in the survival of TRNC since its
foundation.
After the establishment of TRNC, three attempts were made in 1985, 1986
and 1988 with the efforts of Perez de Cuellar, Secretary General of the UN,
in order to restart intersocietal meetings. To this end, Cuellar brought
Denktas and Vassiliou together but to no avail. Secretary General Cuellar
submitted two reports to the UN in 1990 and 1991. With these reports,
he indicated that both communities were politically equal, that both
communities should be represented in the organs of the state to be
established so as to maintain such equality and that the sovereignty in
Cyprus would be shared by two societies (Gurel, 1992).
Both parties had sticking points on their part. The Greek side predicated
that freedom of travel, settlement and property (the three freedoms) must
be granted which meant the reinstatement of former lands, the Turkish
soldiers must withdraw and the migrants must be repatriated. However,
the Turkish side insisted that bi-zonality, political equality, Turkey’s
guarantee and property rights would not be waived as these emphasized the
right to self-determination. The decision no. 649 dated March 12, 1990
by the Security Council of the UN invited both parties to reach a solution
which would be mutually and equally agreed and avoid any attempt to
worsen the condition in the Island. Following these developments, the
Cypriot Greeks applied to the European Union for full membership on
July 4, 1990, and deepened the insolubility in Cyprus even further. Later
on, the pressure on the Cypriot Turks would intensify with the inclusion
of the EC to the US Congress, the UN and the Conference of the NonAligned States (Uslu, 2001a).

5. The Cyprus Issue after the Cold War
Having succeeded Cuellar, Butros Gali, the new Secretary General of the
UN, came up with a “Series of Ideas” as regards to the Cyprus issue. This
“Series of Ideas” grounded the solution on political equality. Although the
federal structure may be bi-zonal, a State of Cyprus to be established is one
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in terms of sovereignty and international identity. Denktas declared that
he accepted 91 of the 100 paragraphs of the series of ideas. To this end,
Gali organized meetings with Denktas and Vasiliu and oppressed especially
Denktas to get his map accepted. This map spared only 28,2% of the
Cyprus lands to the Cypriot Turks and left Guzelyurt to the Cypriot
Greeks. This offer was not accepted by Denktas. However, Gali added this
map to his report and achieved to get it accepted at the Security Council
of the UN as the decision no. 774. He pointed out to the Turkish side as
the cause of insolubility (Sonmezoglu, 2004).
The Greek side took up an involuntary position to attend to the
negotiations as the EU membership application of the Cypriot Greeks was
accepted by the European Union. In fact, the application of the Greek side
was contrary to the London and Zürich Agreements of 1959-60. Article
one of the Treaty of Guarantee prescribes that “It (the Republic of Cyprus)
undertakes not to participate, in whole or in part, in any political or
economic union with any State whatsoever. It accordingly declares
prohibited any activity likely to promote, directly or indirectly, either
union with any other State or partition of the Island.” Therefore, it can be
claimed that the Greek side breached the international law with the
membership to the EU (Mendelson, 1997). The Cypriot Greeks also
intended to avail of the EU membership in order to reinforce the relations
with Greece, enforce EU decisions to the whole Cyprus and reduce the
Cypriot Turks to a minority before the EU. Furthermore, this EU
membership would completely isolate TRNC and cause an obstacle to
Turkey’s EU membership.
In 1992, the ANAP government, which had been in power for almost ten
years, came to an end to be succeeded by the DYP-SHP coalition which
would not follow Ozal’s policies with regards to the Cyprus issue and
would not put the foreign affairs bureaucracy aside. Having suffered lack
of support and isolation during the Ozal period, Denktas heaved a sigh of
relief with the coalition government.
After the power of Kliridis in 1993 in the Greek side of Cyprus, the
negotiations between Denktas and Kliridis proceeded under the guidance
of the UN but no result was attained during these meetings. During this
time, the Cypriot Turks had concerns with regard to the close relationships
between Butros Gali and the US and his practice of Orthodox Christianity.
Butros Gali described the necessity of taking “Confidence Building
Measures” between the parties as a means of overcoming mistrust, and the
negotiations were carried out on this ground throughout 1994. The
Turkish side declared their readiness for signing an agreement for building
confidence; however, the Cypriot Greeks demonstrated a dissenting
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attitude. Butros Gali concluded that the Turks were the responsible party
for the failure of the negotiations. This justified the concerns of the Turkish
Government as regards to the neutrality of the Secretary General. The
Turkish side suggested that it was better to use the term “confidence
forming measures” instead of “confidence building measures.” This is
because attempts could only be made to form confidence where there was
no confidence (Yarar, 1998).
The period between 1996 and 1997 brought incidents that would escalate
the tension in the Island for both parties. First of all, the border violation
attempts and conflicts initiated by Greek motorcyclists resulted in death in
August 1996 which strained the terms in the Island. In Deryneia, the
nationalist radicals of both sides faced off each other around the border,
insulted each other and made an attempt to cross the border. A Cypriot
Greek who crossed the border was beaten by Turks and taken to hospital
where he lost his life. Similarly, a Cypriot Greek who crossed the border
and attempted to lower the Turkish flag was shot dead. Furthermore, a
Turkish soldier was killed while another was injured due to the firing from
the Greek side. According to Sonmezoglu, these tensions were especially
intended in the Island. This is because the status quo in the Island would
reinforce and the issue would be forgotten in the international arena as long
as calm reigned, and this would be to the benefit of the Turkish side. In
this sense, the Cypriot Greeks tried to prove that the Island was not calm
(Sonmezoglu, 2004).
One of the tensions in Cyprus was the case of Titiana Loizidou v. Turkey
which was heard at the ECHR on December 18, 1996 and once more
brought Cyprus to the agenda. The Cypriot Greeks who had been forced
to leave their homes and emigrate in 1989 crossed the border and entered
the Turkish Nicosia. They were arrested by the police and deported. At the
court, Loizidou claimed that she was prevented from using her properties
which remained in the northern Kyrenia. With 11 affirmative against 6
dissenting votes, the court sentenced Turkey instead of TRNC because the
latter was not recognized. In response, Turkey claimed that the subject
matter of the cause had taken place out of Turkey and, therefore, had
nothing to do with the country. Nevertheless, the court rejected the contest
suggesting that the security of Northern Cyprus was ensured by the troops
of the Republic of Turkey. Following Loizidou, many Cypriot Greeks
applied to the court against Turkey. This once more revived the discussions
concerning the solution attempts in Cyprus (Ozarslan, 2007).
Another development which caused tension in Cyprus was the attempt of
the Cypriot Greek Government to install Russian S-300 missiles to the
Island. Having a 140 km range with a higher quality compared to US429
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made Patriot missiles, these S-300 missiles was an attempt which would
deteriorate the balance in Cyprus. These armaments which were
considered as a precaution against Turkish air forces also had the capacity
to launch offensive against certain southern regions of Turkey. Embraced
as part of the Common Defence Doctrine of Greece and Southern Cyprus,
the S-300 project was the last of the bases to encircle Turkey after the bases
in Greece, Crete and Rhodes. Turkey showed a strong reaction to the
purchase and installation of the missiles and threatened that the operations
of 1974 would be repeated. The threats were received seriously by the US
and the Great Britain, and the missiles were not placed in Cyprus but
Crete, Greece due to the pressure applied to Klerides (Basak, 1998).
The relations between Turkey and the UN during this period show that
the Cyprus issue forced Turkey to follow a multi-directional policy at the
UN and to build good relations with all the groups. The Cyprus issue
narrowed the room for manoeuvre of Turkey and pushed Turkey to view
all matters as regards to their possible effects on the Cyprus issue (Aksin,
1997).
In 1997, Kofi Annan, Secretary General of the UN, endeavoured that the
parties in Cyprus would start negotiations again. However, these initiatives
did not produce a result, and the most basic issue between the parties
became the EU membership of the Greek side. In consequence of the
Luxembourg Summit of 1997, the membership of the Greek side was
officially announced while Turkey was excluded from the expansion
strategy of the EU. Turkey showed a harsh reaction against the decision of
the summit, and Rauf Denktas conveyed to the Secretary General of the
UN that the Turkish community would withdraw from the
intercommunal negotiations. The Council of TRNC agreed that the two
parties must be accepted as two equal states in order for the negotiations to
restart. Denktas declared that the solution was not a federation but a
confederation5 after such stage (Uslu, 2001a).
Following the acceptance of the EU membership application of the Greek
side, the US became the only power to mediate the Cyprus issue according
to the Turkish government. In the 1990s, the US preferred to follow an
active policy to solve the Cyprus issue. Therefore, President Clinton
appointed Richard Holbrooke, the architect of the Dayton Agreement in
Bosnia, as the special representative in Cyprus. However, it did not take
long before Holbrooke understood that the Cyprus issue was not a result
5
Confederation is a community of states wherein more than one country follow a
common policy and management as regards to foreign affairs and defense in a less
dependent sense compared to a federation and wherein they are free and
independent to ensure local government in other areas.
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of ethnic conflicts unlike the case in the Bosnia crisis. Holbrooke found
out that the Dayton or the Ireland model could not be applied to Cyprus
and stated that they viewed Rauf Denktas as the President of TRNC and
the Cypriot Greeks did not have any authority on the Turks of the Island
(Uslu, 2001b). While the Holbrooke’s statements received reactions from
the Greek lobby, Holbrooke said in Turkey and the US that the insistence
by Denktas in the state status made it difficult to attain a solution. He
accused Denktas of being an “uncompromising” person (Ozkan, 199).
Playing the EU membership card, the US checked out during this period
whether a crack could be caused in the strategic solidarity between Turkey
and TRNC.

6. The Effects of the Cyprus Issue on the Relations Between The
EU and Turkey
On March 6, 1995, Turkey and the EU Association Council signed the
Customs Union Agreement. Before the execution of the agreement,
Turkey accepted the Brussels Document no. 1661/95 dated February 24,
1995 at the Foreign Affairs Meeting of Five held in London. The
document included the phrases “the Cypriot Greek government” and
“Turkish congregation”, and Turkey agreed that the EU membership of
the Greek Government of Cyprus would be scheduled as the representative
of the whole Island. Greece did not apply a veto to the Customs Union
Agreement after Turkey signed this document (Ozkan, 1999).
Turkey reflected the Customs Union Agreement to the public as if it was
an EU membership in order to make propaganda. One of the main tenets
of the Turkish foreign policy was sacrificed to domestic policy. On the
other hand, the Turkish public argued that the Cyprus was waived against
the Customs Union Agreement. In this sense, the public opinion was in
support of Denktas. On the other hand, the European Union believed that
the solution of the Cyprus issue would attribute an active role to it before
the US and ensure the role of a global actor in the international system.
The EU policy intended to by-pass Denktas and solve the issue by making
a bargain with Turkey. In this sense, the Cyprus issue has always been
brought to the agenda as one of the prerequisites of the EU membership
of Turkey especially since the Dublin Summit of 1990. The Cyprus issue
was intended to be solved with the guidance of both the UN and the EU
by applying pressure on Turkey. Throughout the 1990s, the European
Parliament touched on the Cyprus issue in the reports regarding Turkey
and alleged that Turkey was an occupying power and, therefore, must
withdraw the forces from the Island (TURK-IS, 2002).
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The Greek Cypriot State was given a negotiation date with the 1997
Luxembourg Summit while Turkey was excluded from the expansion
strategy of the EU. In consequence of the Helsinki Summit held on
December 10-11, 1999, it was agreed that the solution of the Cyprus issue
could not be regarded as a prerequisite for the acceptance of the Cypriot
Greek State as an EU member. This, as Denktas states, reduces the
sensitivity and the responsibility of the Cypriot Greeks as to the issue.
Turkey remained silent before this decision and was granted the EU
candidate status at the summit. Greece responded to Turkey’s silence by
not putting a veto to the status. This bargain which reminds the Customs
Union Agreement forced Turkey to make concessions again.

7. Cyprus Policy After 2002
Announced on November 8, 2000, the Accession Partnership Document
(ACD) for Turkey correlated Turkey’s possible EU membership with
Cyprus. The document included implications that the solution of the
Cyprus issue was a political precondition for the EU membership. Turkey
repeatedly claimed that Cyprus did not have any place in the relations with
the EU and, therefore, all the expressions relating to Cyprus should be
removed from the ACD (Firat, 2004).
The year of 2000 was a period with intensive negotiations on Cyprus. Kofi
Annan, the Secretary General of the UN, and Alfred Moses, the special
representative of the US President for Cyprus, undertook many initiatives
to bring the parties together but no result was attained in these attempts.
In 2001, George W. Bush won the US elections and dissolved the special
representation for Cyprus. In 2001, TRNC President Denktas wrote a
letter to Klerides, the Greek leader, and requested a meeting. Following
this initiative, the negotiations that started in January 2002 were
transformed into an extensive solution plan by Kofi Annan, the Secretary
General of the UN. Revised five times on November 11, 2002, December
10, 2002, February 26, 2003, March 29, 2004 and March 31, 2004, the
solution plan was intended to separately put into referendum in both sides
(Ozarslan, 2007).
While these developments took place in Cyprus, the AKP won the Turkish
elections and came to power on November 3, 2002. The AKP’s party
program used traditional expressions as regards to the foreign policy and
Cyprus issue while the election bulletin demonstrated a different approach
for the first time and emphasized that the Cyprus issue must be solved to
ensure EU support: “The party (AKP) believes that the Cyprus issue must
absolutely be brought to a solution. Such a solution must undoubtedly consider
the presence, identity and self-determination of the Turkish community in the
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Island. It is to the benefit of both sides to establish a government which consists
of two sovereign communities which is the case in Belgium. Acceptance of the
Cypriot Greek State to the EU membership before a solution is ensured would
complicate the issue even further. (AKP’s Election Bulletin, 2002)”
The Belgium model offered by the AKP shows that the two-state
confederation thesis was abandoned and the bi-communal federation thesis
was reinstated. In a briefing given to a Greek television, Erdogan said “We
embrace the Belgium model in Cyprus.” This expression was highly
acclaimed by Greece and Cypriot Greek State while Turkish bureaucracy
and diplomacy showed reactions (Guven, 2002). In the case of Belgium,
the main distinction is not made according to religion, culture, race or
ethnic origin but to spoken language. Resembling a federal state, Belgium
is a bi-communal kingdom consisting of Flemish people speaking Flemish
and Walloons speaking French. Here, the state relies on a strong central
government (NTVMSNBC, 2010). In Belgium, there are no two
sovereign states but two autonomous communities. The Belgium model is
an approach close to what is offered by the Cypriot Greek State.
In this sense, it was agreed that the framework plan issued by Kofi Annan
on November 11 should be made ready until the Copenhagen Summit of
December 2002 and then offered to referendum in the Island. Thus a new
phase commenced with which long years of issues were tried to solve with
oppression within days (Ozuerman, 2003) Ahmet Nejdet Sezer and Rauf
Denktas, Presidents of Turkey and TRNC, respectively, did not attend to
the summit held on December 11-12, 2002 while Recep T. Erdogan, the
leader of the AKP, participated in the summit instead of Abdullah Gul.
Concerning Cyprus, the final declaration of the Copenhagen Summit
repeated that Cyprus would certainly be accepted to the EU membership
on condition that a united Cyprus made an application thereto. In this
context, it was emphasized that a result must be attained until February,
2003 as part of the negotiations held under the guidance of the UN.
Touching on the significance of a solution as part of the Annan Plan and
the date of February 28, Yasar Yakis, Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs,
said: “If we don’t sign the treaty, we will be considered occupiers of a
European territory.” These expressions by Yakis drew reactions from
TRNC and Turkey while the Greek Government Spokesman said: “For
the first time a Turkish statesman speaks of the occupying forces in Cyprus.
This is important.” The Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Cypriot Greek
State said “He gave us a new proof” and thanked Yakis (Hürriyet, 2002).
The Turkish side of Cyprus held elections on January 13, 2004, and the
coalition government of the CTP (Republican Turkish Party) and the DP
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(Democrat Party) started to reduce the authority of Denktas. Supporting
Mehmet Ali Talat, the oppression and intervention of the Ankara
Government against Denktas increased during this period. Abdullah Gul,
Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs, stated “He (Denktas) should get the
support of his own nation rather than the support of Turkey,” and
pronounced the Government’s view that Denktas made it difficult to come
to a solution and the Cyprus policy could not find a conclusion with him.
Offered to referendum on April 24, 2004, the Plan was rejected by the
Cypriot Greek State with 75,8% dissenting votes while it was accepted by
the Turkish community with 64,7% of the total votes. Following the
referendum, the Cypriot Greek State became a full member of the EU on
May 1, 2004 as the Republic of Cyprus in representation of the whole
Island 6 , and the Turkish side was allocated 259 mn Euro as an aid.
However, certain conditions were required at a later date for the grant of
this money which prevented any use.
As part of Turkey’s EU membership process, it was agreed to commence
negotiations with the Luxembourg Summit on October 3, 2005. Turkey
signed a Protocol which amended the Treaty of Ankara so as to be able to
start negotiations. This Protocol prescribes the recognition of 10 new
members introduced into the EU. Thus Turkey exhibited an approach in
the Luxembourg Summit of 2005 resembling the bargaining in the
Customs Union Agreement of 1995 and the Helsinki Summit of 1999.

8. The Breaking Point for TRNC
Continuing the struggle since 1963 when the controversy started, the
Cypriot Turkish community achieved to found their own state after
overcoming many difficulties. However, the condition has become an
impasse due to the complicated nature of the controversy and the inclusion
of new parties to the issue. Similar to the attitude adopted by Turkey in
order to secure its foreign policy, the Turkish people of Cyprus also became
the determinants of certain developments which would lead to a change in
the balance in TRNC due to the long-lasting embargoes and restrictions.

8.1. Affirmative Vote to the Annan Plan
The embargoes and isolations forced on TRNC alienate the Turkish
people of Cyprus from the world, disconnect the youth from the rest of the
world, prevent a sports event even with Turkey, don’t recognize the
educational institutions, prevent trade, mail delivery and aerial
6

The British bases in Cyprus were not accepted to the EU territories.
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transportation, restrict the freedom of communication and travel and make
life more expensive (Soysal, 2003).
The Annan Plan was only one of the many unsuccessful initiatives and
negotiations in Cyprus. While the restrictions and the never-ending
negotiations caused an exasperation for the Turkish community, the Plan’s
preparation and conditions and the misleading developments during the
referendum process were overlooked.. During the Plan’s preparation
process, the parties were forced into a certain period of time and to agree
on a text imbued with many gaps and uncertainties. It was agreed that Kofi
Annan would cover the gaps unless the parties did and they would be
offered to referendum after accepted by the parties.
According to the Annan Plan, there emerged a new “United Republic of
Cyprus.” In this Annan Plan, the new treaty of establishment consisted of
163 pages and the whole text amounted up to 9000 pages together with
the annexes including laws and treaties. The Plan granted Maras (Varosha),
Erenkoy (Kokkina), Duzce (Achna) and Taskoy (Petra) to the Cypriot
Greeks. In this sense, the Greek community would be able to return to
their properties in the villages of Dipkarpaz (Rizokarpaso), Yeni Erenkoy
(Gialousa), Sipahi (Agia Triada) and Adacay (Melanagra) by degrees. The
number of the Turks who would pass to the Greek side would gradually
increase to 13,000 and then to 26,000 and would amount to 39,000 in
total if the entire quota is used. According to the issued map, the Cypriot
Turks were allowed only 29,2% of the Island. The Island would be freed
from military forces and would only harbour the police force of the founder
states. The plan prescribed that 1,900 police would be assigned to the
northern part while the same would be 4,900 for the southern part.
However, the numbers of the federal police would be the same (Gul,
2007). The Plan weakened both the de facto and legal guarantor status of
Turkey. Having recognized the citizenship of Cyprus, the Plan centres on
the Greek land registry records and disregards and overrules the records in
TRNC. Similarly, the Plan neither takes into consideration the exchange
of the Turkish and Greek properties between two equal states nor the
general compensations and treaties but envisages individual land registers
(Keser, 2005).
Having announced before the referendum that the Turkish applicants who
were born in Cyprus and wish to move to the Greek side following the
opening of the borders mutually on April 23, 2003 would get the
citizenship and passport of the Republic of Cyprus, the Cypriot Greek
State flagged and monitored 57,000 Turks who accepted the citizenship
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and brought suits against them alleging that they seized the properties of
others as the citizens of the Republic of Cyprus7.
Concerning the Annan Plan, a division was in question both in Turkey
and TRNC. The slogans in support of the EU citizenship and the banners
showing “There is no Turk but Cypriots in Cyprus” drew attention during
the demonstrations held in Cyprus, particularly in Nicosia. No TRNC flag
was seen during the demonstrations while everywhere was adorned with
the EU flags. Allegations were made that the Turkish Armed Forces
occupied the Island and must withdraw. Under these conditions, the CTP
targeted the younger generations with the discourses on the EU and peace
(Akmaral, 2004).
Tasos Papadopuos, the Greek leader, gave a sentimental speech on
television one day before the referendum and said “I undertook the
management of a state. I cannot hand over a society.” and asked the people
to say “no” to the referendum. The AKEL party also notified that they were
against the Plan (Keser, 2005).

8.2. The Elimination of President Denktas
During the first years of the Cold War era, Rauf Denktas was shown as the
biggest obstacle before a solution to the Cyprus issue as part of the
campaigns carried out against the President of TRNC particularly by the
US. President Bush held Denktas responsible for the insolubility in
Cyprus and intentionally missed his name while referring to all the persons
and institutions related with the issue during a briefing given in the White
House on July 10, 1991. Due to the allegations of insolubility, Rauf
Denktas held an early election and was re-elected as the President upon
receiving the majority of the votes (Gurel, 1992). In the 1990s, Denktas
was blamed by the UN and the US representatives with the allegations that
he sabotaged the prospective EU membership of Turkey with his insoluble
manner. The purpose here was actually to play off Turkey and TRNC
against each other.
According to some, the Turkish leaders in Cyprus reflected the social and
cultural changes in Turkey to the Turkish community of Cyprus as they
were unconditionally dependent on Turkey. The focus on the interests of
the Ankara Government by the Turkish leaders in Cyprus was interpreted
as if the interests of the Cypriot Turks and Turkey were the same.
Therefore, the developments in Cyprus had to follow the course drawn by
7

Dervis Eroglu, the President of TRNC, was one of these people who had the
citizenship (Keser, 2006)
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the Ankara Government. However, a Cypriot Turk nationality emerged in
the 1990s which made it clear that the Cypriot Turkish community would
not confine itself to the Cyprus policy outlined by Turkey. In this sense,
the Cypriot Turkish community even has the potential to react to Turkey
(Firat, 1997).
Rauf Denktas was a serious and consistent statesman, an experienced
politician and a patient and difficult negotiator. Having dedicated his life
to Cyprus, Denktas always cherished rationalism and consistency and
always kept intimate relations with Turkey as regards to policy making and
strategy development. Concerning the Annan Plan, Rauf Denktas was
declared to be against peace because he insisted on a fair solution by Greece
and the Cypriot Greek State. Due to the economic oppressions, the
Cypriot Turks were surrounded by the Cypriot Greek propaganda. During
this period, the Cypriot Turkish community focused on the dream of
attaining the EU membership but also believed that Turkey prevented it
from coming true when the economic crisis in Turkey had repercussions
in the Island and the notion that Turkey would never be an EU member
became popular (Ozuerman, 2003).
The persistent and consistent attitude of Denktas who would not abandon
the state status made him the man on target. On April 20, 2005, Mehmet
Ali Talat won the presidential elections. Formerly the leader of the main
opposition party, Mehmet Ali Talat gave an interview to Ferai Tinc,
reporter of Hurriyet newspaper, and said “Turkey is not my homeland,”
which heralded a new and different political attitude in the post-Rauf
Denktas period. The AKP Government gave full support to Mehmet Ali
Talat.
At the table under the UN guidance, the two parties currently run a
negotiation process which from time to time incurs interruptions. Political
equality and distribution of power are the two major matters of debate.
One of the most basic problems of these negotiations is that Talat, who
said “yes” to the Annan Plan”, and Christofias” who said “no”, cannot
continue negotiations equally. Another trouble is that the consensus as
regards to a federation is established by the AKEL and CTP parties. During
Talat’s period, no progress was made as to the solution of the Cyprus issue.
One of the most significant reasons why Mehmet Ali Talat lost the
presidential elections was that the promises made to the Cypriot Turks by
him during the referendum process were not realized. Although Talat
affirmed that they definitely wanted a solution, the failure of the
negotiations and the economic problems in the country led the people of
the Island to feel insecure about the future and made them feel depressed
and hopeless about a solution.
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Mehmet A. Talat also exhibited a different approach about Turkey
compared to Denktas, the former President. He repeatedly expressed that
the reason for cooperation with Turkey was because Turkey was the only
state to recognize TRNC and acted as a guarantor in the Foundation
Treaties. He put forth his personal views about Turkey with various
statements such as “Was there any Turkish soldier in Cyprus between 1963
and 1974? We defended ourselves all right.” “We don’t want to be the local
authority of Turkey in Cyprus.” (Arsava, 2005).
During the period of President Musfata Akinci, it was witnessed that a
discourse similar to that of Talat was used against Turkey. Furthermore,
the statements like “the Cypriot Greek are our brothers and sisters”, which
was uttered at a speech on June 20, 2020 in the connivance of all the
tortures and massacres experienced until the foundation of a state by the
Cypriot Turks, continued throughout his power as well as the insistence
on a solution with a federation model. Akinci, who regarded the Cypriot
Greek State as a partner, visited the AKEL party, an Enosis supporter, and
visited its members during the European Parliament elections in May
2019. Besides, he also visited the Greek side and invited people to vote for
the AKEL. Following the encouragement by President Akinci, 5,600
Cypriot Turks voted in these elections. In consequence of the elections, a
Cypriot Turk was elected to the European Parliament from the AKEL list,
and the Turkish media organs misled the public by showing as if a Turkish
person, in representation of the Cypriot Turks, entered to the Parliament
(Gurdeniz, 2021).
Having started the negotiations with the EU on October 3, 2005, Turkey
considers the membership of the Cypriot Greek State, the rejection of the
Annan Plan and the recognition of TRNC by only Turkey as problems.
The expansion of the EU Customs Union to include 10 new members and
Turkey’s evasion to completely enforce the Additional Protocol as a
signatory are used as elements of oppression against Turkey.

9. Issues in the Cyprus Policy of Turkey
When the incidents started to break out in Cyprus, Turkey did not have a
certain policy as regards to the Cyprus issue. Although Cyprus was a
national case, the policies concerning the Island varied according to
governments and even ministers. There were zigzags in the adopted policies
which did not follow a consistent course. Turkish governments showed
different approaches and attitudes towards the Cyprus issue as they failed
to draw a national framework following the Cyprus Peace Operation of
1974. Although there were prime ministers who regarded the issue as an
obstacle between the relations of Turkey and the West, there were also
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those who backed and viewed the issue as a matter of survival. On the other
hand, there was no deviation in the Cyprus policy of the Kyprianou,
Vassiliou, Papadopoulos, Christofias and Anastasiadis governments that
followed Makarios in the Cypriot Greek State and the Karamanlis,
Papandreu, Mitsotakis and Tsipras governments that succeeded the
Regime of the Colonels in Greece. The national policy of Greece against
Turkey has not changed for 180 years despite the generations, regimes and
governments and is consistent in itself. However, the greatest source of
power of a national Cypriot cause on the Turkish side was Rauf Denktas
who took part in the administration of TRNC for long years. Furthermore,
consistency was also witnessed in the attitude and reactions of the Turkish
nation. Therefore, the Turkish foreign policy requires a framework in order
to ensure a decision-making mechanism. Nevertheless, it should also be
taken into consideration that the Greek side exhibits an irreconcilable
attitude.
Turkey is seen to be inconsistent as to finding a solution to the Cyprus
issue. In 1995, Turkey claimed the land back to its original owner, that is,
Turkey, against the self-determination offer by Greece during the London
Conference. In 1956, the Cyprus policy incurred a serious change and
Turkey required a division of the Island. This prescribed selfdetermination separately for both communities. Between 1960 and 1974,
Turkey attempted to solve the Cyprus issue with bilateral negotiations with
Greece or through the Great Britain, the US and NATO while the Cypriot
Greeks preferred the UN. This is because Turkey supported the former
colonialist states and followed a pro-US policy at the UN against the
increasing number of liberated countries.
Between 1960 and 1974, Turkey’s ideals varied between federation and
division. During this period, the US and the UN offered various plans like
Acheson which included “conditional (concessional) Enosis” but none of
them were mutually agreed. The actual state caused by the 1974 Operation
favoured the federation ideal based on geographical distribution. In 1990,
the Cypriot Greek State’s membership application to the EU and the
evaluation of it by the latter brought the confederation thesis to the agenda
which prescribed a state status. The AKP Government returned to the
federation thesis following the election of Mehmet A. Talat as the president
in TRNC. Recently, the self-determination thesis is emphasized, which
was defended by Rauf Denktas as the founder leader of TRNC, after the
discovery of the energy sources in the Eastern Mediterranean. However, as
the unsuccessful Crans Montana negotiations of July 7, 2017 showed,
Turkey actually had no thesis to offer but took steps according to “all
options on the table” principle. The discovery that Turkey considered the
withdrawal from and even the change in the name and contents of the
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Guarantee Treaty, the removal or a reduction in the number of the Turkish
military in the Island and discussed the military formula of 950 Greek
soldiers to 650 Turkish soldiers showed that Turkey was ready to make
serious concessions in Crans Montana which was also the case in the Annan
Plan (Gürdeniz, 2021).
The Cyprus issue is not a one-dimensional one which arises due to the
disputes between the two communities. The relations between Turkey and
Greece are a spiral of issues intertwined with the security and sovereignty
struggles in the Eastern Mediterranean, the economic contests developing
around the Caspian Sea oil and energy sources, and the risks and threats
on the Turkish Straits. When dealing with the Cyprus issue, it is necessary
to consider the interaction of these elements with each other.
Concerning the solution of the Cyprus issue, Turkey and the Cypriot
Turkish community face an oppression policy applied by the UN, the US,
the EU and the IMF. The actors behave as if the solution in Cyprus is at
the hands of Turkey alone. Since the political reforms of 1839, Turkey has
always been the accountable party before the Western world. Therefore,
Turkey considers itself to be always in the defending position. In this sense,
Turkey experiences oppression by the Western states as regards to Cyprus,
human rights, democracy and similar other matters. The European
Parliament, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe and the
reports and documents issued by these reflect the subjects related to Turkey
as if they are obligations. Turkey, however, fails to take a firm and
consistent stance against these oppressions.
After losing Cyprus with the Treaties of Guarantee and Alliance in 1960,
Turkey once more became a partner in the Island. It paved the way for an
autonomous government of the Cypriot Turks with the Cyprus Peace
Operation of 1974. Despite the diplomatic patronage by the great powers
to the benefit of the Cypriot Greeks, the status quo that took place after
the 1974 Operation prevents the Greeks from ruling the Island alone. The
presence of the Turkish forces in the Island plays a deterrent role against
Greece in the Aegean Sea. In this regard, Greece is forced to take more
considerate steps owing to the fact that the Turkish military may mobilize
in Cyprus in case of a conflict in the Aegean. All these acquirements are
being lost due to the target and strategy errors in the performed diplomacy
and policies.
We can claim that Turkey’s serious mistakes have been the adoption of a
risky “all options on the table” policy in relation to Cyprus, the acceptance
of the EU’s guarantor role in the Island and, finally, failure to establish or
build the necessary infrastructure or a sea base in Cyprus since 1974. The
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excessive armament by the Cypriot Greek State following the discoveries
in the Aphrodite gas field, the military alliance attempts, the anti-Turkish
approaches, the armament and/or rearmament of Greece and France in the
region, the joint drills and the tense environment which could lead to a
conflict at any moment have become a serious security issue for Turkey
and TRNC. In the Eastern Mediterranean energy geopolitics, the presence
of the Turkish military and the navy in TRNC and the Island is the
assurance of Turkey (Gurdeniz, 2021).
The economic development of TRNC plays a key role in the solution of
the issue. Economic self-sufficiency would reinforce the stance Northern
Cyprus before the Cypriot Greek State. This would also remove the
regional development differences. In the international arena, lobbying
activities should be performed in various organizations (such as the Islamic
Conference Organization and the Presidential Summit of the Turkish
Speaking States) for the recognition of TRNC. The greatest failure of
Turkey in this field is the lack of legal experts and scientists to take part in
the international operations. For that purpose, universities should be
encouraged and supported and, in line with this, awareness and lobbying
activities should be intensified in the EU countries.

Conclusion
Turkey is devoid of the power to influence the whole world or the world
policies and is situated on a geography which is close to the conflicts of the
interests of the powers that lead the world policies. The policies of
especially the US and the European countries, which are denoted as the
West, towards Turkey are among the most important determinants of
Turkish foreign policy.
The issue of identity has become the leading subject in the Turkish foreign
policy in line with the scientific studies made on religious, ethnic and
cultural conflicts instead of ideological ones following the cold war era.
Thus the Turkism and new-Ottomanism ideals, which started to gain
popularity, have become the determinant elements of the foreign policy.
After the AKP undertook the power, it is often pronounced that the
Turkish foreign policy gave weight to the East. The AKP Government
frequently acted as a “mediator” and a “reconciliator” in its foreign policy
it defines as multi-dimensional, pro-active and ‘zero problems with the
neighbours’. While Turkey was acclaimed with the diplomacy that
encouraged reconciliation in this period, setting the agenda on the
opposition, adopting an aggressive attitude and implementing separative
policies under the title of “initiatives” reflect the “conflicting” face of the
domestic policy.
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During the Cold War era, the Cyprus issue became the key determinant of
the Turkish foreign policy. The EU membership application of the Greek
Cypriot State in representation of the entire Island while the Cold War was
still in progress gave a new direction to the Cyprus issue and played a key
role in the Turkey-EU relations. In this regard, Europe endeavoured to
intensify its integration while the surroundings of Turkey were undergoing
a factionary process. Following the withdrawal of the veto by Greece in
1995, Turkey became a signatory of the Customs Union Agreement of the
EU and, in response to that, accepted the EU membership of the Cypriot
Greek State by signing the Additional Protocol which is also known as the
Brussels Document. Turkey showed the same attitude by remaining silent
to the decision that the solution of the Cyprus issue cannot be deemed a
prerequisite for the Cypriot Greek State to be an EU member and, as a
result, achieved the candidate state status at the Helsinki Summit of 1999.
In consequence, President Denktas insisted on the confederation thesis and
did not abandon the state status in order to ensure that the Cypriot Turks
were not reduced to a minority and the guarantor role of Turkey did not
end due to the EU membership of the Cypriot Greek State. This attitude
made Denktas an irreconcilable man on target who deemed insolubility a
solution Following the Annan Plan, the Cypriot Turkish community
regarded President Denktas as the cause of the deadlock and elected
Mehmet Ali Talat as the new President in 2005 with the dream of being
EU citizens. Before long, it was understood that solution was not onedimensional or based on only one party’s initiatives when Mehmet Ali
Talat could not make any progress in the solution negotiations, and he lost
the presidential elections in April 2010.
The strategic cooperation between Turkey and TRNC ended with the
conflicts between the opinions of the AKP Government and President
Denktas. Similarly, the assenting votes to the Annan Plan and the
elimination of President Denktas divided the Turkish community into two
groups and, therefore, the Cypriot Turks experienced conflicts in their
deserving cause.
On October 3, 2005, Turkey attained a date of commencement to the
membership negotiations at the Luxembourg Summit and signed the
Additional Protocol which recognized 10 new members of the EU.
According to this Protocol, Turkey had to open its air and sea ports to the
Greek state of the Island. The Action Plan announced by the AKP
Government indicated that the ports would be opened if the isolation in
Cyprus was removed. It should not escape one’s notice that the UN and
the other international organizations could not achieve a peace in Bosnia
or Kosovo although the solution of the Cyprus issue was sought under the
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guidance of these organizations. Additionally, Turkey could not overcome
the failure to sacrifice the foreign policy to the domestic policy in order to
reinforce their governments.
What makes Cyprus special is that there is no nation in the Island which
could be defined as the Cypriot. The Island is home to two communities
that have different religions, languages, races and cultures. Some of the
Cypriot Greeks consider the foundation of the Cypriot Greek State as a
step on the way to the realization of the Enosis ideal which means
unification with Greece.
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“Conflict” is a phenomenon as old as human history. Although the
actors and reasons have changed, conflicts have occurred in every
period of history. In the pre-Cold War era, conflicts in the
international system were experienced between states. The conflicts
during the Cold War mainly were interstate conflicts arising from the
rivalry between the two blocs. In this period, it was expected that
the threat to the security of a state would come from outside the
borders of the state and from other states.For this reason, all the
regulations made by the League of Nations, which was established at the
end of the First World War, and the United Nations, which was
established after the Second World War, to protect international
peace and security included the measures to be taken against the
attack or threat of attack by one state against another state.
However, the developments that took place right after the end of
the Cold War confirmed that the risk of interstate conflict
decreased, and new security threats emerged in this period. The
conflicts that
emerged
in
the
post-Cold
War
period
were
separatist conflicts due to ethnic and religious reasons, such as
the former Yugoslavia and Georgia, or intra-border conflicts that
occurred
for
other
reasons,
such
as
in
Syria.
Upon
the
inadequacy of international organizations and international law to
intervene in intra-border conflicts, the concept of "security"
was redefined, and a transformation from the security of the
state to the security of the individual took place. New security
threats such as environmental security, human
security,
food
security, terrorism, weapons of mass destruction and pandemics
have been identified. One of the reasons for the decrease in
conflicts between states in the post-Cold War period is that
states mostly use "soft power" instead of military force in
achieving their foreign policy goals. The structure of the
international system is also a dynamic that affects conflicts.
After the end of the bipolar system, the transformation of the
international system is not yet complete. One of the most critical
problems in today's world is the competition and struggle between
states to become the future superpower. While the US wants the
current status quo to continue, China is trying to change the
status quo in its favour. The European Union is to become the dominant
power in the international system after its transformation in the
post-Cold War period.
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